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Preface

The 1980 DOE Statistical Symposium was the sixth in a series of annual symposia designed to
bring together statisticians and other interested parties who are actively engaged in helping to
solve the nation's energy problems. Members of the Steering Committee wereD. A. Gardiner, R. L.
Iman, W. L. Nicholson, N. G. Smiriga, and R. A. Waller.

Following the program initiated at the 1979 symposium, four workshops were held this year:
Graphic Information Display—Dan Carr, Coordinator; Reliability Problems in Power Generation
Systems—Ray Waller, Coordinator; Uncertainty Analysis Associated with Radioactive Waste
Disposal—Tom Hebble, Coordinator; and Analysis of Survival Data—Edward L. Frome and Ethel
Gilbert, Coordinators. The format of the workshops was structured so that each workshop was
preceded by a discussion paper or papers presented to the entire assembly; attendees then had the
opportunity to participate in two of the four workshops. A critique of each workshop was conducted
on the final day of the symposium.

As has been the practice in the past, the program included presentations of technical papers.
These papers covered a wide range of topics on energy-related problems. The Program Committee,
chaired by R. W. Mensing, consisted of C. K. Eayne, L. A. Brur Soier, R. R. Prairie, and H. D. Tolley.

The 1981 DOE Statistical Symposium will be hosted by Brookhaven National Laboratory at
Upton, New York, on October 28-30,1981. The format of the 1980 symposium (i.e., a combination of
contributed papers and workshops) will be continued for the 1981 meeting.

The 1980 symposium furthered communication among statisticians in the DOE community.
Attendees included both statisticians and nonstatisticians from the DOE laboratories, the
academic community, and industries involved in energy-related research. The contributions of all
those who participated in and supported this symposium are greatly appreciated.
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Welcome
Gus D. Borough

Associate Director (Chemistry and Computation )
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore. California

On behalf of the Lawience Livermore National Laboratory, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the 1980

Department of Lneigy Statistical Symposium. This is the sixth in a series of symposia that provide a framework for

statisticians to explore the application of their me:huds and techniques to the solution of national energy problems.

It is certainly a timely and important symposium.

In a job like mine, one frequently gets requests to welcome visitors and to give introductions of one kind or

another. I have met some interesting people this way, but I particularly looked forward to meeting with you this

morning because, over the last several years. I've had the opportunity to get to know and to appreciate the talents of

the small community of mathematical scientists at Livermore.

The mathematical science community at Livermore might be called a group of "constructive activists." Like

activists for causes anywhere, they wanted changes in their situation. But more than that, they agitated for their

cause with arguments and plans so reasonable that it has been easy to respond with constructive changes. The

situation was this: For many years the mathematical scientists at Livermore performed largely in a consulting role —

working with one scientist or engineer for an hour or a day or a week - and then with another and another — all

generally for relatively short periods of time. The support of a group working in this kind of mode — with many

programs using small amounts of consulting time - is often best handled through overhead funding of some type,

and this is exactly what was done. The perennial trouble with services provided through overhead or taxes, however,

is that the support is never sized correctly. Because the size is divorced from the marketplace by the method of

funding, the size generally is too large or too small. In Livermore's case, it was too small, and the mathematical

scientists' "cause" was that they were understaffed for the work available, and that, unfettered, they believed they

could make far greater contributions to the scientific and engineering activities of the laboratory. In response to

their arguments, organizational arrangements were changed at Livermore so that the group could be more responsive

to program demand - and, as predicted by the activists, the group has in fact grown about 70% in the last year. The

group has now been given divisional status as the Mathematics wid Statistics Division. The process has only started; I

fully expect this new division to at least double in size in the next few years.

I tell this story about the mathematical sciences at Livermore because I have the queasy feeling that it may be

more typical thar atypical in large technical organizations. At Livermore we have well over 2000 physical scientists

and engineers, many of whom have received an excellent grounding in mathematics during their academic training.

In their professional years they perhaps tend to rely on these skills in carrying out their work without even thinking

to question the current efficacy of these skills. Whatever the cause, the skills of trained mathematical scientists have

not been fully utilized in past years at Livormore. This is now being corrected, and Livermore is catching up to some

of its sister laboratories, which have been more perceptive in this area.

vu



On the national scene, we ar? faced with developing new energy resources, with bringing on-line new methods of

energy production, and with the challenge to do these things in a way that places as light a burden as possible on our

environment. All kinds of people will be involved in these endeavors, but the heaviest load will fall to our technical

community of engineers, physical scienusts, environmental scientists, biological scientists, computer scientists, and

mathematical scientists. You are heavily outnumbered in this community. There are over 2,000,000 engineers and

physical, environmental, biological, and computer scientists, and only about 100,000 mathematical scientists. Fur-

thermore, because statisticians represent only about 10% of all mathematical scientists, you, in particular, are

outnumbered some 200 to one. What will be the tendency in this community dominated by physical scientists and

engineers to rely on mathematical techniques learned as a junior or senior in college rather than on the skills of the

trained statistician? What will be the cost in poor experimental design, in accumulation of data of little value, in

inadequate and misleading analyses of cost-benefit cf risk, and in poorly constructed energy resource and economic

models? The cost could be enormous, but it need not be. If Livermore as an institution can get the message, why not

others? Symposia such as this one certainly help. But most of all, in your regular interactions with the Other

technical disciplines, a little "constructive activism" on your part to keep in the forefront those contributions

statisticians can bring to the solution of the nation's energy problems could be very helpful.

I wish you well in your endeavors here this week.

vui
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Logic, Numbers, and National Policies

Karl Cohen
Palo Alto, California

I do not have to tell this audience, which is spending three days on the systematic analysis of data on a variety of

energy-related issues, that numbers are important to policy formulation. This fact has been brought home to me in a

different way. I returned last week from a month's tour of the People's Republic of China.

The Chinese population 30 years ago was 540 million people. It has increased in this period (i.e., since the

foundation of the Republic) by 430 million, for a total of 970 million. Numbers dominate every facet of Chinese

'ife, from the housing space available per person (3.6 m 2 ) , to the use of human labor as the appropriate technology

in planting, harvesting, terracing mountains, road building, irrigation, hauling, and gathering cornstalks for fuel. Of

the population. 65% is less than 30 years old; 50% less than 20. A national policy has been adopted of one child per

family. Because so much of the population is, or will soon be, of child-bearing age, even if this policy is completely

successful, the population will increase by 208 million by the year 2000.

The one-child-per-family policy is of necessity voluntary. It is encouraged, however, by withholding school

opportunities, housing and job preference, and additional ration cards from families with more than one child. The

policy is also encouraged by free and socially approved abortion.

Our own society has unprecedented capability for quantitative evaluation and choice between alternative policies

for treating the problems of humanity. We have the computer hardware, whose capabilities are still increasing

exponentially; the software programs, such as econometric models, of sophistication and completeness to challenge

the hardware; and the sensors and communication networks to produce and deliver huge amounts of data on every

conceivable subject.

One might expect that with these numerical capabilities, our own social policies would be models of logic,

prudent foresight, and consistency, so that we can avoid ultimate recourse to Draconian policies such as those the

Chinese have been forced to adopt.

Should you believe that our national policies are logical and consistent, you, unfortunately, would be wrong. I

shall illustrate this with three examples which affect most vital national concerns.

Since the explosion of the first atomic bombs in 1945, the peoples of the world have sought to free themselves

from the threat of nuclea: weapons. International bodies have repeatedly endorsed the principle of nuclear dis-

armament, and nuclear disarmament has been the professed policy of all governments, large and small. Nevertheless,

despite the best intentions of everybody concerned, the stockpiles of nuclear weapons have increased in numbers,

size, and effectiveness to the point at which there are a few tons of nuclear explosives for each and every inhabitant

of the earth. There have been over a thousand test explosions. A single typical nuclear warhead of two megatons is

equivalent to the entire weight of explosives used by both sides in World War II.

This discrepancy between goals and results suggests to me, at the very least, that control of nuclear weapons is

not a s.mple problem. In particular, men of good will, while agreeing on the goals, might reasonably question both



the national and international policies on nuclear disarmament, in v̂ ew of their abysmal failure. Proliferation of

nuclear weapons may occur in three ways:

1. vertical proliferation: an expanding arsenal of nuclear weapons by states that already have them,

2. horizontal proliferation: the acquisition of nuclear weapons by nations that did not previously have them, and

3. nongovernmental proliferation: nuclear weapons in the hands of external and internal terrorists.

Vertical proliferation has been occurring for 35 years and continues every day. Horizontal proliferation has

occurred occasionally and may occur again. Nongovernmental proliferation is as yet only a hypothesis. I will give

you one guess as to which of these three forms of proliferation has been of least concern — and which the most — in

recent national debates.

A terrorist atomic bomb based on stolen reactor plutonium, Oi the larger 23SU weapon wielded by a third-world

nation against one of its neighbors could indeed cause great destruction, suffering, and chaos, perhaps involving

10* - 10s people. But the exchange of 10,000 megatons of hydrogen-tipped missiles by the super powers would

release six or seven orders of magnitude more explosive power and would involve 108 - 109 people. There is a

difference.

There is a comfortable doctrine afloat that the big weapons stockpiles are essentially harmless because they

maintain a strategically stable military balance between the superpowers. There is another doctrine that a small

nuclear explosion anywhere is dangerous because it lowers the psychological threshold against the use of nuclear

weapons by the superpowers.

The proof of these psychological speculations consists on'y of scenarios invented some decades ago by my good

friend Leo Szilard. They are based on the faith that the Russians, perhaps even more than ourselves, are governed by

pragmatism and not ideology. Like all articles of faith, which cannot be proved until Judgment Day, when it will be

too late to do anything about it, these doctrines are defended with theological fervor and argued with scholastic

tortuousness. For example, the argument against a U.S. civil defense program is that (1) it will be ineffective, (2) it

will be destabilizing because people will think it is effective, and (3) this will encourage our military to adventurism.

On the other hand, the Soviet civil defense program is not destabilizing, presumably because the Soviet military is

not prone to adventurism. We are entitled to take such reasoning with a grain of salt.

Let me suggest again, that, in view of our failure to achieve our nuclear disarmament goals, it is appropriate to

reexamine our policies: in particular, whether Mutual Assured Destruction is either Mutual or Assured; and whether

horizontal proliferation, rather than vertical, deserves to be our national obsession.

This concludes my first example of a national policy where numerical and analytical considerations are not

dominant.

I am going to treat the second and third examples simultaneously.

The fear of a reactor accident, even though the probability of serious damage to the populace, if it exists at all, is

remote, is the basis of a national policy of discouraging nuclear fission power as "the method of last resort." I am

not going to repeat the familiar argument that in foregoing nuclear power we are accepting statistically greater

hazards from alternative forms of energy. The point I want to make is that we have adopted a risk-aversion policy on

nuclear power. On the other hand, we have adopted a risk-acceptance policy on oil.

Some 40% of the oil supply of the free world passes through the Persian Gulf. The Gulf s a highly unstable area,

beset with conflicting nationalisms and with conflicting religious and political ideologies. The prolonged interruption

of oil supplies by any one of a number of scenarios (revolution, Soviet expansionism, or religious strife) is a real

possibility.

Military action is a conceivable response to such a situation, but the results cannot be predicted and could be

catastrophic, ranging from destruction of the oil fields to a nuclear holocaust.



In June of this yea., the Stanford section of Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy, together with the
Hoover Institution, convened a colloquium on the effects on the U.S. economy of an oil cut-off through the Persian
Gulf. Acknowledged experts from the oil and gas industries, dedicated conservationists, coal and nuclear industry
experts, and electric utility representatives were invited. The question was posed "How «\>uld your industry react
to, or be affected by, a sudden oil cutoff from the Persian Gulf?"

Topics discussed included emergency conservation measures; possible expansion of oi' supplies from alternate
souices; substitution, when possible, of gas, coal, and electncity for oil; effects on electric power generation;
rationing and other forms of allocation; economic effects and changes in life style; and advance preparations to
reduce our vulnerability.

The colloquium found that the initial situation faced by the industrial democracies after a complete cutoff
(which is a limiting case of more probable partial cutoffs) would be a shortfall of about 45% of their oil supplies, or
16 million barrels per day. According to the existing oil-sharing agreements between the United States and the other
members of the International Energy Agency, the shortfall would be distributed as follows:
• '' S. oil supply would be reduced about 35%, or by 6 million barrels per day, and
• oil supply of our allies would bi reduced about 55%, or by 10 million barrels per day.

As a result, in the Unitsd States, a Mideast cutoff would

• cause the transportation system to be greatly disrupted (Private automobile us • would be reduced about 50%, and
other vehicle transportation would be cut about 30%,),

«- cause massive additional unemployment of over 8 million workers and reduce annual disposable income by over
$3000 per household,

• impair our ability to mobilize effectively to defend ourselves, and thus imperil the security of the free world, and
• lower the gross national product by S350-650 billion per year (about 15 to 25%).

Further,

• depending on the timing of the cutoff and the region of the country, one could expect the closing off of some
housing space, or abandonment of some types of housing wliich the users might not be able to heat; accelerated
movement of people to a warmer climate; relocation of people closer to their places of work; and perhaps even
dormitory housing for younger workers near industrial enterprises (as occurred, for example, at Oak Ridge during
World War II); and

• shopping habits would undergo dramatic changes, and recreational and cultural activities would be greatly cur-
tailed.

In the five years subsequent to an oil cutoff, assuming only present technologies could be effective on a large scale,
replacement of the U.S. oil supply deficit by detennined expansion of domestic and other foreign oil supplies and by
substitution of other fuels would be substantial but still on'y partial (40 to 60%).

The colloquium accordingly recommended a number of specific nonmilitary actions to mitigate the conse-
quences of a H'dden cutoff of vital oil supplies. Among them were

• accelerated stockpiling of oil by both government and industry,
• an aggressive program to increase energy production,

• substitution of other energy sources such as natural gas, coal, or nuclear power for oil, wherever possible,

• more efficient use of oil in those applications (like air transport) where substitution is not possible, and
• joint government-industry emergency planning.



Nothing in the current newspaper headlines suggests that these concerns were overdrawn or that the probability

of an oil cutoff is very small. It would appear that on the basis of probabilities of damage to the economy and to the

health and well-being of the American people, it is completely backwards to have a risk-aversion policy on nuclear

power and a risk-acceptance policy on oil supply. 1 believe that it can be shown that this combination increases the

risk both of economic catastrophe and of nuclear catastrophe.

As people who have the opportunity to put flesh on the bones of national policy scenarios - even if the

scenarios are primarily of political inspiration — 1 would like to challenge this audience to seek logic and consistency

in energy policy formulation, with the object of minimizing overall risks, instead of selected risks.
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Evaluation of Relative Detection Efficiency on Sets of
Irradiated Fuel Elements*t

Thomas R. Bemeni and John R. Phillips
Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The accurate analysis and monitoring of the nuclear material inventory of discharged
fuel elements is a critical part of the total system of safeguards for the nuclear fuel cycle.
One of the nondestructive techniques used for verifying irradiated fuel elements is
high-resolution gamma spectrometry. One aspect of this technique is the evaluation of the
relative detection efficiency of gamma-ray detection systems. Many conditions, including
the modification of fuel elements, can affect the relative detection efficiency. Assuming no
detector malfunctions, relative detection efficiency at a fixed energy level should be a
constant (within limits due to measurement uncertainty) for all fuel elements having the
same irradiation history. An application of a Hotelling's r2-type statistic is presented as a
method of screening measurements performed on large sets of irradiated elements and
identifying possible outliers.

INTRODUCTIO .

fhe Nuclear Nonproliferation Trea.'y requires the
signatories to establish a national material accountancy
system for special nuclear materials (SNM) [1]. This
system and SNM inventory must be verified periodically
by the International Atomic Energy Agency as part of
the required safeguards system. Most significant quanti-
ties of SNM are found either in fuel elements in
operating reactors or in spent-fuel elements in storage
facilities. As part of the safeguards inspection, the
operator-declared values for the fissile material ( 2 3 5U,
2 3 9 Pu, and 2 4 1 Pu) remaining in spent-fuel elements
must be verified. The most widely accepted technique is
the use of high-resolution gamma spectrometry (HRGS)
to measure the relative concentrations of fission prod-
ucts and ratios of fission products [2 ] . These isotopic
ratios are correlated with the declared exposures of the
fuel elements [3] . If the exposure can be verified by the
inspectors, then the remaining fissile content can be
calculated using isotopic correlation techniques [2].

The usefulness of the HRGS measurement technique
can be limited by the source self-attenuation. For
example, in a pressurized water reactor fuel assembly,

less than 6% of the 1500-keV gamma rays originating in
the center rods can reach the surface. However, this
and producing a pulse in the full-energy peak. The
relative detection efficiency function is then determined
by dividing each full-energy peak area by its gamma-
branching yield and expressing this ratio as a function
of energy level [ 4 - 6 ] . (Gamma-branching yields are
physical constants and are the relative intensities of
gamma rays originating from the same isotope.) This
relative efficiency function is essentially the product of
the detector efficiency and the sample attenuation
factor (source self-attenuation), which limits the useful-
ness of HRGS, can be used to obtain additional
information about the fuel element. If the fuel element
has been modified by removal of irradiated material or
by substitution of material, then the observed relative
intensities of gamma rays originating from the same
isotope will be changed.

*Work supported by the VS. Department of Energy under
Contract No. W-7405-eng. 36.

|Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory Report LA-UR-
80-371.0.
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Define the relative detection efficiency for a specific
measurement geometry and at a particular energy level
as the relative probability of a gamma ray escaping the
fuel material, passing through any absorbing material,
expressed as a function of gamma-ray energy. Thus,
changes in the efficiency function could be indicative of
changes in self-attenuation, which in turn might point
to fuel elei..2nt modification by source removal or
substitution. These diversion scenarios could possibly go
undetected with the usual application of HRGS because
the operator could simply declare slightly lower expo-
sures to explain the lower measurements caused by a
diversion.

We will discuss a method for screening HRGS data
based on changes in the measured relative detection
efficiencies. This method, which can be easily applied to
data as it is collected at the spent-fuel storage facility,
flags fuel elements that do not have a relative detection
efficiency function consistent with other members of
the set. If a physical reason for the observed discrep-
ancy is. not evident (e.g., a change in scanning geometry
such as the introduction of an absorber in the gamma-
ray beam), these elements can then be examined in
greater detail to ensure the verification of the operator-
declared exposure values.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

One hundred and thirty-seven fuel elements from a
heavy-water research reactor were measured using
HRGS. These fuel elements contained natural uranium
metal as fuel and were irradiated to exposures ranging
from 100 to 1000 MWd per metric ton of '."^nium. A
single gamma-ray spectrum (345—2433 keV) was col-
lected at the central axial position. Data from the
isotopes I 3 4 Cs, M 4 Pr , and 1 0 6 Rh were used in the
screening procedure. Table 1 lists the gamma-ray ener-
gies and relative brandling yields for each of the three
isotopes.

Table 2 lists the relative intensities for the energies in
Table 1 from a typical fuel element with a medium
exposure value and from one with a low exposure value.
Percent relative standard deviations (the assumed stan-
dard deviation of the distribution from which the
observation was taken, expressed as a percentage of the
observation) are also given.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCRFENING
PROCEDURE

In +his section we propose a procedure for screening a
large set of fuei elements for ones that have relative
detection efficiency functions that are not consistent

Table 1. Gan,ma-ray energies and
branching yields

Isotope

13 . .

l M p r

106Rh

Enerqy (keV)

604.6
795.8 • 801.8

1365.1

696.5

1489.1

2185.7

621.8

873.1

1050.1

1128.0

1562.0

Relative Branching Yie ld 7 '" ' 9

0.976
0.941
0.0304

0.0135
0.0027

0.0067

0.0975

0.00414

f.015

0.00383

0.01)15

Table 2. Example of HRGS data and
relative errors

DECLARED
EXPOSlRE (HHH)tU)

545.76

106»h

GAMMA-RAY
ENERGY (keV)

604.6
795.B • 801.i

1365.1

1489.1
2185.7

621.8
873.1

1050.1
1128.0
1562.0

604.6

795.8 • 801.1
13o5.I

696.5
1489.1
2185.7
621.8
873.1

1050.1
1128.0
1562.0

RELATIVE
IHTEHSITY

0.1867
0.2448
0.0260
0.5947
0.3773
O.93«i
O.S6S6
0.0705
0.2902
0.0809
0.0430

0.0186
0.0272
0.0019
0.0249
0.1374
H.33J7
0.1270
0.0118
0.0651
0.0181
0.0109

PERCEKT RELATIVE
STANDARD DEVIATION

2.46

1.21

7.32

0.94

0.94
0.64
1.06
4.03
l.Zi
3.24
4.23

16.25
9.84

54.25
1.55
1.36
0.81
2.63

13.41
2.75
7.98
9.41

with other members of the set. The fo TI of the
efficiency function is unknown so the pror?c re will be
based on ratios of gamma-ray intensities. The .iodel for
observed gamma-ray intensity is based on t assump-
tion that the expected value of the inte- sit/ is the
product of the actual intensity, the detector efi rfency,
and the appropriate branching ratio. Define

Yijm = relative intensity of the wth gamma r; y, /th
isotope, rth fuel element, i = 1, . . . , « ; / =
1, . . . , t; m = 1, ..., Pj. Assume K,ym and K,-/m

are independent for / J= f .
xjm = energy level of the win gamma ray,/th isotope.



II

J\xjm)- rei"stive detection efficiency at energy level- Var(&7/t) = dijktijk ,
xjm •

Bjm = broiwhing yield for the /nth gamma ray, /th
isotope (physical constant). -•- — —

Djj = relative L, ;integration intensity of the /th iso- ratio Qijk- Similarly,
tope, i'th fuel element.

9jjm = coefficient of variation of Yjjm (assumed
known).

ar(&7/t) ijktjk ,

where al)k = 1 + 0? /m., dijk - Bjfm + 6fjm>, and m and
m are the indk«-s of the gamma rays involved in the

ti Q S i i l l

The expected value of y,ym can now be written in
terms of the efficiency function / a s

) = BjmDijftxjm) ,

and the variance of Y,fm is

Note that in this model the function / i s assumed to be
the same for all fuel elements under consideration. As
mentioned previously, this assumption will not be
satisfied in cases where fuel elements have been modi-
fied, and this is the reason for searching for anomalous
efficiency functions.

A method cf identifying fuel elements with poten-
tially inconsistent efficiency functions will now be
developed. Consider the ratio of intensities of two
gamma rays from the same isotope. Using error propaga-
tion one can obtain

Bjmf{xj
(1)

jm J\xjm

An important thing to note about Eqs. (1) and (2) is
that, except for the d terms, the right-hand sides are
constant over all fuel elements. Because of this, the
values of the branching yields and the true form of the
efficiency function will be seen to be unimportant in
the development of the screening procedure.

Only selected ratios are used for each isotope. The
choice of gamma-ray ratios and in particular the choice
of the denominators was made to enhance the accuracy
of the propagations.

Let Qjjk denote the /rth ratio for the /th isotope and
/th fuel element (i = 1, . . . , « ; / = 1, . . . , r; k =
1, . . . , rj). Also, we can rewrite Eqs. (1) and (2) as

Except for a,yfc and d,yt (which are assumed to be
known since the 6 terms are assumed to be known), this
mean and variance are the same for all fuel elements.
Also, covariance terms are of the form

where Pkk' is unknown but is constant over all fuel
ciements. The only part of this expression that is not
constant over all fuel elements is the factor under the
radical and it is known.

The next step will be to transform the ratios so that
their means, variances, and covariances are the same for
all fuel elements. Define

Then

That is, within the limits of propagation accuracy, the
Ujjk have a constant mean over all fuel elements. Let

1

where wi/k = a)jk\dijk. Let

- 1/ £
1=1

for large sample sizes. Then

M/it

F-(Qijk) = Cov(ViJk,
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The Vj'jk and Vjjk are correlated because they all have
Ujk in common. This correlation decrease? however as
S Wjjk increases, and it will be ignored here since we
have a large number Oi fuel elements.

Let Vj be the row vector of Vjjk terms for the <th fuel
element,

rt)

Then

where E is the same for all fuel elements. Now, if 2 is
the usual sample covariance matrix and if the V^ are
approximately normally distributed, then Tf =
Vj-S^'V/ is distributed approximately as Hotelling's T2

and

F =
r(n- 1)

r-rr Tj

is distributed approximately as an F with r and n - r
degrees of freedom, where

fc=i

and n is the number of fuel elements.
The screening process now consists simply of com-

puting Fj for each fuel element and flagging those
elements where Fj exceeds some critical value.

The significance level associated with this icreening
procedure would be difficult to determine because of
the approximations that have been made and the effect
sample size has on them. However, Beckman and
Whiteman [10] have developed a test statistic based on
generalized distances for testing for an arbitrary number
of multivariate outliers, and it can be used to give a
crude significance level in this case. They give critical
values for up to five outliers with sample sizes of 100 or
less. Their method as applied to the screening process
works as follows. Let F i , . . . , Fn be the computed F
values ordered from smallest to largest. To test for at
most k outliers, compare /•"„_£+! with a critical value
CV(fc, 1). If Fn. jt+i is larger, the elements correspond-
ing to Fn_/c+i, . . . , Fn are declared outliers. If
Fn-k+i is smaller, then Fn_ic+2 is compared with
another critical value, CV(fc, 2), and so on.

Many assumptions and approximations have been
used in the development of this screening procedure.
Some of these points will now be addressed.

The mean and variance given in Eqs. (1) and (2) are
approximations, determined by error propagation.
Simulation studies indicate that for typical data the
relative error of propagation for both the mean and
variance can be kept less than 5% by proper selection of
ratios. In particular, one should avoid using gamma rays
with low intensities (and high relative standard devia-
tions), especially in the denominatoi. The simulations
were based on samples of 500 and the assumption that
the intensities are normally distributed with relative
standard deviations less than 0.15.

As mentioned earlier, V;^ and Vj'jk are correlated.
However, it can be shown that the covariance ap-
proaches zero as

increases. Now = (1 +/ 6}jm.f !(?}jm + B}jm.\
where m and m' are the indices of the gamma rays
involved in the fcth ratio. If energy levels with relative
standard deviations of 0.15 or less are used (i.e., all
Oil'k < 0.15), then w,y£ > 23 and hence the covariance is
0(1 /n). Thus the assumption that Vjjk and V?jk are
uncorrelated is reasonable for large sample sizes. We
have not yet investigated the case of n small sample size.

The assumption that the F,y/t ?re normally distributed
can certainly be questioned. The ratio of two normals
(assume the denominator distribution is truncated
below some positive value) is not normal. However, as
the variance of the denominator decreases, the distribu-
tion of Vijk approaches that of a normal. With this in
mind, data can be collected and ratios constructed so
that the denominator variances are kept as small as
possible. Mardia [11] states that the true significance
level ol the Hotelling's f1 one-sample test is larger than
one would expect when data are not multivariate
normal. The extent of the nonnormality of the ratios
and its effect on the significance level of the screening
procedure has not yet been investigated.

RESULTS

The screening procedure was applied to the gamma-
ray spectra of the 137 fuel elements discussed earlier.
The ratios that were used are given in Table 3. Both
ordinary and log-transformed ratios were used and no
-'nreciable differences were observed between the two

sets of results. The following discussion is based on the
analysis of the untransformed ratios.

Table 4 lists the F values that were computed for each
of the 137 fuel elements. The 5% and 1% critical values
for an F with 14 and 123 degrees of freedom are 1.77
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Table 3. Gamr.ia-ray ratios used for
screening procedure

1 3 'Cs GAWA-B4Y RADIOS 1 0 6 l*h GAP+IA-RAY RATIOS " " P r GAWA-RA* RATIOS

796/605 373/6?? 1489/696

1365/605 1050/62? 186/696

1365/796 1K3/622 14B9/21B6

156?/62?

873/1050

Table 4. lvalues for 137 elements

Elemen t

1 1.

2

3

4 1.

5

6 1.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2J 1.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 1

29

30

31

32

33 1

34 1

* Exceeds
** Exceeds

F

14242

77092

33796

03480

58495

61501

92377

42744
47271

16563

64410

383 52

.58211

64700

47341

.65966

,32876

.38188

.20992

.57 03

.32775

.49465

.77093

.52175

.93327

.39247

.51771

.66054

.94284

.35253

.86523

.57358

.39013

.15522

F0 95
F0.99

Element

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

i7

5"

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

F

.14555

1.45604

.61129

1.13926

2.52359"

5.15594"

2.92583**

1.83320*

.• 6360

l.C'429

1.65681

.25449

.67774

1.46201

1.89577*

1.52005

1.38614

.45366

.48270

.80580

2.19833*

.44028

.40444

.49172

.29230

.81450

3.17440**

.77633

.64192

1.10313

1.97854*

.34183

2.11014*

.18522

Element

69

70

71

n
73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

B6

87

88

31

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

F

.55680

.35132

.74494

.66157

.41660

1.19628

1.1911S

.60979

.72536

.53141

.06514

1.80001*

.10867

.77727

.46932

.94964

.79735

.56760

.58993

1.25143

.18618

2.51296**

.33358

.87805

.47654

1.01023

.42324

.91423

.33309

.35983

.7367'

.64772

. 78876

.96930

Element

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

no
in
112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

F

.68276

1.76548

.43836

2.39220**

1.71084

.60129

. 34204

1.48764

2.10164*

.58676

1.33118

.94786

.73951

2.22658*

.80387

.37526

.51960

.77757

1.05880

.9:992

.38637

1.09311

.70299

.97719

.72248

.25368

.63037

.47226

.40028

.34065

1.09107

.45578

.65222

.74760

.26360
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and 2.23, respectively. Elements with F values that
exceed these critical values are indicated. Elements 39,
40, 41 , 61, 90, and 106 exceed the 1% critical value. In
addition, elements 42, 49, 55 ,65 ,67 ,80 , 111, and 116
have F values that exceed the 5% critical value.
Examination of field records showed that the computer
code used to determine peak areas (gamma intensities)
was modified for elements 39, 40, and 61 because of
the extremely low activity for thp 605-keV gamma ray
of 1 3 4 Cs . These were the only three spectra treated
differently, and they were all identified by the screening
process. Elements 41, 49, 67, and 90 had very low
exposure values (150 MWd per metric ton of uranium),
and consequently the relative errors associated with
ratios for these elements were large. No explanation
based on the experimental measurement conditions
could be found for the remaining fuel elements that
were flagged by the screening process.

CONCLUSIONS

It .4pears that the screening process presented here
may be a practical tool that can be used by inspectors in
verifying the status of irradiated fuel elements. Many

types of measurements can be performed on a set of
irradiated fuel elements with this technique being used
to identify elements that should be examined more
closely. This could improve the efficiency of an
inspector by reducing the number of detailed examina-
tions. The screening technique can be applied to sets of
measurements in which the geometry is held constant.
If the geometry is changed, additional fuel elements
may be flagged. In this case, the procedure was
successful in identifying the only fuel elements in the
set of 137 that were known to have been treated
differently (i.e., 39, 40, and 61) and the number of
"false alarms" was not excessive.

The Beckman—Whiteman [10] critical value for five
outliers was extrapolated andCV(5, 1) was estimated to
be approximately 1.70. Taking 1.70 as the critical value,
there are 14 elements with larger F values. Seven of
these may be genuine outliers as explain?': ^Love,
leaving seven that exceed CV(5, 1;. ;hc iact thai this is
a larger number than one would expect may be
explained in part by the previously mentioned results of
Mardia [11]. In any case, more work is required if the
significance level of the screening process is to be
determined accurately.
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Estimating Common Cause Failure Rates for
Pumps in Nuclear Reactors*

Corwin L. Atwood
EG&G Idaho, Inr
Idaho Falls, Idaho

ABSTRACT

Common cause fault rates are estimated for certain pumps in U.S. commercial nuclear
react-ts, based on Licensee Event Reports ftom January 1972 through April 1978. Voscly's
binomial failure rate model is used, with trie methodology of Atwood (1980, NUREG/CR-
1401). Issues discussed Include correct classification of reported events as common cause or
not, proper grouping of the pumps into common cause systems, outlier detection, and
checking the adequacy of the modol. Reasons are given for preferring Buyoslan to classical
methods for this application.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to make better known
some theoretical results, which use the binomial failure
rate model to estimate common cause failure rates, and
to show how these results work when applied to a real
data set. Accordingly, a brief summary is given of the
relevant portions of Atwood [1] . and some extensions
to the results of that paper are presented. The data set
of Sullivan and Poloski [2] is described. Some estimates
based on this data set are presented, although a more
exhaustive set of estimates will appear in Atwood [3].
Issues that arose while applying the theory to the data
are discussed.

MODEL

The binomial failure rate (BFR) model is simple [1,
4 ] . It is assumed that there is a system with m com-
ponents. Each component can fail individually, with
constant failure rate X. In addition, a "common cause
shock" can occur, with constant occurrence rate M- If a
shock occurs, the components fail independently of
each other, each with probability p. The name of the
model, BFR, follows from the fact that the number of
failed components, given that a shock occurs, is a bino-
mial (m, p) random variable. All failures are assumed to
be discovered and repaired when they occur.

It may happen that a shock occurs that causes ex-
actly one component to fail. When the pump data con-
sidered in this report were examined, it was usually
possible to decide whether a single pump had failed on
its own or because of some external shock that could
potentially have caused other pumps to fail. Examples
are given in a later section. Assume from now on that
the causes of single component failures can be identified
as shock or not.

There are a number of quantities of interest. (The
notation below for p, \, and ju agrees with [1]; the
quantity X+ is called \+' in [1].) The quantities are

1. p is the probability that a specific component fails,
given that a shock occurred;

2. X is the failure rate for an individual component, not
counting failures due to common cause shocks;

3. ix is die shock rate;
4. X+ = /i(l - qm) is the rate of shocks which cause at

least one component failure, that is, rate of "visible"
shocks (here q = 1 — p);

•Prepared for the VS. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under
DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-761D01570, FIN No. A6292.
W. H. Sullivan patiently reexamincd the data to ensure correct
common cause classification. W.J. Suitt developed the com-
puter code which performed the estimation. N. D. Cox, T. L.
Cook, and W. E. Vesely made many useful suggestions.

IS
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5. ri = X + /jp is the rate at which a specific component
fails, either due to individual failure or due to com-
mon cause shock.;

6. fy = iipk, k > 2, is the rate at which a specific set of
k components fails simultaneously (due to common
cause);

7. rj/Vi is the probability, given that a certain compo-
nent fails, that a specific second component also fails
at the same time.

If a cut set of a fault tree involves k components,
k> \, then the relevant rate is >v> the probability that
the k components all fail in a short time f is r^t plus
terms of order t2. The quantity r2 /r t is a "beta factor"
[5].

THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY

Atwood presents estimators for most of the quan-
tities of interest [1]. Let rtj be the number of individual
failures, let n+ be the number of common cause shocks
that result in at least one component failure, and let s
be the total number of components that fail due to
common cause. (The last two quantities are called «+'
and s' in [1].) Let t be the total time of system opera-
tion. The basic parameters are considered to be X, X+,
and p . All the other quantities are derived from these
three.

Classical Estimates

The maximum likelihood estimates are

X+ = n+/t ,

and p is the solution of

s=mn+p/(l -qm) .

Confidence intervals for X and X+ are standard. A confi-
dence interval forp can be obtained by inverting a test
procedure. To do it requires a computer to enumerate
the combinatorial possibilities, in order to obtain the
distribution of 5 conditional on M+. For n and the r^'s,
maximum likelihood estimates follow from those for X,
X+, and p. However, no sharp confidence intervals are
apparent for these quantities, only the obvious conser-
vative ones. The details are all in Sect. 6 of [1].

Bayesian Estimates

Let X and X+ have (possibly improper) gamma ;<iio.
distributions. The noninformative prior densities advo-

by Box and Tiao [6] , defined to be proportional
to the square root of the Fisher information, are gamma
('/2, 0). Let p have a beta prior distribution. The non-
informative prior is not a beta distribution. However, a
beta distribution which is approximately noninforma-
tive can be found by matching its first two moments to
those of the noninformative distribution. For many pos-
sible values of m, the resulting beta parameters, one pair
corresponding to each m, are given in Table 4 of [1] .

Then posterior means, medians, modes, and sharp
90% intervals can be found for X, X+, p, u, and rk,
k> 2, as described in [1] . Estimation of rx andr2lr1 is
not considered in [1] .

Bav^sian Estimates of rx and r2/ri

To get the posterior distribution of

-qm) ,

it is easiest to calculate the cumulative posterior distri-
bution of X+p/(l - qm) at a number of points and to
interpolate elsewhere. The cumulative distribution of r,
is then found by numerical integration, from the
equation

P[ri<c] =

Here/(X) denotes the posterior density of X.
Tu get the posterior distribution of r-x\rx, use alge-

bra to derive the identity

P[r2/rt \+p(p -

where f(p) is the posterior density of p . formulas for
P[X> X+a] are given in Eqs. (8.8) through (8.12)of [1],
so that the desired probabilities can be evaluated
numerically.

Combining Systems of Different Sizes

Suppose, is is the case in the pump data, that there
are systems with mi components, for various values of
rti;. No consideration is given in [1] to combining data
from these systems. We do so here.

It is a triviality to estimate X and X+ from the
pooled data. The Bayesian approach also makes it easy
to estimate p from the combined data. If p has a beta
(c, d) prior distribution, then the posterior distribution
is of the form

i , (1)
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where, among systems with nij components, there were
n+,- shocks causing at least one failure, and a total of x,-
components failing due to common cause. If all the
systems have the same size m, then drop the subscripts
and the summation and product signs. The form of
Eq. (1) then changes so little that methods which work
for one system size are easily generalized to handle
several. This method is compared with an ad hoc non-
Bayesian method for combining the data to estimate p,
in an example in a later section.

How can an approximately noninformative prior
distribution be found for p? Suppose that c ard d are
the approximately noninformative beta parameters cor-
responding to some rrtj. Use this prior with the data
from systems of size m,-. Then use the resulting poste-
rior distribution as a prior distribution with the remain-
ing data. The final posterior distribution is Eq. (1). This
makes it plausible that c and d are approximately non-
iiifomiative, regardless of which mi they correspond to.
For the estimates of this paper, the following choice is
used. Let ti be the exposure time of the ""stems with
size m,-, let m be the integer nearest to X f,-»i,-/L f,-, and
let c and d correspond to this m.

It would require extensive computation before each
problem to try to match the moments of a beta distri-
bution to U.e moments of the square root of the Fisher
information. These computations cannot be done once
for all and then tabulated, because there are too many
possible sets of m,-'s. So, the method suggested above to
find c and d seems like a practical app;oximation. In a
later section, an example with various priors indicates
that the details of choosing c and d are not important

FAILURES AND FAULTS

There are instances when a pump does not need re-
pair, but it does not function because of external inputs
or lack of inputs, for example, no fluid is available or an
open circuit breaker deprives the pump of power. The
term "fault" is used to include such events as well as
failures. The term "failure" is restricted to events when
the pump itself is defective. All the preceding exposi-
tion could be rephrased using faults instead of failures.
In what follows, the distinction will be observed.

DATA

Description

The raw data used consist of Licensee Event Reports
(LERs) of pumps from 64 U.S. commercial nuclear
power plants, from January 1, 1972, through April 30,
1978, as given by Sullivan and Poloski [2]. They in-
clude reports from 23 boiling water reactors (BWRs),

that is, those designed by General Electric, and 41 pres-
surized water reactors (PWRs), that is, those designed
by Babcock & Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, and
Westinghouse. Reports submitted before a plant's initial
criticality are not considered.

Unfortunately, not all faults in a plant are necessarily
reported in LERs, and the strictness of the reporting
policy may vary from plant to plant. It is not known
how much of the observed plant-to-plant variation in
fault and failure rates is attributable to differences in
reporting policy. Also, the computer word search of the
entire file of LERs may have overlooked some of the
pump LERs. Indeed, additional data concerning BWR
high-pres?ur. joolant injection and reactor con; isola-
tion cooling pumps have recently been received. These
reports had been overlooked before. Therefore, the
affected pumps are not considered in the present report,
although they will be considered in Atwood [3]. These
imperfections in the Jata base are unavoidable at
present.

Common Cause Classification

The data base was carefully reexamineu fo; this study
to ensure conect common cause classification. The
decisive question asked for each event was, "Was there
some shock, external to the pumps, which caused or
could have caused simultaneous failures or faults?"
Synchronization of the faults is essential, because the
importance of common cause faults stems from the
seriousness of having several components inoperable
simultaneously. Here are some examples.

Crystal River 3 has two chemical addition pumps in
parallel. On July 9, 1977, these pumps were airbound,
and therefore inoperable. The shock was that air had
gotten into the system. At Quad-Cities 2 on July 29,
1975, one RHR (residual heat removal) service water
pump did not meet the flow requirements given in the
technical specifications, because wood and debris were
lodged in the pump suction and impeller. At Arkansas 1
on July 7, 1975, one makeup pump became inoperable,
because it had been run with no suction, due to im-
proper valve lineup. In these last two cases, even though
only one pump "ailed each time, the events were classi-
fied as common cause. The shoc'cs *ere, respectively,
debris in the river and someone lining up the valves.
Each shock could potentially have caused additional
pumps to fa>l.

At Beaver Valley i on December 15, 1976, two
pumps developed leaks in their lubrication oil coolers
because of erosion from particles in the river cooling
water. The leaks were discovered approximately 11 h
apart. The word "erosion" suggests a gradual wearout.
No indication could be found that the water was unusu-
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ally full of particles at that time or that there was any
other mechanism to synchronize the failures. It seems
more plausible that, in the environment of dirty water,
the lube oil coolers have a high failure rate but fail
independently. An explanation fur the simultaneous dis-
covery is that, when the plant personnel saw one leak,
they went leaking for others. Therefore, the event was
classified as two individual failures.

HOMOGENEITY: GROUPING AND OUTLIERS

To use the BFR :nodel, the pumps must be grouoed
into comn.on cause systems. Too coarse a grouping will
result in nderestimation of p, as discussed in [1]. Too
fine a grouping will result in shocks not being confined
tc a single system. In addition, once a system has been
defined, die data for that system should all correspond
to the same parameter values. Therefore, outlying plants
must be removed. This section describes the process of
identifying common cause systems and outliers.

This portion of the study considered all faults, not
merely failures, in order to use all the data. Initially, the
pumps were grouped into tentative common cause
systems, based un engineers' opinions of which func-
tional systems in a plant might, together, be susceptible
to common cause faults. The initial groupings were split
whenever examination of the data revealed inhomoge-
neity. The homogeneity was investigated by looking at
estimates of both X and \+, but it was nearly always X
rather th"r> \ + which demonstrated inhomogeneity.

For a system of interest, all the plants were first com-
pared. Any with an estimated fault rate significantly
different from the estimated overall rate was considered
an outlier, and removed (The statistical details are in a
later section.) This was repeated until the plants that
remained seemed relatively homogeneous. Typically,
from zero to three outliers were removed. The outliers
always had too many faults, never too few. Unless a
plant was significant at level 0.01, it was left in. This
stringent criterion left marginal cases in the data pool,
tending to bias fault and failure rate estimates on the
high side, which is the conservative side.

If a plant was an outlier, the population count was
checked to the extent possible, for that system at that
plant. In several cases, the count was found to be in-
correct. Correcting the population count corrected the
outlying behavior in those cases.

At this point the plants that had not been removed
were pooled in many possible ways. They were pooled
by vendor JBabcock & Wilcox, Combustion Engi-
neering, General Electric, and Westinghouse), and the
vendors were compared. They were pooled by reactor
type, and PWRs were compared with BWRs. They were

pooled by the number of pumps in the system, and the
system populations were compared. If several functional
systems comprised a single common cause system, the
plants were pooled and the systems compared. Any
apparent heterogeneity was cause for reconsidering a
proposed common cause system.

The end result, a number of rather small systems, is
detailed in the next section.

COMMON CAUSE SYSTEMS

The common cause systems are shown in Table 1. The
system populations are shown in Table 2. Several need
discussion, given here.

Table 1. Common cause systems (codes)

PWRs

Reactor Coolant (K)

Component Cooling Water (J)

Chemical Volume Control (G)

Boric Acid Transfer (I)

Service Water (5)

.".jxiliary Feed

Turbine-Oriven Auxiliary Feed Pumps (T)
Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feed Pumps (M)
Diesel-Driven Auxiliary Feed Pumps (D)

Engineered Safety

Containment Spray (F)
High Pressure Coolant I-jection (H)
Low Pressure Coolant Injection/Residual Heat Removal (L)

BWRs

Coolant Recirculation (K)

Component Cooling Water (J)

Service Water (S)

Core Spray (D)

Containment Spray (F)

Higli Pressure Coolant I n j e c t i o n (H)

Low Pressure Coolant I n jec t i on /Res idua l Heat Removal (L)

Reactor Core I s o l a t i o n Cool ing (q)

Standby L iqu id Contro l (G)

The three PWR systems called "engineered safety
systems" must be grouped into a single common cause
system, because of an event at Oconee 1 on January 28,
1976. On that date, three pumps — one for high-
pressure coolant injection, one for low-pressure coolant
injection, and one for containment spray — were all
inoperable, because incorrect substitute circuit breakers
had been installed. The shock, which hit all three func-
tional systems, was that maintenance, including installa-
tion of breakers, had been performed. (There was also
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Table 2. PWR and BWR plant data

PLANT COUt VEN
CR I T

HOURS

HWR

MONTHS

PLANT

NOTE

DATA

REAC
CLT

K

ccw
J

cvc
G

eAT

i

SERV
MTR

S N

AUX
FEED

T D

ENGO
SAFETY

F H L

ARKANSAS 1
CRYSTAL RIYfcii 3
DAVIS-BtSSE 1
O U N t E 1
OCONEE 2
OCUHEE 3
RA^HC SECO
THREE MILE ISLAND 1
THREE MILE ISLAND 2
CALVERT CLIFFS 1
CALVERT CLIFFS 2
FORT CALHOUN
MILLSTONE 2
MAINE YANKEE
PALISADES
ST. LUCIE
BtftVfcR VALLEY 1
JONALO C . CDDK 1
DONALD C. COnX 2
HAOOAM. NECK
INDIAN POINT 2
INDIAN POINT 3
JUSEPH H. FARLEY 1
< E r f U E

LAND 1
LAND 2
H 1

NORTH NH
PRAIRIfc I
PRAIRIE I
."DINT BSACH 1
POINT BfcACH 2
HUBERT E. ;UNhA
rf. B. ^aalMSON
SALEM 1
SAN ONOFRE 1
SURRY 1
SORRY I
TRJJAN
TURKEY POINT 3
TURKEY POINT 4
YANKEE ROrfE
Z I O N 1
Z I 3 N Z

AR1
CR3
DB1
OE1
DE2
OE3
RSI
Til
TI2
CC1
CC2
FC1
KI2
MY1
PA1
SL1
BV1
DC1
DC2
HN1
IP2
IP3
JF1
KE1
NA1
PR1
PR2
PT1
PT2
RG1
RLJ2
SA1
SJ1
SU1
SU2
TR1
TU3
TU4
YR1
Zll
ZI2

20009
7430
4129

30392
21755

14543
24Y29

342
20739
9162

32123
149U6
40408
26585
9903
910b
22795

770
45574
21387
11694
3079

28727

28913
25020
44733
45215
4093?

41777
31984
2B790
12539
36992
29 791

26bl2
21735

15
60
53

17
57
31
6b
7b
24
23
-.0

7b
59
25

9
50

>1
76

7b

I7?
76
70
b2
2B
6b
59
74
59
54

2 3 Z
2 3 2
2 2 2

2 3 2
2 3 2
2 3 2
2 3 2
2 3 2
2 3 2

i I I
I I 1
b Z 2

I I I
i I I
2 2 2

6 J Z

i 1 !
I I I
2 2 2
0 2 2
2 3 2
2 3 2
2 4 *

2

3 1
3 2 2
3 2 2

w o r t s

3WR PLANT DATA

COOL
C R I T CALE>iD PEC CCW

COOfc VEN H Q U K i MONTHS NQTE K J

StRV CORE CONT L P C I
WTR SPR SPR H P C I RHR RCIC SLC

BR3WNS FERRY 1
BROWNl FERRY 2
BfQWNS FERftY 3
813 ROCK POINT
3RJNSWICK 1
BRJKSWICK 2
COOPER i T A U U N
DLtANE ARNOLD
DRESDEN 1
DRESDEN 2
DRESDEN 3
EDWIN I . HATCH 1
JAS. A. FITZPATRICK
f1 ILL- T 0NE 1
MOM' :LLO
NlNb .1ILE POINT 1
OYSTER CREEK 1
PEACH SOTTOn 2
PEACH BOTTOM 3
PILGRIM 1

c i T i E S i
Q U A D - C m t S 2
VERMONT YANKEE

B F 1
BF2
BF3
BP1
BR1
B K 2
C 0 1
0 A 1
DR1
DRZ
DR3
EN1
F P 1
M i l
M01
NM1
UC1
Pi2
PB3
PI1
aci
QC2
VY1

G
G

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
c
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

15553
1232b

38622
75 4 4

145 76
27641
22437
356C0
39390

23634
141*9
39560
44190
4108 4
42170
24563
22737
31756
3 jiftf 5
39780
39826

5?
45

7b
19
3b
49
48
7b
76
•J LI O
444 1
76
76
76
76
5b
45
7b
76
72
73

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

NOTES
C C O N T . SHRAY (F) IS INTEGRAL PART UF RHR (L)
0 NO POPULATION DATA AVAILABLE FOR SYSTEMS J> S,
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an event at Robinson 2 on November 23, 1977, in-
volving high-pressure coolant injection and containment
spray.) There is no evidence of inhomogeneity within
the engineered safety systems.

The auxiliary feed system in a PWR can contain
turbine-driven pumps, other pumps (usually motor-
driven), or both. It is commonly believed by engineers
that turbine-driven pumps have more faults than
motor-driven pumps. This was investigated, as follows.

First, consider the 37 individual faults that were ob-
served after four outlying plants had been excluded. L.-X
Ho be the hypothesis that X is the same for turbine-
driven pumps, motor-driven pumps, and diesel-driven
pumps. Under/ / 0 , the exact probability is 0.0313 that
the Pearson chi-squared statistic will be greater than or
equal to the observed value.

Therefore, the three kinds of pumps were examined
separately. This led to only one outlying plant and
clearly distinct estimates of X.

Now consider common cause events, and let //o be
the hypothesis that X+ is independent of the kind of
pump. All the auxiliary feed systems have at least one
turbine-driven pump. With the one outlying plant re-
moved, there were 941,141 h for these systems. There
were 665,729 h for systems with motor-driven pumps,
and 12,539 h for systems with diesel-driven pumps. Of
the 22 observed common cause shocks, seven by their
nature could only have affected turbine-driven pumps;
one could only have affected motor-driven pumps; and
14 could have affected any or all kinds. (Of these 14,
two actually did affect two kinds.) The corresponding
hours for these four types of shocks are 941,141,
665,729, 12,539, and 941,141. The Pearson chi-squared
test (with the distribution calculated exactly) rejects Ho

at level 0.07. Even though this is a small number, it
seems unwise to introduce several X+ and p parameters
when so few data are available. Therefore, the two
parameters X+ and p are estimated based on all the ob-
served common cause events. More parameters should
be considered when more data are available.

In PWRs, chemical volume control and boric acid
transfer really comprise one system. They were not
pooled, because their rates of individual faults were
quite different. The explanation for this difference is
probably that the chemical volume control system runs
continuously, while the boric acid transfer system runs
intermittently. There was no compelling reason to pool
the two systems, since no common cause events linking
them occurred in the data.

In BWRs, type 3 and type 4 reactors (19 plants) anJ
older reactors (4 plants) are fundamentally different in
several systems. Therefore, the two types of plants are

treated separately when rates for those systems are
estimated.

The common cause systems listed in Table 1 are ad-
mittedly not appropriate for every possible shock. A
major earthquake could affect every pump in the plant.
Human errors are not necessarily confined to a single
system. There are plants in which a component cooling
water pump and a service water pump receive power
from the same bus. However, the systems of Table 1
seem appropriate for the present data. More elaborate
modeling will be deferred until more data are available.

ESTIMATION

In [3] , estimates will be given based on failures only
and also based on all faults. They will be given basid on
the data with outlying plants excluded, based or all the
plants, and separately for each outlying plant. Ttey will
be expressed per critical hour and per calendar month.
For lack of space, the only estimates given here are
based on all faults, with outlying plants removed, ex-
pressed per critical hour, for selected systems.

Always, noninformative or approximately nou-
informative prior distributions are used, as described in
Theoretical Methodology.

For any quantity of interest, the posterior median is
used as a point estimate, because it is usually between
the mode and the mean. The interval estimate is a 90%
interval, with a 5% posterior probability of being on
either side.

The method treats p, X, and X+ as the basic parame-
ters, and estimates them by combining the data from
different population sizes. An artifact of this method is
that ix and rk, for k > 1, all depend on the population
m. This follows from the equations relating n andrk to
the other parameters. Therefore, the estimates of n and
rk are presented for the various possible values of m.
Howevei, it would be desirable, and probably realistic,
to have estimates of M and rk which do not depend on
the system size. These are obtained in a simple way. As
a point estimate, use the median of the point estimates.
(If the number of point estimates is even, use the larger
of the two possible medians.) As a conservative interval,
use the smallest lower bound and the largest upper
bound.

Tables of estimates are presented in the appendix.

FINAL DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS

If the BFR assumptions hold, then the number of
components affected by an observable ihock has a
binomial (m,p) distribution, truncated because zero
cannot be observed. Once p has been estimated, the
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correctness of this distributional assumption can be
studied. The sample sizes in the pump data are much
too small to allow standard goodness of fit tests, but
residuals can be used, essentially as described in Sect. 5
o f [ l ] .

Suppose n+ shocks hit the systems of size m. Define

for 1 < j < m, with q- 1 ~p. LeiiVy be the number of
shocks that affect exactly; components. Conditional on
n+, Nj has mean Ej = n + z}- and variance
F . = « + z ( l — z ) . Suppose now that there are systems
with various sizes m!t and corresponding values n+j,Njj,
Ejj, and Vjt. Then, conditional on the n+/s,JVy. = 2 N^
has mean Ej. = 2 £/V and variance Vj. = 2 V^. Here, the
summations are over all / such that mt > /. Substitution
of the estimate ofp gives estimates^-, and Vj.. Then
foT each/ a standardized residual can be constructed:

Under the BFR assumptions, the Uj's have mean and
variance approximately 0 and 1.

These standardized residuals have been calculated
for several common cause systems, using all faults, ex-
cluding outlying plants. For auxiliary feed pumps and
for BWR service water pumps, no lack of fit is indi-
cated; the Uj's all have magnitude less than 1. ForPWR
engineered safety systems pumps, there is evidence of
lack of fit. The values of Nj., for; = 1 , . . . , 8, are

11,2 ,2 ,0 , 1 ,0 ,0 ,0 .

This resembles an /.-shaped distribution. The corre-
sponding standardized residuals are

1.21, - 1 . 7 1 , 0.17, -0.62,4.27, -0 .06 , -0 .01 , -0.00 .

This is not due to misclassification of some single fail-
ures as common cause; all the coding has been re-
checked and looks right. It may be that when several
functional systems are combined into one common
cause system, then a single parameter p does not
adequately model reality. This will be considered fur-
ther as the rest of the data are analyzed, and a more
complete discussion will appear in [3] .

BAYESIAN AND NON-BAYESIAN COMPARISONS

The Bayesian method combines data from popula-
tions of different sizes, in a natural way. There is an ad

hoc non-Bayesian method for combining the confidence
intervals for p . This method will be explained here, and
the Bayesian and non-Bayesian results will be compared
in an example using auxiliary feed pump data. The con-
clusion suggested by this example is that the numerical
results of this study should be acceptable to non-
Bayesians as well as Bayesians.

Consider first the simple problem of estimating the
population mean, based on n independent normal ob-
servations with known variance. The maximum likeli-
hood estimate is jj. = x, and a confidence interval is of
the form

|i+s = ictc/^ ,

where c is based on the variance of A". If A; sets of data
are combined, the MLE is jl = 2 nfijj 2 n,-, and the con-
fidence interval is of the form

H±

This motivates the following method. Let p,- be the
MLE of p, based on «+,- observed common cause shocks
to a system of mi components. Suppose there are k such
systems, all corresponding to the same true value of p.
Define the overall estimate to be

p = 2 /J+,p,/2 /],- .

Let the lower and upper confidence limits be Lt and Ut.
Define the overall lower and upper limits to be

No claims are made for this estimate or interval other
than plausibility. A more sophisticated method would
use weights based not on n+i but on the actual lengths
of the confidence intervals, possibly after applying some
symmetrizing transformation to the intervals. Such a
method would be more complicated, but it would still
have no rigorous foundation.

The above simple estimates and the Bayesian esti-
mates for p are compared in Fig. 1. The data are for
auxiliary feed pump faults with one outlying plant
removed and are summarized by

m = 2 >u = 8 5 = 1 1

m = 3 n+ = 14 s = 20
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onssicn.

« - i

H - 3

mono.

MX

BRTES

N - 2

N - 3

OYOWJ.

o.o 0.2 0.4 0.8 o.e

Fig. 1. Comparison of 90% intervals for p (auxiliary feed
pumps - Crystal River 3 out).

(Note, when m = 1, no information is present for esti-
mating/?.)

The maximum likelihood estimates and the Baye-
sian posterior medians are extremely close in the two
cases m = 2 and m = 3. The overall non-Bayesian point
estimate differs noticeably from the overall Bayesian
estimate. This is because the oveiall non-Bayesian esti-
mate is a weighted average of two MLEs, not the MLE
based on the combined data. The true overall MLE and
the overall Bayes estimate are very close. In this ex-
ample, the Bayes intervals and the corresponding non-
Bayesian intervals have about the same lengths, but the
non-Bayesian intervals are more skewed to the right

• while the Bayes intervals are more nearly symmetrical.

COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS PRIOR
PARAMETERS FOR p

In the subsection "Combining Systems of Different
Sizes" a method was proposed for choosing parameters
c and d for the prior beta distribution of p . In this
section, the effects of several possible choices of c andii
are compared, in an example with faults in BWR service
water systems, with one outlying plant excluded. This
data set is used because the population m ranges from
two to nine, providing a fairly large spread for possible c

and d, jid because there were not very many observed
common cause faults, so the effect of the prior distribu-
tion will not be washed out by the data.

The common cause fault data is summarized by

m-2 M+ = 0 s = 0

m = 3 »+ = 1 s = 1

m = 4 n+ = 0 s = 0

m - 5 «+ = 1 s = 2

m = 6 «+ = 2 s = 3

m = l «+ = l s = l

m = 8 n+ = 0 s = 0

m = 9 rf+=0 s = 0

The c and d that were actually chosen correspond to
the mean m, m = 6. As alternatives, consider the values
corresponding t o m = 2 and to m = 9. Also of possible
interest are the noninformative parameters for an un-
truncated binomial distribution, c=d = 0.5. The four
cases are

w = 2 c = 0.5902 d = 0.4179

w = 6 c = 0.6096 d = 0.5004

m = 9 c-0.6024 d = 0.5132

c = 0.5000 d = 0.5000

The estimates and intervals for p are shown in Fig. 2.
The first three estimates are extremely close to each
other, with the second case having slightly larger esti-
mates than the other. The fourth case has somewhat
smaller estimates.

DETAILS OF HOMOGENEITY TEST

Suppose that there are k data sources. They could be
plants, vendors, systems within a plant, etc. Suppose
that the /th data source corresponds to time r,- and has
«,• faults. Define f = £ r,-, n - £ «,-, and p,- = trft. The
homogeneity assumption Ha is that the fault rate is the
same for each source. Under/ /0 . conditional on n, the
fc-tuple (N,, . . . , Nk) has mul t inomial («,
Pi, ..., pk) distribution, and each Nt- has a binomial
(«, Pi) distribution.

Defiiis the attained left significance level and right
significance level of source / as

ij | Ho ] an
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C-.590, 0-.418

C-.610, D-.500

C-.602, D-.513

C-.SOO, D-.50Q

Fig. 2. Estimates of p for various prior c and d (BWR service
water pumps - Pilgrim 1 out).

A suitably defined two-sided significance level should be
the size of a two-sided test of Ho such that the proba-
bilities of the two tail regions are approximately equal.
Accordingly, consider the case when the right signifi-
cance level, P[Nt >nf \H0], is less than \ . Let h be the
largest integer satisfying

P[N,-<h \H0] <P[Ni>ni\H0] .

Define the attained two-sided significance level of
source i as

\H0] +P[Ni>ni\H0] .

The definition is similar if the left significance level,
PjTV,- <«,- \H0], is less than '/2. If neither the left nor
the right significance level is less than %, then define the
two-sided level to be 1.

An overall test of Ho, using either the left, right, or
two-sided significance levels, can now be performed as
foV.ows. The Bonferroni inequality says that, for any a,

P[ai least one attained significance level < a]

< 2 Pf/th attained significance level < a] < k a .

The second inequality would be equality if the data
were continuous rather than discrete. So, to test Ho at
level a, reject Ho if any of the k sources has attained
significance level < a/A:.

A second test of Ho is based not on extreme indi-
vidual sources but on X2 , the Pearson chi-squared sta-
tistic. If the number of sources or faults is very small,
the distribution of X2 can be calculated exactly. Other-
wise, an approximation must be used. In our applica-
tions, the sample size is usually too small for the x2

approximation to be trustworthy. The exact first four
moments of A'2 were published by Haldane [7]. These
can be used to fit a distribution from the Pearson
family, providing a second, probably better, approxima-
tion to the distribution of X2 .

These tests were used as follows with the pump data.
During i.he search for outlying plants, a plant was con-
sidered an outlier if its two-sided significance level was
less than 0.01/fc, where k was the number of plants
under consideration. After outlying plants had been ie-
moved, the systems, vendors, etc., were pooled as de-
scribed earlier, and both tests of homogeneity were
used.
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APPENDIX
P.W ENGINEERED SAFETY SYSTEMS

ALL FAULTS

BATES ARE PER CRITICAL HOUR

TRIPLE OF NUMBERS SHOWS (LGUER BOUND/ MEDIAN, UPPER BOUND)

LQHER AND JPPER BOUNDS FORM 90 PERCENT INTERVAL

P • ( . 107 f . 173 , .252)

LAMBDA - ( 5.<it-06, 7. OE-06, 8.9E-06I

LAMBDA • { 1.1E-05, 1.7E-05, 2.5E-05)

SYSTEM
SIZE

M

fa

7

B

1 0

1 1

SHOCK
RATE

MU

( 1.9E-05, 3.2E-O5, 5.5E-O5I

( 1.6E-05, 2 .5E-05 , 4.1E-05)

1 1.5E-05, 2.<it-O5, 3 .8E-05|

( 1.4E-05, 2 .2E-05, 3.5E-05)

( 1.3fc-05, 2.0E-O5# 3.1E-O5)

( 1.3E-05, 2 .0E-05 , 3.0E-0!>)

RATE FOR
SPECIFIC COMPONENT

Rl

( l . O E - 0 5 , 1 . 3 E - 0 5 , 1 . 6 E - 0 5 1

( 9.1E-06, 1.1E-05. l.AE-05»

! 8.8E-06, 1.1E-05. l.<.e-05l

I 8.6E-06, 1.1E-05, l."»E-05>

{ B.«E-36, 1.1E-05, 1.3E-0b>

I B.3E-06, l.OE-05. 1.3E-05)

( 4.1E-0Z, 7.5E-O2, 1.3E-01)

« 3.3E-02, 6.5E-02, l . U - 0 1 )

( 3.1E-02. 6.2E-02, 1.1E-01)

t 2 . 9 E - 0 Z J 6.0E-02, l . lE -01)

( 2.7E-O2, 5.6E-02, L I E - O l )

( 2.bt-O2, 5.ifc-02t l.OE-01)

OVERALL ( 1.3b-D5, 2.<iE-05j 5.5E-05) ( 8.3E-06, 1 . 1 E - 0 J » 1.6E-05) I 2.66-32, 6.2E-02, 1.3E-01)

j Y S T E K
S I Z E

M

<•

6

7

10

LI

RATE FOR SET OF K SPECIFIC COMPONENTS

R2 R3 R<>

1 < i . 6 E - 0 7 , 9 . < i E - 0 7 , 1 . 8 E - 0 6 ) ( 5 . 2 E - 0 8 , 1 . 6 E - 0 ? / * . 3 E - 0 71 I 5 - 7 E - 0 ? , 2 . B E - O 8 , 1 . 1 E - 0 7 )

7. 7.'<E-O7F 1.5E-06) ( 3.9E-08, 1.3E-07, 3.6E-07) ( <>.2E-09» 2.2E-0B, b.8E-0B)( 3.4E

< 3 .H-37 , b.it-07t l.'ie-OfeJ

( 2.9E-07, 6.<iE-O7/ 1.3E-06I

( 2.5E-O7, 5.9E-07, 1.3E-06)

< 2.<>E-07, 5.7E-O7, 1.2E-06)

( 3.5E-08» 1.2E-07, 3.«,E-O7)

( 3.2E-06, 1.1E-07. 3.2E-07I

I 2.8E-08, l.OE-07. 3.1E-07)

< 2.7E-OB, ?.9E-08r 3.OE-O7I

( 3.8E-0?, 2.0E-03, 5.3E-OB)

{ 3.5E-09, 1.9E-08, 8.0E-081

< 3.1l-'O, 1.8E-08, 7.6E-0BI

C 2.9E-09, 1.7E-08, 7.5E-O8I

R5

( < I . S E - 1 0 I 3.8E-09; 2.26-081

( "V.1E-10. 3.5E-09, 2.1E-0BI

( 3 .8E-10 , 3.3E-09, 2.0E-08)

I 3«36-10, 3 .0E-09, 1.9E-08I

( . . 1 E - 1 0 , 3 .0E-09, 1.9E-08I

OVERALL ( 2.<«E-07» 6 .8E-07, l .BE-06) ( 2.7E-O8, 1.2E-O7, * . 3E -07 ) ( 2 .9E-09, 2.0E-0B, 1.1E-07) ( 3 .1E-10 , 3 .3E-09, 2 .2E-06I



BwR 5 E R V I C E W A T E R P U M P S - PI1 OUT

ALL F A U L T S

RATES ARE PER CRITICAL HOUR

TRIPLE OF NUMBERS SHOWS (LOWER BOUND, MEDIAN. UPPER BOUND)

LOWER AND UPPfcK BOUNDS FORM 90 PERCENT INTERVAL

P • ( . O S O F . 1 6 2 , .33<i )

LAMBDA * i & . 5 E - 0 6 , U . 3 E - O b , 1 . 2 E - O 5 )

LAMBDA • ( 3 . S E - O 6 . 8 . i> fc-06 / 1 . 6 E - 0 5 )

SYSTEM SHOCK
SIZE RATE

M MU

2 t 1 .OE-O5 , 2 . 9 E - O 5 , 1.0£-0<i>

3 ( 7 .BE-06 , 2 .1E-O5, 7.1E-0b>

4 ( b.bE-Ob, l . a b - O 5 f 5.5E-O5)

5 < 5.9L--06, 1.5E-0Sf <i .6E-05|

6 I 5.5E-Ob» 1.<»E-O5r 3.9E-O5)

7 i 3.2E-06, 1.3E-O5. 1.5E-051
8 < *.9E-06, 1.2E-O5, 3.1E-O5I

3 ( V7£-O(» 1.1E-O5» 2.9E-051

RATE FOR
SPECIFIC CJMP3NENT

Rl

( 9.1t-0b> 1.9E-O5)
I 9.1E-O6. 1.2E-O5. 1.7E-05)

( B.7E-O6. 1.2E-O5, 1.6E-O5)

( 6.SE-06f I.1E-O5, 1.5F-O5I

( B.3E-06. 1.1E-05. 1.5E-O5I

( 8.2E-06, 1.1E-O5, 1.<IE-O5)

( B.le-06, K1E-05. l.'.E-OS)

( B.OE-O6. i . lE-O5, l.<iE-Ob)

BETA FACTOR
R2/P1

( 1.<.E-O2» 5.<iE-O2, l . f .E-01)

t 1 .1E-02 , "1.3E-D2, 1.2E-O1)

< B,5E-O3, 3 .7E-O2, l . l E - O l )

t V .2E-03. 3 . 3 E - 0 2 , 1.OE-O1)

( b.3E-O3i 3.OE-O2, 9.9E-02)

I 5.7E-O3, 2.SE-O2, 9.6E-02I

( S.2E-O3. 2.7E-O2, 9.5E-02I

( <..8E-O3# 2.6E-02. 9.'iE-02)

CVEriALL ( <r.7E-36, 1 .5 E -0 51 l.OE-O'i) ( 1.1E-05, 1.9E-05) ( '».BE-03» 3.3E-O2, H E - 0 1 1

brSTEM
SIZE

M

I

3

<t

3

6

7

1

9

RATE FOR SET OF K S P E C I F I C COMPONENTS

R2

t 1 . 7 E - 0 7 , 7.2t-07t 2.2E-0b>

( 1.2E-07. 5.2t-O7» 1.7E-0bl

( 9.1E-0B. <i.3E-07, 1.5E-06)

( 7.5E-06. 3.7£-07 f 1.3E-06)

( 6.5E-0B. 3.3E-07* 1.2E-06J

( 5.7E-08. 3.1E-07. 1.2E-06)

( 5.LE-O8. 2.9E-07f 1.2E-06)

( <i.7E-0B» 2.7E-07, 1.2E-06)

R3

( 6.5E-D9, 8.5E-0B, 5.1E-07)

I 5^0E-09r b.9E-0B, <•. 5E-07)

( <fXE-09, b.0E-08» < I .1E-07 )

( 3.5E-09. 5.4E-0B, 3.9E-07)

( 3.1t-09, "..9E-08, 3.8E-07)

< Z.8E-09, <i.6E-0B. 3.7E-07)

( Z.5E-09, '..'•E-08, 3.6E-07)

R".

( 2.6E-10, 1.1E-0B. 1.<>E-O7)

( 2.1E-10# 9.7E-09. 1.3E-07)

1 1.8E-10. 8.7E-09, 1.3E-07)

( 1.6E-L0. 8.0E-09, 1.2E-07)

( 1.*E-IO» 7.5E-09, 1.2E-O7)

( 1.3E-10, 7.XE-09, 1.2E-07)

R5

I 1 .1E-U, 1.6E-09, <..3E-O8)

t 9.1E-12. HE-Oflf *.1E-O8)

( 8.0E-12, 1.3E-09, «.0E-08)

( 7.2E-12, 1 .2E-09F 3.9E-08J

( b.SE-12, .1.2E-09, 3.8E-08)

OVERALL ( 4.7E-08f 3.7E-07, 2.2E-O6I ( 2.5E-09* 5.<.E-08, 5.1E-07) ( 1.3E-10» 8.7E-09, l.«E-07) I 6.5E-12, 1.3E-09, *.3E-0B)



Using Subjective Percentiles and Test Data for
Estimating Fragility Functions*t
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ABSTRACT

Fragility functions are cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of strengths at failure.
They are needed for reliability analyses of systems such as those used for power generation
and transmission. Subjective opinions supplement sparse test data for estimating fragility
functions. Often the opinions are opinicns on the percentiles of the fragility function.
Subjective percentiles are likely to be less biased than opinions on parameters of cdfs.

This paper provides solutions to seveial problems in the estimation of fragility functions
given subjective percentiles and test datt. How should subjective percentiles be used to
estimate subjective fragility functions? How should subjective percentiles be combined with
test data? How should fragility functions for several failure modes be combined into a
composite fragility function? How shoulu inherent randomness and uncertainty due to lack
of knowledge be represented?

We treat subjective percentiles as independent estimates of percentiles. We derive:

1. least squares parameter estimators for normal and lognormal cdfs, based on subjective
percentiles (the method is applicable to any invertible cdf),

2. a composite fragility function for combining several failure modes,

3. estimators of variation within and between groups of experts for nonidentically
distributed subjective percentiles,

4. weighted least squares estimators when subjective percentiles have higher variation at
higher percents, and

5. weighted least squares and Bayes parameter estimators based on combining subjective
percentiles and test data.

INTRODUCTION r .. , , „, - .. . . . 4, _ . . o f ,
failure model. The failure model in the Seismic Safety

Risk analysis of nuclear power plants requires system Margins Research Program (SSMRP) is a mechanical
reliability computation. The computation requires a reliability model. Component failure occurs when a

This work was supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would
Commission under a memorandum of understanding with the not infringe on privately owned rights. Reference herein to any
U.S- Department of Energy. specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name,

jThis document was prepared as an account of work trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily
sponsored by an agency of the U.S. government. Neither the constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or
U.S. government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their favoring by the U.S. government or any agency thereof. The
employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
assumes any legal liability oi responsibility for the accuracy, necessarily state or reflect those of the U.S. government or any
completeness, o- usefulness of any information, apparatus, agency thereof.
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response random variable exceeds a strength random
variable [1 ] . Component response and strength data are
combined to compute system reliability [2] . The
component strength data is summarized in estimates of
the cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of the
strength random variables for all components.

Unfortunately, there is little relevant component
strength test data. Components may have been accep-
tance tested but not have been tested to failure. Or they
may have been tested to failure but not under earth-
quake loads. To compute system reliability given an
earthquake, earthquake failure data is needed. There is
little. Thus, other sources of information about strength
are needed. One source is expert opinion. Opinions
come in many forms. The form used in this paper is
expert opinion of the fragility function percentiles.

Questionnaires were sent to 253 experts to obtain
strength percentile estimates of nuclear power plant
components in an earthquake. Forty experts returned
120 questionnaires on 31 categories of components.
The questionnaires gave the 10th, 50th, and 90th
percentiles of the fragility functions for the three failure
modes judged most likely by each expert. The question-
naires also gave expert self-credibility weights.

This paper describes estimation of fragility functions
from subjective percentiles and test data. The objective
is to estimate a single fragility function for each of the
31 categories of components. This requires estimation
of fragility functions for each failure mode from the
subjective percentiles and test data. It also requires
combining mo'ial fragility function estimates. Because
the estimated cdf comes from subjective percentiles and
test data, the uncertainty due to lack of knowledge
about the true strength must be quantified.

USING SUBJECTIVE PERCENTILES FOR
ESTIMATING FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS

The questionnaire used for eliciting fragility informa-
tion from experts asked for subjective percentiles of the
fragility functions. The answers are treated as inde-
pendent estimates of specified percentiles. They are
used as inputs for estimating the parameters of a cdf
based on the least squares criteria. The method can be
used for any invertible cdf. It is applied to normal,
lognormal, and exponential cdfs in this paper. The
estimators are easily modified to accept weighted data
The weights may be credibility ratings given by tlu
respondents or by the person analyzing the data.

The model for subjective percentiles is the following.
The subjective percentiles from each cripert are uncor-
related and the percentiles from different experts are

independent. Let Xlq denote the c/th subjective percen-
tile given by the ith expert. The assumed model for Xjq

is

Xjq q =0 .1 , 0.5,0.9

i- 1,2, . . . , n

where xq is the qth population percentile of the
reference population, assumed to be the aggregation of
subjective fragility functions for ail experts, and where
Ejq is a random variable with E(Ejq) = 0 and
Vaf(Ejq) = o2^. Thus, for each percentile, the model
assumes that the ;th expert's opinion is randomly
selected from the population of opinions of all experts.

This is a simplification of reality. It is doubtful that
an expert's opinion about the three percentiles is
uncorrelated, nor can it necessarily be expected that
experts are independent sources of information. Some
alternative models are discussed later.

The parameter estimators for a hypothesized cdf
minimize the sum of squared differences between the
sample percentiles and the percentiles of the hypothe-
sized cdf. Let 8_ denote the ' ecto; of parameters of the
cdf and let F~l(q, §_) denote the inverse of the
hypothesized cdf. The objective is to find the value of 6_
that minimizes

It is not necessary to have the same set of q for all /.
The cardinality of the set of q must be at least as large
as that of £.

First, assume that the population fragility function
can be approximated by the normal distribution. The
parameters to be estimated are the mean and standard
deviation, n and a. Notice the pen.entile xq = n + ozq,
where zq is the percentile of the standard normal cdf.
The objective function is

min 2 -fi-z af

The normal equations yield

where Xq is the average of the subjective percentiles,
offered by the /; experts, and

. ( -JT/.,)/(2/izo.9)
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If the hypothesized cdf is lognormal with E(ln X)
and Var(ln X) = a7 , the objective function is K=-

- q)

.O ,-=i q

The estimators are

// = (In A'o. i + In Xo ,s + In A'o 3 )/3

Thus, the least squares estimator of the expected value,
8 = l/X, of the exponential distribution is 0 = 1/X.
Under the assumed model, 6 is an unbiased estimator of
8 and the variance of 8 is

o2p/{»2[ln(l -q)]2} •

i-i

In either case, under the assumed model, the estima-
tors £ and o are unbiased. Their variances are a^fin and
a2

El{2nz% 9) respectively, assuming all experts give 10th,
50th, and 90th percentiles. An estimate of the variation,
a i , between experts is

- 1)]

where

If the hypothesized cdf is exponential with parameter
X, the objective function is

min 2 'iq + ln(t -q)j\)2 .

The solution to the normal equation is

COMBINING FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS
FOR SEVERAL FAILURE MODES

If a component can fail in several modes, it is of
interest to find a single-variate fragility function that
describes the component failure in the weakest mode. A
graphical description of component failure, when a
component can fail in two modes, is given in Fig. 1.

In this section we discuss some methods for deter-
mining the fragility function for component failure
when the marginal fragility function for each mode is
given, i h e description is in terms of two modi3 of
failure; it is easily extended to several modes.

If failure in either mode is caused by the same
response variable, combining modes is easy. This is
shown first.

Define

S, , S2 = strength or capability of component to resist
failure in mode 1 and 2 respectively. The marginal
cdfs of 5 , and S2 are F , (s) and F2(s).

Comporent Failure

F
H
F

,.0

ailure in
ode 1
1 M

0 s

Failure in
Mode 2
F?(s)

1.0 t - - ys

0 S

Fig. 1. Component failure definition.
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R = response seen by the component. It must have the
same units as Si and S2 • The cdf of R is FR (r).

The probability of component failure, Pr, is given by
the following:

Pr =/•[$! <RUS2<R]

P[Si <sUS2<s\R = s]dFR{s) .

If Sj andS2 are independent,

Pr = f " { l -P[Si >s\R=s]
Jo

XP[S2>S\R =S]}dFH(s) ,

or

nPr = r
Jo

Thus, the combined fragility function is
FC(s)=l-h [1 -Ft{s)] .

1=1

For example, suppose Si and S2 are independent
normal random variables with means Hi and [i2 and
standard deviations O\ and a2. The combined fragility
function is

2

1=1 '(-I
where <£(•) is the A'(0, 1) cdf. Suppose nt = 2, ju2 = 1.5,
ox = 0.5 and a2 = 0.2. The combined fragility function
is

= 1 - [1 - His - 4)] [1 - *(5s - 7.5)] .

The values for Fc(s), for selected values of x, are in
Table 1. The combined fragility function is not a
normal cdf. If S! and S2 are independent lognormal
random variables, the combined fragility function is

s

F C ( . )

0

3.17

Table 1.

.5

10~5 .00135

A combined
1

.02887

fragility function

1.5 Z 2

5793 .99696 1

.5

.0

3

1.0

where m = £"(ln S,) and of = Var(ln S(), / = 1, 2.
The generalization tor more than two failure modes is

clear.
In many cases responses causing the two failure modes

are not the s;me but come from a common response.
For example, R{ and R2 may be maximum displace-
ment and peak velocity, both of which are related to
peak acceleration, R. Let gj{R) = Rj, i = \, 2, be known
functions relating the /?,-'s to the common response R.
Then,

Again, if S! and S2 are independent,

Pr =/Q" (l - n {1 - FilMiU)] A dFR(s) ,

or the combined fragility function is

F c(s)= 1 - n {l-F/fe/(s)]} .
/=i

For example, suppose S{ and S2 have the same cdfs as
the previous example. Suppose

g{(R) = 0.5+R

and

Table 2 shows values of the combined fragility function.
Of course, this is easily generalized for K "indepen-

dent'" modes of failure.

Table 2. A combined fragility function
with different response variables

USING GROUPED AND WEIGHTED SUBJECTIVE
PERCENTILES FOR ESTIMATING FRAGILITY

FUNCTIONS AND QUANTIFYING
UNCERTAINTY DUE TO LACK OF

KNOWLEDGE

The least squares procedure outlined earlier assumed
identically distributed errors for each of the subjective
percentiles. Such estimates are not always identically
distributed. Experts could be estimating percentiles for
different types of components for the same generic
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component (e.g., different-sized valves). - '.' irly, ex-
perts could be grouped by their background and
experience. Consequently, subjective percentiles from
experts in different groups may not be identically
distributed. Also, opinions from the different experts
could be weighted differently by the experts themselves
(self or peer weighting) or by the person conducting +he
survey.

This section contains an analysis of a model with
group effects and weighted experts. The analysis esti-
mates the fragility function parameters and the varia-
tion between experts within a group and between
groups. The latter estimates can help to quantify
"uncertainty" in the parameter estimators due to
differences between experts.

Assuming the normal distribution approximates the
population fragility function, the model for the qth
percentile given by the /th expert in the /th group is

where

/ = 1,2, ^=0 .1 ,0 .5 ,0 .9

where 7]- is the deviation of the qth percentile of the
fragility function for the /th group from the qth
percentile of the fragility function over all groups; and
Eijq is the random deviation in the estimate of the 17th
percentile by the /th expert in the /th group. Further,
assume 7/ and Ejjg ate uncorrelated random variables
with £"(7))= E{Eijq)= 0, and Var(7",-= o2

T and
4, 4

The parameter CF2 represents the perceived (by the
experts) variation in component strengths within a
group of components. The parameter o2

T represents the
variation in the average strength between groups of
components. Thus, the sum a2 + o2j represents the
"subjective" variance of strengths of components be-
tween the different groups. The parameter a2

E repre-
sents the variation between experts due to lack of
knowledge about component strengths.

Again, this model is only an approximation to reality.
It only assumes a shift in the me?n, ju, between groups
and assumes a to be the same for all groups. Models in
which a also varies will be considered in the future.

To allow for perceived (by the analyst) differences in
the ability and/or knowledge of the experts, let w,y be a
weighting factor applied to the percentiles given by the
/th expert in the /th group. The weighted least squares
estimator is based on the objective function

/ Ni
min 2 2 Wij(Xijq -n-Zqaf ,

The estL

For any

where

iators are

symmetric

8-(*.

X.

1
2
f=i

ii

2 W,y = ]
/=!

-1 '=1

/ Ni

-1/=1

distribution,

= 2 2w0
, = 1 7 = 1

)/(2Z0.9) ,

To estimate the variance components, a2
E and a2

T,
define

/ N;
SSE = 2 2 2wttfijq -&-zqo)2 ,

1 1=1 ;=1

1 i

SSM = 2 2 2 v/ijOC. ,q~p.-zqo)2 ,
<J ' i

where

Assume a symmetric distribution. Then the sums of
squares have expectations

E(SSE) = 3a2
r(l - 2 wi2 ) + 3(7*0 - \ 2 2 w2.) ,

1 i £ 3 i j 'I

E(SSM) = a2 2 2 w2. .
£• j j ' /

Thus, a2
E can be estimated using either 557" or SSM, and

SSE gives an estimate of a2
T. These estimators can be
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used to construct subjective "confidence" limits for
individual percentiles or bands for the fragility func-
tions. Alternatively, if it is necessary to have a single
fragility function which includes perceived variation
within and between groups as well as variation between
experts, an adjusted standard deviation

can be used for ihe estimator of the variance of the
fragility function. Using a^ instead of a biases the
system failure probabilities upward.

Since the model for the <yth percentile, xq = n +zqo,
is a linear function of zq, standard least squares
methodology (assuming the distribution of the varia-
tions Tj and Ejjq can be approximated by a normal
distribution) can be used to construct confidence bands
for the percentiles as shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 3 .5 3.9

Fig. 2. Confidence bands lor percentiles,*,,.

Alternatively, simultaneous confidence bands, called
the Working-Hotelling [3] confidence bands are given
by

z,8) ,

where v is the "degrees of freedom" for the estimated
variance components and the estimated standard devia-
tion is

' rp * # VV -

In terms of the fragility function, the estimated fragility
function and the associated confidence bands are shown
in Fig. 3. Note that the confidence bands for the
fragility function are not symmetric and not members
of the family of fragility functions estimated by least
squares. To alleviate this, one can consider using parallel
confidence bounds for Xg based on the methods
proposed by Graybill and Bowden [4].

F(x)

1.0

0.5

Pig. 3. Confidence bands for fragility function.

The use of the term "confidence" is not consistent
with its use in classical statistics. Rather, the variation
reflected by the confidence bands is (1) the variation in
the average strength between groups of components of
the same generic type and (2) the variation between
experts within a group. Thus, the confidence bands give
some measure of ihe uncertainty associated with the
estimated population fragility function, that is, the
average fragility function perceived by the population
of experts. / / this function can be issumed to approxi-
mate the actual fragility function for the given compo-
nent, then eliciting opinions from a sample of experts
provides input for a reasonable estimator of the
component fragility function.

LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION ,VITH
PERCENTJLE-DEPENDENT ERRORS

In the fragility questionnaires, subjective percentiles
had greater variation at higher percentiles. This is
because experts have less experience at high percentiles.
Thus, the model for subjective percentiles should take
this into recount. Typical responses for various percen-
tiles are shown in Fig. 4. Points are numbered by
respondent.

The model for subjective percentiles with hetero-
scedastic variation is the following. It is assumed that
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q

1.0

1 3

3 4

_ n

where all summations are over q and Yq = 2 Yiqjn.
The estimator of n is

1i<e estimator of the variance, o\, of the variation £/
is based on averaging the squares of the residuals

Fig. 4. Typical spiead in estimates as functions of percentiles.

the subjective percentiles from each expert are uncor-
related estimates and independent (as discussed earlier).
The model assumes o|. increases in q. In this section, we
will derive the 'least squares estimators of u and a,
assuming a normal fragility function, for the model

Xjq ~ Xq "*• Qt-iq >

where Var(£/9) = v\, but Vax(qEiq) = q2a2
E.

Assume that all respondents give opinions on the same
percentiles. The objective function is

min £ 2
M ,c ,= i q

Weighted least squares is used because the variation in
X(. i is not equal to the variation in X;. s, etc.

Define Yiq = X-lq\q -xq\q\ Eiq. The variance in each
Yiq is the same for all q for each respondent.

Since

-iq

the objective function is

The solution for a is

1 = 1 , 2 , . . . n , qe[0,l] ,

over the respondents and the percentiles. This can then
be used to estimate the variance of the estimators/i and

a.

USING SUBJECTIVE PERCENTILES
AND TEST DATA FOR ESTIMATING
FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS BY LEAST

SQUARES AND BAYESIAN METHODS

This section describes a least squares and a Bayesian
method for combining subjective percentiles and test
data. The least squares method treats the test data as an
empirical cdf with percentiles at each observed failure
strength. These percentiles are put in the weighted sum
of squared deviations just like subjective percentiles.
The Bayesian method uses the subjective per^entiles to
estimate a prior cdf of the fragility function parameters.
The test data is assumed to be a random sample from
the fragility function. The Bayes method gives the
posterior cdf of the fragility function parameters.
Substituting the expected values (Bayes estimates) of
the parameters into the fragility function yields a
posterior Bayes estimate of the fragility function.

The least squares method is as follows. The inputs
consist of subjective percentiles and test data. The
measurement unit of the test data must be the same as
that of the subjective peicentiles. The objective is to
estimate the parameters of the fragility function. The
parameter estimators minimize the weighted sum of
squared deviations between the fragility function and
the percentiles of the empirical cdf (test data) or the
subjective percentiles. For this method it is assumed
that the population fragility function (over all experts)
is an unbiased estimator of the actual fragility function.

The inputs aie denoted as follows. The observed
strengths at failures are Xt <X2 < . • • < * * • The
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original test sample size may have been larger, m>k,
and the survivors have strength greater than Xk- The
subjective percentiles are X(q.

The objective function for estimating the mean and
variance of strength at failure, assuming strength is
normally aistnouted, is

r k

min \WD 2 (Xi
•H-az,im)2+Ws 2

i=fc+l

The weights W$ and Wp must be specified by the user.
For the following derivation, assume Ws = Wp = 1

and the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles are given by
each respondent. The objective function is

2[Xi - n

2 2[X iq

The normal equations are

k

i=i
2

i=k+i

- 2 2{Xi - M -
i l

zij m - 2 2
i=fc+l Q

(Xii q

The solution requires solving

2d(\.2S)2+{XD-p)
8 =

1=1

£z*lm-{\2K?(n -k-l),n

and

Xp 3A 2a(1.28)2+X/)2z/>

i/m ^

and

a = -

To describe a Bayesian procedure, assume a lognormal
fragility function with parameters £ = £(ln x) = In M
and (3 = Var(ln X), where Z is the strength at failure and
M denotes the median of X.

Assume the j^int conjugate prior distribut;?n for (g,

13),

«••*"•>- H

b> 0 , — °°<m <°° ,

where 61 and d2 are the estimates of £, 0 derived from
the expert opinions and where v is the degrees of
freedom associated with d2, based on the n experts.

If Yi < Y2 < ... < Yk is the ordered test data,
where y , = InX/,let

y = 2 Yi/k, s2 = 2 (y,- - y)2/(A; - 1 ) .
i=i i=i

Assume the sample is not censored or truncated. Then
the posterior distribution of (£, (3) has the same form as
the prior distribution with parameters 6\, d'2, n based
on the relationships

n' = i

simultaneously for a and /I. The variable X D is the (n — 1)02 '• i/i — \)81 = [(k —
average of the observed failure times,

+ k?2]

and p and a are the least squares estimators of n and a
as discussed earlier. The solutions are

The posterior marginal means and variances are
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,2 (n' - 1)
n'(n' - 2) '2 n'(n'

(
n' _ A rUn

2 / rfn'
1 *

— 3)/2]
- 2)/21 '

The Bayesian method involves using the subjective
percentiles to determine initial values for 6X and 62, the
parameters of the prior distribution, and then using the
t e s t data t 0 evaluate the posterior marginal means for
(£, I3)- These Bayes estimators are then used as estima-
tors for the parameters of the lognormal fragility
function.
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ABSTRACT

Thermoluminescent analyzer (TLA) calibration procedures were used to estimate
personnel radiation exposure levels at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). A
statistical analysis is presented herein based on data collected over a six-month period in
1979 on four TLA's located in the Department of Energy Radiological and Environmental
Sciences Laboratory at the INEL. The data were collected according to the day-to-day
procedure in effect at that time.

Both gamma and beta radiation models are developed. Observed TLA readings of
thermoluminescent dosimeters are correlated with known radiation levels. This correlation is
then used to predict unknown radiau^n doses from future analyzer readings of personnel
therm oluminescent dosimeters.

The statistical techniques applied in this analysis include weighted linear regression,
estimation of systematic and random error variances, prediction interval estimation using
Scheffe's theory of calibration, the estimation of the ratio of the means of two normal
bivariate distributed random variables and their corresponding confidence limits according
to Kendall and Stuart, tests of normality, experimental design, a comparison between
instruments, and quality control.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a statistical analysis of the
calibration procedure used to routinely estimate person-
nel radiation doses in a thermoluminescent dosimetry
operation. At the Idaho National Engineering Labo-
ratory (INEL), personnel radiation monitoring is per-
formed for over 7000 employees using a dosimetry
badge system (Fig. 1) containing two lithium fluoride
therm oluminescent dosimeter (TLD) chips (Harshaw
TLD-700, '/B in. X % in. X 0.035 in.). One of the chips,

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Under
Contract No. DE-ACQ7-76ID01570.

sandwiched between 540 mg/cm2 aluminum filters,
gives a pentrating dose estimate. The other chip, used
for estimating the nonpenetrating dose, is covered with
a very thin (5 mg/cm2 ) mylar.

TLD chips do not give radiation doses directly. Any
TLD badge system must, therefore, be calibrated to
known radiation doses when determining its response
characteristics to the penetrating and nonpenetrating
components of the radiation field. The irradiated chips
are evaluated in a thermoluminescent analyzer (TLA).

The light emitted by an irradiated chip as it is
heated in a TLD reader is detected by a photomul.tiplier
tube. The resulting signal generates an integrated digi-
tized output which is proportional to the dose received

36
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Fig. 1. Hardware.

by the chip. Prior to reusing, the chips must be
thermally annealed to remove any residual response.

The analysis is based on data collected in 1979 over
a six-month period using four readers located at the
Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory at
the INEL. The data were routinely collected according
to the day-to-day procedures in effect at thai time. The
total data collected represents the monthly calibration
of four readers. Each month, calibrations are made by
exposing dosimeters to gamma (penetrating) and beta
(nonpenetrating) radiation sources. For each calibra-
tion, the badges are exposed to six different radiation
levels. Three badges are read out at each level, and these
readings are proportional to the radiation dose received
by each TLD.

The scope of the topics addressed includes a discus-
sion of the prediction model where chip readings are
inserted in an equation to predict radiation exposure,
and a discussion of the calibration model where known
radiation levels are correlated with observed chip
readings to estimate the parameters in the prediction
model. The formulas are given for estimating the

variance of a predicted radiation dose and for pre-
dicting, with high certainty, the interval that will
contain the true radiation exposure. The error structure
of both the penetrating and nonpenetrating radiation
readings is explored, and the small effect of the
penetrating plus nonpenetrating to penetrating ratio is
demonstrated. A statistical calibration design and proce-
dure is outlined and a quality control scheme is defined.

PREDICTION MODELS

During the calibration, observed instrument readings
of the TLD chips, corrected for barkground, are
correlated with known radiation close i.jvels. This
correlation is used to predict unknown radiation doses
from future badge readings. For a given reader the
gamma dose prediction model was

where
RG~ estimated gamma radiation dose,
SG = shielded chip reading,
SC = average background (control) chip reading,
dg = estimated gamma calibration coefficient.

The beta prediction model is similar to die gamma
prediction model except for a slight variation to remove
any penetrating radiation components which might be
present from the nonpenetrating beta response. For a
given reader, the beta dose prediction model may be
written as

R^ = [(UB - UCj - Z.(SB - SC)] IBg , (2)

where
Rp = estimated beta radiation dose,
UB = unshielded chip reading,
UC= average background (control) unshielded chip

reading,
A = estimated ratio of unshielded to shielded chip

response to a gamma source,
SB = shielded chip reading,
SC= average shielded background (control) chip

reading,
Op = estimated beta calibration coefficient.

Variables SG, SC, UB, UC, SB, and SC are random
variables including random errors due to chip sensitivity
and reader variations. §„ QQ , and A are fixed from the
most recent calibration but include a systematic error
component since they are estimated quantities. The
error associated with A is negligible, which is demon-
strated later.
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CALIBRATION MODEL

The general calibration model, applicable to both
gamma and beta radiation estimation, is similar to the
prediction models. Only in this case, the coefficient, 0,
relating observed chip readings to known radiation
levels, is estimated. The general calibration model is

Iif = / = \,N , / = \,M (3)

where
Ijj = net gamma or beta observed reading for the ;th

radiation level of the ;th chip [see quantity in
parentheses in Eq. (1) for net gamma readings and
in brackets in Eq. (2) for net beta readings],

Ri = ith known gamma or beta radiation level,
e/y = total random error which is distributed nor-

mally with zero mean and variance, af ,
N = number of radiation levels,
M= number of replicate chip readings at each

radiation level.

A least-squares regression estimate, 9, of 6 is
unbiased and has minimum variance provided the of's
are known. The of's are estimated from the calibration
data. There are three replicate measurements for each of
the six radiation levels. The sample variance estimates
of at each level with two degrees of freedom. Because
there are four to six monthly calibrations, depending on
the reader, a pooled variance estimate for each reader
yields estimates of the of's with eight to twelve degrees
of freedom. These estimates are given in Table 1
together with the estimate divided by the radiation
level. Examination of these relative errors suggests that
they are equal, and this implies that the errors are
proportional to the radiation level exposure. This
hypothesis is not rejected at the 5% significance level
using Cochran's test for homogeneity [1] , that is, a test
for equal variances on the following transformation of
Eq.(3):

k (4)

Table 1. Pooled error standard deviations

Unshielded Chip Readings

Radiation
Level

Control

50 mR
Gamma

50 mrad
Beta

100 mR
Gamma

100 mrad
Beta

200 mR
Gamma

200 mrad
Beta

500 mR
Gamma

500 mrad
Beta

700 mR
Gamma

700 mrad
Beta

1000 mR
Gdima

1000 mrad
Beta

Standard
Deviation

0.0048

0.030

0.020

0.063

0.030

0.17

0.032

0.16

0.18

0.35

0.17

0.52

0.26

a i

—

0.0006

0.0004

0.0006

0.0003

0.0008

0.0002

0.0003

0.0004

0.0005

0.0002

0.0005

0.0003

Shielded Chip

Standard
Deviation

0.0037

0.034

0.0041

0.M4

0.0065

0.084

0.0042

0.28

0.0083

0.54

0.026

0.56

0.022

Readinqs

°i

*7

0.0007

0.00008

0.0004

0.00007

0.0004

0.00002

0.0006

0.00002

0.0008

0.00004

0.0006

0.00002
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where 6,y is distributed normal with zero mean and
variance, a2, constant ovei all radiation levels.

For each reader calibration, a test of normality on
the transformed .Y,y's using FiUiben's probability plot
correlation coefficient [2] was made. In most cases, the
normality assumption was not rejected. Additionally,
the relative measures of symmetry and skewness were
calculated for each calibration, and then averaged over
all calibrations. Both of these means were not signifi-
cantly different from the measures calculated under the
assumption of normality.

By accepting this hypothesis, the best estimates,
unbiased and minimum variance, of 9 and a\ are the
sample mean, 9, and variance, s%, respectively, of the
transformed variable, Xjj in Eq. (3). It then follows that
the estimates, a2 's, are

(5)

Also, the variance of d, a | , is

.A.
N-M

If one doubles the calibration data collected, o§
decreases by ~30%, and if one haives the data collected,
a§ increases by ~40%.

VARIANCE OF PREDICTED RADIATION DOSES

From either the gamma or beta calibration model,
the inverse of 9 predicts radiation doses from observed
chip readings as

(6)

where
R = predicted radiation dose,
/ = net chip reading.

The relative variance of A is the sum of the relative
random variance of the instrument reading (RE1) and
the relative systematic calibration variance of the
estimate of 9 (SE2 ). This relative variance of/? is

. „ 92^ ™

and, consequently, the absolute variance of R is

(8)

PREDICTION INTERVALS

Using the estimates, 9 and s\, and future net chip
readings, prediction intervals are calculated around the
radiation dose estimates [3] . These intervals are con-
structed in such a way that for every set of future chip
readings, the probability is at least 1 — (3 that the
proportion of intervals containing the true radiation
dose, in the long run, is 1 — a or greater. The length of
these intervals depends in general on the variance of the
chip readings, the choice of /3 and a, the number of
observations in each calibration, and whether ax is
known or estimated.

Unless a design change is made in the measuring
system, the random error variance of the readings is
constant between calibrations and between readers as is
demonstrated. We suggest choosing a =/3 = O.O5. If
several months of calibrations are available for each of
the four readers, then a pooled variance, estimated from
all of the monthly reader calibrations, is very close to
the true a\. Hence, oj is assumed known. This
assumption shortens the length of the predicti' I inter-
vals. Further discussion is given in the section, Calibra-
tion Design and Procedure, as well as prediction interval
examples.

For the case that a2
x is known, R is estimated from

Eq. (6) and for a = 0 = 0.05, a prediction interval, as
defined above, is given by

(9)

Alternatively, when a2 is unknown, the prediction
interval is given by

csxR (1.96)\/N-M -

where aj is estimated by

+ ***&•"-»\ Oo)

where
Xl.9S(M'M - 1) = the lower 0.05 point of the

chi-square distribution with AM/-1 degrees of
freedom,

to.os(N'M - 1) = the upper 0.05 point of the Stu-
dent t distribution with/V-Af—1 degrees of freedom,

c = 0.96 for both 18 and 9 data points in a
calibration (complete tables for c are given in
[3]),

sx = sample variance of transformed chip readings.
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ERROR STRUCTURE OF PENETRATING
RADIATION READINGS

The error term, e,y, in Eq. (3) is a random error
reflecting variations due to chips, batches of chips,
readers, chip annealing, operators, background, and
radiation level.

For the penetrating dose prediction, an averaged
shielded control reading, SC, is subtracted from the
shielded chip reading, SG. Thus, /,-/ in Eq. (3) becomes

and the random error component, e,y, becomes

(12)

where 5c,y is the error component due to SG/j and Sc is
due to the averaged control readings. &cij l s distributed
normal with zero mean and variance ofci, and 5C is
distributed normal with zero mean and variance a\\p,
where p h the number of control readings in the average
SC. The variance estimates given in Eq. (5) contain both
these errors. They cannot be estimated separately due
to the form of the calibration equation. For each
reader, separate variance esti-nates are given in Table 1
based on the monthly replicate measurements at each
ievel.

ERROR STRUCTURE OF NONPENETRATING
RADIATION READINGS

The error structure of nonpenetrating readings
parallels those of the penetrating readings with a slight
variation to remove any penetrating radiation from the
nonpenetrating response. In this case, the net chip
readings become

/,; = (UBU - UQ - hSBu - SC)

+ e,y , i= \,N , ; = \,M , (13)

and the random error component becomes

where
UBij = observed unshielded chip reading,
UC = average of unshielded control chip readings,
SBjj = observed shielded chip reading,
SC = average of shielded control chip reading,
A = estimated ratio of net unshielded to shielded

chip response.

The 8's are random error components corresponding
(left to right) to the above-mentioned readings. Again,
the variances are not separately estimated from Eq. (5),
but pooled estimates based on the monthly replicate
measurements are shown in Table 1.

CALIBRATION DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Currently, each reader system is recalibrated monthly.
This entails reading a total of 78 chips, that is,
39 badges. Three badges serve as control while each of
the remaining twelve sets of three badges is exposed to
one of the beta or gamma radiation levels shown in
Table 1.

The questions addressed here are

1. Are the models adequate or should an intercept term
be included in Eq. (2)?

2. Will more chip readings during calibration signifi-
cantly reduce estimation errors?

3. Does the random error of the net chip readings
contribute more or less than the systematic error of
the estimated coefficient to the final radiation dose
estimate?

4. Are additional radiation leve's required to improve
estimates?

The described statistical estimating ; rocedure pro-
vides minimum variance and unbiased estimates. Other
methods for estimating the calibration coefficient using
the same kind and amount of data will yield either
biased estimates or greater variability from calibration
to calibration. The inherent random error of the reader
measurements describes the variability of the corre-
sponding dose estimates. The adequacy of the model is
demonstrated on Fig. 2, plot of the percent residuals,
[(observed-predicted)/(predicted)] X 100, vs radiation
levels and on Fig. 3, plot of the absolute residuals vs
radiation levels. The plots indicate that an intercept is
not needed. As confirmation, estimates for a model
which includes an intercept term were calculated and
the hypothesis of a zero intercept at the 5% significance
level was not rejected for any of the calibrations.

More chip readings will reduce the error in the
coefficient estimates. However, since the random error
of the chip readings dominates the error of the dose
estimates, one can consider reducing the number of
calibration points without significantly increasing the
dose estimate error. For example, consider again Eq. (7)
which gives the relative variance of a dose estimate as
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+ RE2
(15)

The SE2 term is small relative to the RE2 term. The
following estimates are typical of the gamma calibration
estimates at the 50Q-mR level:

10

# = 0.01 ,

£=500 . (16)

Using the above parameter estimates for the gamma
model, the relative standard deviation of a predicted
value, ORJR, and prediction intervals, Ik and Iu,
calculated assuming, respectively, a known and un-
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known a are displayed in Table 2. Additionally, a
corresponding table for the beta model is also given.

As can be seen in Table 2, variability of a dose
estimate depends upon the number of calibration
points. For example, changing the procedure from six
radiation levels with three replicates at each level to
three levels and two replicate measurements will in-
crease the variability by 5% as measured by the standard
deviation of a dose estimate. Anoth r effect of decreas-
ing the number of observations is to increase the error
in the estimate of o j , s*. The variance of s£ is

2a*

N'M-\

(17)

(18)

which for small N and M is large relative to a\. To
compensate for the loss in precision, it is recommended
that a pooled estimate be calculated based on separate
calibrations over a period of time. Additionally, using
this pooled estimate essentially means that o\ is known.
Using a known a j in the calculation of a prediction
interval, as discussed earlier, gives shorter intervals
around the estimated radiation dose.

The radiation calibration levels should include end
points at the extremes in the estimation range. As a

Table 2. Prediction intervals

Penetrating Radiation at 500 mft

^c ° R / R 'k

3 0.068

6 0.064

9 0.062

18 0.061

32 0.060

c

3

6

9

18

32

°R/R

0.10

0.094

0.092

0.089

0.088

+91.0

+81.0

+76.0

+71.0

+68.0

on at ZOO mrad

Ik

+133.0

+120.0

+113.0

+105.0

+100.0

+316.0

+146.0

+117.0

+92.0

+81.0

'u

+463.0

1214.0

172.0

1135.0

+118.0

check on the continued linearity of the system, an
intermediate level between the extremes should Uso be
included. More levels, and consequently more observa-
tions, reduce the error of the estimate. This reduction
could equally well be accomplished by taking additional
replicate measurements at the three minimum levels
recommended.

ESTIMATION OF A

An estimate of A is the ratio of penetrating plus
nonpenetrating to the penetrating radiation response of
the unshielded to shielded chip in the badge. It is a
correction factor to remove any penetrating radiation
effects from the cumulative penetrating plus nonpene-
trating radiation response. Using the following model in
the estimation of A, we have

y -SC + 8,y)

ey , i=l,N , i=l,M , (19)

where
L'C/y = zth radiation level for the/th unshielded chip

reac'ing,
UC = average unshielded control chip reading,
SGjj = ith radiation level for the / th shielded chip

reading,
SC = average shielded control chip reading,
e/y = combined random error associated with the

unshielded readings, distributed normal with mean
zero variance, of,

6// = combined random error associated with the
shielded readings, distributed normal with zero
mean and, variance, o$,

N = number of radiation levels,
M = number of replicate chip readings at each

radiation level.

The estimation of A poses a different problem than
the calibration coefficient estimates, because there are
errors in both the independent and dependent variables.
The usual regression calculation gives a biased estimate.

Using the same transforming technique as given in
calibration Eq. (4), we divide both sides of Eq. (19) by
the corresponding radiation level, giving us

UG1L-UCm

Rt
( 2 0)

For the same rationale given in the derivation of
Eq. (4), S/j/Ri and e,y//?/ are then distributed with
constant variance over all radiation levels.
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The problem now is reduced to estimating the ratio
of two normal bivariate-distributed random variables.
Using a maximum likelihood technique from Kendall
and Stuart [4], the estimate of A is

M

(21)

Additionally, a 95% confidence interval for A is given
by the solution set of the following inequality in A

/ - - t2 \
-2[XY- Sl2) A

\ N'M - 1 /

- s]\< 0 , (22)
N-M-1 7

where
/ = Student's t distribution with N-M - 1 degrees

of freedom,
S\ = sample variance of transformed unshielded

chip readings,
S\ = sample variance of transformed shielded chip

readings,
S1 2 = sample covariance of transformed unshielded

and shielded chip readings.

Typical calibration estimates of A and the upper
and lower confidence limits are 1.025, 1.07, and 0.98,
respectively.

The error in the estimate of A has little effect on
the nonpenetrating dose estimate. From Eq. (19), the
net nonpenetrating chip reading is

/„ = (UBij -UQ- HSBij - SO , (23)

and consequently, the variance of Iy is

alc

(24)

The term (SS,y - SCf ranges from 0.001 to 0.05 at the
50- and 1000-mR levels, respectively, and o | < 0.001
so that

o\(SBn - SCf < 1.0 X 10 (25)

which becomes

Bjj -SQ< 0.00032

at the 50-mR level and

-SQ< 0.0071 (26)

at the 1000-mR level. By comparison, a{, at the 50-mR
level and excluding the error due to A, is 0.02. At the
1000-mR level, a7 is 0.3. Thus, the contribution of a^
is less than 2% of the net nonpenetrating chip-reading
error standard deviation estimate. Consequently, the
error in A can reasonably be neglected. Based on the
1979 calibration data, the best estimate of A is 1.025.

READER DIFFERENCES

Each reader is calibrated al least monthly with daily
quality control checks to ensure that the current
calibration curve is still applicable. This implies that
radiation level estimates do not differ among the
instruments within measurement error. Therefore, any
associated instrument biases are within the daily quality
control limits, as discussed in the following section.

A second basis for assessing differences among
readers is a comparison of the random error variances of
each reader. Using Cochran's test for homogeneity of
variances, a test of the hypothesis of equal variances is
not rejected at the 5% significance level.

Consequently, it can be concluded that no differ-
ences can be detected among readers either in terms of
bias or in the random variation of the radiation level
estimates.

QUALITY CONTROL

Daily quality control TLD's are currently measured
and comppred to readings taken at the time of
calibration. The following discussion will give a quanti-
tative procedure to assess the effectiveness of the daily
quality control readings and an algorithm to select the
number of readings necessary at a specified level of
effectiveness.

The purpose of the quality control readings is to
assure that, within set limits, the results of the most
recent calibration are still applicable. We therefore want
to determine if 6C, the coefficient at calibration
(estimated from the calibration readings) is significantly
different from dq, the current coefficient (estimated
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from the quality control readings) The technique used
for determining either significant differences or insig-
nificant differences between 6q and 6C involves specify-
ing what a significant difference is, and then testing the
hypothesis of no difference against the alternative of a
specified difference.

Consider the following two hypotheses:

Jin . oc - aa ,

Ha :\8q\>\dr+kax\

where Ho is the hypothesis that dc = 6q and Ha is the
alternative hypothesis t h a t l ^ l ^ \6C + kax\,Jhe factor
k translates the difference between 6q and dc into
multiples of the standard deviation of a transformed
chip reading. For example, if k = 0.1, the resulting bias
in a predicted nonpenetrating radiation exposure is
0.9% and 0.6% for a penetrating estimate. However, if
k = 5, then the bias would be 45% of the predicted
nonpenetrating estimate, which is clearly unacceptable.

The objective of specifying Ho and Ha is to
calculate the likelihood or probability of making a
wrong decision. In the language of statistics, Ho is called
the null hypothesis and Ha is called the alternative
hypothesis. We will test the null hypothesis at the 5%
significance level. This means that if Ho is true, we then
expect with probability of 0.05 that our tests will reject
Ho. This incorrect decision is often called a Type-I
error. Alternatively, the acceptance of Ho when Ha is
true, is called a Type-II error. One minus the probability
of a Type-II error, when Ha is true, is called the power
of the test. For our purposes, we set the power at 0.95,
that is, the probability of a Type-II error is 0.05.

Given the null and alternative hypotheses and,
assuming that dc and §q are distributed normal with
variances, a\]Nc and oxINq, respectively, we then want
the probability that

\jNQ

>2-H« >0.95 , (27)

where
Nc = total number of chip readings at calibration

(NC=N-M),
Nq = total number of chip readings for quality

control,

given the alternative hypothesis, Ha.

This implies

k

UNc+UNq

Without loss of generality, assume A: > 0; then

k

\\Nq

or

or

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

Table 3 gives various combinations of k, Nc, mdNq.
Taking nine calibration points and seven quality

control readings, the test will detect, with the above
probabilities, a 9% or greater'sFuTt in the true 6 for the
beta calibration coefficient and a 6% or greater shift for
the gamma calibration coefficient.

The test statistic and decision algorithm are as
follows:

Table 3. Quality control detection sensitivities

9

IS

32

k

k

k

3

> 1

>_ 1

>_ 1

.33

.25

.21

k

k

k

6

> 1.05

> 0.94

> 0.89

k

k

k

\

9

> 0

> 0

£ °

.91

.82

.75

K

V,

18

, 0 .

2 °-

67

59

32

—

k _> 0.50
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if
K-K

ax\J\(Nc + \jNq

<2 , (32)

then accept the null hypothesis; otherwise reject the
null hypothesis and recalibrate.

SUMMARY

The existing calibration procedure yields radiation
exposure estimates with a standard deviation of 6% for
penetrating radiation and 9% for nonpenetrating radia-
tion. A>5'jT.'ng an unknown chip reading variance and
increasing the number of chip readings at calibration
from 18 to 32 reduces the prediction interval Lngth by
12%. If a known chip-reading variance is assumed, a
smaller percentage reduction results. This 12% or less
reduction is a marginal gain in the precision of a dose
estimate. The reason for not gaining a larger reduction is
that the error in the calibration coefficient is small
relative to the error in the chip readings. For example, if
two chips were placed in the badge and their readings
averaged to predict radiation exposure, the prediction
interval length would be reduced by 30%.

The variance of the reader measurement varies accord-
ing to the le'.el of radiation exposure. This variability of
the variance is proportional to me radiation level.
Consequently, the unbiased and minimum variance
estimates of 8 are from weighted least squares with the
weight being the inverse of the known radiation level at
calibration [5] . Also, this simplifies the calibration
calculation substantially.

Several models were considered in the development of
the statistical calibration scheme. The no-intercept
model is deemed completely adequate on the basis of
unbiasedness and its accounting for the spread in the
residuals as due to the random errors in the chip
readings. Additionally, any error in the correction
factor to remove any pen 'rating radiation effects from

the cumulative penetrating plus nonpenetrating radia-
tion response is deemed negligible.

The proposed quality control scheme offers a quanti-
tative method by which significant changes in the
calibrating system will be detected and, consequently,
offers a decision rule to instigate a recalibration. If the
measurement system remains stable, then we will expect
to recalibrate 12 times per year. If the system is not
stable, that is, the calibration coefficient is changing
from time to time, then the frequency of recalibration
is determined by this degree of instability. This in-
creased frequency of recalibrztion will be offset by
maintaining the integrity of radiation exposure esti-
mate, that is, minimizing the bias in the estimate.

NOTICE

This paper was prepared as an account of work
sponsored by an agency of the United States govern-
ment. Neither the United States government nor any
agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, complete-
ness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use
would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the
United States government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
government or any agency thereof.
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An Application of Bounded-Influence Regression
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ABSTRACT

At the end of my paper at tiie 1978 DOE Statistical Symposium, I mentioned an
approximate form of bounded-influence estimation. This type of estimation limits the
influence that any small subset 01 data can have on the estimation process.

In this paper, I will discuss an improved form of bounded-influence regression that has a
number of optimal properties. These new methods will be applied to the data set used in
1978 to compare the results with deletion diagnostics and more traditional approaches to
estimation.
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ABSTRACT

Plans to increase the use of coal for generating electric power must include consideration
of the impact on air quality. The VS. Environmental Protection Agency has initiated a
review of policies and procedures for regulating large coal-fired boilers [Federal Register, 45
(32), Feb. 14, 1980]. The emphasis of the review is on the variability in sulfur dioxide
emissions and the role of averaging times in establishing a reference standard.

In this paper, a probabilistic modeling approach is described that is used to compare
characteristics of existing and proposed air quality standards. The characteristics considered
are averaging times, reference standards, and probabilities of being in violation of the
standard. It is argued that comparisons based on structurally simple models coupled with
sensitivity analysis can result in a useful evaluation of alternate air quality monitoring rules.
Requirements for data and model validation are discussed. An example where a first-order
Markov process was used 1 > evaluate the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for sulfur
dioxide concentrations is presented. Data collected over a 20-month period from IS
monitoring sites are included !n the analysis.

INTRODUCTION MODELING AND MODEL SELECTION

Probabilistic modeling and statistical analysis have The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
become necessary tools for developing and analyzing under the authority of the 1970 Clean Air Act is
environmental regulations. This paper reports on an charged with "the responsibility to establish and attain
application of probabilistic and statistical methods to ambient standards which provide an equal measure of
analyze alternatives that have been proposed to serve as health and welfare protection to residents of every
the national ambient air quality standard for sulfur state." For SO2, the standards are based on time
dioxide (SO2). The paper is divided into two parts. First averages of SO2 concentrations with averaging periods
we discuss some general aspects of modeling and outline of either 3 or 24 h. A reference level is specified and a
the arguments that led ua to choose a simple model for violation occurs if the average ambient SO2 concentra-
making comparisons in a cpmplex environment. Second, tion exceeds that specified level. The rule maker's
the specific problem of comparing SO3 air standards is general problem is to establish a standard by matching
discussed. Our approach, analysis, and results are reference levels and averaging periods in order to ensure
presented. that both "health and welfare" are protected.
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Coal-fired boilers used in electric power generating
plants and in other manufacturing processes are major
sources of S02 emissions. EPA's approach to control-
ling emissions from these point sources has been to
establish regional ambient standards and then to trans-
late these standards into specific requirements for point
sources. The methods for controlling point source
emissions include using low-sulfur coal, installing spe-
cialized cleaning equipment or implementing a combina-
tion of these solutions. The short-term economic impact
associated with controlling emissions is significant to
those industries that are required to alter their opera-
tions in order to comply. The importance of the
economic factor has led to much controversy over the
choice of specific operational methods used in defining
SO2 regulations.

It is possible to envisage many controversial issues
that arise in trying to specify ambient standards for
SO2. There are major gaps in the scientific understand-
ing of air transport mechanisms, in measuring levels of
exposure, and in assessing health effects related to
specific levels of exposure. In addition, although control
technology for limiting SO2 emissions exists, it has not
yet been perfected. One specific characteristic of
ambient SO2 concentrations that particularly affects
the analyses that are used to establish and evaluate
regulatory rules is the variability in SO2 determinations.
This variability results partially from changing meteoro-
logical conditions. More importantly, it is a reflection of
the natural-occurring variation of sulfur in coal.

A standard is typically specified by an averaging
period, a refe^ice value, and an allowable number of
exceedances of the reference value per month or per
year. The choice of any particular ambient standard has
a direct role in determining the requirements that are
imposed on point sources for controlling SO2 emissions
[1]. The SO2 emissions from each point source
contributing to ambient levels in a region must be
subjected to local control to ensure that the regional
standard for SO2 concentration is maintained. Given
alternative proposals for the ambient standard, it is
useful and ultimately essential to be able to compare
operating characteristics of the alternatives.

The problem addressed in this paper is the comparison
of two versions of an ambient air quality standard for
SO2. Both rules are based on SO2 levels associated with
consecutive J.4-h averages. (The details of the two rules
are described below.) Our approach has been to view
the series of ambient SO2 concentrations as a realiza-
tion of a stochastic process. The underlying variability

in SO2 determinations is then an inherent part of the
proposed model. After identifying a particular repre-
sentation of the process, it is possible to derive and
compare the operating characteristics of the proposed
rules. Of particular interest are quantities such as the
probability of a violation occurring and the expected
number of exceedances per year.

Our initial problem is to choose a specific stochastic
model. Some standard issues that are part of every
model-building effort emerge:

1. What level of detail should the model address?
Specifically, how will the model be used?

2. What data are necessary to assist in identifying the
model?

3. What procedure and what data are required to
validate the model?

Obtaining a good answer to the first question is critical.
That answer will dictate the answers to the other two
questions, in a regulatory setting, the end product and
value of any analysis is the information that is provided
to support a regulatory action. The problem that we
addressed is important, but it represents only one
segment of the total information that is used in setting a
regulatory standard. The level of detail attempted in the
model must be balanced against the effort and time
required for development and against the relative
importance of the analysis of alternate averaging times
for reaching a regulatory decision.

Before turning to the specifics of our particular
problem, it should be noted that these modeling issues
for analyzing SO2 have been openly acknowledged by
EPA. In February 1980, EPA announced a review of
policies and procedures for regulating large coal-fired
boilers [2 ] . The announcement stated that ". . . cur-
rent emission monitoring and enforcement techniques
have been found to be cumbersome and ineffective."
The announcement also included a statement that
attempts to place some perspective on the use of
models.

All mathematical simulation models, whether they are of
industrial processes, economic systems, or physical events,
contain estimates and assumptions which can only approxi-
mate real-world conditions. Similarly, translation of i n t i -
mation generated by models into management decisions or
emission limits requires a series of policies and procedures
to reduce the possibility of undesiied consequences which
might result from errors in predictions. In the development
of emission limits for power plants, regulatory policies must
provide for adequate protection of the ambient stand&ds
despite uncertainty in predicted aii quality impacts.
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It was noted that the major difficulty in applying
models to the development of emissions limits was the
modeling treatment of the natural variation of sulfur in
coal.

Our current problem, the comparison of averaging
times for specifying a reference standard for assessing
ambient SO2 concentrations, is a very small piece of the
EPA puzzle. However, we were confronted with the
complete set of issues raised earlier. We had to establish
a model and make the appropriate comparisons in a
relatively short period of time.

We initially proposed that the sequence of average
SO2 concentrations be modeled as an ARIMA process
[3]. Our plan was to identify and validate a model using
field monitoring data collected over a 20-month period
at 15 different geographical locations. Armed with a
model that described hourly concentrations, it would
then be possible to derive the characteristics of a
standard based on any averaging period that was
considered.

Before launching the data analysis effort, it became
clear that this plan probably would not work and
certainly would not work in the time period allotted to
the investigation. We hoped to identify one model that
would represent all 15 sites. Reflecting on this wish, we
realized that (1) the model identification step for 15
sites would be lengthy, (2) model identification at any
one site would not be definitive, and (3) the data
analysis would probably not strongly support the
hypothesis that the same model was correct for each
site. In addition, the data records were not long enough
to separate seasonal meteorological effects from random
SO2 fluctuations. Also, if the models were site-specific,
our comparisons of averaging rules would also be
site-specific. Inferences to support the choice of a
universal standard would not be justified.

Because of these complications and constraints we
realized that our efforts at model identification would
have a strong "judgment" component and that the
resulting models could only be described as simple,
first-order approximations to complex phenomena.
Recalling our objective, which was to demonstrate
whether or not there were differences in the effects of
the proposed averaging rules, we altered our approach.
The compromise between effort expended in modeling
and the need to provide useful information would be
out of balance if we were to pursue the model
identification approach. Rather, we chose to use the
data to make direct, but limited, empirical comparisons
between the proposed rules. The remainder of the effort
was devoted to comparing probabilities of incurring a
violation under alternative averaging rules using a model

that was to be chosen on the basis of scientific
judgment.

A two-state homogeneous Markov chain was selected
to represent the sequence of SO2 averages [4]. The two
states are (1) in compliance — an average concentration
level below the reference standard and (2) out of
compliance (exceedance) — an average concentration
level above the reference standard. This particular
probabilistic model was selected to reflect the stable
characteristics of the monitoring system. The system
that is being studied consists of the totality of complex
interactions that affect ambient SO2 determinations
including sulfur variability and measurement error
associated with the monitoring equipment and analyti-
cal methods. The model that was chosen may be
thought of as a first-order approximation to the
complex system being studied. Although the system is
complex, the model is relatively simple. It circumvents
most of the detailed complex interactions and focuses
only on the aggregate characteristics that are essential to
the comparisons of interest. We accept the model as a
common base for making comparisons and argue that
system behavior is approximated to the degree of
accuracy necessary for the comparisons to be indicative
of the true impact of the alternate averaging rules.

As shown in the next section, the model is specified in
terms of two parameters. To evaluate the effect of
uncertainty in the values of these parameters, compari-
sons of the averaging rules have been developed over a
range of alternative choices for those parameter values.
Details of the model and the analysis are presented in
the following section.

THE PROBLEM: NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR
QUALITY STANDARD FOR SO2

The EPA reference method for the determination of
ambient SO2 concentrations is based on a 24-h calendar
day average running from midnight to midnight. A 24-h
average in excess of 365 Mg/m3 is referred to as an
exceedance. The occurrence of two exceedances in a
calendar year constitutes a violation. The EPA promul-
gated an alternative method that is based on 24-h
running averages starting at each clock hour. Any
average in excess of 365 /ig/m3 is an exceedance. A
violation occurs when there are at least two exceedances
that have no overlapping hours.

Our objective was to analyze and compare the
statistical behavior of the rules and to characterize their
differences with regard to the SO2 ambient air quality
standard. The investigation was divided into two parts —
an empirical analysis of actual ambient SO2 concentra-
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tion data and a theoretical investigation based on
mathematical and probabilistic modeling. For the em-
pirical analysis, comparison of the two rules is based on
number of exceedances, number of violations, largest
SO2 concentration (first maximum), and second largest
SO2 concentration (second maximum*). The theoreti-
cal analysis compares probabilities of incurring a viola-
tion.

Empirical Approach

The empirical approach to comparing the running
average and the calendar day average monitoring rules is
based on a simulated application of the rules to actual
SOj concentration data. Each rule is applied to a set of
historical data records on SO2 concentration levels.
(The data set was supplied by the Columbus and
Southern Ohio Electric Company. It covers 15 sites over
a 20-month period.) The outcome of this simulated
experiment is summarized in terms of the basic mea-
surements of interest — number of exceedances, number
of violations, and comparisons of first and second
maxima.

The analysis showed 56 exceedances for the running
average rule vs one exceedance for the calendar day
rule, one violation under the running average rule vs no
violations for calendar days, and approximately a 17%
average differential between the two rules in both first
and second maxima. Individual differences on maxima
and second maxima were as large as 49%. A description
of the data and summary tables follow.

Data

Data on ambient SO2 concentrations were supplied
by the Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company.
The data set covers the period from January 1977
through August 1978. Three Ohio locations were
included — Poston, Conesville, and Picway. Four moni-
toring sites were at Poston, seven at Conesville, and four
at Picway.t The raw data are 1-h average SO2 concen-
trations measured in parts per million. Each hourly
measurement is identified by location, site, year,
month, day, and hour.

The hourly averages were converted to 24-h running
averages beginning at each clock hour. A 24-h average
was tabulated only if there were at least 16 valid hourly
averages in the associated 24-h period.t If there were
less than 16 valid data points, the 24-h average was
designated as missing data and excluded from the
remainder of the analysis. Information retained for
analysis was location, site, year, month, day, starting

hour for the 24-h period, 24-h average S0 2 concentra-
tion, and the number of valid individual hours that were
used to obtain the 24-h average. The 24-h averages are
the basic units of interest for the remainder of the
analysis.

Data Analysis

Information on exceedances, violations, and first and
second maxiira were extracted from the data for each
month and each site. The information on exceedances
and violations is summarized in terms of frequencies of
occurrence. The information on actual SO2 concentra-
tion levels has been converted from parts per million to
micrograms per cubic meter for consistency in report-
ing. The conversion factor used is 2607 £tg/m3 per 1
ppm. These data are summarized in terms of averages
and ratios of maxima.

Exceedances and Violations

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the findings on exceedances
and violations. Table 1 displays the number of ex-
ceedances at each site during the January 1977 to
August 1978 period. Table 2 shows the dates and times
of the sequences of 24-h averages that were ex-
ceedances.

For the calendar day averaging rule, there was only
one exceedance in 1977, which occurred at Picway Site
1 on January 10. In contrast, for the running average
rule there were 34 exceedances in January at that site.
In addition, there were 12 exceedances at Poston Site 3
in 1977 for the running average method while no
exceedances were recorded for the calendar day
method. In 1978, Poston Site 1 shows 10 exceedances
for running averages and none for calendar day averages.

The sequence of exceedances in January 1977 re-
sulted in a violation under the running averages method
(two exceedances separated by 24 h). There were no
violations associated with the calendar day monitoring
rule.

•"Second maximum" is defined for the running average rule
in Guidelines for the Interpretation of Air Quality Standards,
Guidelines Series, OAQPS No. 1.-2008 (revisedFebruary 1977)
under Issue 7B. Certified Record No. II-A-26. See Appendix 1.

tData for August 1978 were not available for Picway.
JThis "66%" rule was suggested by Ralph I. Larsen in "An

Air Quality Data Analysis System for Interrelating Effects,
Standards and Needed Source Reductions," J. Air Pollut.
Control Assoc. 23: 11 (1973).
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Table 1. Numbet of exceedances (reference value = 365 *ig/m') for January 1977 through August 1978

LOCATION:SITE

POSTON

CONESVILLE

PICWAY

1:1

1:2

1:3

1:4

2:1

2:2

2:3

2:4

2:5

2:6

2:7

9:1

9:2

9:3

9:4

CALENDAR DAY AVERAGE

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

1

none

none

none

RUNNING AVERAGE

10

none

12

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

34(violatiDn, 1/77)

none

none

none

Maximum and Second Maximum

The maximum and second-maximum 24-h SO2 ambi-
ent concentrations were obtained for both rules at each
site and individually for each month. These data were
summarized to obtain the maximum and second maxi-
mum for calendar year 1977 at each site (Table 3). The
two right-hand columns of Table 3 show the percentage
difference comparisons of the two rules for maximum
and S3cond maximum at each site. The average of these
percentages is given for each location (denoted by the
row label "MEAN"). An average for all sites is found in
the bottom row of the table (labeled "GRAND
MEAN"). The largest percentage difference for the
maximum is 37% at Conesville Site 6. The largest
percentage difference for the second maximum is 49%
at Picway Site 1. Overall, both the maximum and
second maximum are approximately 17% higher for the
running averages rule than for the calendar day average
rule.

Conclusions: Empirical Analysis

The summary information obtained from the Co-
lumbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company data
represents cne specific comparison of the two moni-
toring rules for 15 sites over a fixed 20-month period.
The quantitative results are descriptive of these sites
over the particular period. The results cannot be

projected to represent all locations and all sites over an
arbitrarily selected time horizon. However, the analysis
does provide a direct comparison of the monitoring
rules in quantitative terms in this particular setting. The
results indicate that there are material differences in
exceedances, violations, and maxima between the two
monitoring rules for the data that were investigated.
The running average monitoring rule is a more stringent
measure of ambient SO2 concentrations than the
calendar day averaging rule. These data suggest what
might be expected in a broader, carefully designed
investigation.

Theoretical Approach

An alternative comparison of the two monitoring
rules can be obtained by considering the probabilities of
a violation under each rule. If the running average rule is
more stringent than the calendar day rule, it is expected
that when using the running average rule the probability
of a violation will be increased.

The comparisons are obtained by representing the
monitoring system applied to the consecutive 24-h
running averages as a two-state homogeneous Markov
process. This model is viewed as a first-order approxima-
tion that explicitly reflects only the most aggregate
behavior of the system. This approach circumvents most
of the detailed complex interactions that affect SO2
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Table 2. Exceedance sequences

FOSTON
LOCATION:

January

HOUR

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

* Not

SITE 1:1

13. 1976

VALUE

371

373

371

368

366

363*

364*

374

368

368

371

367

exceedances

LOCATE N

April

HOUR

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

16

19

20

21

22

23

:SITE 1:?

10, 1?77

VALUE

371

378

378

374

368

366

364*

364*

364*

365

366

3S7

367

368

367

PICWAY
LOCATION:SITE

January 9 & 10

HOUR

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

1(Jan.10)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

9:1

, 1977

VALUE

370

415

466

498

496

499

529

536

536

537

544

560

565

585

580

571

565

589

606

598

598

633

£41

620

583

544

489

452

448

438

399

384

384

374
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Table 3. 24-h SO, concentrations for 1977 - analysis of maximum and second maximum in jug/m9

LOCATION:SITE

POSTON 1:1

1:2

l: 3

1:4

MEAN

CONESVILLE 2:1

2:2

2:3*

2:4

2:5

2 = 6

2:7

MEAN

PICWAY 9:1

9:2

9:3

9:4

MEAN

GRAND MEAN

* Missing Data

CALENDAR

MAX

151

157

283

252

276

334

232

279

180

184

312

565

148

161

160

for full

DAY AVERAGE

2nd MAX

149

157

232

232

203

194

211

261

178

177

276

315

129

153

155

month, 2/77.

RUNNING

MAX

164

199

378

317

297

334

254

321

224

252

353

641

155

186

180

AVERAGE

2nd MAX

154

174

305

277

265

195

246

261

203

213

350

468

155

168

164

%

MAX

9

27

34

26

24

8

0

9

15

24

37

13

15

12

5

16

13

12

17

DIFFERENCE

2nd MAX

3

11

31

U

IS

31

1

17

0

14

20

27

16

49

20

10

6

12

17

concentration levels and focuses on those characteristics
that are essential to the comparisons of interest.

The Model

We ha/e represented the monitoring system as a
two-state, homogeneous Markov chain.

Ei: an S02 concentration below 365 fig/m3 .

F-2 '• an SO2 concentration above 365 fig/m3 .

If the system is in state ZTj, then it is in compliance. If it
is in state E2, then it is out of compliance — an
exceedance.

Let X, denote the 24-h running average associated
with the rth hour of the year. The system is in state Et

if X, < 365; it is in state E2 if Xt > 365. Let P denote
the probability that at a randomly selected hour, the
system is in state E2 and let {P/;-} be the transition
probabilities,

|A- ,_ ,<365] ,

Pu=P[Xt>365 \Xt-i <365] ,

Pti *P\X,<365 \Xt-1>365] ,

P22 =P[X, > 365 I X,_ 1 > 365] .

The transition matrix is denoted as

M
IP21 P22J

Probability of Violation

A violation under either rule is a composite event
involving the two event states of the system. Under the
calendar day rule, a violation occurs if there are at least
two exceedances in a calendar year among the midnight
to midnight averages. Under the running averages rule, a
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violation occurs if there are at least two excee dances in
nonoverlapping 24-h intervals. The probabilities of a
violation under both rules can be calculated and
compared for any given Markov chain model (i.e., given
one particular set of marginal and transition probabili-
ties). This comparison is simplified because the 24-h
calendar day averages running from midnight to mid-
night are a subsequence of the sequence of 24-h running
averages. The calendar day system forms a Markov chain
with transition probabilities {P,;(24)}, which are ob-
tained as

M(24)-
/>12(24)

P2x (24) P2 2(24)

24

Given M, the probability of a violation under the
appropriate rule is calculated by writing the violation
event as the union of disjoint events involving intersec-
tions of the two basic event states.

The probability of a violation under the calendar day
rule is considered first. The transition probabilities are
Pi/(24) (i.e., the 24-step transition probabilities asso-
ciated with the 24-h running averages). The probability
of a violation will be calculated by conditioning on the
initial state of the system. These conditional probabili-
ties will be combined in the appropriate manner to
calculate the unconditional probability of a violation.

Let VQ represent a violation under calendar day
monitoring. Then

364

VC = U Ak ,

where Ak is the event that the first exceedance occurs
at time t = k and there is at least one more exceedance
during the remainder of the year. The subscript k runs
from 1 to 364 since there are 365 24-h calendar day
averages in a year and the last day can be ignored. Given
that the system is initially in state Ex (represented as

I £?) = Pu l (24) • ? , j(24) • P [at least one more exceedance during the remainder of the year]

= /ff '(24)-.P12(24)- [l-.P2i(24)/>?f4-*(24)l, Jfc= 1, 2, .. . , 364

Thus,
364

*=1 364

= Pi 2 (24) J2 Pfr' (24) - 363P, 2 (24) • P2, (24)ff ? 4 (24)

= 1 - P ? ? 4 ( 2 4 ) -

Given that the system is initially in state £ j , we must consider Ay separately.

For k = 2, 3 , . . . ,

P(Ak\ E°1) = P

Summing from k = 2 ,
364 364

( 2 4 )= Pi i(24)P,2(24) ( 2 4 ) P l 2

- 363/11 ,
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-P21(24)P?!3(24)1 P??3(24)] -

Then,

A similar method is used to calculate the probability
of a violation under the running average rule. In this
case there are 87oO 24-h running averages computed for
a 365-d year. Again, the last day can be ignored. After
we observe the first exceedance at time t = k, the next
exceedance of interest occurs at least 24 h later. In this
case the event of a violation under the running average
rule is expressed as

8 7 1 3

VR= U

where A)c is the event that the fust exceedance occurs
at time t = k and there is at least one more exceedance
during the year which is separated by at least 24 h from
the first exceedance. Thus, given the initial state E°,

737-*-24
] •

Summing over k = 1 , . . . , 8713,

P{VR \*\)~ 1 - i l l 1 3 -8713P12JP21(24y1I12 •

Given the initial state is E%,

and for k = 2, 3, . . . , 8713 ,

So, summing

P[VR\E°]=P22[\-P21(24)P\112]

The unconditional probability of a violation is

Comparison of Monitoring Rules

The two monitoring rules are compared by computing
P(VC) and P(VR) for appropriate values of the model
parameters, P, {/*,/}. As discussed earlier, it is difficult if
not impossible to determine values for these parameters
that lead to one definitive comparison. Rather we
selected a range of parameter values and computed
P(VC) and P(VR) for each combination of P and {P//}
anticipating that the resulting information would pro-
vide an adequate comparison of the two rules.

Note that the model has been specified in terms of
five parameters, P, Px i, Pi 2, Pz I , and P22. However, it
is easily demonstrated that these parameters can be
expressed in terms of? andi^ i as follows:

= 1 -P2lPl(l -P) , Pl2 =

subject to the restriction that

P2l<min{(\-P)IP, 1}.

Sixty sets of values were chosen for the pair (P, P2 , ) .
The choices were guided by "reasoned subjective"
judgment. Assuming that the reference standard of 365
Mg/m3 is practical and that the penalty for violation of
the standard is severe, the probability of an exceedance,
P, should be small. Because the rules allow one
exceedance per year, P should be small enough so that
the expected number of exceedances per calendar year
is no larger than 1. Table 4 shows the expected number
of exceedances corresponding to various values off for
both monitoring rules. Six values of P between 0.001
and 0.00005 were chosen. The transition probability
that has been selected to be specified is the probability
of the event of moving from exceedance to compliance
in one period. This probability, P2 i, should be rela-
tively small but not nearly as small as the probability of
an exceedance. The values chosen for the computations
are P21 = 0.4, 0.35, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.1S, 0.10, 0.05,
0.01,0.005.
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Table 4. Expected number of exceedances in calendar year

P - PROABILITY OF EXCEEDANCE

.002739

.002280

.001000

.000114

.000057

.000011

EXPECTED NUMBER

CALENDAR DAY AVERAGE

1.0

.8

.4

0.0

CO

0.0

PER YEAR

RUNNING AVERAGE

24.0

19.9

8.7

1.0

.5

.1

The results of the computations are found in Table 5.
For each cell in the table, the top number is the
probability of violation for the running average rule.
The bottom number of the probability of violation for
the calendar day average rule. Table 6 displays the ratios
of these probability.

As anticipated, the probability of violation under the
running average rule is always larger than the proba-
bility of violation under the calendar day average rule.
For most combinations, the differences are dramatic
although the probabilities are relatively small.

Although the full range of values for P2 i starting at
0.4 were included, it is reasonable to expect that i^ i is
relatively small. The strong dependence of the current
period average on the previous period average suggests
that it is difficult to get below the reference value in the
period immediately following an exceedance. The value
of P2, could be excessively small if it were not for the
counterbalancing fact that the marginal probability of
compliance is very close to unity. It is expected that
values of P21 between 0.05 and 0.1 are realistic. Within
this range, Table 6 indicates ihat the probability of
violation with running averages may be anywhere from
about 70% to approximately 300% larger than the
probability of violation with calendar day averages.

To build some additional confidence in the selected
range of parameter values specified above, the Colum-
bus and Southern Ohio Electric data set (described
earlier in this paper) was used to obtain a rough
estimate of P and P21. By pooling all ihe data over the
20-month period, there were 56 exceedances recorded
in approximately 213,000 observations for an estimated
value of P approximately equal to 0.00026. An estimate
of P2 i is obtained as one minus the ratio of the number
of adjacent pairs of exceedances divided by the total
number of exceedances [5] . [6] , and [7]. This value is
approximately 0.09. These values of P and P2 i are

found at the intersection of columns two and three and
rows seven and eight in Tables 5 and 6. Within the four
cells in this region of Table 6, the probability of
violation with running averages is between 71% and
294% larger than the probability of violation under the
calendar day monitorirs method. For the exact values
of P = 0.00026 and P21 = 0.09, the probabilities of
violation for running averages and calendar day averages
are 0.03560 and 0.01151, respectively. The probability
for running averages is slightly over 200% larger than
the probability for calendar day averages.

CONCLUSIONS

Our objective has been to compare an ambient
standard for SO2 based on 24-h calendar day averages
with a standard based on 24-h running averages starting
at each hour. By using a two-state Markov chain to
represent the sequence of running averages, it has been
demonstrated that the running averages rule yields a
significantly higher probability of incurring a violation
than the rule based on calendar day averages.

This result is a useful piece of information for the
decision-making process that will ultimately select one
of the alternative averaging methods. However, this
probability comparison is only a first step in attempting
to answer the more fundamental questions concerning
the health effects impact and the economic impact of
using one averaging method as opposed to the other.
Some attempts have been made to relate an increase in
the probability of incurring a violation to an "effective
reduction" in the reference value that defines an
exceedance [8] . Through this approach, changes in
projected health effects and in costs of emissions
control equipment can be evaluated with respect to the
original and reduced reference value. Work on that
approach is in progress.
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Table S. Probability of violation for running average and calendar day average

TRANSITION
PROBABILITY

P21

.40

.35

.30

.25

.20

.15

.10

.05

.01

.005

.001

.96312

.05204

.80887

.05237

.73620

.05237

.64135

.05250

.52240

.0530Q

.38388

.05553

.24702

.06428

.15927

.08638

.06712

.06022

.03879

.03673

.0005

.52040

.01473

.45099

.01473

.37625

.01475

.29788

.01485

.21924

.01531

.14709

.01719

.09414

.02389

.07194

.04077

.03409

.03053

.01957

.01852

P (Probability

.0001

.04835

.00065

.03809

.00065

.02883

.0006b

.02075

.00068

.01425

.00081

.01017

.00329

.00907

.00314

.01313

.00767

.00690

.00617

.00394

.00373

of Exceedance)

.00005

.01354

.00016

.01052

.00017

.00786

.00017

.00562

.00018

.00397

.00025

.00329

.00051

.00426

.00145

.00647

.00380

.00346

.00309

.00190

.00187

.00001

.00059

.00001

.00046

.00001

.00034

.00001

.00026

.00001

.00023

.00002

.00035

.00008

.00073

.00027

.00128

.00076

.00069

.00062

.00039

.00037

.000005

.00015

.00000

.00012

.00000

.00009

.00000

.00007

.00000

.00008

.00001

.00015

.00004

.00036

.00014

.00064

.00038

.00035

.00031

.00020

.0"019
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Table 6. Probability of violation

Ratio: P (running average) -s- P (calendar day average)

TRANSITION P (P robab i l i t y of Exceedance)
PROBABILITY

P .001 -0005 .0001 .00005 .00001 .000005

.40 16.49 35.33 74.38 84.63 59.00 75.00

.35 15.45 > 62 58.60 61.88 46.00 58.00

.30 14.06 25.51 43.68 46.24 34.00 43.54

.25 12.22 20.06 30.51 31.22 26.00 23.33

.20 9.84 14.32 17.59 15.88 11.50 7.90

.15 6.91 8.56 7.70 6.45 4.38 3.75

.10 3.84 3.94 3.18 2.94 2.70 2.57

.05 1.79 1.76 1.71 1.70 1.68 1.6e

.01 1.11 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.13

.005 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1-05 1.05
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Assessing Mutagenic Effects
by Likelihood Methods*!
W. M. Bowen and H. D. Tolley

Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

To induce a given mutation rate in laboratory studies, the protr. utagen substrate requires
at least minimum levels of certain precursor compounds. Because insufficient levels of a
precursor ostensibly reduce the mutagenicity of an agent, statistical methods of fitting
laboratory data must take into account this "law-of-the-minimum" phenomenon. A major
difficulty with the statistical estimation arises from the fact that the observable mutation
response is the minimum of a number of potential responses which are unobservable except
for the minimum. Each of the potential responses can be modeled in terms of the dose levels
of the promutagen and the precursors. For a given mutation experiment, however, it is not
known which of the potential mutation responses has been observed. A methodology imple-
menting the taw-of-the-minimum structure is presented which provides maximum likelihood
estimates of the parameters of the potential response models. A numerical example is
presented to illustrate the proposed methodology.

INTRODUCTION

Testing for the mutagenicity of chemical compounds
has become a primary step in seriating constituents ac-
cording to their oncogeaic potential. Laboratory
methods for assessing such mutagenicity (e.g., the Ames
test) have become greatly modernized with techno-
logical advances. This fact allows the production of a
large quantity of data resulting from a variety of combi-
nations of the chemical constituents and dosage levels
of the compound of interest. Systematic designs and
statistical analyses of protracted mutagenic studies,
however, lag behind this development.

Statistical procedures commonly used for the analy^
of the data make assumptions that are often manifestly
untenable. For example, the major assumption in many
analyses is that the dose function is, in essence, made up
of combinations (usually linear) of the dosage levels of
input contaminants. Under this assumption, if a dose of
compound A and compound B were administered, the
response R might be modeled

where /30, $\, and fo are unknown constants and e is a
source of stochasticity reflecting, for example, measure-
ment uncertainty, sampling error, etc.

In vivo, however, many promutagens (being only
weakly mutagenic) are known to become chemically
transformed inside the cell to derivatives that are highly
mutagenic (e.g., nitrates or fused-ring hydrocarbons
such as benzpyrene and benzanthracene). Because this
chemical transformation requires multiple compounds
for input, such as enzymes or precursor compounds, the
actual dose of mutagenic material is proportional to the
amount of applied promutagen only if all precursor
materials are adequately available. If a necessary pre-
cursor chemical or enzyme is present in only small con-
centrations, the amount of dosed material actually
transformed to a mutagenic agent can be significantly
inhibited. Such a phenomenon is thought to be present
in humans, for example, where differential levels of the
enzyme aryl hydroxylases appear to be responsible for

+e (1)
•Work supported by NIEHS Grant No. 7 R 23 ES02493.
t Pacific Northwest Laboratory Report PNL-SA-8987.
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an observed variation in response to hydrocarbon
mutagens on which the enzyme acts to produce
mutagenic epoxides.

This law-of-the-minimum concept was introduced in
the plant growth modeling context by Justus von
liebig, a prominent German chemist of the nineteenth
century [1] . However, as quantification became more
important in scientific research, the law of the mini-
mum declined in prestige because of its incompatibility
with conventional analytical methods. In the present
context, the effective mutagenic dose is determined by
the minimum of the promutagen, the precursor chemi-
cals, and any necessary enzymes. Consequently, data
resulting from such a system cannot be adequately
represented by a "conventional" model of the type
given by Eq. (1). Parameters estimated from such a
representation, when in fact a law-of-the-minimum
phenomenon is acting, may be meaningless. In this
paper, we present a methodology for modeling and
analyzing data resulting from mutagenicity studies
where a law-of-the-minimum model is in effect.

THE MODEL

The following definitions are helpful:

1. Precursor doses represent concentrations of both the
suspected mutagen and any necessary enzymes or
other necessary precursor compounds present in the
cell. The doses (or log doses) will be denoted
Zx, ...,Zm when m precursors appear together.
Note that the effects of certain precursor doses
which cannot be varied by design are not estimable,
although in theory these effects are present.

2. Effective mutagen dose (EMD) is the actual amount
; of the mutagenic derivative produced from the

chemical transformation involving the precursor
doses. When the law of the minimum is assumed,
EMD can be expressed as

EMD = min {T,(Z), /= 1, * } , (2)

where Z is a vector whose elements are the precursor
doses (or log doses), and the 7,(Z) are low-order
polynomial functions of the elements of Z with usu-
ally unknown coefficients.

To illustrate this concept, suppose H2O is the
mutagenic derivative of interest. Letting Zy be a
fixed dose of hydrogen and Z 2 a fixed dose of oxy-
gen, the resulting actual dose of H2O is clearly
min{0.5Z!, Z 2 }, which is consistent with Eq. (2)
where Z ' = \ZX,Z%\, 7 J ( Z ) = 0.5Z,, ana

3. Deterministic mutagenic activity (DMA)is the deter-
ministic level of mutagenic activity resulting from a
given EMD. To accommodate later assumptions, the
model for deterministic mutation activity will be ex-
pressed in ter.ris of (DMA)*, where X is a specified
constant such t'.at a Box-Cox [2] power transforma-
tion to "normality" will be convenient. This will be
further discussed subsequently.

The DMA model expresses (DMA)X as a polynomial
function of EMD. Specifically,

(DMA)* = B0 + fl, (EMD) + B2 (EMD)2 + (3)

where BQ,Bi,B2, etc., are unknown constants.
To illustrate the proposed methodology, we consider

only the first two terms in Eq. (3), or

(DMA)*=.6O +5,(EMD) , (4)

where we assume that B\ > 0. It is then possible from
Eq. (2) to rewrite Eq. (4) as

(DMA)x=min{50 (5)

Because the 7,(Z) are polynomial functions of the pre-
cursor doses (or log doses), Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

(DMA)* = min {X'(/>(i) , / = 1,
i

(6)

where X(i) is ap,-X 1 vector whose elements are the
constant, first-order, second-order, cross product, etc..
terms in the precursor doses (or log doses) which result
from substituting 7,(Z) into Eq. (5), and where a(i) is a
Pj X 1 vector of unknown constant multipliers (coef-
ficients) for the elements of X(z).

It is possible under quite restrictive conditions to in-
clude in Eq. (4) higher order terms from Eq. (3) and
arrive at a model with the same basic structure as Eq.
(6). However, die specification of such conditions is
peculiar to each particular model, depending on the
7,(Z), and will not be addressed here.

It is realistic for the analysis of experimental data to
acknowledge the presence of random variation in the
model. There are a number of reasonable assumptions
that could be made concerning possible sources of sto-
chasticity and where they might enter the model. We
assume that the observable mutation activity, say A, is a
rardom variable and that for a given set of precursor
doses Ax can be expressed as the minimum of k poly-
nomial regressions. Specifically, in light of Eq. (6) we
have
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Q = A K = min (y(i) = X'(/>(/) + <?(/),

' = 1, • • • , k} , (7)

where X(/) and a(/) were defined in Eq. (6) and where
for an appropriate value of X the e{i) are independent
random variables from N[0, <r (/)],/ = 1, • . . , k.

It is necessary that the set of regressors X(i) in Eq. (7)
excludes at least one regressor from the set X(y), i, j =
1, . . . , k, i^j. This is intuitively obvious, because if
X(/) = X(j) for some i #y, then one of the models, y(i)
ory(j), in Eq. (7) would be redundant.

For a series of n experiments, denote by Zf the vector
of precursor doses for the rth experiment. Adding the
subscript t to Eqs. (2) through (1), the observable muta-
tion activity for the n experiments is given by

Q, = A *• = min [yc(/) = X',(/>(0 + er(0.

i= 1, . . . , k] , t= 1, . . . , n , (8)

where it will be assumed for an appropriate value of X
that the e,{i) are NID[0, a2 (01, ' = 1. • • - . k; t =
1, . . . , n.

From the results of some 760 mutation experiments,
Irr and ^nee [3] recommend a value of X from the
range 0.12 < X < 0.18 for transforming to a normal dis-
tiibution. However, such small values of X tend to
"compress" the Qt in Eq. (8) so tightly that valuable
information is lost concerning which of the models
might have generated a given response. This loss of dis-
criminatory power tends to inhibit the effectiveness of
the proposed statistical methodology. We choose X =
0.5 since v. is our contention that the proposed method-
ology is insensitive to slight departures from normality,
whereas it could be severely affected by selecting a suf-
ficiently small value of X.

Our convention will be that an observation on the
random variable At will be denoted a,, and for con-
venience all subsequent derivations and formulae will be
in terms of the random variable Qt= A°t'

s and the
observed value qt = a°'s.

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

For the mutation activity model given by Eq. (8),
likelihood procedures can be used to estimate the pa-
rameters a(/) and ff2(0, i = 1, . . . , k. Following [4],
the likelihood equations are denved as follows.

From Eq. (8), the probability that Q, exceeds a given
levei qt is clearly the probability that all y,{i), i =
1, . . . , k, exceed qr This can be written

n
i-l

H[qt;nt(i),J
2(0] , (9)

where H is the normal tail area given by

and where

do)

The p.d.f. of Qn say /,(<7r\ is obtained by differenti-
ating Eq. (9) with respec to qt and has the form

where

t(i) = H[qt;ut(i),a
2(i)] ,

(12)

Hence, the log-likelihood, I , of the Qt is given by

jE
zlog

The maximum likelihood estimates of a(i) and o2(i)
are those values which maximize L in Eq. (13). For th^
purpose of maximizing L, we use the partial derivatives
with respect to the elements of a(i) which, after some
algebra, ean be written as

= 2 wt( /a2 (0 - 1 | ^ a2 (/)

- 2 w,0>r(0*r/(0 . (14)

where

T, = fg,(j)IHt{j) , (15)

(16)

and where aq(i) and A,/(J) are the /th elements of the

vectors a(i) and X f(0 of Eq. (8), respectively. Thus, the
equations dLjdaiQ) = 0 are of the form
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k , (17)

where W(i) is a diagonal n X n matrix with diagonal
elements wt(i), given by Eq. (16), and the rth element
of the n-vector U(i) is given by

(18)

Also, X(f) in Eq. (17) is the n X p,- matrix whose rth
row is the vector Xf (i) of Eq. (8).

Equation (17) consists of k sets of weighted least
squares equations for the elements of the a(/)> respec-
tively, except that the ot(i) are also nonlinearly involved
in the W{i) and U(i). However, this difficulty can be
overcome by using Eq. (17) iteratively.

The expression for dL/do2(i) is cumbersome to say
the least. However, finite-difference equations can be
successfully used to obtain an approximate solution of
the equation dL/ba1 (i) = 0 directly from an evaluation
of L for three equidistantly spaced values of o - 1 ( i )
[5], The choice of the reciprocals a'1^) is based on
numerical experiences gained from iterative adapting of
the likelihood.

An iterative algorithm is presented in [4] , which
solves for the a(i) and a2^") using the above results.
Bowen [5] further developed this algorithm and in-
cluded a "model selection procedure" which uses
sequential likelihood ratio testing to retain or reject
each of the k regression models J / ( I ) , given in Eq. (7),
according to its contribution to the representation of
the data fry the law-of-the-minimum principle.

AN EXAMPLE

Consider a sequence of cell mutation experiments in-
volving a suspected promutagen chemical C and a pre-
cursor substance P. For each of sixteen dose-level

combinations, the mutation fiequency per microgram,
at, was recorded. The experimental data including dose
levels for C and P and the transformed values qt = a°s

are displayed in Table 1.

Tablet. Experimental data

Exptrfnwit
Number

t

1
2
3
d

5
6
7
6

9
10
11

13
11
15
16

Pronutigen C
Dose Level

2,

30
50
70

110

37.2
57.2
77.2

117.2

44.6
64.6
84.6

124.6

50
70
90

130

Precursor P
Dose Level

22

31
31
31
31

38.4
38.4
38.4
38.4

46
46
46
46

51.6
51.6
5^.6
51.6

7runs formed
Response

<t " 't

7
10
9
8

15
21
25
25

19
23
32
37

2-
29
35
39

Preliminary analysis and plotting of the data suggested
that the following model might be appropriate

= ao<2) + a , (2)Z2 , et(2)

where Zlt and Z%t are the dose levels of C a n d P , re-
spectively, for the rth experiment. Referring to Eq. (8),
the vectors X'tQ), i = 1,2 are given by

X't(2)=[l,Z2t,Zlt] .

(20)

(21)

Results of the iterative algorithm are displayed in
Table 2. The starting values (iteration 0) were obtained

Table 2. Algorithm results

Iteration

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

o 0 ( l )

7.379

.422

-.347

-.134

1.196

1.739

1.745

1.745

Model 1

o,(D

200

.491

.419

.409

.382

.372

.371

.371

0(1)

8.807

5.791

3.373

2.086

1.385

1.269

1.270

1.270

«0(2)

-106.903

-130.979

-123.364

-127.109

-131.760

-133.952

-134.111

-134.111

a

5

6

5

6

6

6

6

6

Model

,tt)

.310

.347

.971

.150

.366

.451

.457

.457

2

02(2)

-.051

-.059

-.055

-.057

-.059

-.060

-.060

-.060

o(2)

5.899

3.600

Z.cOt

1.450

.987

.899

.899

.899

L

-41.081

-31.656

-27.668

-24.494

-23.785

-23.784

-23.784
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by fitting each model to the full set of qt using ordinary
least squares estimation. The final solution indicates the
following prediction rule

Table 3. Predicted values

j>,(i)= 1.745+ 0.37 \ZU

= -134.111 + 6347Z2 , - 0.060Z^,

(22)

with associated standard errors a(l) = 1.270 and d(2) =
0.899. The resulting values of j>f(l), j>,(2) and qt are
displayed with the observed q, values in Table 3. It can
be seen by comparing qt with qt that a reasonably good
fit has been achieved.

Figure 1 shows a plot of qt and qt vs Z\. Similarly,
Fig. 2 shows a plot of qt and $, vs Z2 • It appears from
Fig. 1 that the mutation frequencies for experiments 1,
2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, and 16 were limited by insufficient
dose levels of f e precursor P. Similarly, Fig. 2 indicates
that the mutatio > frequencies for experiments 5, 6, 9,
10,11, 13, 14, and i5 were limited by the dose levels of
the promutagen chemical C.

Although it may be possible to define a "conven-
tional" polynomial regression model which satis-
factorily fits the data, we feel that the model given by
Eq. (22) is superior in that it affords clearer insight into

yt(U

12.88

20.30

27.72

42.56

15.55-

22.97-

30.39

45.23

18.29*

25.71-

33.13-

47.97

20.30*

27.72-

35.14-

42.56

-indicat

yt(2)

8.40-

6.40-

8.40*

6.40*

25.36

25.36

25.36*

25.36*

35.95

35.95

35.95

35.95-

39.32

39.32

39.32

39.32-

es the minimum

jj_
8.40

8.40

8.40

6.40

15.55

22.97

25.36

25.36

18.29

25.71

33.13

35.95

20.30

27.72

35.14

•"S.32

"t

7
10

9

8

15

21

25

25

19

28

32

37

20

29

35

39

the effect of varying the dose levels by taking into ac-
count the "law of the minimum" phenomenon.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The statistical properties of our parameter estimates
are presently under investigation. However, even the

40

30

20

10

40 60 80

PROHUTAGEN DOSE LEVEL

100 120

Fig. 1. Plot of qtvs piomutagen dose level Z , , , where ihe solid lines represent q, as computed from Eq. (22).

7
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40 •

« 30

20

10

13

1,4,3,2

31 38.4 46

PRECURSOR DOSE LEVEL Z,

51.6

2t

Fig. 2. Plot of <7,vs precursor dose level Z,r , where the solid lines represent qt as computed from Eq. (22).

asymptotic properties are difficult to establish analyti-
cally. It has been shown that it is theoretically possible
with large samples to construct a set of weakly con-
sistent estimates that can be used as a starting point for
the maximum likelihood iterations. Then, because the
iterative algorithm monotonically increases L in Eq.
(13), the terminal point (and indeed every iterate) will
be a set of at least weakly consistent parameter
estimates.

On the brighter side, the iterative algorithm has been
successfully tested in a large number of examples with

data simulated from various specified law-of-the-
minimum models of the form given by Eq. (8). In all
cases, the algorithm converged quite rapidly to esti-
mates that were "very close" to the true parameter
values. We believe that these results are sufficient pre-
liminary justification for the use of our methodology to
obtain estimates of the parameters in the mutation
activity model given by Eq. (8) when in fact this model
is in effect.
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A Statistical Review of Cross-Sectional Studies
of Ambient Air Pollution and Mortality*

Paolo F. Ricci and Ronald E. Wyzga
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ABSTRACT

The objective rf this paper is to develop a systematic framework for reviewing studies of
air pollution and mortality whichuse the General Linear Model. First, we introduce an array
that allows a systematic comparison of the information content of each study. Second, we
develop and apply a statistical framework to those studies to gain some understanding of the
reliability of theii results. Reliability is considered solely in terms cf statistical knowledge
about single-equation and, to ; ^sser extent, multiequation estimation. Finally, we link
these two approaches and assess — in a heuristic manner — points of statistical contention.
We differentiate between major and minor statistical issues, which need be addressed in
future research.

The overall conclusion is that statistical studies which use the General Linear Model are
limited in the application of available methods and tests, thereby raising several points of
statistical contention.

INTRODUCTION

We review the statistical basis of selected cross-
sectional studies of human mortality currently used to
estimate the health benefits of reduced air pollution.
Our objective is the development of a generally applica-
ble framework through which the statistical aspects of
each study can be assessed.

Obvioudy, every study of the health effects of air
pollution cannot be reviewed here; various Criteria
Documents and other reviews serve this purpose. We
address those studies that make use of the General
Linear Model (GLM) to make quantitative estimates of
the health effects of air pollution.

Of the three general types of mortality studies:
episode studies, cross-sectional studies, and time series
studies, we only consider cross-sectional ones. These can
be defined as those studies which examine geographic
differences in mortality and relate them to differences
in air quality.

The cross-sectional studies reviewed i.i this paper are
shown in Table 1. This table consists of an array for
uniformly comparing the qualitative content of each

study. Omission of studies is in part voluntary, to keep
the review manageable, and in part inadvertent. How-
ever, the omissions are not meant to minimize the
contributions of those whose work is not included. The
array describes, for each study: the unit of analysis, the
period of study, the sample size, the spatial extent of
the study, the form of the model, the dependent and
independent variables, the estimating techniques, and
the range of reported summary statistics. Ferhaps the
most striking fact that results from reading Table 1 is
the lack of uniformity in the choice of independent
variables across each study. Although it is clear that the
choice of the air pollution variables is determined by
availability, the inconsistency is striking. For example,
although suspended paniculate or sulfur compounds are
included in [1 -8 , 10, 16, 18-22] , only five include
NO* [1,6,7, 13, 20 ] . A proxy for smoking is included
in three studies [8, 18, 19] ; trace metals are included in

*This paper is the sole responsibility of the authors and
should not be attributed to EPR1.
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T»Ne 1. Studies relating mortality to air quality

Author*!*)

runctlonal
Saapla S i n . Specification
Unit of Jktaly*!* Dependent (No. of (atlautlng

(y*ar(*)) Variablaa Equation*) technique*

Principal Air Pollutanta
Other Air

CO NO H02 S02 soj TSf 03 He Pollutant* SIS Variable* Climatic Varlabl**

Ko«hal and
uahal
(3,9)

40 U.Sr Cl t l * *
(1960-1967)

Raaplratory
Mortality rat*
rata/1,000
population

Log-Linear
(45)

Multiple
regreaaion

V° H » Day with
•un*hln*, R*H.

McDonald
and schulng
(19)

(1960-1969)
Mortality rataa
for whit*
ulii, par
100,000 par
y*ar

linear
(40)

Ridg*
ragrailionl
sign con-
•tr*inad
ordinary
leaat aquaraa
OLS

Medlar achool Maan annual
y*ar*i » homing precipitation!
unitai % caploy- aaan Jan. te*p->
onnti % family Man July taap*>
lnccea < 53000, R.H. *olar
cigarette aaokingi radiation, etc.

(I) SO U.S. cltl*
(1KS-1969)

Huabar of
death*/1000
population/
year

Generalized
laa*t aquacea
Ordinary
leait cquaraa

Par capita
annual Inco

Llpfert
(B)

22 to 278
U.S. c i t la*

Ttotal Mortality
Aga-*p*ciflc
Mortalityi
caua* apeciflc
•ortal l ty

Linear
(350)

Ordinary
laa*t *quaraa
Might ad
least aquare*

N N Fel Hni
B(a)P

* poverty!
% houalngi

* Includaa croaa-Bactional and tlaa-aarlea aquatlona and reworking of other authors' data.
•* Standard Economic Ar«a Cor Naw England.
••• In thla ravlaw wa «r« only concarnad with Mortality ratea.
« Aaportad aa 820*
NR Hot roportadj NA not applicable N Ho; V Yaa; Chaalcal Sywbola uaad throughout.



Table 1 (cont

Authors!s) Daaographic Variables Variables

try Statistics (range)

Koahal and Population
Koahal density
(3,9)

(0.35 to NR (3.73 to NR
0.S3) 9.79)

McDonald % >_ 65i population
and Schvlng p*r houaaholdi 1
(19) aq. ad. of

urbaniud «r*ai %
l pop.

«tc.

(0.735 to NR NR NR
0.724)

Mortality rates tron various dlaaaaea
ara ua«d as dependent variables

Salth (2) Population Density
\ population Wi
» population > 65.

(0.56 to
0.66)

NRi Saith perforoa several analytical testa
to discover and correct violation of
the fundamental asauaptlona of 01*s

Upfert
(at

* > 65| % HH;
birth ratei pop.
denaltyi pop.

Urbajii non*
urban Can-
trali Horth-
» * t l South l
Mast

(0.108 to
0.965)

(.00079 Plots of rasidiuils are shorn for aoae
to 320) of the regressions. Federal and State

data on Aortallty are used.

b Anov* table given.
c iutnusl arithmetic average (ug/a3).
d Beniana soluble organic Batter (ng/>3).



Table 1 (continued)

Authored)

sin,
unit of Analyaia

(yeartal)
Dependent

Varlablee

Functional
Specification
(No. of

Equations)
Estimating
TechnlquBB

Principal Mr Pollutants
other Mr

CO NO N02 £02 so£ TSP 03 )lc Pollutants SES Variables Climatic Variable!

Hlckay at al 38 U.S. SMSAs
(1957-1964)

Mortality ratea
in deathe/
100,000. Varloua
disease-related
oortallty rates)
Me for infant*
undar 1 yaar of
•9*> aadlan age

I^neari with
chamlcal
variables
transformed

(29)

Optimal
Multiple
Regression

Cd, Cr , CUj
Fe, Pb, Mn,
Nl, Sn, Tl,
V, Zn, As, and
Water Hftrdnesa
as CACOj

Rlggan at al Hî *, Cenaus
(IS) Tracts in Phils.

(1960-1964)

Total Death
Rats.
Adjusted Age
and Sex Death
Rates

Linear
(K.A.)
(132)

Correlation
Analysis

Dustfall

Schwing
and
McDonald

(1)

60 SMBA
163

Ibtal age>
adjusted
•ortality
rate

Linear
( )

Ridge
Regression

Precipitation
Jan. TBflip.,
July Teap.,
Relative
hualdlty oo

Mpartad as SSH.
Mportw. am density of p«rtlcul*t* aattar.
S*apl« «ix« la unav
MR la not rmportmS

NA la not applicable.
* corralations between air pollution levels and

varioua death rataa *re basad on _>_12 paired
observations.



Table 1 (continued)

Regional
xuthora(a) Daangraphl'- Variable! Variablaa

Suamary Statiatica (range)

Hlckay ac al
(7)

(0.229 to
0.895)

(S.19 to
26.46)

Qualitative dlacuaalon of deokographlc
variables.

Rlggan «t al
(IS)

(-0.65 to
0.86)

(-0.90 to
1.00)

lotal Mortality rates ware adjusted for
various socloaconoeUc variables, ager
aex( race, and overcrowding

Echwln?
and
HeDonald
(1)

o 6S yra old
Pop/home
Pnp/BM2, « NH

(0.541 to
0.764)3

(0.236 to
0.292)*

R* ahown include various speclflca-
tlona, and criteria for variable ella-
ination

Coafficlent of correlation.
' Rank correlation*
h Haanurcd as potential pollution.

in tons eaUtted per day.

For 6 equation! only
Heafidua] sum of squareo
of rid^a regression



Table 1 (continued)

Authors! • >

Slie ,
Unit of ftnelyela

tyearla))
Dependent

Variables

runnt tonal
Spec!floation
(Ho. of
Squationa)

Linear
(30)

Eat lasting
Techniquea

Ordinary
ieaat aquaraa
Generalized
laaat squares

Principal Air Pollutants

CO" HO HO, SO,
Other Air

TSP O 3 He Pollutante SES Variables Climatic Varlablas

Handclsohn
and orcutt
(20)

404 U.S. county
groups
((970-1914)

Daath rates
for i
Ml 4S-G4
HT 45-64

Unenploymanti
employment)
education*
relative Income)
education)
1 divorced!
% never aarrledr
etc.

Jan.
July ^
HjO vapor in Jit* i
H,o vapor In
July

Lave and
Ssskln
(6)

117 SMSH««
11960-1961)1
112 SHSk
(1969)

1\9tal aortal It y i
Unadjusted Infant
aortality rataa;
aga, a«x-raca
adjuatad rataar
Aqa-aax-raca
apacitlc rate*
Diaaaaa
•pacific rataa

Llnaac
(433)*

Principal
coaponantai
ragraaaion
aatnod

Occupational
variables in
soaa analyaea

i analyses

(21)
201 SMSA
(1960)

Age/race/sex
mortality
ratao expected
life

Linear
(14)

Ridoc
regreesionj
uolqhted
ridge
regression

Incosei poor Averaoa Hln. Annual
7»iip., Average Max.
Annual Ttmp., RH>
ate.

Liu and
Yu (4)

40 SHSA
(1968-1979)

Deaths per
10,000 per
year

Linear)
non-linear

(4)

Regression
methods

% population
with Incoeie
above poverty
level

Possible annual
sunshine days)
relative huaidltyi
Ho. of days with
thunder itoni

Includes croas-sectional and tiae-serles equationa and reworking of other authore' data-
Standard Economic Area for Maw England.
In this review we are only concerned with mortality rates.
Deported as 820.
Not reported) HA not applicable) N No) Y Yes) Chemica- Symbols used throughout.



Table 1 (continued)

Authors(s) Demographic Variables
Fagional
Variables

iry S t a t i a t l c a (range)

SEE2

Handelaohn
and Orcutt
(20)

Central Cltyi Hat
Hlgratlonr Agei
Pop. Denaltyj No,
of children; over-
crowding

Haw Englandi
Middle
Atlantic;
South Earn
Deep Southi
South Meat!
Plaina;
Rocky Hta.r
Pacific

(0.139)
to 0.946)

(.009 to
6.92)

* Reported as SEE.

Lave and
8eakln
(6)

Population Density!
i_ 65] » NHl SMSA
population

analyses
(0.002 to
0.953)

(0.17 to
12.S)

Hortality ratea froa aeveral dlaeaaea
are included ae dependent variables.
Cross-sectional and tlae-aeries atodela
lagged variables are also Included,
tog-logi Quadratic] and linear spline
functiona are utilized.

thotaas
(21)

I Ml I 265; Housing*
population deneity

(0,33 to
0.53)

Ihe author diacusaa* dlacuaaaa n MnA
reports ridge V " values.

Liu and * population > 65
tti (4) ywmrm oldi I of white

to total populationi
% persons 25 years or
older covpleted
4-yaar college

(0.04 to Hortality rates ia "coaacin" and
'residual*.

b Viova table given
l

Viova table given,
annual arithmetic average (pg/si ).

d Benxana soluble organic aattet (ug/a )•



Table 1 (continued)

Authors!a)

Sample Sire,
Unit of Analysis

<year(a>)
Defendant

Variables

Functional
Specification
(No. of

Equations)
Estimating
Techniques

Principal Air Pollutants

CO NO NO2 SO2 S0° TSP 0^ He Pollutants SES Variables Climatic Variables

Greqor (5) Census Tracts, Mortality rate
Allegheny Country for cause, age
(1965-1972)

Linear
(1B)

group, cax, race
and area in
deaths pel:
100,000

Weighted
Linear
Regression

Income! Education Temperature
(days of precipi-
tation)

EPA
(Crocker
et all
(16)

60 U.S. Cities
(1955-1970)

Several
Mortality
Raton

Linear
(21)

Two-Stage
least square

^ 3

0-radio-
act iv ity

Dietary Variablesj
Medical Doctors]
Kedian Income(
Education?
Cigarette Smoking;
Crowding

Tempera'' ure t

Kitagawa
and

Hauaer ,22)

2D1 SMSA
{1959 -
11S Census
Tracts
Chlcaqo SMSA.
119 States and
Economic 3ub-
reglona

Several
age-adjusted
death rates

Linear (30) Multiply
Regression

N N Y** N N % Employed in
Mfg.i « of
occupied sub-
standard housing!
% _>̂  1.01 persona
per XXKXKJ median

family incomej
etc.

No. of daye with
max. Temp >_ 90 Fj

Bozzo et al
(101

192 U.S. Counties
(1969-1971)

Total mortality
ratei various
MR for specific
diseases, WH, WF

Linear (24) Path
Analysis

Reported aa SSR.
Reported as density of participate matter.
Sample Hie is unavailable.
NR is not reported

NA la not applicable.
e correlations between air pollution levels and

various death rates are based on ̂ 12 paired
observations.



Table t (continued)

Regional
Authoro(s) i> wogmphic Variable* Variables

Suamary Stat ist ics (range)

SEE2

Gragor (5) Population Density NR 'J.02; to NR The statistical significance of coeffi-
cients is given.

EPA
(Crocker
et al)
(16)

NWi Radian Agei (0.186 to
0.856)

(0.018 Attempt at preventing simultaneous
to equation bias* Morbidity modr-1,

49.74)* based on the Michigan Survey
Experiment, ia also developed.

Kltagawa SMSA Population!
and * of Pop. living

lUuBor ,22) in citlea 0 SMSA,
Pop. Oenaityt
% Negro.

(0.255 to
1.850)*"

Part of a large atudy on inferential
mortality in the U.S.. Coefficients of
Coefficients of model reported aa B
coefficients

Bozzo et al
(10)

(0.13 to
1.69)

Factor Analysis of quality of life and
pollution also performed. Work done
within an Energy, Population Dy.iajnico
and Mortality Model.

Coefficinnt of correlation.
Rank correlation*
Measured as potential pollution*
in tons eaittad per day.

J For 6 ' tnations only
Residual sun of squares
of ridge regression
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three [7, 8, 18]. Indoor air pollution is excluded
entirely.

The number of socioetouomic, climatic, and demo-
graphic variables (SES) included in the analyses varies
from none to ten or more. Regional or geographic
variables are included by three authors; eleven studies
include socioeconomic variables. Climatic and weather
variables are included in ten studies. Diet is considered
in one study, but exercise is left out.

The dependent variables vary from the total unad-
justed mortality rate to the age-sex-race specific mor-
tality. In some cases, cause-specific mortality has been
considered as well. In general, the functional specifica-
tion of the dose-response function that relates mortality
to the independent variables is either linear or log-linear.
In all cases the method for obtaining estimates of the
parameters of the dose-response model is the general
linear statistical model. The method of principal compo-
nents is used in one case [11].

OVERVIEW OF THE DATA

The vast majority of socioeconomic and demographic
data used in the work reviewed become available
through the decennial census. Unfortunately, census
lata for diet, exercise, drinking, and smoking are

nonexistent. To overcome this problem some authors
[8, 18-20] have estimated cigarette consumption from
cigarette sales, independent surveys, and extrapolation
of national data.

It is fair to say that measures of public exposure to air
pollution are less than ideal. First, the level of ambient
air pollution exposure of an entire area, such as an
SMSA, may be derived from aerometnc data from a
single monitoring station, typically located in the center
of an urban area. Yet, the spatiai pattern of pollution
may be such that, if the central city is more polluted
than the suburbs, the measure of air pollution will be
biased upward (i.e., the aggregate mean will be higher
than the true mean). Second, the air pollution measure-
ments are affected bv (a) lack of sampling aesign for
locating recording instruments; (b) changes in the
analytical (chemical) methods; and (c) contamination
that occurs among the chemiaJ species sampled and
filters used in sampling. These concerns implicate the
comparability of air pollution measures for different
areas. There may be physicochemical reasons for charac-
terizing pollutants as a complex and interrelated unit, in
addition to considering them singly. For example, NO2,
O3 , and Peioxyacetylnitrate (TAN) as well as SO* and
TSP interact chemically, thereby providing syneigistic
or antagonistic effects.

Different averaging times are used to report the
concentrations of pollutants. Although there is some
general association among the estimated averaging
times, regression coefficients obtained using different
averaging times cannot be easily compared. This is also
true for alternative characteristics of pollution mea-
sures, such as the minimum, the maximum, the mean,
or the log iransformation of the data. The location and
number of instruments to monitor air pollutants have
changed both over time and space for some study
regions making it difficult to interpret some air pollu-
tion measures. Finally, if the air pollution data used in
the models do not account for the specific source and
the specific compound (e.g., SOl" salts), it is difficult
to associate an adverse health effect with that source.

In general, there is systematic variaiion among the
socioeconomic variables and some air pollutants. For
example, in the United States, there is an increase in
ambient sulfate levels from the Southwest to the
Northeast. The increase coincides with increases in the
urban population density, in city age, and in income per
capita, along the geographic gradient. The net effect is
that it is difficult to establish whether the variation
detected is due to simultaneous changes with factors
which have been left out of the m ->del and which may
be positively associated with the independent variables
in the model.

The units of analysis chosen by the researchers vary
from city to census tracts to states. The choice of one
unit of analysis over another changes the level of
aggregation. When individual data rather than aggregate
data are used, more variation characterizes the results.
Thus, when aggregate data are utilized, there is a
reduction in the overall variation, which may inaccu-
rately show that the estimated dose-response model is
less subject Ln uncertainty, at least in terms of the R2.

FRAMEWORK FOR STATISTICAL REVIEW

Introduction

A systematic framework for review ensures a common
basis for comparing the study results. To ensure such
basis, the flowcharts in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 link several
decisions associated with statistical estimation and
hypothesis testing. The framework is general and applies
to areas in which the parameters of dose-response
models are estimated through the GLM. The framework
includes an initial suggestion for statistical aggregation
of individual studies (Fig. 4). In Fig. 1 we include
factors relevant to time-series for completeness and
because some cross-sectional studies couple data from
time-series.



Hidqe Hegre-jslon

Vinod (1977;

SAMPLE DATA

Robust Methods

Andrews et. al.
(1972)

huber 11972)

Aggregation.

Grundfeld i. Grili .hea
t "60)

Farebrothor
(19/9)

Stein-Rule
Estimators

Judge 4 Bock (19781

Bayes
Methods.

Zellner (1971)

Statistics
Analysis.

Tables,
Graphs,

- \

r Pre-test
?

Model Specification.

Ramney (1974)
Newbold I Davies

(197B)
Theil (1971)

REPORT

Mixed Linear
Estimators.
Theil (. Goldberger

(1961)

Hypothesis
Testing.

Zerembkea (Ed.)
(1974)

Quandt (1973)
Jeong (1978)
Box & Watson

(1962)

Sample
Splitting.

Toyoda & Wallace
(1979)

Variables
Specification

Path Analysis.

Jonada k Fegloy
(1974)

Time-Series t)o

Model

i Yes

| Lagged Variables

I Dhrymes (1971)
I Griliches (1967)

Cioss-Sectlonal
and Time-Series Data.

Wallace & llussain
(1969)

Proxy (Instrument)
Variables.

Frost (1977)

Frequency
Components.

Box & Jenkins
(1970)

Weak

Parameters

Specification.

Sims (1974)

Rtjs t r ie ted
U;at;t
Squares.

Mixtd Estimation
with Prior
Inlormation.
Theil (1971)

Parameter
Estimation
Methods;

Ordinary mast Squares
Maximum Likelihood

J No
Multi-Equation.

Errors-in-
Variables.

Aigner & Goldberg,
Eds. (1977)

Adaptive
degression

Fig. 1. Single-aquation estimation.



DIAGNOSTIC TESTS:

o Kolmogorov - Smirnov,
o Shapiro - Wilk

REMEDY:

o Use appropriate
distribution

U N (0,0 "I)

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS:

o Examine Correlation Matrix, x R,
2 l^

o R is significant, but few or no t-values are,
o Farrar-Glauuer tes t.

REMEDY:

o Principal Components,

o First Diffeicncing of Independent Variables,

Multi-
collinearity

Ridge Regression

O—L
UKSLAHCIILR'S
JUDGMENT

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS:

o Goldfeld-Quandt ,

o Residua's,

o Bartlett's Test,

REMEDY:

o G l e j s e r Remedy,

:> Weight by Obse fva t ions ,

A E-

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS:

o Modified Durban

REMEDY;

o Non-linear leas

Watson

t squares,

Yes

Hetero-
scedastici ty —

EtUl/1") / (o2l)

Auto-corcel..:ui.i

Lagged
Dependent
Variable

Constant
term ?

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS:

o

o

o

o

Kesiduals and non-parametric
tests,

Durbin-^Watson,

Hildreth-Lu,

Theil's BLUS estimators,

CONSTRUCTIVE TESTS:

O

O

O

First Differencing,

Dutbin's Transformation,

Cochrane-Orcutt,

Fig. 2. Single-equation estimation, diagnostic and constructive testing, in the presence of violations of fundamental assumptions of ordinary least square estimation.
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_ Estimators.

Cragg

Small
- Sample
Size.

Limited
Information
Maximum
Likelihood.

Johnston (1972)

Large

Aayptotic
Properties

.Equation
Errors
Correlated.

, under
Identltltd.

, Just identified. —

> Over
identIf ied

Liu ( 1960) .

Multi-
Equation
Estimation.

Full
Information
Maximum
Likelihood

Saruan (1964)

Sinyle
Eiiuation
Fstimation.

Just
identified

Indirect
Least
Squares on
Reduced
Form.

Johnston
(1972)

identi tied.

2-stage Least

Squares on _̂
Reduced Form.
Johnston(1972)

REPORT

k-class
estimators.

O i ( 1 9 6 9 )

Laqtjed
Endogenous
Variables

Fair (1970).

Errors:

N(0, o 2

Serial
Autocorrelation

J-staje
Least
Squares.

Zellner i Theil
(1962)

Fig. 3. Multiequation estimation.



I RESULTS FBCM ( k t h ) STUDY

J2) I ,»
Estimated Equation?
Sumoxy Statist ics
Test Results
Simraries of nata
Etc.

Aggregate equations on
the basis of same mor-
tal i ty rate, and physio-
logical plausibility

Compute summary
s ta t i s t i c s for
the individual
studies. Aggregate by

reported stat-1

istics (e.g.,
t's, etc.)

Aggregate
by co-effic-
ients of rel-
evant variables

Develop de-
convosition
type indices
(e.g., ITheil
decomposition)

r—*—i

Re-analysis on
the basis of
remaining studies,

Wrk)

Analytical
filter (e.g.
methodologi~.-
appropriate-
ness)

Heuristic
f i l t e r ( i . e .
consistency
with avai l -
able theory)

Coefficients of
air pollution
variables nornalizer
by averaging times
(e .g . , through the

nethod of Larsen).

Fig. 4. Towaid an aggregation of results.

Determine the
size of a pos-
itive negative
effects (e.g.,
through measures
of association)

'Violations
of s tat i s t ica l^

^assumptions

Can sirrmary statistics
of individjal studies

reconstructed?

Develop a nominal equiv-
alent R2

aggregating the positive
and negative results,)
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The intent of the flowcharts is to establish initial
heuristic criteria for "statistical adequacy" for the
studies reviewed. We suggest adequacy to be the level to
which violations of the assumptions underlying the
more common statistical estimation techniques have
been addressed within each study, for a given technique
for estimation. This is admittedly a difficult task as the
basis for the review is taken from the published results
only. Hence, the reader is urged to consider our effort
initial. Yet, because the assessment of whether there is a
relationship between mortality and air pollution de-
pends on published results and the level of statistical
adequacy, we believe that our initial attempt is valuable
and necessary.

The framework consists of

1. an array that permits simultaneous scrutiny of the
characteristics of each study - Table 1;

2. flowcharts that link methodological approaches to
estimate parameters which measure the association
between air pollution and mortality — Figs. 1, 2, and
3;

3. a tabular description of the level of treatment
afforded to statistical assumptions — Table 2; and

4. an initial approach to aggregate statistically the
estimated parameters of several equations across
several studies — Fig. 4.

The first figure links some of the statistical methods
commonly available to researchers. We develop this
flowchart in detail and discuss it in the text. The second
figure provides a less-developed framework for estimat-
ing the parameters of multiequition systems. Because
this approach has now been applied in one study [16],
we have outlined a flowchart applicable to the estima-
tion of multiequation models; however, we do not
discuss it extensively. The flowchart shown in Fig. 2
leads to the heuristic definition of adequacy, in terms of
the treatment of violations of statistical assumptions.
We link this figure to Fig. 1 through Table 2 and discuss
its contents in the text.

Although most elements of the flowcharts contain a
key reference, discussion of each element is impossible.
The reader is directed to the references provided within
each box. Each reference has been chosen as that which,
in our opinion, provides a good oveview of the subject,
although it may postdate some of the studies.

Figures 1 and 3 are the kernel of the methodology for
reviewing the studies. Figure 1 links estimation and
hypothesis testing to model and variable specification.
When the model consists of a simultaneous equation
system, the reader is directed to Fig. 3 for some

common issues relative to model specification and
estimation.

The estimation of the parameters of a model and
hypothesis testing require assumptions which, if vio-
lated, lead to erroneous results. Figure 2 is meant to
provide a mechanism to determine, on the basis of some
of the tests available to establish the accuracy of
estimation, the extent to which diagnosis and remedies
were applied throughout the studies we review. For the
sake of brevity, only a few of these tests are discussed.

Statistical Modeling Issues

In matrix form, the simplest general linear model (of
which regression analysis is an example) is

Y=ATB+U , (1)

where Y is a vector of observations on the independent
variable, X is a matrix of observations on the explana-
tory variables, B is the vector of parameters to be
estimated for which U is a vector of random errors. It
should be noted that Eq. (1) is linear in B, although the
variables may be nonlinear. The parameters of Eq. (1)
are commonly estimated through the ordinary least
squares (OLS) criteria, given a sample of observations
on Y and X and several assumptions. Indeed, for the
studies we review, the OLS is the technique preferred
by the authors.

The dependent and independent variables are derived
from an understanding of human physiology and the
environment. However, these are not welj understood
and any model can at best make use of the considerable
knowledge and experience that relate health effects and
air pollution. The studies suggest that the effect of air
pollution on human health can be specified by consider-
ing a function relating mortality rate to several indepen-
dent variables:

M R = / + u (2)

where MR is the vector mortality rate (e.g., total male,
total female, age-sex-race adjusted mortality rate, etc.),
/ indicates a matrix function (demographic, socioeco-
nomic, air pollution, climatic, regional, and behavioral
variables), and u is the error term. The assumptions
underlying statistical estimation can be found in any of
several statistics textbooks [see 14, 17, 28]. Unless the
form of the model and its specifications are developed
from physiological and pharmaco-kinetic understanding,
among other bases for development, we believe that the
studies we review explore correlations only.
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Table 2. Summaiy of statistical points of contentions and effects
(oidinaiy least squares and their assumptions)

Code to
Text of Statistical Points of
Paper Contention

(•)

Rank
Likely Effects on Estima-
tion and Testing

(A) Linear Combination of Inde-
pendent Variables (Hulti-
collinearity).

o The variance of ̂  for the
variables included is
increased.

o Estimates of B_ are sensi-
tive to the data.

(B) Relevant Omitted Variables. o Estimates of B^ are biased
if stochastically depen-
dent

o The estimated residual
variance is biased
upwards.

(C) The Independent Variables
and Error are Correlated.

o Inconsistent estimators
of B̂  are obtained.

o Some coefficients may be
biased.

Errors are Correlated. o Inefficient estimates of

•R5 is ir
tingly.

- 5
R is increased unwit-

(E) Substitution of a Vari-
ble for Another (Instru-
•nent Variables).

I-V o Inconsistent estimates of
JB ,-esult if E(zixi) 4 1.

(F) The Variance of the Errors
is not Constant (Hetero-
scedasticity).

o The estimators are not
efficient,

o The estimated variances
are biased.

(G) Normality Assumption for
the Error Does Not Hold.

o Usual hypothesis tests
may not be v^lid.

(H) Errors in the Dependent and I-V
Independent Variables.

o Variance of error will be
larger.

o The estimates of the
regression coefficients
are biased and incon-
sistent.

(I) Missing Observations. o If missing observations
are random, no effect on
bias,

o If observations are not
random, the estimates of
B can be biased.

(J) Adjustment for Several
Hypothesis Tests.

o Incorrect interpretation
of hypothesis test
results, since a-level
changed.

(K) Modal specification (Func-
tional form of mo&el*

o The estimated coeffi-
cients are biased.

o The variance of the
residuals is biased.

'Notes:

T indicates the transpose.
Lower case letters with subscript identify individual
variables.
E C) is the mathematical symbol for expectation.
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Model builders aie often faced with the problem
inherent from changes in the structure of causality.
Unlike other disciplines, one would suspect that the
structure underlying a physiologically adverse effect,
however subtle, would be relatively mechanistic (given
the principle of homeostasis). Yet, the fact is that new
knowledge mandates that old theory give way to new.
Thus, structural changes over time further complicate
the issue of the specification error.

The models reviewed here dn utilize prior knowledge
to aid the specification of models or variables, but to a
limited extent. Linear functions are most often applied,
because they are simpler and can be thought of as a first
approximation to more complex functions. It is proba-
bly incorrect to consider only a single mnction; it may
not be the most appropriate model, and the estimation
from alternative functions may yield difierent results.
Generally, the researchers have restricted their analyses
to linear models. Table 5 shows that three out of the 15
studies reviewed do not consider alternative model
specifications. The adequacy of model specification for
the other 14 is not always clear.

One sympiom of the specification error is the lack oi
independence between the independent variables and
the residuals estimated under the model, as discussed in
Table 2 Code (C). In general, it is likely that relevant
independent variables are omitted in the model. In this
case, the estimates of the regression coefficients, B, can
be biased and inference inaccurate ". . . since the
estimates of the residual variance will be biased up-
wards" [28]. Admittedly, no study for practical reasons
(or concern for multicollinearity) can include all vari-
ables thought to be relevant. Our review shows that at
least 11 of the 15 studies gave attention to the
consideration of alternative sets of independent vari-
ables in their analyses. ;n most cases, of course, the
unavailability of data precludes the estimation of a fully
specified mode1 — assuming that causation were known.
The unresolved question is the extent to which the bias
irduced by omitting relevant variables affects results.

A useful method to explore the nature of association
through alternative model and variable specifications
may be found in pretesting. Pretesting may.consist of
undertaking exploratory work on part of the data and
estimating the final model from the untouched data. As
is suggested in [1] , there is concern that bias may be
introduced through such a method of choosing a
preliminary test estimator based on only part of the
data. By doing so, the researcher has selected an
estimator which, under the quadratic loss function,
performs well if the null hypothesis is correct, but, if
the hypothesis is not correct, the results will be poor

over a considerable interval of the parameter space. For
this reason use of the complete data is recommended
for pretesting [29]. Later replication should not,
however, be discouraged.

Epidemiological work normally does not exist in
vacuo, but experimental evidence from in vino, in vivo
studies and froi.i human volunteer studies may be
available. This information, which provides data in the
form of potency of a compound, may be useful to
bound the magnitude and direction of the effect of a
pollutant. An obvious way through which experimental
data can be included in estimating the parameters of an
epidemiological model is through restricting the null
hypothesis. Of course,

If the restrictions (hypothesis) are correct, the parameter
RB - r = 0 and the restricted least squares estimators are
unbiased and have smaller variances and mean squared
errors than do the unrestricted least square [121 •

In the original, B is used for population mean.
If this is not the case, the restricted estimator is

characterized by a mean square error matrix that
combines bias and variances. Preliminary test estima-
tors, restricted and unrestricted least squares estimators,
are discussed by [12] in the context of establishing an
optimum level for testing hypotheses. These authors
also discuss the class of Stein-rule estimators and their
use as an improvement over other estimators, under the
quadratic loss criterion. These estimators may be
preferred when there is considerable uncertainty about
the form of the model.

The restrictions on the hypotheses are a priori
knowledge of the magnitude and sign of some of the
parameters of the model. Simply, these restrictions are
incorporated in the estimation procedure, for example,
the GLS. The restriction can be shown as.

Y =

where the null hypothesis is that 7?B
matrix which sets some values of

(3)

3, with R a

equal to zero or to some other value. If the restrictions
are correct, the restricted OLS estimators are unbiased
and have smaller variance and mean squared error than
do the unrestricted least square estimators [13].

We recognize that in vitro and in vivo studies have
different end points (e.g., morbidity or cellular damage)



Table 3. Points of contention addiessed by the researches in the statistical
estimation of dose-response models"'6

Ranking (in parentheses) refers to Table 2.

Reference Specification Errors in the Constant Normality Correlation Correlations Adjustment for
Model Variable Measurement Variance for of Error Term Among the Within the Several Hypo-

of the Tnde- the Error Term
pendent Var-
iables

(1) (2) (4) (8) (6)

el

E

Independent
Variables

(2)

el

el

Error Term
(Spatial)

(7)

E

E

thesis TeBt-u

(4)

none needed

no

Smith (2)

Schwing and
McDonald (1)

McDonald and
Schwing (19)

BOEEO et al
(10)

Hickey et al
(7)

Riggan et al
(IB)

Konhal and
Koahal (3)

Mendelsohn
and Orcutt
(20)

EPA (16)

Liu and Yu
(4)

el

el

el

E

il

il

E

el

el

il

il

E

E

il

el

E

el

el

el

el

el

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

el

E

el

E

il

il

el

el

el

el

il

no

no

a I is included
ii is implicitly included

r E is excluded. See text for further discussion
el is explicitly included

Refer to Figure 1, Linkages in '•.he Statistical Aggregation of Results



Table 3 (continued)

Reference

Gregor (5)

Thomas (21)

Kltagawa and
njuser (22)

Lipfert (8)

Lave and
Seakin (6)

Specification
Model

(1)

il

il

il

E

el

Variable

(2)

E

il

il

el

el

Errors in the
Measurement
of the Inde-
pendent Var-
iables

(4)

E

E

E

E

E

Constant.
Variance for
the Error Term

(8)

el

E

E

E

E

Normality
of Error Terra

(6)

E

E

E

el

E

Correlation
Among the
Independent
Variables

(2)

el

E

E

il

E

Correlations
Within the
Error Term
(Spatial)

(7)

E

E

E

E

E

Adjustment for
Several Hypo-
thesis Tests

(4)

no

no

no

no

no
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than the studies we consider. The interspecies compari-
sons of toxicological potency, for example, from animal
studies to humans, is a question which is not resolved.
In vitro tests are designed to provide insight into the
mechanisms through which a pollutant acts, at the
molecular or cellular level. This information aids the
specification of the dose response, in the sense that the
dosage of the pollutant in a ceE is different from the
dose inhaled, given an effect.

Upper or lower bounds on the coefficients of an
epidemiologic model may be derived from previous
epidemiological studies. These restrictions would pro-
vide an indication of the stability of the -estimation, in
the sense of an attempt at explicitly incoiporatingpast
evidence, given new evidence.

Bayesian estimation techniques also offer promise to
take advantage of prior information and experimental
information. We have shown how a Bayesian framework
can be utilized in Fig. 1. Of course, in utilizing previous
studies, one must be aware of their limitations and
ensure that erroneous restrictions are not imposed
because of misinterpreted past evidence. This is one
appeal of the Bayesian approach; it incorporates the
restrictions probabilistically rather than absolutely, and
strong contrary results can compensate for any prema-
ture restrictions.

Once the parameters are estimated, tests for signifi-
cance of the parameters, under the null hypothesis, are
applied at a prespecified confidence level a. Hence, the
probability of rejecting the hypothesis, when true, is
some a-!evel. In the case of k regressors, the probability
P{k) of rejecting at least one hypothesis out of k is

P(k) = 1 - ( 1 -af (4)

under the assumption that the k statistics are indepen-
dent. The result is that for k tests, the level of
significance is changed from a to [1 — (1 — af]. If the
k sta'istics are not independently distributed, it can be
shown that an upper bound or the overall level of
significance fur simultaneous test is the sum of each
individual level of significance. This problem is part of
the multiple comparisons problem which, when the
same data are utilized in estimating alternative specifica-
tions of the same model, alters the level of significance
[see Table 2 Code (J)] . This statistical issue is of
particular importance in those studies that consider
alternative causes of death, age groups, or geographic
regions in separate regressions on the same data. Among
the IS studies we reviewed, 14 of these ignored the
multiple comparisons problem despite its apparent
relevance. Of course, the multiple comparisons problem

is of less concern when alternative specifications are
considered because the test statistics are not indepen-
uent, if the same data are used.

We wish to remind thj reader that it may well be mat
statistical issues we discuss may have been addressed in
the studies we review; however, the published source
often made no mention of the level of treatment
afforded to the resolution of those issues we discuss,
other than as noted in Table 2.

Diagnoses and Remedies

We next turn to developing an understanding of the
implications of estimation, given that the model has
been selected. Figure 2 shows some of the most
commonly used diagnostic tests ar'J remedies in statisti-
cal work. For completeness, Fig. 2 includes time-series
models, although these are not discussed.

The logic underlying Fig. 2 follows ihe assumptions
underlying the OLS estimators, simply because most
researchers have utilized these estimators. We link Fig. 2
to Table 2, in which we identify each assumption by a
bracketed capital letter, for ease of reference.

Table 2 lists the statistical points of contention and
provides a subjective indication of the importance of
the various issues. We have ranked the issues on a scale
of very important (V), important (I), or contributing
(C) to the interpretation of study results. Three caveats
are necessary in considering these rankings. First of all,
the rankings represent the subjective opinion or the
authors' others may argue differently. Secondly, the
ranking depends on the uses of the analysis — for
example, for scientific investigation or for policy-
making. Depending on the use, statistical inefficiency
may be acceptable in sor.*- cases. In general, however,
we believe that statistical ^.consistency is unacceptable.
Finally, the degree of violation or the extent of
contention determine the relative importance of the
issues in any study.

The trade-offs inherent to choice among bias, effi-
ciency, and consistency are not explicitly addressed
here.

Of the assumptions, the rank condition (A) is that
which may affect the OLS estimation procedure most
fundamentally. It may be detected when the value of
the determinant of the X*X matrix is zero. The
problem, as is well known, arises from the fact that one
independent variable is an exact linear combination of
another set of independent variables. In most practical
cases, it turns out that the linear combination is less
than perfect, but nonetheless substantial. A diagnostic
test to detect collinearity is suggested in [23] . The
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method is based on the coefficient of multiple determi-
nation, Rf, between the j'th variable and (k - 1)
independent variables. The multicollinearity problem
for several independent variables may not be detected
from either the simple or partial coefficients of correla-
tions, and an F-statistic with k — 1 degrees of freedom
can be developed from the Rj. If the regressors are not
orthogonal, the F,'s will determine areas where the
researcher can look for additional information.

Two [1, 21] of the fifteen studies reviewed have
approached the multirollinearity problem through use
of a ridge regression (RR) procedure.

The basis for the RR approach is to minimize the
variance of the estimated coefficients at the expense of
obtaining biased coefficients. The essence of the RR
method is to obtain an alternative to the OLS estimator
of B in Eq. (2) so thai, for some k > 0,

B (RR) = [{XTX) + Id] - ' XT Y (5)

where the " * " indicates the vector of estimated
parameters and trie X in deviation form. When k = 0,
B(RR) is the OLS estimate. As k increases, B(RR) tends
to zero. The criterion for estimating RR parameters is
the minimization of the sum of mean square errors. The
reader is referred to [24] and others for further
exposition on the meaning of k and to a critique of the
RR procedures.*

The generalized RR estimators can be linked to the
Stein-rule estimators through the ' generalized" RR
estimator'.

g* =

where B Q L S is the OLS estimator which includes
shrinkage fractions. Those "fractions" depend on the
eigenvectors of a transformation of X which allows OLS
estimation of the transformed canonical model, GAG.
The eigenvalues of A, a diagonal matrix, provide
information on the variance of Jie OLS estimator. If
the matrix of observations, X, is the nonsingular
correlation matrix, Eq. (6) can be transformed to
canonical form, through X. The ordinary ridge estimate
can be shown to be a function of the OLS estimator and

*3ee the March 1980, issue of the Journal of the American
Statistical Association, Vol. 75, pp. 74-103, for a recent
discussion and rejoin-Jers on ridge regression.

the eigenvalues previously discussed. Given the canoni-
cal form., prior information can be included in the
estimation under the normality assumption, as outlined
by Weisberg [51], who summarized the relationship of
the RR estimator to Bayesian methods.

Outlier observations, which appear to be extraneous
to the data, impact both estimation and statistical
inference. Robust techniques have been developed to
analyze data that are not "well behaved" [see Table 2
Code (G)] . A typical example of a robust technique is
the "jackknife" method where data are sequentially
eliminated to obtain successive estimates of the parame-
ter being sought. The deletion and estimation process
determines the distribution of the parameters for
further analysis.

Alternative robust approaches include pretesting the
model on a portion of the data, then fitting the clean
model to the remaining data, as we have discussed
earlier. Various other methods for analytically identify-
ing outliers exist in the literature [25]. Of the 15
studies reviewed, only four apparently applied robust
estimation techniques.

The dependent and independent variables of the
models used in the research reviewed here are heteroge-
neous, in the sense that air pollution measurements,
census data, meteorological measurements, medical
diagnoses, and other data have different sources, a/e of
different values, and vary considerably with respect to
precision. It can be expected that, given the nonexperi-
mental nature nf the work, an error structure is
associated with both the dependent and the indepen-
dent variables [Table 2, Code (H)] . The magnitude of
the errors affecting the variables depends on the data
used in the estimation. The errors in the independent
variables produce biased parameters; although the direc-
tion of the bias depends on the data [15, 28], only one
of the studies we reviewed specifically and correctly
considered the impact of the variable errors upon the
estimated coefficients [2] .

The consideration of errors in the independent vari-
ables naturally leads to another issue, that of unavail-
able data for specific dependent or independent vari-
ables. In this case, the researcher must utilize proxies.
This approach, known as the instrument variables
approach, is based on choosing variables that have high
correlation with the desired variable; the correlation
ideally being one [Table 2, Code (E)]. Of course, these
proxies ought to be uncorrelated with the error, u.

In epidemiologic work, there is often a need to pool
cross-sectional and time-series data. This is due to the
paucity of information in any one period of time or to
the health impacts of past pollution over an extended
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period of time. The effect of such pooling is that the
stochastic disturbance may be correlated with the
independent variables, thus violating the assumption
that the independent variables are uncorrelated with the
disturbance. A general approach to this problem con-
sists of incorporating the time-series errors with specific
autocorrelation structure, while the errors due to the
cross-sectional component are of constant variance and
are not correlation [26].

Another data-related problem which affects the preci-
sion of the estimates obtained through the OLS method
occurs when the observations belong to distributions
with different variances. When this occurs, the homosce-
dasticity [Table 2, Code (F)] assumption of the OLS
does not hold. To remedy the problem of hetero-
scedasticity, weighted least squares can be used [28].
Glejser [27] has suggested an alternative to weighting
the observations; it consists of estimating the covariance
structure of the disturbances by forming a polynomial
in AT,-:

(7)

where V is the multiplicative error. The error covariance
matrix is obtained by taking the absolute value of each
residual, a linear function of the appropriate indepen-
dent variable, and testing the significance of the
coefficients of the linear function.

Finally, the estimation methods used by those re-
searchers whose work we have reviewed are generally
found to be based on die assumption of normally
distributed error. Of the 15 studies reviewed, only four
discuss the validity of assuming a normally distributed
error. Presumably, the remaining authors appeal to the
robustness of the OLS.

For the sake of brevity, we do not discuss the analysis
of residuals. In general, residuals provide diagnostic and
constructive information that is extremely useful in
empirical work.

Heuristic (and Tentative) Linkages

The framework which consists of Tables 1 and 2 and
F.-;. 1, 2, and 3 is applied to the studies we have
reviewed, with Table 3 providing the link. The points of
statistical contention are those that most researchers
may wish to investigate further. We have subjectively
adopted three descriptors (and limited the number of
points of contention):

il, which indicates that the study implicitly accounts
for the points of contention,

el, which indicates thai the study explicitly accounts
for the points of contention, and

E, which indicates that — on the basis of the material
reviewed - there is the subjective judgment that the
study does not include a poir.t or points of conten-
tion.

Of course, there is variability about each of these three
descriptors; what is implicit or explicit is a matter which
only the authors of the study may ultimately provide.
Nonetheless we have carefully reviewed the studies and
decided on a three-score method. When the authors
developed an application of the point of contention it
was rated el. If there was mention of the point, without
actual application, it was rated il. An omission was
rated E. We reemphasize that this scoring method is
neither complete nor final and is based upon reported
findings.* Other evaluators may have different views
and will develop more accurate representation of the
level of treatment for points of contention. Table 3 is
limited to 8 of the 11 points of contention developed
on Table 2 (i.e., to 8 questions of model and variable
specification, estimation, and hypothesis testing). Our
evaluation suggests that none of the researchers investi-
gated the instrumental variable or the proxy variable
points of contentions; missing observations were also
not considered.

The information contained in Table 3 indicates that
considerably more statistical information could have
been reported in the published papers we have reviewed.
It is that the accuracy and precision of the estimated
parameters of each model must be understood both in
terms of what has been reported and what was not.

What we seek, of course, are the remedies to the
problems that affect the estimation, as developed in
Table 2. Unfortunately, there are no hard and fast rules
for applying the remedies. There is no single or easy
cure for the points of contention we discuss. Moreover,
we do not know when to formally stop the analysis of
points of contention and apply remedies. In some cases,
knowledge of the trade-offs between consistency and
bias will provide some guidance.

We have developed what we coiiiider a prudent frame
of reference for making GLM-based studies of the
correlation between mortality and air-pollution.
Whether the improvements will be marginal or not
depends on future research.

*An early draft of this paper was sent to all authors for
comment; only two chose to respond, and their comments are
reflected in this revision.
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Multiequation Estimation

As multiple equations have only recently been intro-
duced to the mortality air pollution problem, this
section is short and attempts merply to introduce the
subject. The structure of a multie ̂ aation model is

yF + xB = e (8)

where T is a squa.e and inve.tible (to ensure complete-
ness) matrix of the coefficients for the endogenous
variables, B is a matrix of coefficients for the exogenous
variables, x is the vector of exogenous variables, y the
vector of endogenous variables, and e, the disturbances
[34]. This model is readily changed to the "reduced"
form (assuming the correct specification for the model):

y = - (9)

The multiequation table, Table 3, links mathematical
aspects of identifying the equations forming the system
to some of the methods for obtaining estimates of
parameters. Identification consists of ensuring that the
simultaneity that characterizes the equations does not
affect the estimation process in the sense of obtaining
unique estimates for the parameters of the model.
Broadly, completeness and the necessary and sufficient
conditions for identification involve the rank conditions
of F and B and the variance-covariance matrix of the
system of equations.

The estimation of parameters of simultaneous equa-
tions through the OLS yields inconsistent and biased
estimates, since [cov(xu) = 0] does not hold, and the
regressors may not be necessarily predetermined. In
other words, the model contains variables that are at
once predetermined and endogenous.

Only one study [16] has utilized a multiequation
mortality model, with a good discussion of the identifi-
cation problem, using two-stage least squares, 2SLS, for
estimation. In Table 3 we show only some of the items
relevant to multiequation estimation. We recognize that
multiequation estimation is a difficult area, essentially
new in the study of mortality of air pollution. It is also
an area that requires continued analytical and empirical
research. With these concerns in mind, we limit our
discussion to points which may be of interest for future
work. In some instances, the parameters of a system,
quite narrowly defined, can be estimated through the
proxy variable approach in a modification of the OLS.
To the extent that the 2SLS, essentially an iterated
application of the OLS, can be assumed to be con-
sistent, the 2SLS may be an appropriate estimator.
However, since the 2SLS is an equation-by-equation

estimator, its efficiency may be questionable. In this
case, likely candidates are the 3SLS or the Full
Information Maximum Likelihood method. The 3SLS is
based on the generalized least squares approach [34].
The 3SLS method, if the system is overidentified and
the sample is large, utilizes all of the information
relevant to the identification as utilized in the estima-
tion, yielding a more efficient estimator. Of course, if
the model is just identified, the 3SLS will not yield
improved estimators over the 2SLS. If the errors of each
equation forming the system are correlated, an efficient
estimator may be obtained through the estimation of all
equations considered as a larger equation. Of course,
some information about the system's variance-
covariance matrix for the population ought to be
known. Generally, the variance-covariance structure is
calculated from sample information. When this struc-
ture has nonzero covariances, the advantage of forming
a larger system consists of a gain in efficiency. Of
course, unless the system is fully recursive, the OLS
estimators will be inconsistent.*

We feel that, in the studies reviewed, the definition of
implications of small or large samples has not been
developed. Moreover and perhaps more important, the
performance of the estimators for simultaneous equa-
tions, given a small sample, is not generally known.
However:

. . . even if a (Structural Econometric Model) is correctly
specified, various asymptotically justifiable estimates of the
same parameter can assume quite different values [52].

Since little information is available on this issue, the
attention has been directed to the finite sample proper-
ties of the estimators. The case for Bayesian estimators,
in the context of single equation analysis - 2SLS and
3SLS, among other estimators — as well as hypothesis
testing, under finite and large samples is .veil developed
in [49].

The reader is directed to [34] for a cunent review of
estimation for systems of equations - alas, within an
economic framework. A corollary issue is that of the

*In a fully recursive system, the dependent variables are
determined sequentially, given that the errors are independent,
among the equations of the system. If the structure that relates
mortality rates can be assumed tr be recursive, rather than
simultaneous, then the OLS is an appropriate procedure. In
gereral, if the equations can be ordered with respect to specific
conditions, a recursive structure may be posited. For a
discussion of what a recursive system is, see R.H. Strou and
H. O. A. Wold, "Recursive vs Noniecursive Systems," Econu-
metrica 28, April 1960.
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admissibility of asymptotically justified estimates under
various loss functions.

We have not discussed maximum likelihood estima-
tors. An obvious reason for not discussing these
estimators is that the numerical solutions are more
complicated to obtain than the methods discussed here.
These methods are nonetheless important because they
not only provide a bridge between Bayesian estimators
(in a large sample context) but also are asymptotically
justified. If the sample is finite, asymptotic justifica-
tions may turn out to be invalid.

Statistical "Meta-Analysis"

Figure 4 represents z possible avenue to pool the
results from several studies to see whether a "higher"
level of information can be found from literally
hundreds of equations. P. F. Ricci is beginning this
effort now. It consists of aggregating positive and
negative information to quantify the information pro-
vided by the coefficients of the estimated equations
across studies. Some of the likely methods for statistical
aggregation are shown in Fig. 4. The reader is cautioned
to note that we provide only a logic which may serve as
a first cut at "meta-analysis" of published information.

Conclusions

Statistical tools, largely multiple regression .analysis,
were used in the studies reviewed to obtain estimates of
the me tality—air pollution association. It is fair to state
that .' -; research reviewed shows that the multiple
regression method is not always carefully applied. In
general, the studies we have reviewed utilize different
data, covariates, levels of aggregation, and units of
analysis. None of the studies formally introduced the
information provided by toxicolcgical and experimental
studies.

The discussions outlined in the sections of this paper
are not exhaustive. They are meant to guide the reader
to some of the areas of statistical concern and to begin
the dialogue on structuring analysis in the type of
studies we review. Once the issues are clarified, it may
be possible to initiate steps to integrate the results from
studies, as we suggest in Fig. 4.

Finally, we feel that the lack of consistency thus far
evident puts into question the usefulness of the
individual results reported. Certainly, the informational
content of the studies is more uncertain than the results
indicate.

Areas for further research include

1. the review of small sample properties of the GLM
estimators within the context we have established in
this paper,

2. an application of the methodology for statistical
meta-analysis to relevant regression equations found
among the studies,

3. an attempt at including experimental studies within
the context of the GLM, and

4. a fundamental investigation on the validity of air
pollution mortality studies (again, in the context of
the GLM) given such omitted variables as indoor air
pollution, diet, exercise activities, and more accuiate
measures on smoking.

There is a paradox in our work, because we do not
know the marginal improvements from using the meth-
ods we suggest: we add sophistication to a problem
which may, in reality, be moot. If the paradox is true,
adding precision to an inaccurate device is certainly
counterproductive. v 'et, the fact remains that, if deci-
sions are taken on the basis of a device, the device itself
should be well developed. On the basis of this review we
are not entirely sure that reliability has been assured nor
that the device is accurate.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we survey the recent literature on motor gasoline demand models and their
estimates of price and income elasticities. We find tremendous variation in the estimates of
these two quantities and investigate several possible sources of this variation. Using the
sequence of estimates that result from sliding a window through the data, we show that the
period of estimation is the major cause of the variation. Using the sliding windov technique,
we relate the pattern in the estimates of elasticities to patterns in the original d ita, and we
also investigate the usefulness of R2 in evaluating such models as forecasting tool:.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Statement of the Problem

Many models for mornr gasoline demand have been
proposed and estimated (Table 1). Though these models
vary a great deal, they usually contain parameters inter-
pretable as either income elasticity or price elasticity.
These models fit similarly well in almost all cases, yet
the estimated values of those two important parameters
vary a great deal. The estimate of income elasticity
varies from 0.05 to —0.96. These large differences have
tremendous consequences for the usual use of these
kinds of models - that is, for such things as taxation
policy, planning, forecasting, and understanding the
phenomena involved.

The purpose of this paper is to isolate and study some
of the factors that may be causing this tremendous vari-
ability in these two important parameters. We do not
propose another model but rather utilize the form of
existing models to attempt to uncover the sources of
variation. In doing this we do estimate two models
that are similar to ones already found in the literature.
These models represent two large classes of models that
have been proposed, and we believe by focusing our

attention on these two we are able to study the effects
of several factou, for example, quality of the data, on
these large classes.

In the next two subsections, we give a brief summary
of some of the efforts to model motor gasoline demand
and a description of the analytic technique we use in
evaluating the effects of various factors on the models.
In "Analysis of Models and Data," we give the actual
analytic evaluation of our two representative models.
The final section summarizes our conclusion and an-
swers the questions raised earlier.

Previous Attempts to Model Motor
Gasoline Demand

Table 1 gives a list of the motor gasoline models we
reviewed. These models have been divided into two clas-
ses, stock adjustment and flow adjustment. Stock ad-
justment models use some measure of the stock of
vehicles on the road as a predictor of motor gasoline
demand. Some of these (e.g., the Reza and Spiro model
[1]) attempt to incorporate the efficiency of the ve-
hicles. The difficulty with this approach is the poor
quality of data for stocks and efficiencies. The Federal
Highway Administration (FHA) [2] publishes an annual
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Table 1. Survey of some recent models of motor
gasoline demand

Stock Adjustment

Burright & Enns

Ramsey, et a l

Sweeney

Kraft i Rodekohr

Mehta, et a l

Reza & Spiro

Greene

Dahl

Date

7 S

75

78

78

78

79

79

T)

hlasLic.it
Price

- . 2 6 / - . 4

- .65

na

- . 9 6 / . 0 8 ./

- .04

- . 2 1

_ t \

— . 4 4

. e s ,.

Income

-,

1.08

na

' .4/. 75

.87

. 6 0

.36

n. i

Level

states/yrs
national/yrs

national /yrs

national/yrs

regional/yrs

-itate/qts

nat ional/qts

states/yrs

nat ional/vrs

Time
Period

55-70

47-69

57-73

54-72

63-73

b9-76

66-75

37-72

Flow Adjustment

Houthaker, ec al

Dewees, et al

Verlager & Sheehan

Kwast

74

75

76

80

-.075 .3 states/yrs 63-72

.05(ns) .24 prov/yrs 56-72

-.07/-.14 .28/.45 sLate/qts 63-72

-.07 .03 state/vrs 63-77
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number for automobiles, and for trucks and buses.
However, it is difficult to disaggregate these numbers to
quarters or months. There are similar difficulties with
numbers for efficiencies.

The flow adjustment models attempt to include the
change in demand caused by such things as changes in
stock, changes in efficiencies, and changes in driving
behavior. The advantage is that the difficulties with
stock and efficiency data are bypassed and specification
problems involved in modeling such things as driver at-
titude are eliminated. In addition, flow models provide
an explicit representation of both long-term and short-
term elasticity.

Evaluation of Factors on Models

Rather than evaluate each of the models in Table 1
with respect to all factors, we decided to investigate two
models that are a composite of the models in each of
die two classes. Then we studied factors common to
these models. Both of our models were monthly models
and included monthly dummy variables and prices as
predictors. The static model also included a linear trend.
The flow adjustment model included income and the lag
of demand as a predictor. Thus we have

STATIC:

= (month)}' + 0s, (.trend)

FLOW ADJUSTMENT:

logiofi/ = (month)[ + /3^(log, 0Pt) +j52(\oa, 0It)

where
Pt = real price of gasoline in month t,
It = real disposable income (per capita) in month f,
Qt = amount of motor gasoline consumed in month r,
es, e' - stochastic disturbance terms with average

value zero and constant variance.

We are almost in a position to evaluate the effects of the
factor we wish to study on the estimation of elasticities.
However, if we examine Table 1, we can see that thsre
are many differences in the models. They are fit ovei
different time periods, they use different levels of geo-
graphic aggregation, and they use different sources of
data. To fully define the models above, then, we need
to give more detailed description of the data.

These two models use five different data series. All
series used are monthly and cover January 1973
through June 1979, a total of 78 months. These data
are income and a price series, two gasoline consumption
series, and series for consumer price index (CPI) and
population. The series for CPI is used to correct income
and price for inflation. The population series is used to
get per capita disposable income. A detailed description
of each data series follows.

• CPI — This series is published monthly in the Survey
of Current Business by the Department of Com-
merce. The series we used has 1972 as the base year.

• Population — This series is published monthly in the
Survey of Current Business by the Department of
Commerce. The figures are actually calculated at the
Bureau of Census.

• Income - This is the disposable income published
monthly by the Department of Commerce in the Sur-
vey of Current Business [3]. It is total income less
several nondisposable items such as taxes. This series
is total disposable income for the country in present
dollars. It must be divided by CPI and population to
get per capita disposable income in deflated dollars.

• Price - This is the price series published in the
Monthly Energy Review ; IvIER) by the Energy Infor-
mation Administration (EiA). Several price series are
published there, and we used the series for regular
gasoline at full service pumps. These data are a com-
pilation of surveys carried out by the EIA. Division
by CPI gives real prices.

• Gasoline consumption — We used two series of
gasoline consumption in this study and repeated all
of our work on both series. One series was that pub-
lished by FHA. The FHA collects monthly data from
each state on revenue taken for sales tax on motor
gasoline and converts these dollar figures to gallon
figures. This series is published in Highway Statistics.
The second series is that published by EIA in the
Monthly Energy Review as a result of several report
forms collected by EIA, principally form EIA-87.

Having defined the model we can define the factors
we wish to investigate and describe how we will study
them. There are three main areas we wish to investigate.

1. Distribution of data — Sudden and drastic changes in
the estimates of parameters are often the result of
the inclusion in the data set of an outlier [4] , that is,
a point very different from the main body of data.

2. Influential data - Sometimes a point, due to its loca-
tion in the set of values of the predictor variables,
exerts tremendous influence on the estimates of the
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parameters [5] . Removal of such a point can change
the estimate drastically. Therefore, we examine the
models and data sets for such influential points.

3. Variation over time — It is possible that the relation-
ships among the variables in the models are changing
over time. Thus, apparent differences in parameter
estimates could be caused by fitting at different time
periods. Therefore, we study the change in estimated
values over time.

The evaluation of these effects should be able to an-
swer four specific questions:

1. Is contamination (long tailedness) a problem with
these data and models?

2. Are the relationships expressed in the models sta-
tionary over time, or do they change?

3. Does elasticity of demand with respect to price
change depending on the values of either dependent
or independent variables?

4. Do goodness-of-fit measures like R2 give useful in-
formation as to how well these models forecast?

We now proceed to the analysis of the data and
models in an attempt to answer these questions.

ANALYSIS OF MODELS AND DATA

We employ a replication-oriented approacn to our
analysis of the motor gasoline modeling questions posed
above. In investigating each point, we first explore the
MER data, seeking patterns in the particular statistics of
interest. Having observed some patterns, we then see if
the FHA data reveals the same regularities. By such a
method, we believe that our results are less dependent
upon the particular data series analyzed, instead being
representative of a more-pervasive underlying phe-
nomenon. Throughout our presentation, we utilize
graphs to convey the essential points and only elaborate
oa issues that might be overlooked in a cursory exami-
nation of the figures.

We now examine the major series involved in our
study. We use two series for motor gasoline demand:
these appear in log form in Hg. 1. Superimposed upon
the log data are nonlinear smooth trends of the series
[4 ] . These trends reveal regularities that are otherwise
not visually distinct. In particular, the seasonal regu-
larities are especially apparent in the smooth traces. The
traces also facilitate comparison of the series; the large
similarity, especially in the seasonal patterns, is obvious.
The main difference appears to be the higher level of
the FHA series, particularly in the peak summer months
[6] . Examination of the two carriers (Figs. 2 and 3) is
also useful. The points at which the series appear to

undergo changes in direction are necessary in recog-
nizing the significance of later results. In particular,
notice that the two major changes in trend occur in
both series at roughly the same time: late 1974 and
1978.

We now investigate the effects that gross errors [4] in
the data may have upon these models. The guiding no-
tion is that if such errors are responsible for the size of
the coefficient estimates, then there should be a rather
large difference between fits obtained by least squares
and robust methods [7 ] . Figure 4 shows the fit of the
static model to the MER daia determined from both a
least squares Ptting criterion and a biweight criterion
[7] . Note that the only change appears to be a shift in
the level of the fit: the robust fitted values are generally
higher than the corresponding values from the least
squares method. The price elastically increases from

-0.28 (s.d., 0.04) to -0 .24, and the seasonal pattern in
the monthly effects is essentially the same. Thus, dif-
ference in the two fits are not due to different treat-
ment of the seasonal structure, such as systematically
fitting one month differently. To uncover the source of
this shift, an examination of the biweight fitting weights
reveals that the robust fit generally downweighs the
earlier months, whose values are smaller, so that the
entire fit shifts upward. We found no particular changes
in fitting which might be attributed to some point that
was very different from the trend suggested by the re-
mainder of the data. The least squares fit does not ap-
pear to be distorted by any outliers in the usual sense of
such effects [8] . Analysis of FHA data confirms these
results; the pattern on both sets of coefficients is
similar, and the level of the fit increases.

We also performed a similar analysis of the dynamic
model. The coefficients are very similar, and once again
there is the constant shift in the level of the fits (Fig. 5),
which is duplicated in a comparison using the FHA
data. For the MER fit, the elasticity only shifts from
0.04 to 0.02. Thus, our results indicate that outliers are
not a major source of changes rn parameter estimates; in
particular, we find the following:

• The shift in the elasticity coefficient of price due to
alternative estimation is only about one standard er-
ror of the least squares estimate.

• The use of alternative fitting criteria does not affect
the seasonal pattern; only the overall level of the fit is
raised by using a robust criterion.

• The differences in fits may not be attributed to a few
large outliers in the data; the fits differ in a much
more global, subtle fashion. A leverage point analysis
not shown here supports this conclusion [5 ] .
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Fig. 1. Plots of logarithms of motor gasoline consumption and smoothed values: (a) MER
data; (6) FHA data.
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Given that outliers do not appear to be capable of
inducing the range of elasticity estimates found in our
review of the literature, even for the variation within
model types, we now attempt to identify potential
sources of these different estimates. Examination of the
estimates found in the review indicates that the dif-
ference in estimates between models of differing specifi-
cations is much larger than that produced by the alter-
native estimation methods. Apparently, the model form
is far more important to the final elasticity estimate,
but it is not the only source of large variation.

To introduce the remainder of the analysis, consider
the results in Fig. 6, which shows the differences in esti-
mates from the static model when fit to the first four
and last four years of data. Even though the estimation
periods overlap considerably, there is a large change in
the price elasticity, indicating the dependence of the
coefficient estimates upon the estimation period. This
dependence further suggests that the model may not
represent a fixed relationship over time. We now
investigate the evolving character of these two exem-
plary models by using a technique borrowed from time
series analysis and modified to suit our needs.

change in the regression coefficients may be developed
in a manner analogous to that of the Belsley, Kuh, and
Welsch diagnostics [5] ; for example, if J3r consists of the
p regression coefficients only, then

where X is the (w + 1) X p regression design matrix, xf

is the rth row of X, h,- is the /th diagonal element of
X(X?X)-lXT, and ?, is the residual from a fit to all
vv + 1 points. We note that one may also "fine tune"
this procedure, which resembles tapering in time series,
to a particular problem by such modifications as varying
the length of the window or altering the weight struc-
ture used in constructing the window to gain more
smoothness in the $t series. We do not discuss this fur-
ther here.

As an illustration of this technique, consider the num-
bers plotted in Fig. 7. The values in the plot are 79

Jan. Elf July Eff Linear Price E

All years
First 4
Last 4

3.53
3.55
3.36

3.59
3.62
3.42

9.6
9.7
7.7

i 10"4 -0.28
i 10"4 -0.25
i 10'4 -0.49

Fig. 6. Comparison of static model parameters' estimates for
different subsets of the MER data.

We will use a "sliding" data window to isolate time-
dependent factors such as particularly important data
points or periods of changing behavior that lead to the
evolving character of those models. The method works
as follows. We begin by somewhat arbitrarily selecting a
length of time spanning several years that includes
enough points per parameter estimate. We use four
years; this period defines the window length. We ihen
produce a series of parameter estimates by computing
the coefficients sequentially, only estimating using the
data points included by the window at a particular
origin. Thus, we define the series of vector parameter
estimates, say fa, which are estimates of coefficients or
other model features produced by fitting the model
only to the data included in the window with origin t;
that is, all data from time t to t + (w — 1), where w is
the length of the window. Plots of elements of this
vector series then show how particular aspects of the
model change as the period of estimation changes. The
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Fig. 7. Plot of a cubic.
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points generated by the relationsliip y =
x(x —%){x +%). If we apply the window method with
w = 48 and estimate the coefficients a and b of a linear
model y = a + bx, we obtain the 0r series shown in
Fig. 8. The slope series clearly reveals the changing rela-
tionship of v to x over time and closely resembles the
derivative of the function, a quadratic curve. Thus, un-
less y is a time-invariant linear function of the carrier,
the coefficients produced by estimating a linear relation
using this method will vary in a systematic fashion de-
termined by the deviation of the data from such a
model.

When applied to the demand data, the sliding window
reveals some rather dramatic properties of the coeffi-
cient estimate for the dynamic model (Fig. 9). Both sign
and size of the estimate depend upon the inclusion of
the important turning points in the independent vari-
ables described earlier, Figs. 2 and 3. Thus the sliding
window demonstrates that, unlike the effect of the esti-
mation method, the time period of estimation has an
extreme effect upon the coefficient estimates, leading
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Fig. 8. Plot of estimates of intercept and slope vs the location
of the origin of the window.

to a range in coefficient estimates of a degree as large as
that caused by the different specifications of models
surveyed above.

The sliding window also allows one to trace easily the
forecasting performance of these models. The model is
estimated over the windowed period and used to gen-
erate forecasts of the points lying outside the window in
the "future"; however, here the "future" is observable
and the errors of extrapolation easily obtained by com-
paring the projections of the two models. In this way,
we can contrast the ability of each to forecast at any
particular lead time into the future. For example, for a
lead time of three months, the errors of the dynamic
model appear smaller in magnitude than those of the
static model. This effect is especially clear when the
model underestimates the future value, the static being
more in error than the dynamic. Such structure is not so
apparent with the FHA data; heie both models show a
tendency to overestimate by a larger margin with more
fluctuation than they underestimate. Finally, the rec-
ords of both fits show a precipitous systematic decline
in accuracy in the last few forecasts; the lag model ap-
pears to handle this period more effectively than the
static, not overestimating so severely.

To complete our analysis of the time-dependent
nature of these models, we examine the use of R2 mea-
sures for assessing the predictive value of a model.
Though such usage is widely criticized in the literature
[7] , the sliding window clearly demon'trates the weak-
ness in such an application. By plotting the R2 for fits
to the MER data (Fig. 10), we can see that the goodness
of fit for both models rises over much of the data, being
uniformly higher for the static specification. When this
pattern is compared to the forecast record of the
models, it is apparent that the static is not so much
more accurate a forecasting tool as the R2 difference
might suggest. Also, the forecasting quality of the
models does not increase as the trend in the R2 values
might suggest. The decline in R2 at the end of the trend
is indicative of the decline in predictive performance,
though certainly not of the systematic departure from
the model evident in the forecast errors.

SUMMARY

Our conclusion falls into two broad categories; we
begin by responding to the issues posed at the start of
this study, then comment upon the implication for
those who study motor gasoline demand and the factors
influencing this consumption. First, we did not find
outlier problems^-in this data nor other needs to use
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robust fitting criteria; the observed variation in elas-
ticity estimates is of a much larger order than the dif-
ferences between least squares and robust fits. Instead,
the major sources of variation in such estimates appear
to be the period of estimation and the particular specifi-
cation of the model. Finally, we have found the slider
useful in demonstrating the value of R2 -type measures
as indicators of predictive ability; they don't seem very

useful. In regard to the more substantive, issue-oriented
implications of this analysis, we do not consider it a
demonstration that there is no such tiling as a fixed
elasticity^ for motor gasoline demand. Instead, we hope
that our analysis conveys the degree bf sensitivity of
such estimates not only to obvious alterations of the
model specification but also to the more subtle dif-
ferences involving the period of model estimation.
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ABSTRACT

The influence funciiun foi bivaiiate correlation haj been applied by Gnanadesikan [1]
and more recently by Chernick [2] . We propose the use of the influence function matrix for
the autocorrelation function of a time series as a method for detecting outliers in energy
time series data. The method has been effective in detecting errors in data from the Energy
Information Administration's monthly power plant report. The technique also appears to be
applicable tu the safeguards problem of detecting losses of nuclear materials. A summary
statistic, the average square influence function, is proposed for a hypothesis test for outliers.
Asymptotic distribution theory for this summary statistic is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Occasional large errors in energy data can have drastic
effects on estimates of various parameters of interest to
users. In view of the current energy situation, the
federal government has placed emphasis on evaluating
and improving the quality of energy data. In an attempt
to ensure that the data are sufficiently accurate for
important policy decisions, the Department of Energy
formed the Office of Energy Information Validation
(OEIV) in the Energy Information Administration.
OEIV conducts validation studies to determine the
quality of specific data bases and make recommenda-
tions for improvements. Through the use of outlier
detection methods the statistician can play an impor-
tant role in the identification of anomalous data. This
information can be useful in determining problems in
accuracy and interpretation of the data. It should be
emphasized here that in this context the objective is the
detection of possibly erroneous data and not for
imputing values or determining robust estimates which
arc less sensitive to outliers. Whenever possible, follow-

up investigations should be conducted to determine
possible explanations for the outliers.

The influence function defined by Hampel [3] has
been used as a tool in assessing the robustness of an
estimator and also recently in the determination of the
asymptotic variance of an estimator. In the paper by
Devlin et al. [A], the influence function for bivariate
correlation was shown to be a useful tool in the
detection of outliers. Gnanadesikan [1J gives a good
discussion of this approach along with other useful
multivariate outlier detection methods.

Chernick [2] applies the bivariate correlation in-
fluence function to detect outliers in power plant data.
Follow-up investigations indicated that some of the
outliers were caused by errors. These errors were

'Research sponsored by the Energy Information Administra-
tion, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-
eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.

f This author's research for this paper was done while at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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corrected and the corrected data were subsequently
used for comparison in application of other techniques.

For time series data, outliers can seriously affect
estimates of spectra, autocorrelation functions, and
autoregressive parameters. These difficulties can seri-
ously affect various types of time series analyses and
may have implications in the identification phase of the
Box and Jenkins modeling approach [5].

In comparison with the extensive amount of work
done for independent observations, little work has been
done in identification of outliers in time series. A good
survey of the literature on outliers can be found in
Barnett and Lewis [6]. The key paper by Fox [7] is
discussed by Barnett and Lewis, but the only other
paper referenced on outliers in time series is the paper
by Guttman and Tiao [8].

With regard to robust estimation of autoregressive
parameters, much work has recently been done by
Martin [9]. Miller, a discussant of the paper by Martin,
gives an interesting example that illustrates the effect of
outliers in a first-order autoregressive process on the
estimate of the autoregressive parameter and the auto-
correlation function. His example will be discussed later
in this paper.

The problem of robust estimation of spectra has been
treated by Schwarzschild [10] and Kleiner et al. [11].
Chernick et al. [12], motivated by the results for
estimating power spectra and the results on bivariate
correlation, have defined an influence function matrix
for the autocorrelation function. Because outliers can
have undesirable effects on spectral density estimates, it
is the authors' contention that they would also have
undesirable effects on the autocorrelation function.
This appears to be borne out in Miller's example as well
as in our own work.

The influence function matrix can be an effective
method for identifying such outliers which can be
difficult to detect by other methods. In the following
section we define the influence function matrix and
discuss its application. The next section illustrates its
application for the power plant data, for Miller's
example, and a nuclear safeguards problem discussed
previously by Downing et al. [13].

A summary statistic called the average square in-
fluence function is described. This statistic can be used
for a formal hypothesis test for outliers. The asymptotic
theory related to this test is also given along with Monte
Carlo results.

The detection of outliers in a multivariate or time
series setting is more complex than in the univariate
uncorrelated case, as an outlier may not simply be an
extremely large or small observation. In the study of
large data bases, it may be fruitful to focus attention on
the types of outliers which have large influence on
estimators of interest to users. These are the types of
outliers which are of particular concern to OEIV. The
influence function for the estimator provides precisely
the required tool for detecting these types of outliers.

THE INFLUENCE FUNCTION MATRIX

The influence function for an estimate depends on the
parameters we are estimating, the observation vector
whose influence we are measuring, and the distribution
function of that observation vector. The parameter can
be considered as a functional of the distribution
function F and is commonly written T{F). Often the
estimator under consideration can be expressed as
J\Fm) when Fm is the empiric distribution function
[i.e., Fm(y) is the fraction of the m sample vectors x
whose coordinates are all less than or equal to the
coordinates of y ] . The influence function is defined by
the following equation whenever the limit on the
right-hand side exists:

I[F,T(F),x] = lim
0

-T{F)}je . (1)

In Eq. (1), x = (x,, x2, . . . , xm) is the point of
interest in the observation space, e is a positive real
number, and 5x is the distribution function which has
all its probability mass concentrated at the point x. For
many practical applications the influence function will
be well defined.

Let p(k) denote the autocorrelation at lag k for a
stationary sequence. The autocorrelation at lag A: can be
expressed as a functional T(F) as follows:

T(F) =
-fxt dF(xt,«) / xt+k dF(<*>, xt+k)

x* dF{xr.~) - [i.x, - [fxt+k

(2)
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where (xt, x[+k) represents a value for the random
vector (Xt, Xt+k) and F is the cumulative joint
distribution function for (Xt, Xt+k)- P° r a stationary
sequence, E(Xt) = E(Xt+k) and Var(*f) = Var(AT,+t)
for each f and k. Let n denote E(Xt) and o1 denote
Var(Af,). It is convenient to \e\yt = (Xt -ti)la for each
f. The transformation from X: to yt does not affect

therefore

, T(H), (yt,yt+k)]

where H is the distribution for (yt,yt+k)- Since 71(/f) =
p(k), we denote the influence function at (X{, X[+k) by

Define

, T(F),

Lemma 1.

I[H,p{k),{Zt,Zt+k)]=ZtZt+k

-f(fc)/2](Z?+Z?+Jt) ,

where H is any bivariate distribution function with
mean zero, unit variance, and covariance p(k).

This result is based on the result for bivariate
correlation due to Mallows and applied by Devlin et al.
[4]. A derivation in the bivariate correlation case is
given in [2]. We see that we can compute the influence
of any pair of observations k units apart on the estimate
of p{k) based on the formula given in the lemma. When
p{k)> a, and n are not known, estimates can be used in
the formula to estimate the influence function.

An n X m matrix, where n is the number of observa-
tions and m is a fixed number of lags {m should be
taken considerably less than n), has its (j, k) entry given
by I[H, p(k), (yj, yj+k)] • We call this the influence
function matrix. The observation yt influences several
lagged autocorrelation estimates. It appears in the
computation of every element in the rth row and also in
the diagonal elements formed starting in the t — 1 row.
An outlier will often have a very large positive or
negative influence on each estimate of correlation.
Hence if all the elements in the tih row and the above
diagonal are large in absolute value, this will indicate
that Xt is probably an outlier. This "clothes pin"
pattern in the matrix directs one's attention to the
suspect observation. Applications by inspection of the
influence function matrix to detect outliers are given in
the next section.

l*i+k,k,2

It is easy to see that

(3)

(4)

i+k>

and so

For a stationary Gaussian process with n, a, and p(k) all
known, Ujikl and «/+fc,fc,2 are independent standard
normal random variables and so the distribution for
I[H, p(k), (v/, yi+k)] is a constant times a product
standard normal distribution. See Springer [14] or
Gnanadesikan [1] for more information on the product
standard normal distribution. This distribution can be
used to get an idea of what values for the influence
function would be extremely large in the stationary
Gaussian case.

To more clearly see the patterns in the influence
function matrix, we propose choosing a critical value
based on the product standard normal distribution.
Observations exceeding that critical value in absolute
value are designated with a "+" or " - " depending on
whether the observed influence function value is posi-
tive or negative. Other observations are left blank. The
matrix will then appear with patterns of +'s and —'s,
and the clothes pin effect should be evident. While we
do not expect the stationary and Gaussian assumptions
to hold in many applications, we do believe that this
approach will provide a method for revealing outliers in
a wide variety of situations. This was apparently the
case for the power plant data. It is likely that the power
plant data comes from a nonstationary process and
there is no reason to believe that it is normally
distributed.
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APPLICATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE FUNCTION
MATRIX

The Monthly Power Plant Data

The influence function matrix was applied to the
monthly power plant data. For the data base, 36
months of electricity generation and energy consump-
tion data were available for the 25 plants that were
selected. Using other outlier detection methods,
Chemick [2] detected outliers for two of the plants and
subsequent contacts with the respondents led to correc-
tions. In one instance an error in the consumption
figure was shown to have a large influence on spectral
density estimates, estimates of autocorrelation, and
estimates of the correlation between consumption and
generation T151.

Table 1 shows the influence function matrix for this
example. It clearly indicates that observation 23 is an
outlier. Observation 23 was in fact the incorrect
consumption figure. The pattern of significant values is
given in Table 2.

Table 3 shows the influence function matrix after
observation 23 was corrected. Note that observation 23
is no longer suspicious and observations 1 and 7 appear
to be outliers. Because these observations were not
detected by the methods of the previous study, the
authors do not know whether or not the observations
are in error (respondents were contacted at the •m*-? of
the previous study). Table 4 gives the significant .alues.

Miller's Example

In discussing Martin's paper [9] , Miller generates a
series of length 100 from a stationary Gaussian AR(1)
process with p(l) = 0.5. The series is contaminated by
adding normal independent random variables with
variance 100 to five of the observations. The variance
for the uncontaminated series is one, and hence the
innovations have variance 0.75. The outliers were
introduced at observations 10, 37, 49, 75, and 98.
Miller notes that the effect cf the outliers is to make the
sample autocorrelation estimates appear small (i.e., not
significantly different from zero). The uncontaminated
estimates for p(l) and p(2) were 0.527 and 0.194
respectively as compared with values of 0.066 and
-0.065 for the contaminated series.

Miller's example illustrates the dramatic effect a few
outliers can have on estimates of autocorrelation and
autoregression coefficients. It is difficult to distinguish
the contaminated series from white noise. It seemed
clear that the influence function matrix would be an
effective tool for detecting outliers in Miller's example.

Miller's experiment was duplicated using various
points in the time series for the introduction of
contamination. One hundred such examples were gener-
ated. Of the 500 contaminated points, only 374 of the
disturbances were greater than three in absolute value.
This is to be expected since a normal distribution with
mean zero and variance 100 has 23.6% of its probability
mass in the interval [-3, 3 ] . Only those 374 observa-
tions were considered to be outliers.

Table 1. The influence function matrix, unconected consumption data

T/
1

3
*

6

9
13

I
I
21
22
23

ii
3 It
35

-.7CC*7

•Am
.1*752
.192*8

-.6*389
.13369
•0CU92
• 5159*
.1*752

- .0 7952
- .06928

.1921-8

.125*6

*"l67»5
92*818 .192*8

19 - . 0 2100
20 - . 0 1 6 9 *.0169*

.10851
- . •9152
-.7JSSB

.04220

.16220

.1*752

-Am
.125*6

•I 135*9
.192*8
.21780
.167*5
.1*752

.37569

.1**25

-.590 IS
.123 62

"90*
) 1755

.37159

.1882*
-.96202

.13931
- . 3 6 2 5 *

.10619
- . 3 7 0 t 5

.1**25
-.C25C5

.122 60
- . 1 29 58
-.V91C*

.1**26
- . J 5 » 5 l

.•Jill?.l*»2S

.1*1.26

.10619
-.13915

.122 60
-.157*3

.1(82*

.16367

.1882*

-.75597
.16331
.20921

-.53119
.01599
.0 1893

-.53119

- . 0

. S J » J 1

.16043
6391
t>23*

07213
.1*152
.136*5
.£6**3
.02141
.136'* 6
.1*152
.85835

:i,m
.06729
.lo3Jl
1 U U

-.16.196
.1*152
.14*57

.653uJ

.1938V

•JfKS
.C2JC3
.16*63
.53Ct>l
.0336]
.32391
.1*956
.12533
.0L6C2
.16365
.1938V
.12533
.01552
.1C921
.15855
.639C5
.02131

.011293
.17538
.11 = 1.2
.1*855
•193B*
.1*379
.11542
.171C5

m
1*781

• 6
86

319*
25*2
1961
G872

21922
"7019
158*

_*S3»
.12512
•9C527
.I7i"19
.11171.
.12572
.12(12
.*7213

7.*7213
.17019
.059*7

-.13516
.1*781

•Mill

.1*1*2
•.11235
-.9899?

S?Ett
-.11235

• 16Lt3
- . 0 357*

.9 76*6
- .96668

-2.154>9b
.160C3
.06*83

-.0357*
.091,11

'!66
.3752
. ic35b

- . 0 7857
• 1*1<>Z
.13851
.13651
.12259
.U356

- . I

213 -2.37524 -:
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Table 2. The influence function matrix, uncorrected consumption data, pattern of significant values

T / LAG

1
10

6

S
9

10

if
l l »

ii
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
Z<*
25
fr
28
29
30
31
32
33
Zk
35

Table 3 . The influence function matrix, corrected consumption data

T/ LA

1.65pl7
-lolls-

.•6917
-.1635(1
-.15199

.2E729

.1*395
-.16536
-.037*6

.09213

.27570

.1*395
-.02112

1.9213
.185*8
.1*395

"ilili!
.17282
.06917

-.27372

.131.

.1*99

. 0 » 6 J

.13767

. iiL.63

.i7i>76

.otcst

.15133

.13 767

.09315

.380*3

.06*56
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Table 4. The influence function matrix, corrected consumption data, pattern of
significant values

T/ LAG
1

1 -

3
k
5

7
8
9

10
11
12
13

It
1*
is
19
2G
21
22
25
2<*
25
26
28
29
30
IX
32
33
II*
35

e 1C

The influence function matrix was generated in each
case and asterisks were used to indicate influence
function estimates greater than one in absolute value.
The product standard normal distribution has only 21%
of its probability mass outside [-1,1] . An observation
was designated an outlier if three or more of the ten
elements in the row and upper diagonal for that
observation contained asterisks (m was chosen to be 5
for all cases).

Using this rule, 309 out of the 374 outliers were
detected for 82.6% identification. For many of the
undetected outliers a masking effect appeared to be the
cause (i.e., one or several other outliers exerted suffi-
cient influence on the autocorrelations that the removal
of the undetected outliers had little effect on the
autocorrelations). If these other outliers were not
present, the method would detect the outlier that had
been masked.

There were 132 observations that were designated as
outliers but were not contamination points. Many of
these can be expected sirce inherent in any statistical

testing procedure is a nonzero significance level. How-
ever several of these misclassifications can be explained
as double counting of asterisks. In some of the cases a
few outliers were clustered together. It is apparent to
the eye which neighboring observations are outliers.
However, due to the crisscrossing of the asterisks, a
count of three asterisks may be attributed to an
observation that is clearly not an outlier. These asterisks
will also appear in patterns for other observations which
are more clearly seen to be outliers. The number of
misclassifications could be reduced by increasing the
number of asterisks required or by increasing the cutoff
point in the determination of the asterisks. However
such a change would increase the significance level of
the test and hence reduce the percentage of correct
detections.

In most cases the autocorrelation estimates were
significantly reduced as Miller had noted. The position
of the contamination points did not seem to have a
significant effect on the results. When the contamina-
tion was large, it was easy to detect consecutive
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outlying observations and it was also easy to detect
outliers at the beginning and end of the series as well as
at intermediate points.

In general the method appears to be very successful
for this type of contamination

Nuctear Safeguards Problem

In the safeguarding of nuclear materials, inventory
differences are computed at periodic intervals to detect
thefts of materials if they should occur. Various
methods have been applied to accomplish tills including
CUSUM charts and Kalman filters. See [13] for
additional discussion of the problem and methods. A
major drawback of previous methods has been their
inability to detect the theft until several periods after
the theft.

The influence function matrix can be applied in this
problem. The inventory differences foroi a 1-dependent
sequence and a theft at time t would correspond to an
outlying observation at t. The theory of the next
section of this paper is applicable in this case. Our
experience with autoregressive and moving-average pro-
cesses suggests that the influence: function matrix as
applied in Miller's example could probably be effective
for the nuclear materials data. Because the influence
function matrix would probably have large values for
correlations between the observations prior to time t
with the observation at time t, thefts could be detected
just after their occurrence.

THE AVERAGE SQUARE INFLUENCE FUNCTION
FOR OUTLIER TESTS

In this section, we suggest natural summary statistics
which can be used to formally test for outliers. The
asymptotic distribution for these statistics is derived
with certain restrictions on the process. Under these
assumptions, classical extreme value theory can then be
applied to test whether or not the largest of the
sequence of summary statistics is unusually large.

A summary statistic, the average square influence
function, is defined as follows:

Let {Xt }be a strictly stationary stochastic process. Let
yi ~ (Xi - H)lo for / = 1, 2 , . . . , n. When n and JJ are
unknown, replace them with the usual estimates A" and
S.

We then define

Ai+k,k,i

for i: = m t 1, m + 2, . . . , / / - m where m is fixed (we
should take m much smaller than «), and, for each k,
uikil and Ui+k,k,2 are defined in Eqs. (3) and (4). The
autocorrelation at lag k, p(k), is replaced by a sample
estimate in situations where it is unknown. For i < m or
z">« - m + 1, Aj is defined in the same way but only
terms for which both «,,&,! and «i+fc,fc,i are defined are
included in the summation, and 2m is replaced in the
denominator by the appropriate number of terms.

We note that 0 — p2k)ui,k,iui+k,k,2 is the influence
function (or estimated influence function) for p(k) at
the observation vector (X;, Xj+k). If X, is an outlier, we
expect |«/yt,il |M/+Jt,it,2l t 0 be large for most k, and,
hence, we expect A; to be large. It is therefore natural
to consider the distribution of

maxMn =

and ask whether or not Mn is unusually large. In [12],
results for /--dependent processes are proved. These
results can be applied to the 1-dependent nuclear
material inventory process of [13]. When results hold
for the more general stationary ergodic case, they will
be stated in that generality and proofs will be given. We
assume that n, a, and p(k) are known.

Lemma 2. If {Xt }is stationary Gaussian and r-depen-
dent [i.e., Cov(Ar

/, Xl+k)= 0 for all k>r + 1] , then
{At} forms a stationary ^-dependent sequence with
q = m + r + 1 and 2/n is the number of terms averaged in
the computation of the Aj.

Lemma 3. For {Xt } stationary ergodic and Gaussian,
Aj - yj converges almost surely to zero as m, n -*•<*> for
m + 1 < / < n - m.

Proof:

We consider

k=—m

k=-m

Urn

k=-m

t=-m (5)
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Ergodicity implies

£ |p(*)K«

One might prefer an asymptotic distribution for

Mn ~ max Aj

*=--
and, because Xj is Gaussian, E(y*) < °° and the second
and third terms in Eq. (5) tend to zero as m -* <*>. By the
ergodic theorem,

lim r—,„_>=„ 2m
k=—m

with probability one. Since Aj differs from the above
expression by only one term, which tends to zero
almost surely, we have Aj -y? -*• 0 almost surely asm,
n -> 00. Actually the above lemma goes through without
the Gaussian assumption as long as we assume

Theorem 1. Under the conditions of Lemma 3, for
each /', Aj converges in distribution to a chi-square
distribution with one degree of freedom as m -»• °°.

Proof: First we note that Lemma 3 holds for all i as
the argument goes through with 2m replaced by the
appropriate number of terms. By the Gaussian assump-
tion yj has a chi-square distribution with one degree of
freedom and consequently, by Lemma 3, A/ is
asymptotically chi-square with one degree of freedom.

Lemma 3 suggests that when m is reasonably large Aj
is "close" to yj and ST the yf might be good statistics
to test for outliers since the Aj are good statistics.

Theorem 2. Let

n = max yf

Then if {Xt} is stationary Gaussian /--dependent,

P[Zn < an + b,,x] -* exp(-e~Y) as n -* °° ,

where

an=M{x: 1 -F(x)<l/n} ,

bn = [i -Fian)]-1 f°[l -F{y)] dy ,

Jan

F(x)=P\yf<x] .
That is, F is the cumulative distribution function of a
chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom.

The proof is given in [12]. It involves verifying a
condition due to Watson [16].

rather than for the maximum of the yf. We conjecture
that the limit theorem for Zn is the same for Mn; a
rigorous proof would require checking a tail equivalence
condition of Resnick [17].

The asymptotic distribution for Mn may also be the
same as Zn for processes satisfying a mixing condition
such as Leadbetter's D condition [18] and a condition
analogous to Watson's condition. A summary of results
on asymptotic theory for dependent sequences can be
found in Galambos [19].

It is important to check conditions like Watson's
when possible because counter examples have been
given when such conditions fail. For examples, see [20]
and [21]. Counter examples when mixing conditions
fail are given in [12] and [22].

The fact that the asymptotic distribution of Mn

appears to be the same as for Zn [and that distribution
is independent of the p(fc)] indicates that information
about the correlation structure is lost in the use of the
asymptotic distribution. Perhaps better approximations
to the exact distribution of Aj and Mn would help. It
may also suggest that it does not pay to let m get very
large.

In any event the influence function matrix shows
promise for application to a variety of processes even
when the conditions needed in this section do not hold.
The extent of its applicability will be determined
through experience with real data problems.

We have seen that for stationary r-dependent Gaussian
processes P[Zn < an + bnx\ -*• exp(-e~*) as n -> °° for
appropriately chosen an and bn. We conjecture that
P[Mn < an + b,,x] -*• exp(-e~*) also as H - * ° ° . A
simulation was conducted to see whether the conjecture
appeared to be correct and to see how quickly the
distributions converge to their asymptotic distributions.
Observations were generated from a Gaussian first-order
moving average process. Series of length n = 36, 100,
and 1000 were generated. The yj and the Aj were
computed and the Af;, and Zn were computed. The
experiment was replicated 100 times for each n to get a
sample distribution for Mn and Zn. Tables 5 and 6
compare the values of x at which exp(-e~~x)= 0.1,
0.2, . . . , 0.9 with the corresponding values for the
empiric distributions of Zn and Mn appropriately
normalized. The convergence rates for both Mn and Zn

appear to be slow. We increased n to 2000 and 5000 for
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Table 5. Empiric distribution of Zn compared with

cumulative
probability

. 1

. 2

. 3

. 4

. 5

. 6

. 7

. 8

. 9

X

-.834

-.476

-.186

.087

.367

.672

1.031

1.500

2. 250

"1000

-.822

-.540

-.234

-.048

.203

.571

1.047

1.581

1.889

"100

-1 .48

-1 .21

- .681

- . 531

- .321

. 143

.434

.758

I. 334

"36

-1.692

-1.399

-1.217

-1.027

- .785

- .566

- .230

.438

.984

Table 6. Empiric distribution of Mn compared with

cumulative
probability

. 1

. 2

. 3

. 4

. 5

. 6

. 7

. 8

. 9

X

-.834

-.476

- . 186

.087

.367

.672

1.031

1.500

2.250

x5000

-.542

- . 141

. 162

.461

.818

.940

1.353

1.800

2.411

"2000

-.774

-.403

-.203

.271

.511

.783

1.421

1.813

2.426

x1000

-.i.98

-.345

- . 131

. 185

.651

.817

1. 176

I. 682

2.379

x100

-1.901

-1.469

-1.259

- .720

- .386

- .035

. 145

.769

1.345

"36

-2.047

-1.751

-1.576

-1.275

-1.137

- .765

- .529

.079

.791

Mn without much improvement. It appears that most of
the variability for n > 1000 is due to lack of conver-
gence of the empiric distribution. An increase in the
number of replications from 100 to say 10,000 would
probably improve the convergence considerably and
give conclusive results regarding the conjecture.

It appears that the asymptotic distribution does not
give a good approximation for samples of size 100 or
less. It should be pointed out that even in the case of
independent observations the rate of convergence was
observed to be slow by Fisher and Tippett [23]. Rates
of convergence for the independent identically dis-
tributed case are given in [19], pp. 111 —16.

Under the assumption that the stochastic process {Xt}
is stationary and Gaussian with p. and a known, the
exact distribution of A{ can in principle be obtained

from the joint normal distribution of (y,_m>
yi-m + i. • • •» yi>yi+i. • - •. yi+m)- In general it will
depend on p(l), p(2), . . . , p(2m). Consequently, the
exact distribution will differ for various autoregressive
and moving-average processes. Results to date suggest
that the distribution of the A\ is much more sensitive to
the presence of outliers than it is to changes in the p(i),
and so there is hope that a reasonable test can be found
under a general null hypothesis even when the asymp-
totic distributions are not useful.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have seen with the form 4 data and with Miller's
example that estimates of the autocorrelation function
of a time series can be seriously affected by th*
presence of a few outliers. The influence function for
the autocorrelation function can be used to measure the
effect that observations have on the autocorrelation
function and hence observations with unusually high
influence can be designated as outliers. In some cases
follow-up investigations can determine whether or not
these observations were errors and, if they are errors,
hopefully corrections could be made.

Because autocorrelation estimates are important in
many forms of time series analysis, the influence
function matrix should be considered by investigators
prior to analysis. We believe this should particularly be
done prior to the identification phase of the Box-
Jenkins modeling approach.

We have developed some distribution theory for the
influence function matrix and the average square
influence function for stationary Gaussian r-depeiukat
processes. This theory could perhaps be further gener-
alized, and additional simulations for the purposes of
determining significance levels, power of tests, and
comparisons of the method with other outlier detection
techniques should be conducted.

We believe that the method may be applicable to the
nuclear safeguards problem and may find applications
with other time series data.

It has advantages over univariate techniques that
assume independence of the observations. Because the
method picks out observations that affect the autocor-
relation function, it could in principle detect outliers
which would not be detected by univariate methods.

This paper is just a start on the difficult problem of
detecting outliers in time series data, and we expect
better methods to evolve from the current method that
we use. We believe that influence measures will continue
to find use in applications since they are valuable data
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analytic and diagnostic tools. We note the recent to identification and correction of erroneous data, and
emphasis on this approach given by Belsley, Kuh, and sometimes it leads to a better understanding of the
Welsch [24] for regression problems. limitations of the dats iii any case it is important in the

In data validation the influence function approach is validation process as it can aid in improving data quality
of value as a general method for focusing attention on and in the determination of appropriate and inappro-
observations that significantly affect estimates of int. T priate data usage,
est to users of the data. Sometimes this app? rzch leads
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Raster Color Displays—Examples,
Ideas, and Principles*

Daniel B. Carr
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

This paper concerns the use of color for displaying data. The focus is on general uses of
color. More specifically, this presentation deals with using color for (1) aesthetic purposes
and conveying emotion, (2) identifying data and helping to form gestalts, (3) representing
ordered variables, and (4) enhancing three-dimensional views. Some general guidelines and
illustrations are presented as the last three topics ate addressed. Because color is only one of
several important factors in the display of data, this discussion also includes topics related to
color use, such as size reduction and scaling.

AESTHETICS AND EMOTION

The popularity of color TV over black and white TV
attests to the fact that the variety offered by color is
highly valued - at least by TV watchers. For those of us
who have stood in awe before a beautiful sunset or have
marveled at the colors of autumn, no statistical verifica-
tion of the value of color is necessary. What sometimes
escapes our attention is color-feeling synesthesia [1] .
That is, we often experience feelings in conjunction
with specific colors and contexts. Phrases such as feeling
blue, being green with envy, turning beet red, and being
yellow are just a few examples of how the color/feeling
connection has found its way into our language. The use
of color for aesthetic and emotional purposes has not
been overlooked by artists, interior decorators, or the
advertising industry and should not be overlooked by
those presenting data. If a whole map is presented in
shades of green except the county with the highest
cancer rate, which is blood red, certain messages are
conveyed: horror to the naive, anger at the obvious
manipulation to the sophisticated, and perhaps merry
thoughts of Christmas to those who aren't interested in
the subject at hand.

Reactions to color can be tremendously varied. While
many responses to color are based on unique personal
experience, frequently ;:ie responses are subculture spe-

cific. Professional training, for example, can make a dif-
ference. Ecologists can well have heightened sensitivity
to greens, and surgeons can have heightened sensitivities
to certain shades of red. I will not attempt to give rules
for aesthetic or emotionally effective uses of color. The
real place to learn is from the professional users of color
(although their effective use may surpass their conscious
knowledge of rules). For example, cartographers have
been looking at maps for a long time. They have learned
to use colors that are easy to look at. If they have
abstracted the principles and have experiments that
prove their colors are good, so much the better. In any
case, coloring people's views with color is not an area in
which most statisticians are trained.

IDENTIFICATION AND THE FORMATION
OF GESTALTS

In an informative article on effective data display,
Morse [2] says that color allows quick identification of
data points. He references many papers that substan-
tiate this claim. A simple experiment will show that
colors are more rapidly spotted than letters. Now that

*Woik peifoimed for the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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suitable bias has been introduced, look at Fig. 1, which
displays lung tissue length vs air length between tissues
for five groups of rats. Can you find all the C's? How
many are there? Can you see where all the C's are lo-
cated simultaneously? Now consider the color display in
Fig. 2.* Can you find the red points? How many are
there? Can you see them simultaneously as distinct
from the other colored points? It's obvious that shape
discrimination is more difficult than color discrimina-
tion. Consequently color is better for the rapid location
of groups of points and the formation of gestalts (over-
all impressions). Locating groups of points is easiest
when the colors are distinct and have unique names.
Distinct colors provide a powerful method of repre-
senting a nominal variable, and can provide a substantial
enhancement to other display variables such as letters,
letters, when used mnemonically, are better for
identifying group membership.

•Color copies of the figures ate available from the author.

COLORS FOR REPRESENTING ORDERED
VARIABLES

If color is to be effective for representing ordered
variables, the colors need to be well ordered in the mind
of the beholder. However, creating a set of ordered
colors is complicated b> several factors that are well
known in the field of visual perception. Kaufman [3],
for example, presents a fascinating description of visual
perceptual mechanisms. Only a brief account will be
given here.

The cones in the fovea (center portion) of the eye
respond to light of sufficient intensity and proper wave-
length. At least three "types" of cones respond dif-
ferentially to monochromatic light of different wave-
lengths. For simplicity, call these cones red, green, and
blue in rough correspondence to the wavelengths of
their highest sensitivity. Because perceived light results
from the integrated signals of different cone types, we
can perceive nonspectral colors like purple. Because the
sensitivity of the cones is a weighting on the spectrum,
the spectrum provides no necessary color ordering, even

Rg. 1. Letter identification.
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Fig. 2 . Color identification.

for the perceived light that has a spectral equivalent.
Thus, when some people order colors in the spectral
ordering, it is a learned ordering.

A second complication will be called the background
effect. A gray annulus of light (a region bounded by
concentric circles) with a white background appears
much darker than it does with a dark background.
Changing the background can also achieve shading and
tints from the same color. For example, perceived
shades from navy blue to pastel blue can be achieved by
changing the background. Complementary color effects
make matters more complicated. Red-green and blue-
yellow are examples of complementary colors. A red-
saturated background can cause a neutral annulus to
appear green. Thus, a "properly" colored region can be
perceived differently than intended depending on how
neighboring regions are colored.

As suggested earlier, learning strongly influences our
ideas on color ordering*. The blue, green, brown, and
white metaphor that cartographers use for increasing

elevations works well in appropriate contexts. The sub-
sequent discussion focuses on "retinal" color orderings.
A retinal variable is an aspect of a display variable which
the viewer generally uses (consciously or not) to visually
make distinctions. The retinal orderings can fail when
they compete with well-learned color metaphors. Repre-
senting ordered variables with color may be ineffective
and sometimes misinterpreted until the scientific com-
munity adopts and learns an ordering for specific color
sets.

Several variables such as lightness, brightness, lumi-
nance, saturation, and hue are candidates for providing
a retinal color ordering. Attention is restricted here to
the easily understood paths through the red-green-blue
cube sketched in Fig. 3. This graphical device repre-
sentation system for color provides a good coverage of
the colors humans perceive. The coverage is not total
but better than provided by cubes based on other sets
of three colors. Note that high intensity red and green
gives yellow. This may be a surprise to those familiar
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Fig. 3. Red, green, blue color cube.

with pigment mixing and the subtractive model for re-
flected light. The triple, (0,0,0) gives black, and the
highest intensity (15,15,15) gives white. The long diag-
onal through the cube gives a gray scale. Because se-
lected gray levels can be ordered against a constant
background, the long diagonal gives one direction for a
color ordering. A second direction for easy ordering is
orthogonal to the black-white line and is called satura-
tion (or departure from the achromatic). The third re-
maining direction in the cube is the angle from the
black-white line and is called hue. These three new co-
ordinates are the basis for the cone color model.
(Various coordinate systems and the transformations
between them are discussed in [4,5].) For the third
coordinate, hue, Gnanadesikan [6] describes efforts by
Shepard and Carroll [7] to order "hues" using multi-
dimensional scaling. While (in some sense) an ordering
was achieved, the necessity of using the scaling proce-

dure demonstrates the weakness of using hues as a
criterion for ordering.

Two dimensions, black-white and saturation, can go a
long way toward "retinally" ordering colors. If we start
with blue paint and tint with increasing amounts of
white paint, the resulting colors are easily ordered. This
tinting is essentially movement toward white and to-
ward the achromatic. However, such easily ordered
paths and paths such as that from yellow to red through
the oranges are not problem free. First, shades and satu-
ration levels are not easily distinguished. When used as a
continuous variable as in color smears, the background
effect can lead to deception. For "continuous" colors,
Sibert [8] points out that a linear mapping into a color
path frequently leads to almost indistinguishable color
ranges since the eye responds on a log scale in terms of
variables like saturation. A further problem is that most
people don't have names for shades. When we move our
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eyes from a colored region to a reference scale, it's easy
to visually forget the exact shade or saturation. These
problems motivate using other hues and finding longer
paths through the color cube. Two paths with a com-
mon end point can represent a variable that has a con-
ceptual middle. Thus, a scale from bright yellow to dull
gray to bright magenta can Tepresent the magnitude and
the sign of a variable centered at 0. Once an ordered
path is chosen, three color symmetries provide alterna-
tives. For variables without a natural middle, finding an
ordered path with many distinct colors is nontrivial.

Some extensions in the use of ordered colors warrant
a brief com— at. Mapping interval and ratio variables
into a color path poses the issue of interpreting color
differences and ratios. Interpreting color differences and
ratios is not an easy response. Another demanding appli-
cation has been the use of a 4 X 4 color grid to repre-
sent two variables. Fienberg [9] and Wainer and Fran-
colini [10] discuss some of the difficulties in
interpreting two-variable color maps. The difficulties
center around problems in remembering 16 categories
and seeing relationships. Simple two-way scales such as
one with corners black = (low, low), white = (high,
high), bright red = (high, low) and bright blue = (low,
high) have easily remembered corners. The problem
would revolve around remembering and distinguishing
the six shades and tints of red and blue. Thus, while
two-dimension color scales may prove to be mentally
taxing, a final evaluation should be based on a best
effort at choosing a color scale.

Before presenting some examples of ordered color
scales, I want to call out some of the rules of thumb for
creating effective displays that have been discussed and
add a few items to the list.

1. The impact of various retinal dimensions of the dis-
play variable should be considered.

2. For identification, the display variables should be
easy to discriminate and easy to remember.

3. The impact of happenstance display variables on the
one of interest should be considered. In addition to
the background problem, the eye also responds to
the size of the region. Large areas tend to have more
impact. Efforts to control this will be discussed fur-
ther. Another problem for displaying points is that
of overplotting. Depending on the device, uninten-
tional new colors can be created or old points
deleted.

4. Naturally ordered retinal variables should be used in
that order. Using big dots for small values and small
dots for big values is confusing. For ordered colors,
the end of the scale that corresponds to small may

be ambiguous. The selection of background can de-
termine which scale end stands out.

5. The human mind can keep simultaneously in con-
sciousness only 7 ± 2 aggregates of information
[11]. For display variables that do not have a strong
retinal correspondence to the real line (point posi-
tion is a display variable that does), each category
may constitute a whole aggregate. Color categories
do not have a strong correspondence to the real line.
Thus, the number of categories should be small and
adjusted downward if other mental processing is
required.

6. Scales should be visually close.
7. Clutter should be avoided.
8. The correspondence between the display variable

and the actual variable should be well defined.
9. Graphics that provide both overview and detail are

desirable.

Figure 4 illustrates the use of two variables, size re-
duction and color, in a state map. (The political bound-
aries and regional effects are presumed to be of
interest.) The size or area reduction is based on drawing
similar polygons and grew out of attempts to control
the size of the colored region using algorithmic distor-
tion. Algorithmic distortion was abandoned, but those
of you from Texas may have noticed that some license
has been taken, not only in drawing simple boundaries,
but also in shrinking Texas. Beyond achieving easy rec-
ognition, accuracy in political boundaries is generally
superfluous and frequently distracting. Small states such
as Rhode Island still suffer in this map, so further dis-
tortion could help. In Figure 4, the area reduction is
based on the 1960 population density. The relative area
reduction in each state is based on the ratio of the
state's density to the maximum density. Thus in terms
of density, the interpreter needs to think about the area
of the colored region relative to the whole state. The
area colored is directly proportional to the 1960 state
population. Note the closeness of New Jersey and Texas
in area colored. The primary variable of interest is the
change in population from 1960 to 1970. The area re-
duction is based on the denominator of this variable and
the state area. In accordance with guideline 6, the re-
duction reference scales have been drawn in each state.
For some people, these lines aid in seeing the colored
portion projected backwards. For others, the lines seem
to add clutter, as warned against in guideline 7. By
making the lines close to the background in color, the
scale can be unobtrusive but still available for reference.

The color scale has not been made visually close. To
do so would add clutter, especially for very small states.
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Fig. 4. Population change and population density.

The colors are from an arc close to a black-white path.
The colors are reasonably well ordered and distinct.
Reading the map is quite simple, in Nevada, for in-
stance, the fast growth and small population is quickly
noted.

Figure 5 is again a two-variable map. In this instance
size reduction represents the percent of the state popu-
lation over age 65 and color is used to illustrate the
death rate per thousand population. Figure 5 shows
some variations from Fig. 4. First, the size reduction
factor does not involve the area of the state. The reduc-
tion factor is applied to the sides of the similar polygons
and is determined by the scale selection. If the state
falls in the Arth of the five categories, the boundaries
(and vectors from the center to any vertex) are reduced
to kj5 of the original. Thus for interpretation purposes,
the ratio of lines (and not areas) is important in com-
paring the colored region to the whole state. The colors
are the same as in Fig. 4. The correlation between vari-
ables is readily visible. Many western states are reduced

and dark colored, while Missouri, Arkansas, and Florida
are completely filled with off-white.

Scale selection in maps is an important issue. Linear
and log-linear scales are frequently used. Another
practice is to base the scale on standard deviations from
the mean, except for the two end categories. The equal
units make the scale easier to remember. In Fig. 5, the
12.5, 25, 75, and 87.5 quantiles are used as cut points.
This provides more resolution for the tails of the dis-
tributions than the middle and provides a distribution
framework for viewing the map. Special treatment of
outliers should be considered. Transformations on the
data are frequently useful. For example, variables based
on a ratio, such as the percent of males, tend to have
the extreme values when the denominator is small. Thus
a large difference between the number of males and
females in a well-populated region may be obscured.
The transformation to a chi-square variable sign {O —
E)*(O -EfjE where 0 is the observed value and
where E is an expected value helps to balance the im-
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Fig. 5. Death rate and age distribution.

pact of large differences and extreme ratios (see [12]).
Thus, transformations are important for achieving the
desired visual effects.

Seeing the distribution of the variables facilitates
creating and interpreting data displays. Categories can
be defined in various ways, such as by regions in a scat-
ter plot. If the categories are color coded, color-coded
scatter plots (or color-coded histograms for univariate
situations) effectively show the category criterion. A
powerful way to describe a picture is with more pic-
tures. Additional displays can motivate the scales used
and show detail that is lacking in overview displays
(guidelines 8 and 9).

Figure 6 shows the use of the same computer program
to display a correlation matrix. The color scale is a two-
ended scale with the gray to blue path indicating posi-
tive correlation, the pay to red path indicating negative
correlation. The bright blue and red represent values,
significant at the 0.01 level, and the light blue and
orange represent values significant at the 0.05 level. The
size reduction is based on the absolute value of the

correlation and provides further resolution of the color
categories.

One issue in displaying a correlation matrix is the
ordering of the variables. The variables in this display
were connected using a minimal spanning tree based on
the negative absolute value of the correlation. A
"height-directed preorder" traversal of the tree (see
[13]) then provided the ordering. Of course, principal
component loadings and other methods can be used to
order the variables. While choice of cut points can be
argued, the color is effective for marking out regions for
attention.

THE ENHANCEMENT AND ACHIEVING OF
THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIEWS

A variety of color techniques enhance or achieve
three-dimensional views. First, consider the use of color
with size reduction. When viewing objects at a distance,
factors other than size reduction provide visual clues to
depth. These include loss of focus and color shifts to-
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Fig. 6. Correlations of waste glass properties.

wards grayer, duller, or "cooler" colors. Figure 7 is an
attempt to enhance size reduction with colors going
from full-intensity yellow to gray. The enhancement is
not particularly striking. While other colors may work
better, point size seems far more important than color.

A second method of creating three-dimensional views
for objects is the use of highlighting, hidden lines, and
transiucence. These have some potential for data
analysis.

Stereo pairs provide the most powerful use of color in
creating three-dimensional displays. Perceived depth due
to each eye seeing a slightly different image is called
stereopsis (see [3,14] for more complete discussions).
Different methods can be used to provide different
images to the separate eyes. In Dickerson and Geis
[15], two nonoverlapping pictures of molecules are
presented. With proper defocusing of the eyes, a three-
dimensional view leaps out. Mirrors are sometimes used
for separating the eye images. You may remember 3-D
color movies where polarized lenses allowed the eyes to
pick out different views of the picture. On raster de-

vices, color provides the different views. Figures 8 and 9
have two pictures, one in red and one in green. The
pictures are based on a 5° angle between the two eyes
and the focal point. Looking at the pictures through red
and green lenses lets each eye see a separate picture. A
three-dimensional image results. Figures 8 and 9 have 50
points, each coordinate of which is a uniformly gen-
erated random number between 2 and 8. Figure 8 was
created to address the question, can we see depth Z
when there is not a lot of X and Y structure in the data.
The answer is yes. However, the viewer can have diffi-
culty in achieving the 3-D view and in deciding how to
traverse the data points in examination of the data.
Figure 9 shows the same data points connected by a
minimal spanning tree. The tree helps the 3-D percep-
tion and the eye easily follows the path. With a large
number of points, the tree is not so helpful. The data
analysis possibilities of displays like this are exciting. We
can look at residuals from regression with two inde-
pendent variables. We can plot residuals, X values, and
influence. We can look at three-dimensional representa-
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Fig. 7. Color enhancement of size reduction.

tions of high-dimensional data, using principal compo-
nents Oi algorithms similar to the planning algorithms of
Friedman and Rafsky [16].

This data presentation technique raises several ques-
tions. How many data points can be seen? Can values be
read off the scales? These areas need to be explored to
further define the limits and possibilities of three-
dimensional displays based on colored stereo pairs.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses the use of color to display data.
The focus has been on the use of color and few com-
parisons have been made with alternative methods for
accomplishing the same task. The main points are as
follow: (1) the emotive aspects of colorful displays can
be used to help communicate ideas; (2) color facilitates

the rapid identification of groups and the forming of
gestalts; (3) colors can represent ordered variables but
obtaining obviously ordered, easily distinguishable, and
correctly interpreted colors is nontrivjal; (4) size reduc-
tion is a good display technique to use in conjunction
with colors for map representation of concomitant vari-
ables; and (5) using color in the form of stereo pairs
provides three-dimensional views of data.

Many who do not have the equipment, time, or inter-
est focus on the weaknesses of color and on the imme-
diately available ways of doing almost the same thing.
The arguments are frequently sound. However, color
equipment is just becoming available to practicing stat-
isticians. We are only beginning to see the results from
statisticians turning their attention to this new tool. In
time, I ;•.. lieve the strengths of color will be routinely
used to help understand data.
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Kg. 8. Fifty random stereo pairs.

Fig. 9. A minimal spanning tree.
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ABSTRACT

A methodology has been developed for analyzing relationships among variables in n-
dimensional systems that are typified Ly large sample sizes. The methodology includes
graphical cinematography techniques in combination with appropriate variables to allow a
visual comparison of relationships that are either linear or nonlinear in character. Four
variables - carbon monoxide, day of month, hour of day, and level within gasifier — were
selected to illustrate the methodology. The variables are part of a study involving process
monitoring of the University of Minnesota-Duluth coal gasification facility. The results
show patterns that may be overlooked by manual inspection or may be smoothed by
statistical techniques. This methodology is useful in observing episodic patterns as well as
trend patterns.

INTRODUCTION

Graphical display is a tool for visualizing data patterns
through quantification of dimensions or parameters that
may not be observable by tabular methods. In a recent
article, Engel [1] discussed the use of computer graph-
ics for illustrating the fourth dimension to aid mathe-
maticians as well as laymen to visualize objects and pat-
terns that are illusive without computer technology.
While his comments are directed toward mathematical
treatments, the concept of visual data analysis through
computer graphics is quite appropriate. Current research
in the Environmental Sciences Division at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) uses computer graphics in
data analysis evaluation. This paper encourages the use
of computer graphics to display data where the evalua-
tion of greater than two dimensions or parameters is
being iteratively performed. The specific example pre-
sented is the three-dimensional plotting of carbon
monoxide (CO) concentrations in a coal gasification
facility vs hour-of-day and location, with sequential
plotting of each day for an extended time period. This
example uses cinematography to rapidly illustrate

changes in the parameters being plotted. In addition,
specific statistical parameters such as the coefficient of
variation are used to identify potential patterns of spe-
cial interest. By emphasizing the speed and ease by
which cinematographies can be implemented, re-
searchers may find computer graphics useful in their
work. Finally, a critical need to identify, analyze, and
evaluate complex relations within data sets is satisfied
using the tools presented here.

METHODS

In this paper, dimension refers to the parameter space
along each plot axis and represents a single variable in
the sample data. The dimensions chosen for display de-

*Rr search sponsored by the Office of Health and Environ-
mental Research and Office of Environmental Compliance and
Overview, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract
W-740S-eng-26 with Union Carbide Corporation.

f Publication No. 1676, Environmental Sciences Division, Oak
Riuge National Laboratory.
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pend on (1) the investigator's a priori knowledge of
potentially related parameters and (2) his training and
background which lead to the formulation of the prob-
lem to be graphed. Certainly from an ecologist's view-
point, it makes more sense to relate dimensions such as
plant biomass, soil type, and rainfall than it would to a
soil geographer who might relate soil type, slope, and
rainfall. Thus, the viewpoint of the investigator is used
in formulating the dimensions to be graphed.

For example, the specific problem presented here
deals with viewing CO concentrations at five vertical
locations over a 24-h period in a coal gasification fa-
cility. The facility is located at the University of Min-
nesota—Duluth campus and is being studied, with par-
tial funding by the Department of Energy, by ORNL
for its potential health and environmental effects [2].
At each vertical location, a concentration value was re-
corded at approximately 5-min intervals via a mini-
computer located at the gasifier facility. Carbon mon-
oxide was selected from one of many complex
parameters being monitored at the facility. Hourly
average concentrations were plotted for each location
over a 24-h period on a single plot. Thirty days were
plotted in order to view the CO concentrations over the
February-March 1980 operational period.

The maximum CO concentration for each hour was
calculated and placed in a computer file along with the
mean hourly concentration, monitoring location (level),
and hour of the day. The maximum CO concentration
was used to automatically initiate a rotation of the
three-dimensional plot through 360 deg. The computer
program compared the maximum CO concentration in
the data file with a threshold value. If the concentration
exceeded the threshold, rotation occurred. This check-
ing process was repeated for each of the days in the data
file. If no rotation was performed, only a single view of
each day was plotted.

Data were tabulated and summarized statistically
using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) [3]. Follow-
ing inspection, the data were graphed three dimension-
ally using the DISSPLA software [4]. Through the col-
laborative efforts of the Computer Sciences Division of
Union Carbide's Nuclear Division with ISSCO, sub-
routines were developed to communicate with an FR80
(Information International Precision Graphics Recorder
model FR80 and film processor) device, which produces
sprocketed film from magnetic disk or tape input. These
subroutines control the initialization of the FR80 de-
vice by the command CALL FR80 ('S16M') to establish
the sprocketed film speed and type and by the com-
mand (CALL FR8SEC('REPE',«)) to establish the

repetition of a plot frame to allow an image to appear
the same over a period of time. The argument 'n' in
CALL FR8SET instructs the FR80 device to duplicate
the plot n times. Thus, depending upon film speed, the
plot would appear to change only after n frames had
passed. For example, if the film speed were 16 frames
per second (ca 16 mm) and n were 16, then the viewer
would see the identical plot for a period of 1 s. For each
of the above problems the plotting call sequence would
appear as follows:

CALLFR80('S16M')
Other plotting initialization calls

CALL FR8SET ('REPE', 16)
Calls for data plotting

CALL FR8SET('REPE\ 0)

The final call to FR8SET with n ~ 0 is used to signal the
end of a repeated frame.

For a more detailed description of the plotting lan-
guage used, the recorder is referred to manuals available
for purchase from ISSCO [4] that describe the graphics
syntax and capabilities. Additional information on tech-
nical aspects of time-lapse graphics is available in a
document by Munro [5].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Examples of the three-dimensional plots of CO con-
centrations are given in Figs. 1 and 2, where Fig. 2
represents the data upon which rotation was automati-
cally performed. The interrogation of these data-using
tabular methods was performed, and it was noted that
the pattern of increasing concentrations in the gasifier
with increasing height or monitoring level was not
readily apparent until the cinematography techniques
were used. There was such a large volume of data to
interpret that remembering values from one table to the
next proved impossible. By placing the different pro-
jections on film, in 3 to 4 min the entire data set cculu
be viewed. With stop action of the projector, a particu-
lar day could be held even longer. Another dimension
could be added to this graphical technique which would
allow certain values to be accentuated. Color could be
used to indicate those concentrations that exceeded the
threshold values.

From our experience with the CO example as well as
several other applications, three-dimensional graphics
was a significant factor in reducing the time spent in
analyzing raw data for patterns. In addition, certain pat-
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Fig. 1. Carbon monoxide concentrations at five vertical locations over a 24-h period for February 3,1980, at
the University of Minnesota-Duluth gasifier facility (maximum CO = 90.3 ppm).

terns may have gone unnoticed had cinematography
techniques not been used to rapidly rotate the data. The
application of cinematography techniques is useful in
areas where large amounts of data or complex relation-
ships may exist. Cinematography allows the researchers
to view the raw data as opposed to some transformed
vectors that might be used in a discriminant function or
principal component analysis.

Automatic rotation of data may be a valuable proce-
dure in detecting outliers. A suitable algorithm can be
incorporated in the computer program to evaluate and

color graph probable outliers. In the study of the
Duluth gasifier facility, the maximum CO concentration
was used as a criterion for rotation because of the
threshold limit values of CO set by occupational safety
and health standards. Statistics developed from response
surface methodologies may be calculated and inspected
for automatic rotation in instances where variability is
to be used as an indicator of quality in the data.

For the purposes of pattern recognition in n dimen-
sions, we feel cinematography has merits and should be
emphasized where complex patterns and large volumes
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Fjg. 2. Carbon monoxide concentrations at five vertical locations over a 24-h period for February 4,1980, at
the University of Minnesota-Duluth gasifier facility (maximum CO = 172 ppm).

of data occur. Certainly, it is infeasible if graphical com-
puter hardware is not available to initiate such analyses.
However, where budgets will allow for acquisition of
appropriate hardware, these techniques should be con-
sidered.
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Panelists for this summary were Dan Carr, Mike Farrell, and Ron Lohrding. This summary covers the workshop
session and comments about the talks on Color Displays of Data - Examples, Principles, and Ideas and
n-Dimensional Pattern Recognition in Environmental Systems. It also includes some of the panelists' opinions and

insights.

ACCESS TO GRAPHICS TOOLS

The graphics workshop participants expressed a high interest in using color and motion to display data. However,
many of them did not have access to color equipment, and only a few had access to equipment for producing
movies. Because the equipment is expensive, computer networks were discussed as a possible way to gain access to
the equipment. It was decided that the awkwardness of getting the results was a major detriment. The limited
availability of graphical software was also a common problem. The merits of locally developed software with limited
documentation and commercially developed software were discussed. Several people recommended using
commercially available software, and others said they would use whatever they could get. The aiscussion
demonstrated that workshop members were eager to explore a variety of graphical techniques. However, most
members preferred not to discuss guidelines for making effective displays until they had first-hand experience.

USES OF COLOR AND EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

Many comments were made about the talk on color displays. A recurrent question was "Is color useful for
exploratory data- analysis?" The following table presents the author's opinion in terms of the general uses of color
cited in the talk.

Coloi Uses in Graphic Displays

Uses of color

Aesthetic and emotive purposes
Representing a categorical variable
Representing an ordered variable
Providing 3-D views
Representing bivariate values

Exploratory
data analysis

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

9

Effective
presentations

Yes
Yes
Yes?
Yes?

Exploratory analysis usually provides the basis for deciding what items are of interest. The use of color for
aesthetic and emotive purposes presupposes that the items of interest are known. Thus, color is not useful as an
exploratory tool in this context. However, once the items of interest are determined, color is very effective for
obtaining audience interest and calling attention to specific items.

Color can be used effectively to represent categorical data in exploratory analysis. For example, colored points
on transparencies can be used to make overlays of scatter plots. Color has some merits over other display variables in
this setting.

Representing an ordered variable with color is more difficult. The analyst needs to learn to use his favorite set of
colors. Once learned, the colors can be moderately effective when representing an ordered variable. Other display
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variables may be more effective, but color can serve the purpose. A major problem with using color to represent an
ordered variable is finding colors that work instantly for a larger audience. Thus color can be a stronger tool for
exploration than for general communication.

In using color to achieve three-dimensional views, analysts have the opportunity to practice with stereo-pairs
displays and to make modifications to suit their own visual preferences. Whether the 3-D effect is provided by stereo
pairs or by motion, being able to see in 3-D is a tremendous aid in exploratory analysis. The primary difficulty is
again with audiences who must be supplied with lenses. Even then, not everyone will be able to see depth easily.

Using color to represent bivariate values has been subject to considerable criticism. However, a careful choice of
color may make tills technique a reasonable tool for the exploratory analyst. It's too soon to make an evaluation in
this area.

STATE MAPS

One recurrent question was raised about the state map examples: "Why bother with the map at all? Why not
create a scatter plot with the two variables and designate the points with two letters to represent the states?" Both
the scatter plots and the map are of value. In the scatter plot, it may take a while to locate a favorite state but the
bivariate values can be read easily and the scatter observed. On a map, states are located rapidly, but the values are
determined less accurately and the bivariate scatter may be obscure. The advantage of the state maps (besides being
pleasing to the eye of the nonanalyst) is that regional patterns can be detected. We store lots of information about
states and geographic regions in our minds that can be recalled when patterns on a map appear.

Several people noted the problem of responding to the vastly different region sizes. Small states like Rhode
Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey were understated both in size reduction and color. As a partial solution to this
problem, certain portions of the map can be set aside and expanded. Map distortion can also help. The problem is
not specific to the display variables — color and size reduction. In general, each map of political boundaries may
require thought and effort to improve the map for presentation purposes. Commonly used maps can be carefully
reworked to reduce the problem of displaying small regions.

OVERVIEW

Both talks dealt with problems in displaying multidimensional data. Computer generated movies are very useful
in displaying a third dimension by motion and are useful in displaying time-dependent data. Color also provides a
way of displaying more dimensions. Multiple displays that show limited dimensions make it difficult to visualize
multiple dimensionality. However, single displays that show the multiple dimensionality can be so complex that they
are confusing or difficult to understand. Some guidelines are emerging for making effective displays that involve
more than two dimensions, but more work remains to be done in this area.





Workshop II
Reliability Problems in Power Generation Systems

FORMAT

A discussion paper was prepared by those in charge of the workshop. Draft copies of the paper were submitted to

specialists in the field, whose brief responses were appended to the discussion paper and distributed to symposium

participants. Following is the discussion paper along with reproductions of the responses and a brief summary of

comments from the workshop itself.

PARTICIPANTS

Discussion paper: Maurice C. Bryson (ed.), (Catherine Campbell, Mark E. Johnson, Harry F. Martz, Dale M. Ras-

muson, and Ray A. Waller

Workshop directors: Harry F. Martz and Ray A. Waller

Workshop discussants: Dale M. Rasmuson and V. R. R. Tjppuluri

Summary: Maurice C. Bryson
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PREFACE

Within the past IS years, a number of widely publicized incidents have called attention
to the problems of reliability, safety, and dependability of power generation systems, among
them

• the 1965 East Coast power blackout,
• the 1969 and subsequent major oil spills,
• the 1974 supply interruptions due to the oil embargo, and
• the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island.

These and other incidents have prompted increasing public pressure for additional safety
guarantees in power systems. Unfortunately, it has rarely been the case that quantitative
studies of safety and reliability have been available to facilitate accurate cost-risk tradeoffs
(see Okrent, 1980; Starr and Whipple, 1980). As a result, the tendency has been to demand
guarantees of zero risk, an attitude which both augments and is augmented by the slow-
growth ethic that has become familiar through the 1970s. It is the suggestion of this
workshop and discussion paper that, regardless of the merits of different political positions
on these issues, it is essential to have a more precise understanding of the factors that are
involved: specifically, that mathematical/statistical tools be developed and made available to
potential users to quantify the magnitude of the risks inherent in using or failing to w.
competing technologies.

Several problems in reliability are, although not unique to power supply applications, at
least characteristic of such applications. This paper is intended to supply the basis for
discussion of those problems. It is neither a research report nor a state-of-the-art review but
rather a brief abstract of work identified by the several preparers as being especially relevant
to the problems. Although it is not really possible to separate reliability issues from the
associated issues of risk comparisons, loss functions, etc., the primary emphasis here is on
problems concerning the frequency of failures as opposed to the consequences of those
failures.
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In view of the broad range of topics considered here, it should be clear that we are
making no claims of exhaustive coverage of any of them. In order to incorporate some
detailed and up-to-date comments on individual topics, the discussion paper was submitted
to about 15 specialists who had expiessed interest in one or mote topics and had partici-
pated in applicable research. Their responses, appended to the discussion paper, were in-
corporated into the workshop discussions.

ESTIMATION OF VERY LOW
FAILURE PROBABILITIES

A fundamental problem in power systems reliability is
that, to achieve desired system reliability levels, compo-
nent reliabilities must be very close to "one." This
means that in most testing programs there will be no
failures observed, presenting obvious problems in relia-
bility estimation.

A first step may be to abandon the goal of estimation
in the two-sided confidence interval sense and settle for
a lower bound on reliability. Here a convenient rule is
the following: if no failures are observed in n tests, then
(using the Poisson approximation to the binomial dis-
tribution) it is 95% certain that the reliability exceeds
1 - 3/«. If no more than one failure is observed, the
lower bound becomes 1 — 4.75/n, and for no more than
two failures, 1 - 6 . 3 0 / H . *

It is clear that very high reliability ("five nines" or
more) can be verified only with hundreds of thousands
of measurements. Meeker and Hahn (1977) used this
kind of argument to point out the necessity of devel-
oping suitable accelerated-testing models — a topic ad-
dressed later in this paper.

Certain estimation problems, such as those associated
with loss-of-load probabilities in electrical power supply
systems, involve the estimation of peak system loads
that might be anticipated. Because normal experience
involves loads well below these worst-case situations, it
is necessary to make distributional assumptions con-
cerning the loads. Bryson (1974) provides examples of
heavy-tailed distribution percentiles to show how er-
roneous assumptions concerning the distribution tails
can easily result in underestimating the exceedance
probabilities by several orders of magnitude. The situa-
tion is alleviated considerably if assumptions can be
made concerning the form of the tail behavior. Barlow
and Proschan (1975) provide several useful formulas
that provide sharp upper and/or lower bounds on

"The interpretation of these bounds depends not only on
the data but on one's view of what probability means. For two
views on how one might draw conclusions from the nonoccur-
rence of failures, see the responses by Barlow and Easterling;
also, see Evans' and Apostolakis' comments on interpretations
of very low probabilities.

exceedance probabilities in terms of known moments or
percentiles, provided assumptions can be made about
the form of the distribution (e.g., monotone increasing
or decreasing failure rates).

In analyzing data relating to low-probability events,
the considerable body of theory developed in connec-
tion with point processes may be helpful. The super-
position of point processes — as would be observed, for
example, in the form of shutdowns of a power system
from a variety of different causes - is discussed at
length by Cinlar (pp. 549-606 in Lewis, 1972). The
rare-failure case is especially interesting in that the
superposition of such failure processes can under fairly
general conditions be treated as a Poisson process.

Often it may not be necessary to estimate rare-failure
probabilities per se so much as to determine their ef-
fects on system reliability. Again, Barlow and Proschan
(1975) provide useful bounds on system reliability,
although in general their approach demands at least
some knowledge of component reliabilities. In similar
fashion Singh (1977) puts bounds on repairable system
failure rates by applying forms analogous to Bonfenoni
inequalities to minimal cut sets; many other researchers
have developed results along similar lines. While these
approaches are limited by the limited knowledge that
may be expected of component reliabilities, they may
prove useful in identifying reliability levels that are
necessary to meet system specifications, and if nothing
else might provide negative verification by showing that
system bounds are not being met.

Interactions among various factors affecting reliability
may be studied by the use of suitable models. Peritz and
Ray (1978) apply the popular partial-likelihood model
of O. R. Cox (1972) to problems involving rare failures:
specifically, to situations where the effects of one sys-
tem covariate are to be estimated, and there are only a
few failures observed for each combination of other
covariate categories.

Discussion relevant to the low-failure-rate problem
may be found in the response by Filstein and Goldstein.
Specifically, it is noted that maximum-likelihood esti-
mation gives rise to highly misleading failure rate esti-
mates, which can be alleviated by using a mean likeli-
hood approach (evidently equivalent to a Bayesian
procedure with uniform prior).
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COMPLEX-SYSTEM RELIABILITY
METHODOLOGIES

A common characteristic of most power generation
system reliability problems is their involvement with
highly complex systems on interrelated networks. The
performance characteristics of such systems are quanti-
fied by figures of merit such as risk, reliability, or avail-
ability. It is the task of the systems modeler to ô  tain
such quantification by reducing a description of a physi-
cal entity to a mathematical representation suitable for
calculation of the appropriate probabilities. Inevitably,
simplifying assumptions are made in that reduction.
They may represent only a necessary compromise for
the sake of mathematical solvability, or may represent
actual misunderstandings or omissions on the part of
the model developer.

In reducing physical models to mathematical ones,
theoreticians must be wary of confusing physical con-
nections between elements with functional relation-
ships. A system diagram shows the physical assembly
pattern, while a logic diagram shows the relationships
between functions. For example, two valves may be
physically connected in series, with the output of one
serving as the input to the other. But the corresponding
functional connection may be either a series or a par-
allel one, depending on whether the failure mode being
considered is accidental closing or accidental opening.

In addition to straightforward reliability block dia-
grams, commonly used reduction techniques include
fault tree analysis (see, for example, Barlow and
Lambert, pp. 7-36 of Barlow, Fussell, and Singpur-
walla, 1975) and GO Charts (Gately, Stoddard, and
Williams, 1968). This section is not concerned with the
strengths and weaknesses of these different methods,
inasmuch as the criticisms applicable to one are fre-
quently applicable in like measure to the others.

Common to any method of mathematical representa-
tion, for example, is the question of how much detail
should be incorporated. The term "limit of resolution"
is often used to indicate the smallest detail of system
operation that is incorporated into the model. While the
model may in a sense be regarded as a more accurate
description of reality to the extent that the limit of
resolution is made smaller, it is also true that the quality
of data is usually reduced at the lower levels of resolu-
tion. Generally the model should be developed only up
to the point "/here one is confident of data quality.
Among data-quality questions that nvist be addressed
are those relating to the exact nature of the failure —
for example, a single element failure vs a common cause
failure which may affect other elements as well, and
complete identification of causes — Tor example, un-

explained hardware failures vs failures attributable to
human errors such as improper use or faulty mainte-
nance.

Reliability estimates may be either point or interval
estimates. While the latter are obviously subject to more
skepticism, especially when scarcity of data makes esti-
mates of variance highly unreliable, even point sstimates
may be criticized. Techniques for both were among the
criticisms of the WASH-1400 report (USNRC, 1975).
For specific comments concerning estimation method-
ology problems, see Easterling (1978) and Lewis
(1980). A particular area where new analytical ap-
proaches may be needed is in the generation of system-
reliability interval estimates from the corresponding
interval estimates for components.

A useful concept in systems reliability work is that of
component "importance," that is, the relation between
failure of the component and increased failure proba-
bility of the system. Lambert (pp. 77-100 in Barlow,
Fussell, and Singpurwalla, 1975) reviews measures of
importance. Other quantitative techniques that appear
to warrant more development include phased mission
analysis (Esary and Zheims, pp. 213—36 in Barlow, Fus-
sell, and Singpurwalla, 1975), repair models, and non-
coherent systems analysis.

In systems reliability work, the very complexity of
the quantitative problems can easily make the re-
searcher lose sight of qualitative factors and their im-
portance. Often, qualitative study of a fault tree or
reliability block diagram can reveal useful information
not determinable from a totally quantitative approach.
Rasmuson et al. (1979) illustrate how a systematic ap-
proach may be taken toward qualitative analysis of
common cause failure data. The uses of such data in a
particular application are found in Rasmuson (1980).

In all these areas, the essential goal of the systems
modeler must be to strike a balance between accurate
(detailed) modeling and modeling of sufficient sim-
plicity to assure the accurate estimability of the param-
eters. A model can be "perfect" in the sense of pro-
viding a detailed representation of physical reality and
yet be worthless because of the unavailability of
credible data at that level of detail.

DEPENDENCE IN FAILURE MODES

In determining system reliability, it is clearly impor-
tant to have some knowledge of the dependence struc-
ture among component or subsystem lifetimes.
Although there may be ways to get bounds on system
reliability without knowing the precise form of de-
pendence (see references of first section), usually a
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worthwhile analysis must account for at least the
strongest cases of dependence.

By far the most attention in this area has been given
to the problem of common cause failure (CCF) or com-
mon mode failure (CMF). Terminology is not fully con-
sistent, but generally researchers use CCF to denote any
simultaneous failure of components resulting from some
secondary event, while CMF denotes the more special
case of simultaneous failure of redundant components
in the same manner (Fussell and Burdick. 1977). East-
erling (1978) distinguishes among three types of CCF:
failure of one component which causes accelerated fail-
ure of a second; failure of two components simulta-
neously as a result of a third element; and failure of two
or more components simultaneously because of a com-
mon environmental situation. His report approaches the
subject from the point of view of discrete-event proba-
bility calculations, with conditional probabilities (condi-
tional on common causal events or environments) used
to determine marginal failure probabilities. Vesely (pp.
314-41 of Fussell and Burdick, 1977), describes CCF
events by using two special cases of the Marshall-Olkin
multivariate exponential distribution, both concerned
with the renewal process consisting of repeated system
failures. Both also involve the assumption of identical
failure distributions for the various components (ap-
parently restricting the model to the CMF case, in the
earlier-established terminology). The first case assumes
that the system failure rate is independent of the num-
ber of failed components, while the second makes it
proportional to the number of (independently affected)
components which fail under the impact of a nonfatal
common cause. The latter (which includes the former as
a special case) is used by Atwood (1980) and applied
(see Atwood, "Common Cause Failure Rates for Pumps
in Nuclear Reactors," this document) as a model for
nuclear reactor pump failures.

CCF analyses have utilized the Marshall-Olkin (1967)
distribution extensively. The unique feature of this dis-
tribution is its possession of nonindependent exponen-
tial marginals while preserving a form of the non-
memory property familiar in the univariate exponential.
The Marshall-Olkin distribution is derivable by assuming
two or more components which can fail either inde-
pendently, or simultaneously as a result of a "fatal
shock," the latter mode being interpretable as CCF.
This means that the multivariate model includes singu-
larities along the 45° lines (hyperplanes) in all orthants,
corresponding to simultaneous failure.

A natural generalization of this approach is to assume
that components do not fail simultaneously but that
failure of one increases the failure rate of others. Such a

bivariate model was introduced by Freund (1961) but
has attracted relatively less attention than the Marshall-
Olkin model, possibly because it does not have expo-
nential marginals. Although not including the possibility
of simultaneous failure, this model would seem to fit
the definition of CCF as used by Easterling.

If the objective is to model marginal distributions
exactly while incorporating dependence, as opposed to
modeling describable failure patterns, an approach sug-
gested by Johnson, Tietjen, and Beckman (1980) may
be desirable. This relies on a theorem of Khintchine
(quoted in Feller, 1966) stating that any random varia-
ble whose distribution has a single mode at zero can be
written as the product XY, where X and Y are inde-
pendent random variables, one of which is uniform on
(0,1). This permits the modeler to introduce a depen-
dence structure through the uniform components (e.g.,
using the Fairlie-Morgenstern-Gumbel or other bivariate
uniform) while preserving the desired marginals. Bi-
variate contour maps generated by Johnson, Bryson,
and Mills (1980) illustrate such distributions for normal,
exponential, and negative-power marginals.

Dependence may be introduced by the accumulation
of contributing factors — for example, by the sequential
failure of control rods to lower in a reactor. Vesely (pp.
314-41 of Fussell and Burdick, 1977) considers this
issue from the standpoint of simultaneous occurrence as
in the Marshall-Olkin model. An alternative may be to
treat the accumulation as a compound Poisson process.*

It may be desirable for purposes of analysis to rewrite
distributions of dependent random variables in terms of
redefined variables that are independent but that retain
probabilities of some of the important failure patterns.
Langberg, Proschan, and Quinzi (1978) consider this
problem, as do a number of related articles referenced
there.

In summary, a sizeable body of literature and a wealth
of methodologies have developed in the study of de-
pendent failure distributions. Perhaps the most crucial
task at the present time is the more accurate determina-
tion of the cause-and-effect patterns that are physically
present, so that modeling approaches directly keyed to
them (such as in Freund's method noted earlier) can be
developed.

USE OF OBSERVATIONAL-STUDY DATA

Failure data collected under operational conditions
differ from laboratory test data in several important
ways. In the first place, they are severely censored

*V.R.R. Uppuluri, Union Caibide Corporation, Nuclear Divi-
sion, personal communication, July 1980.
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under fixed-time or competing risk rules; for example,
among over 4000 valves included in a data base for the
two nuclear plants at Zion, Illinois (safety class 1),
fewer than 100 failures had been recorded after more
than 2.5 years of operation. These kinds of data are also
collected under varying physical and chemical environ-
ments; for example, the valves may be subjected to high
temperatures, dust, vibration, or abrasive chemicals. The
components differ in one or more aspects of their
manufacture; among the 4000 Zion valves, for example,
are several kinds of relief valves, flow control valves, and
selector and shut-off valves, which may be operated
manually, passively (e.g., by differential pressure) or by
an active, automatic system such as an electric motor.
The observed failures represent different failure modes.
If the observations are subdivided to form homogeneous
subpopulations under such circumstances, the "sparse
data" problem is hopelessly magnified.

An additional and nonnegligible problem with opera-
tional data concerns its accessibility and quality. Some
of the problems (along with the currently available data
bases) are reviewed by Hecht and Fragola (1977). Fail-
ure data based on maintenance records usually lack the
population information needed for statistical analysis.
Inappropriate or erroneous coding of concomitant in-
formation occurs too frequently. Operating times (as
opposed to standby times) and cycling times are often
unavailable, and the appropriate "time-on-test" has
therefore to be estimated. Data are recorded component
by component, with no hierarchical information to
indicate possible common cause failures.

Such data base problems cannot be solved by statisti-
cians alone. However, there is some possibility of in-
fluencing the construction of new data systems or the
upgrading of old ones, and therefore we should be
prepared to suggest features which need to be incorpo-
rated to improve the utility of these systems for statis-
tical purposes. In addition to the information men-
tioned above, automatic editing techniques deserve
more widespread use and development (see, for ex-
ample, Naus, 1975; Fellegi and Holt, 1976.)

For the purposes of analyzing data, one alternative is
judicious aggregation. (See the section on "Pooling
Data.") If a subpopulation can be assumed homoge-
neous, then the extensive work on failure-rate estima-
tion based on censored samples (see, for example,
Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwalla, 1974) is available.
Generic engineering information (such as the classifica-
tion of valve operators into active vs passive systems)
might be helpful in pooling data in meaningful ways.
For censored data the log-rank (Mantel-Haenszel) test
can be used to assess the similarity of two or more

subpopulations, provided that there are enough failures
in each subpopulation to construct empirical survival
curves (see Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980).

When covariates such as the physical or chemical en-
vironments have been considered at all it has usually
be^n one variable at a time. In this way "environmental
application factors" have been developed for a limited
number of situations (Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronic Engineers, 1977). However, what are really
needed are multivariate techniques that permit the
analysis and comparison of data from several systems,
environments, or component varieties at one time.
Some of the regression techniques developed primarily
in the context of medical studies and epidemiology (see
Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980; also see the following
section of this report) can be adapted, although censor-
ing in observational reliability data is generally far more
severe than in the medical context. The advantages of
using a regression model lie in the fact that not every
cell or region defined by the product of seve' co
variate factors needs to contain failures in order m
an estimate, although with respect to any one i .on-
sion there must be a reasonable number of failures.
Davis, Campbell, and Schrader (1980) give an example
involving three covariates with moie than 90% censor-
ing. On the other hand, inferences about the failure rate
in any region, especially regions with few or no ob-
served failures, depend heavily on the choice of a
model. Therefore, some thought must be given to the
choice of an appropriate model and to testing its ade-
quacy with very limited data.

COMMUNICATION OF RELIABILITY INFORMATION
TO NONTECHNICAL INDIVIDUALS

Statisticians routinely think in terms of numbers and
probabilities. Thus, we understand the implications of a
statement saying that the reliability of a safety system
on an automobile is 0.995. But to a nonstatistician the
implication that the safety system can fail may be dif-
ficult to accept. Further, the realization that important
systems can fail may be accompanied by the awareness
that the potential for catastrophic occurrences exists.
Hence, the problem of communicating risk concepts
and results (and the associated reliability values) to non-
technical persons is important.

One significant segment of the audience for reliability
information consists of those public officials responsible
for formulating policy and making decisions. Philip
Handler, president of the National Academy of
Sciences, was quoted by Large (1980): "The estimation
of risk is a scientific question, and therefore a legitimate
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activity of scientists. The acceptability of a given level
of risk, however, is a political question, to be deter-
mined in the political arena." Hence, one concern is the
transfer of technical information from the scientific
arena to the political arena. In addressing this question
we will necessarily face the problem of communicating
both quantitative and qualitative information. There-
fore, the credibility and utility of data must be com-
municated along with the results and meaning of any
reliability analyses presented.

Relevant questions are as follows: How can reliability
information be quantified, displayed, and presented so
as to maximize the understanding (and minimize the
misunderstanding) by nontechnical individuals? Can
societal costs and societal benefits be calculated on a
common basis for comparisons of risks associated with
important systems and possible alternatives? Are health,
safety, and economics factors the only elements to be
considered in the evaluation of a technology system?
Griesmeyer, Simpson, and Okrent (1980) elaborate on
these questions.

The "lines of assurance" (LOA) approach, used by
DOE reactor safety persons, is an example of one
method used to communicate reliability values for
safety systems in nuclear power generating plants (see
Griffith, 1977). The acceptability and understanding of
reliability is sought through conditional stages by the
LOA approach. The first LOA is the probability (relia-
bility) of no accident based on the reactor design. The
second LOA is the probability that the core maintains
its integrity given that an accident occurs. The third
LOA address ;s the probability that the building retains
the radioactive products given that radioactive products
escape the core. Finally, the fourth LOA presents the
probability that radioactive products are released to the
environment given that the containment building fails.

Unfortunately, even this level of technical analysis is
burdensome in terms of communicating risk levels to a
public which is not conditioned to accept any risk at all.
Recent proposed legislation (see Large, 1980) has called
upon governmental agencies to determine and publicize
comparative risks in order to put the data into a frame-
work more compatible with ordinary thought. Wilson
(1979) and Cohen and Lee (1979) are among the vari-
ous researchers who have tried to quantify such com-
parisons. Cohen and Lee proposed the criterion of "life
expectancy loss" as a means of comparison; for
example,

• smoking 1 cigarette 10 min lost
• crossing a street 0.4 min lost
• receiving 1 mrem radiation 1.5 min lost
• drinking 1 can diet soda 0.15 min lost

Alternatively, one can state death probabilities asso-
ciated with different actions. We could use the term
"microcide"* to indicate a 0.000001 death probability;
for example

• smoking 1 pack of cigarettes 14 jicide
• working 1 d in a coal mine 8 /icide
• overeating by 300 calories 5.7 /ucide
• being present at TMI accidentf 0.2 jucide

Because a young adult runs a 0.000004 (4 /icide) risk of
dying due to natural causes each day, this provides a
convenient standard for comparison of incremental risk.

The selection of the best method of communication is
fundamentally a psychological problem, not a statistical
one. The work of Tversky and Kahnemann (1974) as
well as other researchers has indicated clearly that much
human decision-making is inconsistent with proba-
bilistic judgment. In the interests of rational political
decisions, it is essential that the effects of those in-
consistencies at least be minimized.

SEMEPARAMETRIC PROCEDURES

In many power systems reliability problems, a paucity
of experimental data makes it quite difficult to validate
fully parametric models (for example, failure times that
are assumed to follow a particular Weibull distribution).
On the other hand, nonparametric methods could suffer
from greatly reduced efficiency relative to a "true"
parametric model. As a compromise, the analyst could
employ what may be coined "semiparametric" proce-
dures. These could include the use of reliability bounds
that assume only monotone hazard rate distributions
(Barlow and Proschan, 1975). Also, Cox's partial likeli-
hood approach (1972, 1975) with the proportional
hazards model can efficiently estimate multiplicative co-
variate effects without assuming an underlying para-
metric hazard function. In this section we briefly
discuss these procedures and their applications to prob-
lems of power systems reliability. Other semiparametric
procedures that could become important are also noted.

In modeling the failure times of components in a
power system, an analyst will probably be willing to
assume that certain parts have an increasing failure rate
(IFR) due to wear. If additionally the mean life n of the
component is known, then the probability that the
component survives to time t is greater than or equal to
exp(-f//u). Bounds can also be obtained by assuming a

•Several respondents objected to the "microcide" neologism;
it is left in the text foi the sake of clarification of their re-
sponses.

f Accident at Three Mite Island.
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known fixed percentile. Analogous results are available
for IFRA, DFR, and DFRA distributions (again see
Barlow and Proschan, 1975, for a survey). These results
can be applied in obtaining conservative bounds on
system reliability. For example, let h be the reliability
function of a coherent system of n independent compo-
nents, each of which has (known) mean life Uj. A lower
bound on system reliability for a mission length of dura-
tion t is A[exp(-r/M;), . • -, expOr/j^)] for t, ma^ii,
. . . ,/Jn). Additional results are gained by adjusting some
of these assumptions to reflect the power system under
study. It is hoped that some participants may comment
on their experience with these reliability bounds. One
question of particular interest: in what cases have the
recent advances in network reliability work obviated the
use of reliability bounds?

Another semiparametric approach to modeling failure
time data involves the use of Cox's proportional hazards
model (1972). This model is given by the failure rate

X[t;Z(O]=Xo(t)-exp[p'Z(r)] ,

where Xo is the nominal or baseline failure rate, 0 is a
vector of regression parameters, and Z(f) is a vector of
regressor variables, which can be time-dependent. Esti-
mation of 0 proceeds by maximizing the partial likeli-
hood

where k is the number of failures, Z,- is the regressor
variable vector at time th and Rt indexes the set of
items at risk just prior to f(-. For a detailed description
of the Cox model, see Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980).
This model has been applied primarily to epidemio-
logical and health studies. Davis, Campbell, and
Schrader (1980) have used the Cox model to analyze
component failure data from light-water reactors. They
cite two important advantages of this approach: (1) the
methods are relatively insensitive to the problem of
scarcity of failures and (2) the models can be used to
predict the performance of a component in a new en-
vironment (which has applications to accelerated life
testing; see "Accelerated Data Collection"). Underlying
the Cox model is the proportional hazards assumption,
which, roughly stated, is that the covariates affect tht
nominal failure rate multiplicatively. If this assumption
appears invalid (as gleaned from diagnostic tests), the
analyst can elect to stratify on one of the covariates,
and then reestimate the other regression parameters.

This raises a question about appropriate strategies for
using the Cox model for the analysis of power systems
failure data analysis. This and other discussion questions
are summarized below:
1. What strategy in stratifying is most appropriate? If

one dichotomous covariate in particular is the
culprit, one strategy is evident. On the other hand, if
no covariate stands out but the proportional hazards
assumption looks weak overall, what should be
done?

2. What constitutes excessive censoring? Existence of
the estimate for the regression parameter depends on
having nonmonotone ordering of that covariate in
the ordered sample (Tsiatis, 1978). But for finite
samples with heavy censoring, there is a high proba-
bility that this will not be the case (Bryson and
Johnson, 1980), in which case variance estimates
from the sample data become meaningless.

3. What use of preliminary test and evaluation data can
be made in refining analyses of observational data?

4. The nonparametric maximum-likelihood-failure-rate
estimate (Kaplan and Meier, 1958) is a step function.
Is it appropriate for power systems data analysis to
smooth these estimates with splines, since engineers
may be accustomed to viewing continuous failure
rates?

5. Are there other "semiparametric" approaches that
can be recommended?

ESTIMATING THE RELIABILITY OF
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS

The importance of incorporating human factors into
reliability and risk analyses of power generation systems
cannot be overstated. In the Kemeny Commission Re-
port (President's Commission, 1979) on the TMI acci-
dent it was stated that " . . . as the evidence accumu-
lated, it became clear that the fundamental problems
are people-related problems and not equipment prob-
lems. . . . We are convinced that if the only problems
were equipment problems, this Presidential Commission
would never have been created. The equipment was suf-
ficiently good that, except for human failures, the
major accident at TI>1I would have been a minor inci-
dent." Further, the Commission reported that
" . . . what the NRC and the industry have failed to rec-
ognize sufficiently is that the human beings who
manage and operate the plants constitute an important
safety system." Again, " . . . overall, little attention had
been paid to the interaction between human beings and
machines under the rapidly changing and confusing cir-
cumstances of an accident."
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The Kemeny Report noted that one of the crucial
events that precipitated the TMI incident was the failure
of the operators to recognize that a faulty pressure-
relief valve in the cooling system had failed in an open
position. Control room annunciators indicated that the
valve was dosed; however, a human error was made in
that the valve-position light (which indicated that the
valve was closed) registered only that the electrical mes-
sage had been sent to close the valve, and not the actual
position of the valve.

Proper core cooling was further prevented by mis-
takenly closing valves in the emergency feedwater sys-
tem. This error was not noticed for eight critical
minutes, because there were no emergency feedwater
flow indicators for alerting the operator that the valves
were shut.

In a recent article, Chemical Week (1980) concluded
that what is required is "specialized and systematic con-
cern with the man-machine interaction from the con-
cept stage of design to system implementation." Does
this imply that even such established techniques as relia-
bility demonstration testing methods (based on likeli-
hood-ratio test procedures) should include the possi-
bility that human errors can be made in judgments
concerning failed items?

From the above, it is clear that human factors must be
taken into consideration in estimating the reliability of
man-machine systems. This brings up the questions: Is
this currently being done? How should human factors
best be incorporated into reliability models?

The Reactor Safety Study (USNRC, 1975) recognized
that components under the same maintenance or test
procedures are susceptible to common cause failures as
a result of human errors. In fact, 47 human errors were
identified. However, the inclusion of human error con-
siderations in the analysis of the reliability of engi-
neered safety systems has only recently been under-
taken. Apostolakis and Bansal (1977) considered the
effect of a single type of human error on the availability
of certain A:-out-of-M : G configured redundant standby
systems. McWilliams and Martz (1980, 1981) have de-
veloped a model for determining the test interval that
maximizes the steady-state availability of a standby
system in which two types of human errors may be
present. In their research, they discovered that if human
factors are ignored in determining the test interval, the
unavailability is falsely believed to be less than half as
large as it really is when the possibility of human errors
is included in the analysis. Thus, by ignoring human
errors, we tend to overestimate the actual availability of
safety systems.

Until recently, there has not been a comprehensive
data base on human error probabilities (HEPs). How-
ever, Swain and Guttmann (1980) have prepared Hand-
book of Human Reliability Analysis, which describes
the necessary steps in conducting a human reliability
analysis and includes the necessary HEPs for such an
analysis.

There are many factors that affect human reliability
in power plant operations. The manner in which the
human perceives, thinks about, and responds to received
inputs depends on what are called performance shaping
factors (PSFs). These PSFs determine whether human
performance will be highly reliable, highly unreliable, or
at some intermediate level. The estimated HEPs and
uncertainty bounds are based on the judged influence of
these PSFs. Thus, HEPs are highly conditional on en-
vironmental factors, si"-", as the number of annunciated
displays competing for an operator's attention, uis un-
folding sequence of circumstances during an accident,
which often cannot be perfectly described, or the
psychological and physiological stress that may be
present. Thus, many simplifying assumptions must be
made in modeling these HEPs and many of the models
are largely subjective and unverified in power plant
operations.

An example of the type of issue that must be con-
sidered is that of just how much information should be
supplied to a human operator in a power plant. The
operator's actions in the plant are discrete and funda-
mentally limited in number, because routine operations
are highly automated. Actions are needed only when
the operator's assimilation of displayed or annunciated
data indicates that something is wrong. A fundamental
question therefore involves the trade-off between (1)
running the risk of uncorrected mechanical error by not
providing the operator with information about a mal-
function and (2) running the risk of operator error by
providing.so much information that the operator cannot
process it effectively.

Nelson (1980) has developed the concept of a re-
sponse tree for use by the operator. A response tree
shows all of the paths that an operator has available to
him to mitigate the effects of an accident if one occurs.
A response tree is really a way of displaying path sets of
a success tree. As components fail, the response tree can
be updated to show how the system has been degraded.

How should human factors best be incorporated into
reliability models? A fundamental assumption in human
reliability analysis is that the human can be treated ana-
lytically, much as any other component in a man-
machine system. This assumption has led some to con-
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dude that the human functions like any other system
component. Considering the variability of human per-
formance, such a conclusion is invalid. Still, human fail-
ures can be studied objectively, much like any other
component failure.

As an example, note the human errors that should be
considered in a reliability analysis of an auxiliary feed-
water pumping system in a nuclear power plant. Some
of the possible errors fall under the heading of
inspection/testing errors:

1. After a test of the system, the system may not be
correctly returned to on-line status (e.g., a manual
isolation valve may be left in a closed position).

2. A failed system may be judged to be good during a
periodic inspection.

3. A failed system may be improperly repaired.

Others may be described as errors of commission or
omission:

4. When needed, the operator may fail to deploy the
system properly.

5. The system may be inadvertently used when it
should not be employed.

How should these errors be incorporated into a relia-
bility model of the system? How should we account for
the dependencies of the error probabilities on the PSFs?
How should the error bounds on the HEPs be propa-
gated through the system reliability model?

The answers to questions such as these must become
the focus for statisticians who are abreast of real-world
concerns in the reliability of man-machine systems.

DEGRADED-OPERATION "FAILURE" MODES

In its simplest form, reliability analysis is concerned
with identifying the probability of a single discrete
event "system failure." In practice, there are many
things that can go wrong short of outright failure: a
plant may be forced to run at reduced power levels, a
pollution control system may fail to the extent that
local air quality laws are temporarily violated, etc.

Cause-consequence charts provide one approach to
identifying these kinds of degraded-operation "fail-
ures." As described by Nielsen (pp. 849-77 in Barlow,
Fussell, and Singpurwalla, 197S), a cause-consequence
chart begins with the identification of a "critical event,"
that is, any event that may have serious consequences
for the system (either failure or degraded performance).
The "cause" portion of the chart is a fault tree, which
identifies the possible factors leading to the critical
event, while the "consequence" portion is an event tree,
which identifies the various possible results of the criti-

cal event. Under the typical optimistic assumption that
individual component reliabilities can be found, conven-
tional techniques can then be used to determine proba-
bilities of the various degradations.

The problem becomes considerably more complex
when it is realized that consequences of critical events
may be other critical events, or at least other events in
other cause-consequence charts. This means that a
description of the system state at any given time must
include identification of what components have already
failed, before the failure probability of other compo-
nents can be specified. Various researchers have at-
tempted to develop Markov or semi-Markov models to
describe this process. In this view, system operation
consists of a series of state transitions, wherein each
state includes an identification of any failed compo-
nent. Britney (1974) emphasizes the identification of
absorbing states in a Markov chain, an absorbing state
representing system failure as a result of failure of a
critical component. Other (transient) states include fail-
ures of other components which are not critical to the
system but which may affect other failure probabilities.
Exponential failure rates are used to define transition
probabilities. The semi-Markov approach, in which tran-
sition rates depend on both states of a transition, has
been popular in the Soviet literature (see Peshes, 1975,
for several references).

The difficulty with either the Markov or semi-Markov
approach is that the set of identifiable states is the
power set of the number of components. Worse, the
number of transitions goes up with the square of that,
so the total for an n-component system is on the order
of 22". Even with the simplifying assumption of ex-
ponential (constant transition rate) state stay times and
even if many of the state transitions (such as those
representing repair of nonrepayable elements) are ruled
out, there is still a huge estimation problem even com-
pared to that encountered in the usual fault tree anal-
ysis. It seems virtually certain that many important
transitions will never have been observed, so the con-
stant failure rate cannot be empirically estimated (much
less validated as a suitable model).

A related problem, arising in a slightly different con-
text, involves degraded operation as a result of im-
perfect repair or maintenance. Nakagawa (1979) and
others have studied the problem of optimum mainte-
nance policies under assumptions concerning the effects
of imperfect preventive maintenance. A similar ap-
proach would appear to apply to issues involving repairs
which do not restore a failed component to its original
condition, except that repairs (unlike maintenance) can
be expected to occur at random. Once again, models of
this type involve serious problems of estimation. Not
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only does the reliability function need to be estimated,
but so does the distribution of the random variable
representing the extent of degraded performance after
imperfect maintenance or repair.

POOLING DATA

One solution to the problem of scarce data which
plagues much reliability work is to pool data from
similar but nonidentical situations: laboratory and
operational data on the same kind of equipment, opera-
tional data from different types of plants or from dif-
ferent environments within a plant, data on similar but
nonidentical components, and so forth. When subjective
expert opinions are sought, the problem of combining
these with each other or with the sample data arises.
Usually the aim in pooling data is to improve the preci-
sion of the estimate, possibly at the risk of introducing
some bias; in the case of subjective data the aim may
also be to reduce bias.

The largest part of the work which appears in the
statistical literature concerns itself with the pooling of
location estimates, given the variance of each estimate
(e.g., Mosteller, 1948; Cohen, 1976), and with exten-
sions to the pooling of one or both parameters of a
linear regression (e.g., Johnson et al., 1977). Pooled esti-
mates do not always have smaller variance, and "some-
times-pool" rules must be devised. The choice of an
appropriate decision rule is a continuing subject of
research (as in Leonard and Ord, 1976). The resulting
estimators are weighted averages of the unpooled loca-
tion estimates whr i the weights (in the classical case)
depend on the variances of the original estimates and on
the sizes of the samples on which they were based.

Other methods for choosing weights include empirical
Bayes procedures, which can only decrease the mean
squared error of the estimate for a given set of data
(Krutchkoff, 1972; Martz, 1975). It is assumed here
that the parameter itself is a random variable from an
unknown distribution. The weights assigned to an avail-
able estimate in this case depend on how close the data
for that estimate were to the present set of data. In a
strict Bayesian context (usually concerned with the
pooling of expert opinion to form a group prediction),
the weights become a function of "expertise" (Breipohl,
1978).

An equally weighted geometric (instead of arithmetic)
average was used to pool failure-rate estimates in the
IEEE Project 500. (These were often "expert opinion"
estimates, arrived at after an iterative Delphi procedure,
and therefore equal weighting was considered ade-
quate.)

Often in reliability problems, estimates of location are
of less interest than estimates of tail percentiles or of
certain probabilities. The problem of combining pdfs
appears to have been investigated strictly for experts'
prior distributions (see especially Morris, 1977), al-
though it should be possible to develop analogous tech-
niques for empirical distributions. One aspect con-
sidered in the Bayesian context is the problem of
"calibrating" the expert's prior, and perhaps similar
ideas could be used to process empirical cdf s arising
from similar but nonidentical experiments.

The usual approach to combining subjective with ex-
perimental data is to update (pooled) experts' priors
using the experimental data to obtain a posterior distri-
bution. A weighted least squares approach is proposed
in one paper included in this Proceedings (see George
and Mensing, "Using Subjective Percentiles and Test
Data for Estimating Fragility Functions," this docu-
ment). In particular, one might try to set up a cor-
respondence between "expertise" and sample size, as
was attempted (for a somewhat different purpose) by
Martz and Waller (1978).

The use of regression models, discussed more ex-
tensively elsewhere, may be viewed as a technique for
pooling data in certain situations. Here inferences are
drawn about the failure distribution of a certain type of
component in a certain environment based on the be-
havior of similar components in other environments,
with the help of modeling assumptions such as the
proportional hazards assumption.

Limited test data can often be pooled with the results
of engineering analysis of the component or system. For
example, engineering failure modes and effects analysis,
fault tree analysis, etc., often result in a conclusion that
the failure rate of interest is contained within [L, U]
with a certain probability. This information may then
be taken as "prior" information and updated, in light of
observed failure data, to yield a posterior distribution
using Bayes' theorem. Such an approach was used by
Apostolakis and Mosleh (1979) to estimate the fre-
quency of nuclear reactor core meltdown. In general,
Bayesian methods of this type appear suitable for com-
bining engineering analysis with objective failure data.
Successive iterations of Bayes' theorem could be under-
taken for available "categories" of information about
the item of interest. For example, engineering analysis
may represent one category of information, engineering
test results a second category, related data on "similar"
items a third, demonstration/qualification Cest results a
fourth, computer-simulated failure data a fifth, and so
on.
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ACCELERATED DATA COLLECTION

A problem noted frequently in earlier sections is the
scarcity of failure data in power generation systems. In
this section we are concerned with accelerated life test-
ing as a means of increasing the quantity of failure data
for use in reliability analyses.

In an accelerated life test, long-life items are subjected
to larger than usual stresses to ensure that test items will
fail sooner than under use conditions. This traditional
approach involves making assumptions about the func-
tional relationship between the crucial parameters) of
the failure distribution and the stress variable(s) as well
as the distribution of the failure times. Examples of
such functional relationships are the Inverse Power
Rule, the Arrhenius Law, and the Eyring Law, discussed
by Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwalla (1974). Fre-
quently, a parametric distribution such as the exponen-
tial, normal, or Weibull is chosen as the failure distribu-
tion. Data observed at each of several levels of the stress
variables are then used to fit the functional relationship
and to estimate the unknown nuisance parameters. The
fitted functional relationship is then extrapolated to the
use conditions to obtain the desired reliability param-
eter estimates of interest. Lowe and Waller (1975) have
developed a comprehensive bibliography on accelerated
life testing.

Recently, several new approaches have been suggested
for conducting and analyzing accelerated test data.
Proschan and Singpurwalla (1979, 1980) present a
Bayesian approach that requires neither a distribution
of failure times nor the specification of a time transfor-
mation function. The approach is to divide the time
interval into subintervals for which a beta prior distribu-
tion is used to represent the a priori failure rate in each
subinterval. The beta priors are chosen in such a way
that higher stress implies a higher failure rate. The
posterior failure rates are then used to fit a linear func-
tion over the stress environments, which is then used to
forecast the failure rate for the use environment.

Barlow (1980) discusses the problems of conducting
accelerated life test experiments and analyzing data
from such experiments. He shows that preliminary
posterior data analysis, using a Bayesian approach with

noninformative prior distributions, often can be used to
assess the validity of assumptions required in ac-
celerated life testing models. He also discusses the use of
entropy as a measure of the value of information in an
accelerated life test.

Shaked, Zimmer, and Ball (1979) present a nonpara-
metric approach to accelerated life testing which only re-
quires the specification of a time transformation
function. Nelson (1980) recently presented a statistical
model for analyzing accelerated life test data from step-
stress tests. Such step-stress tests generally yield failures
in a much shorter time than constant high-stress ac-
celerated tests.

Meeker and Hahn (1977) develop a method for deter-
mining the asymptotically optimum over-stress test to
estimate the survival probability at a design condition
with a low expected failure probability. Such design
conditions are characteristic of most components in
highly reliable power generation systems. Expressions
and charts are given for allocating test units to the ac-
celerated stresses.

Martz and Waterman (1978) use Bayesian techniques
to determine the optimal test stress when only a single
unit is available for testing. Engineering experience from
similar past tests is used to fit the model.

The proportional hazards approach which was dis-
cussed earlier can be adapted to the analysis of ac-
celerated life test data. Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980,
pp. 58—59) analyze failure times of motorettes as a
function of higher-than-normal operating temperatures.
An advantage of their approach is that they can in-
corporate the information that no failures occurred at
the lowest experimental temperature. Nelson and
Harm's (1972) original analysis was forced to exclude
these data.
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1. Response from Dr. George Apostolakls. School of Engineering and Applied
Science, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024

1. Philosophical Approach

A problem that has plagued risk assessments i s the inability of the

analysts to agree on a consistent approach to uncertainty. This may be

explained by the Teluctance of some assessors to bring into risk analysis

the controversy between frequentist and Bayesian s tat is t ic ians , which, i t

i s sometimes fe l t , has to do with philosophy and i s irrelevant to real-world

problems. As a result, one sees inconsistencies, misapplications of the

theory and confusion, which, of couTse, prove that the disagreement i s more

than of academic interest.

The use of judgment i s essential in risk analysis because of the

rarity of accidents. Data have started to become available in some cases

and, of course, they affect the assessors' judgment. I believe that the

only way to produce a meaningful risk assessment i s to employ the subjecti-

v is t ic (Bayesian) theory of probability (de Finett i , 1974; Lindley, 1970").

It i s the only tool that we have to deal with uncertainty in a coherent

way. The Reactor Safety Study, (USNRC, 197S) followed this spirit , although

not explicit ly stating so. The current risk study of the Zion and Indian

Point plcnts (Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, 1981) i s completely Bayesian and,

I believe, will demonstrate the feasibility and the advantages of the approach.

2. Point Estimates

The impression that I get from Section 2 of the paper is that point

estimates are preferable to interval estimates which "are obviously subject

to more skepticism. . ." I believe that exactly the opposite is true and,

in fact, that the complete distributions should be given rather than inter-

val estimates only. Because of the large uncertainties associated with

failure rates, point estimates are misleading and can actually be incorrect
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if the correlations among variables are not properly accounted for.

3. Modeling

This is an area where improvements are needed. The class of failure

causes that are generically called design errors need to be explicitly

modeled. More generally, the assessors must recognize their limitations

in perceiving rare failure causes and assigning frequencies to them

(Apostolakis, 1978). This recognition will prevent the reporting of in-

credibly low frequencies, which are supported by nothing else but "engineering

judgment." The result of such practices is to undermine the credibility

of risk analysis. One way to include in the assessment of risk these concerns

is to present histograms for the frequency of the unanticipated "other"

category of failure causes (Apostolakis et al, 1979). This, of course,

requires judgment and is subject to controversy. However, it adds realism

to the analysis and it provides a first step toward quantification, since

disagreeing analysts must now explicitly state why they disagree and what

numbers they would like to change and why.

The same remarks apply to the use of expert opinions (incidentally,

an often forgotten point is that one cannot be a frequentist and use expert

opinions at the same time, since the latter are not "objective data"). The

following example shows that assessors must be careful when they use the

opinions of experts. In conducting a site specific study (Apostolakis

et al, 1980) it was decided to use Bayes' theorem to specialize the generic

failure rate distributions of the Reactor Safety Study and IEEE Std-500

(IEEE, 1977) to that site. These distributions were formed by polling

experts. The likelihood in Bayes' theorem reflected the statistical evidence

from the plant under study. It was found that for quite a few components
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the statistical evidence indicated that the more likely values of the

failure rate were higher than the upper bounds given by either of the two

generic sources.

These comments may give the impression that risk analysis and Bayesian

methods in particular are hopelessly subjective and, therefore, should be

avoided. I submit that it is impossible to do anything else when we try

to assess the frequency of extremely rare events. Furthermore, we cannot

afford not to do these assessments, since they provide valuable input to

our decision making process. The best that we can do is to be coherent

(and, therefore, objective) and to ignore the "other" category of failures

or our inability to intuitively deal with low frequencies would be a

serious omission.
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2. Response from Dr. Richard E. Barlowi industrial Engineering and
Operations Dept., University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

The following comments are based on the Bayesian

paradigm and in particular De Finetti's approach to

probability; i. e. probability is a description of

the analyst's uncertainty about the world. The basic

reference is

De Finetti, Bruno (1974). THEORY OF PROBABILITY,

Volumes I and IIf J. Wiley and Sons.

The amount of material surveyed is impressive"

Bayesian as well as non-Bryesian ideas are presented.

Mention should be made that the meaning of probability

is very different under these different paradigms. It

would be logically inconsistent to use methods based

in both paradigms in the same systems reliability

analysis.

1. Estimation of Very Low Failure Probabilities

I strongly recommend deletion or radical revision

of the second paragraph which recommends using

P( p 5. 1 -3/n J n tests and 0 failures) = 0.95

where parameter p is the probability that the unit

"works". If n { 3 you are in effect saying that nothing

has been learned about unit reliability. However,
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the most serious objection is that you are recommending

these confidence intervals irrespective of the units being

tested or any prior knowledge concerning these units.

The Bayesian approach would be to ascertain a prior

density for p, say f(p) which would necessarily depend

on the type of units in question as well as prior knowledge

of these units. The assessment of If would of course have

to be defended. If E = 1 denotes the unit works and E = 0,

that it fails then we would calculate
,1 /

P ( E =1) = 3 P (E = 11 P) TT (P) dp = \ p TT(p) dp.
o a

Given data, D, the posterior dentisty -jf(p|D) would be
used in place of the prior. If the Beta prior

TT(p) < P a~ (1 - P) ~

were used and n successes recorded, then

TT(P 1 °) < pnpa~ (i - p)
I

and P (E = 1) = ^ p TT (P | D) dp = a + n
o a+ b + n

This could be used for decision making. I don't know how

you can use confidence intervals to make decisions.

To assess high reliability it is helpful and likely

necessary to understand the physics and the chemistry of

failure processes involved. Accelerated testing at selected
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stress levels can be useful. Howevsr I have found that

the usually assumed acceleration functions are not valid

for the lifetime of certain composite materials at specified

stress levels.

There is no logical basis other than mathematical

convenience for the use of partial likelihood methods. Analogous

ideas concerning "partial sufficiency" have been investigated

in depth by D. Basu, "On the Elimination of Nuisance Parameters"

JASA, June 1977, pages 355-366. They likewise have no

logical foundation and lead nowhere.

2. Complex-System Reliability Methodologies

This is a good section on the whole! I don't understand

the comment about interval estimates. If interval estimates

are had, I would imagine point estimates would be even

worst; Bayesian methods for assessing system reliability

from component test results should have been reviewed.

3. Dependence in Failure Modes

Larry Lee at the University of North Carolina has

developed an interesting multivariate Weibull distribution

which is worth mentioning in such a review.
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4. Use of Observational-Study Data

There are no conceptual difficulties in writing down the

likelihood for censored data. If the number of model parameters

is small (1 or 2) a Bayesian analysis can be implemented

using computer graphics. If there is a great deal of censor-

ship the likelihood tends to be flat and "reference priors"

such as the uniform are not to be recommended. The similar-

ity (or non-similarity) of two or more populations can be

assessed by computing probability odds ratios a la Lindley

"A Problem in Forensic Science" Biometrika (1977),£4, pp.207-13.

This is a very interesting paper and the methodology deserves

more widespread use.

5. Communication o£ Reliability Information to Nontechnical
Individuals

The meaning of probability itself is in dispute

among statisticians. I think De Finetti's essays and books

on the subject provide the best introduction to a mean-

ingful definition of probability. Meteorologists and in-

surance companies use subjective probability in varying

degrees as a matter of course. I thirk the communication

problem lies mainly with classical statisticians who make

statistical statements which cannot be used for decision

makinj by managers, engineers, or the public.
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6. Semi-Parametric Procedures

The families of life distributions identified for reliability

theory purposes (IFR, IPRA, etc.) are chiefly useful for

identifying qualitative properties of parametric life distribution

families. They are of limited usefulness in actual life

data analysis. I would use finite parametric life distribution

models for this purpose.

There have been many recent graph theory and algorithmic

advances connected with computing network reliability.

Any so-called coherent structure can be analyzed in this

fashion. I would use these methods instead of computing

bounds wherever possible.

9. Pooling Data

Additional references to the problem of pooling data are:

D. V. Lindley,A. Tversky and R. V. Brown (1979). "On

the Reconciling Probability Assessments," JRSS Series A

with discussion. Also an application to the assessment

of Civil Engineers beliefs relative to fatigue of asphalt
t

pavingfis discussed in detail by R> L. Winkler, W. Smith,

and R. :.alkarni (1978) "Adaptive Forecasting Models Based

on Predictive Distributions," Management Science, 24,

977-986. Morris De Groot also has a paper on a mathematical /uicfcl̂

for reconciling beliefs.
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lo. Accelerated Data Collection

An in-depth study of an accelerated life test experiment

which has been going on for 9 years and is still in progress

is discussed in R. E. Barlow, R. H. Toland and T. Freeman

"Stress-rupture life of Kevlar/Epoxy Spherical Pressure

Vessels". Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, Calif.

UCID-17755 Part 3 (1979) .
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3. Response from Dr. Robert G. Easterling. Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM 87115

1. Statistical Inference Based on the Nonoccurrence of an Event

Section 1 of the discussion paper addresses the estimation of very

low failure probabilities, one of the problems being that the corresponding

failure event may not have occurred very often, if at all. It is perhaps

of Interest to consider the extreme case of no occurrences and see what

can be statistically Inferred ur<*er various assumptions.

Suppose the event of interest is C, to be specific say C is a reactor

catastrophe, and suppose that: associated with reactor I, conceptually,

is an age, t*, at which C occurs. Because, generally, reactors are de-

signed to operate for wO years, then be decommissioned, we would like some

assurance that all the t^'s exceed 40 years, in which case no catastrophes

will occur. Tha available data are that no C s have occurred (for the

sake of discussion, "catastrophe" has been defined to exclude Three Mile

Island) and that the successful "running times" of the operating reactors

are T\, T2, ..., Tn. To get statistical, we'll first model the tj_'s as

independent, exponentially distributed random variables with individual

rate parameters, X^.

Under this model, the probability of the observed data is

p - expC-EX-tTi) (1)

and the probability of the event of interest, Cn: no C's among the n

reactors during their remaining operational life, is

P(Cn) = expC-EXtCAO-Ti)) (2)

A lower 100(l-a)X statistical confidence limit on P(Cn) is obtained by

minimizing (2) subject to the restriction that (1) is greater than or

equal to a. It can be shown that that minimum occurs by setting the

Xj corresponding to the minimum Tj, say Tm, equal to (-lno)/Tm and

the remaining X^'s equal to zero, at which point in the parameter space,

P(Cn) - a
 (40~Tm)/Tm. This yields the required confidence limit. The

limit is a "weakest link" sort of solution. For these data and this

model, the statistical confidence bound on the probability of no catas-

trophes among n reactors depends only on the youngest reactor; the rest
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of the experience Is discounted. For Tn small, say one year, and conven-

tional, values of a, this lower bound is essentially zero, so, not sur-

prisingly, the meager data tell us virtually nothing about P(Cn). One

might then be led to other models to attempt to relieve the gloom.

A common, almost routine assumption to make Is that all the X^'s

are equal. This leads to a lower 100(l-a)% confidence limit on

P(Cn) of a (^O-^ft, where T is the average of the T^'s. The average ^

might be considerably larger than the minimum T^ so the additional pre-

cision due to the assumption of equal X̂ 's could be considerable. Even

so, the confidence bounds, under what are quite strong assumptions, are

not that comforting. For example, suppose ¥ = 10 years. Then lower 50,

75, and 95Z confidence limits on P(Cn) are .125, .016, and .0001, re-

spectively. •

There are of course numerous other ways to model the tj's. Rather

than model them as exponentially distributed random variables with a

single rate parameter, other distributions could be considered. Or one

might model them, as in the first case above, as exponentially dis-

tributed with rate parameters that are possibly different, but which are

bounded on one or two sides by specified constants. M l these models

could be used, as above, to determine coincidence limits on P(Cn), though

doing so might require computer solution. With no observed tj/s, one

can specify a model pretty freely without fear of being contradicted by

goodness-of-flt considerations.

Often statements are made of the sort: In 500 reactor-years there

have been no catastrophes due to nuclear power p'lant accidents. It is

not often stated that for this pooled Information to be statistically

useable, the strong and perhaps unrealistic assumption of a constant

occurrence rate across time and across reactors must be made. (There

may be other probability models under which statistical inierence would

depend only on ET^, but none come to mind; with respect to the event

Cn, the number of reactors making up the total is also required.) Other-

wise one may need the individual Tj/6 as a basis for Inference. Neither

is it realized that even with this isumption, not very precise statistical

inferences (In terms of Cn, which should be an event of importance)
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can be made. Without It, virtually nothing can be said. The point of

this discussion Is not that statistical methods are no darn good, as

6ome would like to conclude, but that zero-failure data contain little

Information, perhaps less than generally realized.

2. System Reliability Interval Estimates

Section 2 of the discussion paper mentions the need for new

analytical approaches in the generation of system reliability interval

estimates from the corresponding Interval estimates for components. I

am not optimistic about developing some method for "propagating" com-

ponent intervals. Khere this has been attempted, the results are often

not satisfactory, ons reason being, I think, that sample size information

is lost. I feel the approach to take is to seek functions of the com-

ponent data that have distributions linked closely to the system reli-

ability (in a known way, at least approximately) and use this relation-

ship to obtain system reliability confidence limits. An Ad Hoc Working

Group on Nuclear Weapons Reliability Assessment established by the

Departments of Defense and Energy has been considering this problem

recently, for the case of binomial component data, and Its current

recommendation is the following:

Calculate the maximum likelihood estimate of system reliability,

R. Then, for the purpose of obtaining confidence limits on R, treat

that estimate, call it R, as though it were a binomial estimate based

on N tests, where N Is the minimum number of tests of any serial component

(nonseries portions of the system can be reduced to equivalent series

components).

Thus, the assumed "pivotal" relationship between the component data and

R is that R is (approximately) binomlally distributed with parameters N

and R. In a fairly wide variety of cases, this method has been found to

work acceptably well, though it is somewhat conservative. More work on

this problem could lead to better pivotal relationships and to comparable

procedures using component lifetime data.
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The standard, but unfortunate, corresponding analysis In nuclear

applications has been to create component "uncertainty" distributions,

sometimes by "inverting" coimonent confidence limits, and then convolute

these distributions to yield the system "uncertainty" distribution, I

suggest that this approach, and the attendant computer games, should be

dropped and that statistical methods, as described In the preceding

paragraph, be applied and further developed, If need be.
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A. Response frmu Dr. Ralph A. Evans. Evans Associates, 804 Vickers Ave.
Durham, NC 27701

This is a good paper and contains many good points which are often over-
looked by theoreticians and practicing engineers alike. What I mean by "good
points", of course, is that I agree with them. The problem of modeling highly
reliable systems wherein failures can be catastrophic (in the social sense) are
exacerbated by the following three points which are touched upon only lightly
if at all in the paper.

1. Quality control problems. What you want is not always what you get.
There is many a slip between a design engineer's concept, the resulting drawings/
requirements, and the delivered hardware. Examples of things that can happen
are design changes (such as material substitutions, part substitutions, and
functional improvements), manufacturing changes (such as the method of welding
or making holes), inspection changes, and packing/shipping changes. Many of
the changes might be made in an effort to improve the product. Where fabrication
is on site, there are a tremendous number of quality control problems during
the fabrication process. The net result is that the item which is actually in
place in a new system is not necessarily from the population which the analyst
has been analyzing. Quality control problems are often ignored by system
analysts because they are almost completely intractable. And the analyst's
nr:to is usually, "When in doubt, chicken out".

2. A favorite and legitimate hope and plea of system analysts is that
we need more data. Better data banks with higher quality data are envisioned.
But we will never get those data. By the time data become available, the
technology has changed. Some of the changes might be considered slight from
some points of view, but they can have major effect on failure probabilities.
Engineers are always trying to improve their products. It is all too easy
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to improve some properties at the expense of other properties. For example,
the techniques for improving room temperature tensile strength of common
metals often seriously degrades other failure modes of the metals. New
electronic components, new metal alloys, new polymers are produced faster
than we can get good data about them. Generally speaking, good data are
available only on obsolescent equipment. I t is a dynamic world we l ive i n ,
not a static one and other things are not staying constant.

3. The meaning of small probabilities. Classical statistics interprets
probabilities as relative frequency. I t is not clear what is meant by a
stat ist ical ly expected value of 10*5. The only way of giving i t meaning is
to hope that there are, say, at least 10+6 opportunities to observe i t so that
the modified mean is 10. But i t is plain downright d i f f i cu l t to interpret
the f inal answer when i t is 10"' per 100 years. One of the things which
statist ical analysts sometimes find d i f f icu l t to face is thatfwhen you don't
know, you don't know."

Engineers, analysts, ordinary working people, and crit ics are
fa l l ib le .
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5. Response from Drs. E. L. Filstein and R. Goldstein. Statistical Margin
Development, Combustion Engineering,Inc., Windsor, CN 06095. (Paper
"The Prediction of Failure Rates.") '

If the Poisson model is assumed to be appropriate for the

description of the failure probability of a component, then the

probability p of observing r failures during a time period

t is given in terms of the failure rate X by the discrete

probability function

p(r|u) = ure~u/r! , r = 0,1,2, , u = Xt » 0 . (1)

When the parameter u is known, the problem of predicting the

number of failures is well defined by probability theory, in

terms of the function given in Eg. (1).

A basic problem in reliability, which is the inverse of

the above, is the prediction of the failure rate, given the

number of observed failures. In this statistical problem, the

objective is to estimate the failure rate from the observed

information. Different estimators can be compared on the basis

of statistical properties, such as biasedness, consistency and

efficiency. The type of estimator will also depend on the

objectives of the analysis. For example, in safety-related

analyses, a lower bound on the reliability of a component or

a system, with a predetermined degree of confidence, is usually

required. On the other hand, for financial considerations

involving the replacement of a component, best estimates for

the failure rates of the old and new components are usually

required.

The maximum likelihood estimator, which is based on the

modal or most probable value of the parameter, is frequently

used to estimate the failure rate. There are important situations,

however, where the mean likelihood estimator, which is based on

the expected value of the parameter, gives a better characterization

of the failure rate. For the skewed distributions which occur in

failure rate analyses, the moaal and expected values of the

parameter are different, becoming increasingly so, the fewer

the number of observed failures.
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Details;

The expected value of r , conditional on u , E(r|u), can

be found from Eq. (1) :

E(r|u) = Z rp(r|u) = u . (2)
r

i

A numerical evaluation requires that u be known. The

statistical problem is to estimate the parameter u , given r

observed failures during the time t . For this inverse problem,

the continuous probability density function (pdf), p(u(r), is

required. Given no information other than u is not negative, the

assumption that all nonnegative u's are equally likely (uniform

prior in Bayesian terminology) appears to be reasonable. This

means that p(u|r) will have the same mathematical form as p(r|u)

in Eq. (1) , so that the expected value of u , conditional on r ,

is
E(u|r) = /up(u|r)du = r + 1 . (3)

The modal value is obtained from [dp(u|r)/du] = 0, which gives
o

uo = r . (4)

The failure rate estimates given by Eqs. (3) and (4), when zero
failures have
E(u) = 1, or
failures have been observed during time t , are u = 0 and

XQ = 0 and E(A) = 1/t , for r = 0 . (5)

These results can be understood in terms of the pdf of Eq. (1)
for r = 0,

p(u|0) = e"u (6)

which may be interpreted as the probability for the occurrence
of zero failures from a Poisson distribution with the parameter
u = At . In other words, if all nonnegative failure rates can
give rise to zero observed failures during time t, with the pdf
given by Eq. (6), the most probable failure rate is zero, but
the mean failure rate is 1/t. The latter is felt to be a more
reasonable estimate of the failure rate for most engineering and
scientific analyses.

The generalization of Eq. (3) to the case of several
observations of failures, r,, is
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E(X) = (1 + ? ^ ^

where t is now the total observation time. The upper 1-a

confidence limit to the failure rate is given by

l - « i - a / 2 ( j : r . + l ) . , (8)
i 1-

in terms of the 100(1-a) percentage point of the chi-squared

(X ) distribution with 2(Z r^+1) degrees of freedom.

If,due to physical considerations, the parameter u is

known not to exceed some value, a, this information should be

incorporated into the analysis. The uniform prior assumption

is now made over the interval (0,a), and Eq. (3) becomes

E(u|r) = (r + 1) - ar+1e~a/I , r = 0,1,2, , (9)

a r
where I = /ure"Udu = r! (l-e~a t am/m\)

o m=0

For example, with r=Q,l, etc., Eq. (9) reduces to

E{u[0)=i-ae~a/(l-e"a) , E(u|l) = 2-a2e"a/(l-e"a(l+a)), etc., (10)

and in the limit of very large a , Eq. (9) approaches

the result given by Eq. (3), as should be expected.

Conclusions:

Given r observed failures during a time period t ,

and assuming a uniform prior, the expected value of the failure

rate is (r + l)/t. This value provides a better estimate than

the modal value, r/t , for many circumstances. The consequences

of the two failure rate predictions can be used to determine

whether the modal or the expected value should be used in

estimating failure rates. The most probable value will provide

an exact result more frequently, but that does not necessarily

mean often. In other words, in a "hit or miss strategy," the

modal value will usually be better than the expected value, but

this disregards how far the observed values are from the predicted

values. On the other hand, if the objective is to minimize the

deviation of possible outcomes from the predicted value, then the

expected value will be better than the modal value, i.e., Eq. (3)

will be superior to Eq. (4).
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6. Response from Dr. R. L. Olson, Sargent and Lundy Engineers, 55 E. Monroe St.
Chicago, XL 60603"

This paper provides a very useful survey of the current literature
on the more difficult problems in the field. But because only the
difficult problems are presented, the reader could feel that
reliability techniques are too difficult to apply to practical
problems. Bryson does point out (on page 3) that even qualitative
studies can be of great benefit in improving systems. Even when
the available data on components is very uncertain, sensitivity
studies can be made to determine the validity of design decisions.

The estimation of very low failure probabilities is important
primarily in nuclear power plant safety studies. Most of the
actual power generation equipment can be made adequately reliable
through redundancy, non-installed spares, predictive maintenance,
or other means. The reliability engineer's task is to decide, on
economic grounds, which measures to apply. Another problem which
arises here is the inability to accurately forecast the costs of
fuel and money when a power plant is being designed.

Even in nuclear plant design, it is entirely possible that greater
safety might be obtained at lower cost by designing reliable
systems with "off-the-shelf" components of known reliability than
by seeking super-reliable components whose reliability cannot be
demonstrated by testing.

Bryson's suggestion that new analytical approaches may be needed
for deriving system reliability interval estimates from the
component interval estimates is certainly correct. In works such
as the Reactor Safety Study, the uncertainty (or undefinable
conservatism) in such assumptions as the behavior of molten fuel
far outweigh the uncertainty in component reliability data.
Research is proceeding on such assumptions however, and the
analytical techniques for propagation of uncertainty should also
be developed in a similar time frame.

The central difficulty in dependent-failure models is the scarcity
of data. Because of this, the simple beta-factor model of Fleming
(General Atomics) is one of the most useful, especially for
communicating the importance and reality of conunon-cause-failure
to designers.

The problems with the present operational data collection systems
are severe. The present systems are very burdensome and expensive
for the electric utilities, and generally thought to be
unsatisfactory by reliability engineers. These systems are likely
to be abandoned if they cannot be improved soon.
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The man-machine interaction problem is really three related
problems. The first problem is to develop criteria for design
of a machine which will be compatible with human capabilities and
tendencies. Recommendations such as a hierarchy of alarms in
the control room need to be developed, and reliability methods
can be a help. The second problem is to quantify the response of
humans for use in design and analysis. It was assumed in the
Reactor Safety Study that human success probability increased with
"time to act", but the Three Mile Island experience seems to
contradict this. Much work is needed in this area if we are to
avoid improper conclusions and actions. For example, using some
published data it could be concluded that modern commercial air-
craft would be safer without pilots! Such a conclusion is not
very far from mandating safety systems which an operator cannot
override. The third problem is to quantify the effects of training
and morale on human reliability. High morale and good training
may not be pursued as vigorously as necessary if no safety or
economic benefit is apparent, and reliability analysis is a major
area in which the benefits should appear.

The model of McWilliams and Martz for optimizing test intervals
should also be applicable to maintenance intervals if the true
maintenance needs of the equipment and the likelihood of faulty
maintenance are known. A more difficult problem is presented by
the trend toward predictive, as opposed to periodic, maintenance
based on diagnostics such as noise signature analysis. The
ultimate result of predictive maintenance wou?d be that components
would never fail, but would be out of service for renewal at times.
The ultimate effect would be to eliminate forced outages but
greatly increase scheduled outages. A model for this process
would then be very dependent on the time variation of demand for
power.

Communicating reliability information to technical, as well as non-
technical, individuals can also be a major problem. Electric
utility managers are understandably reluctant to base costly
decisions on reliability information which is difficult to explain
and based on data which has well-publicized shortcomings. One
answer to this problem is to use Monte Carlo methods and
sensitivity studies. The Monte Carlo model can be very simple to
explain in a short time with analogies such as putting marbles into
boxes, but avoids the mention of combinations and permutations.
The sensitivity analyses will (hopefully) show that the uncertainty
in the input data does not alter the conclusion of the study.
Many other methods which help to establish the credibility of the
reliability analyst are available, and should be used. Competence
is always the most important .
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7. Response from Dr. H. Otway. Systems Analysis Division, Joint
Research Centre, European Communities Commission, 21070 Xspra
(Varese), Italy.

Thank you for the copy of your paper "Reliability Problems in Power Genera-
tion". The chapter most relevant to my Interests is that on "The Communica-
tion of Reliability Data to Non-technical Individuals".

From a psychological standpoint I'm afraid I don't really like this Chapter
very much. You are actually backing into the field of attitude change (per-
haps without really being aware of it) and are implicitly making some raiher
questionable assumptions about the relationships between information and the
change and acquisition of beliefs. The comparative risk material has a cer-
tain normative appeal but is psychologically naive and, I think, intellec-
tually dishonest. After all, what do drinking diet soda and being present
at TMI have in common that would Justify their comparison; and why would
you want to compare them ETiyway; and whom do you want to convince; and might
this sort of message not "backfire"? (By the way I find /tctde a bit too
"cutesy* and imagine its use would be counter-productive when communicating
to "non-technical individuals"). And so on.

Rather than write an appendix, which I doubt could do justice to the topic
in 2 or 3 pages, I'm enclosing a paper of mine which was intended as a
tutorial on risk perception. If you would wish to circulate it to your col-
leagues, please feel free to do so.

In summary, I would rather encourage you to delete Chapter 5>which is not
essential to your paper. I do realise that it faithfully represents the
"received view" of much of the technical community, but this is not really
a technical subject. By the way, the cite of Twersky and Kahneman is a bit
out of context; in fact, many psychologists are beginning to have serious
doubts about the "cognitive limitations" literature, e.g. Larry Phillips
and Ward Edwards (sorry, I don't have the references handy).

Please do accept these negative comments in the positive spirit in which
they are offered. I would be happy to have your comments on my paper or
to provide you with copies of other papers of mine.
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8. Response from Joseph R. Penland, Science Applications Inc. , Suite 1000,
800 Oak Ridge Turnpike, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

Overall, I believe the discussion paper is excellent. The only real
problem I have with it is in the title versus what is presented. .The
tit le, "Reliability Problems in Power Generation Systems," implies that
the paper addresses the full scope of reliability problems. It does not.
Whet the paper does address is problems in reliabi | i fv estimation of
power generation systems. If the paper addressed th<_ tuil set of reli-
ability problems, it would be addressing such subjects as feedback of
operational information to design and operations, equipment qualification,
the role of the design process, the role of procedures, and like sub-
jects. If you accepted my suggestion to limit the paper to reliability
estimation problems, then the section on communication of reliability data
to nontechnical individuals would be somewhat out of place. This prob-
lem in scope, or in misnomer, appears to be the only significant problem
with the paper.

A much less significant problem, but allied *~> the one discussed above,
is that there is no identification that a reliab,;..y analysis must be tail-
ored to the end use. Without identification of the end use, the exis-
tence or degree of problems associated with, for instance, very low
probabilities, dependence and failure modes, degraded failure modes,
cannot be adequately judged. Therefore, without specific identification
of the end uses, the statements made in the paper are not complete due
to the lack of context recognition.
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9. Response from Dr. A. T. Peaslee, Jr., S-4, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,

Los Alamos, NM 87545.

The communication of power generation station reliability study
results to the public at large is a legitin.ate concern of
statisticians. It is too important a task to be left to those who are
notIVated only by political gain.

The statistical cowi.unity should also be concerned with the entire
risk analysis of alternate energy sources and apply the sane incisive
analytical techniques to the possible consequences of power generation
station failures as well as to the estimation of power generation
station failure probabilities, by so doing, simple abuses of
statistics, sued as the multiplication of very small event
probabilities by small consequence probabilities by arbitrarily long
tin.es or by the world population to produce a "catastrophe," can be

Statisticians should broaden their participation in the
presentation ot alternative energy technologies to the public so that
citizens can make a Letter choice. The manner of presentation that is
n<jst elegant ana satisfying by the standards of the statistical
coiuj.unity may not be the best suited for presentation to the public at
large. The judgment and choice of informed individuals can be
drastically afiected by the manner of presentation. Consider the
following example given by Tversky and Kaiineman1: The situation is such
that a certain influenza vi>-us is expected to kill 600 people this year
ano only one of two options can be selectee. Two statistically
equivalent wordings of these options were tested on a group of
subjects.

Wording 1. Option 1 will save about 200 peoplejoption 2 will save
about 600 people with a probability of 1/3 ana no people with
probability d/3.

hording d. Option 1 will result in about 100 people dying;option
'e. gives a 1/3 probability that none will die and a c/3 probability that
about 600 people v»ill die.

Iversky and Kshneman found that the choices of a n«jority of their
subjects reversta as the wordings were reversed from lives saved to
lives lost, hort statisticians should eriter into the scientific study
ol human

1A.Tversky end b.kahneman, "The Framing of Decisions and the
hationality of Choice," Lepartment of Psychology, Stanford University,
i!*b0. Quoted in h.J.Lirihorn and R.N.I.&tarth, "Behavioral Lecision
Theory: Processes of Judgment ana Choice," Annual Reviews of
Psychology, 19b 1, in process.

and L.ficelman, "Science, Values, and Hun.an Judgment,"
October kc, 1976, pg.3o<».
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10. Response from Dr. Stephen C. Reynolds, Energy Information Administration,
Dept. of Energy, Washington, D. C. 20461

The discussion paper titled "Use of Observational-Study
Data" does a good job of highlighting several of the major
problems in using data collected under operational conditions.
Clearly, operational data pose unique problems of analysis
and interpretation. However, having worked for five years
in operational testing before I came to the Department of
Energy I feel a word needs to be said in defense of operational
data.

It is true that under laboratory conditions important variables
can be controlled and results can be carefully measured and
recorded. Ultimately, however, the goal is to estimate
system performance in uctual use. By their very nature
laboratory tests can never fully duplicate the real world
environment in which the system must operate. The careful
control essential in a laboratory test is intended to
ensure that the system is not exposed to unanticipated
conditions or unknown influences.

Operational data afford the opportunity to verify if laboratory
predictions of system performance are accurate. However,
analyses based on data collected under operational conditions
is limited by the quality of that data. As noted in the
discussion paper this is not a trivial problem. Measurement
errors, transcription errors, and missing data are frequently
problems in operational data analysis. These problems can be
ameliorated through the use of automatic editing techniques.

The Office of Energy Information Validation (OEIV) is currently
sponsoring research to improve methods of automatic data
editing. We are interested in editing survey data which
describe energy production, distribution, and use. However,
the techniques developed should be equally applicable to
complex systems reliability data. This work is being done
for us by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The two
editing techniques showing the most promise are procedures
based on the Chernikova algorithm 1/ 2/ and the Boolean
approach developed by Fellegi and Holt. 3/
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A software system using the Chernikoya algorithm has been
developed by Gordon Sande of Statistics Canada. The steps
in this technique are: (1) the specification of edits are in
the form of linear expressions giving necessary relationships
in the data, for example, A+B<C-D, where A,B,C, and D are
data elements recorded for the system under study; (2) the
development of a minimal set of edits by checking the original
set of edits for redundancies and inconsistencies; (3)
the application of the edits to the data. Each data record
is classified as passed (all edits satisfied), failed (one
or more edits not satisfied) or missed (one or more data
elements are missing); (4) the identification of data element(s)
that, if changed, would permit the data record to satisfy
the failed edits. The Chernikova algorithm is used to select
extreme points of the region defined by the set of edits,
thus identifying data points outside the acceptance region;
(5) imputation of new values for the missing and incorrect
data elements found in steps (3) and (4). A "Hot Deck"
approach selects the closest matching record to thr record
for which data elements are to be imputed and uses chose
values in the failed record.

The Fellegi and Holt approach begins with the specification
of edits, as in the previous approach. It then converts
those edits into "normal form." This consists of writing
the edits as a Cartesian product of all the fields in each
data record. The fields that enter an edit are those for
which particular values are specified. For example, edit 1:
(0,1) X (1,2) X F3 X F4 4 represents an edit where the first
field must have a value of either 0 or 1, the second field
must have a value of 1 or 2. The third and fourth fields do
not entex the edit and may have any value. It is then
necessary to cycle repeatedly through the list of explicit
edits to determine is; they contain any additional constraints.
Such constraints constitute implied edits that must be
added to the list of explicit edits to establish a complete
set. The criterion used in selecting which fields to change
to produce a passing record consists of finding the solution
involving the minimum number of fields. The Felleyi and
Holt procedure stops at this point, havin.f localized the
error without providing imputed values to produce passing
records.

A major problem in applying the Fellegi and Holt methodology
is the requirement to generate a complete set of normal form
edits. The research done by ORNL has identified two modifications
to the basic Fellegi and Holt algorithm that can significantly
reduce the computation time involved in generating edits.

The first modification, developed by Gunar Leipins, reduces
the number of iterations necessary to generate a sufficient
set of edits. This is accomplished by proving that all
necessary implied edits can be generated using a one-pass
algorithm. This algorithm consists of a hierarchically structured
tree search in which branches that generate no new edits
need be searched no further. The second modification, developed
by Robert Garfxnkel, does not attempt to identify implied
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edits prior to examining data records. For each failed
record it attempts to find a solution consisting of a minimum
number of subject fields by using the existing list of
edits. If no solution is found then a new implied edit is
generated in the same manner as the Liepins algorithm.
Implied edits are generated only until a solution is found.
This technique can reduce the computational difficulties in
problems with large numbers of implied edits. However, it
may lead to different solutions based on the order in which
implied edits are introduced. Details of the research done
by Liepins and Garfinkel are contained in an as yet unpublished
ORNL report titled "Data Analytic Tools in Support of Data
Validation". Further research is planned to assess the
problems involved in applying these techniques to large data
sets.
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11. Response from Dr. Nozer P. Singpurwalla. Operations Research
Dept., The George Washington University, Washington, D. C. 20052

I have look over your paper on "Reliability Problems
in Power Generation Systems," and the following are my
comments.

1. On page 1, paragraph 3, you talk of high reliabili-
ties, of the order .99999. In dealing with such
numbers, I believe that it would be important to
emphasize the subjective nature of probabilities.
I am not sure that such numbers make physical sense.
Perhaps you may want to quote the first few pages
of Good's book, on the estimation of rrobabilities.

2. On several occasions you mention the bounds given
in Barlow and Proschan's book. These bounds are
useful only when the underlying parameters such as
mean or median are known. The question of how
to use these bounds when we have only prior knowl~
edge of the parameters is an open one, which you
may consider referencing.

3. Another matter that you may wish to mention is the
robustness of the results using the exponential
assumption, which is often made in pratice.

4. You do often mention the effects of dependencies
and multivariate distributions. Professors Henry
Bio*, Tom Savits and Moshe Shaked have been actively
working in this area with several pretty results.
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Block and Savits should have a survey paper on this
topic in the Mathematics of O.R.. You may want to
contact these gentlemen for appropriate references.

5. I am enclosing herewith copies of some of my recent
reports on accelerated l i f e testing which may be of
help. Also enclosed i s a survey paper on the estima-
tion of the failure rate, which may be of interest.

6. You also mention the problem of estimating system
rel iabi l i ty from component re l iabi l i t ies in the
presence of dependencies
David Mastran and I have written a paper [copy en-
closod) which was published in ORSA a few years ago,
you may find this useful.

In general, I found your paper good and informative,
except for the material on Cox's work, which was a bit
too detailed, and confusing--to me.
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12. Response from Dr. Pasquale Sullo, Department of Operations Research
and Statistics, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12181

I shall confine my discussion to Section 3 of the main paper which is
concerned with dependence among failure modes. First, I should like to des-
cribe some existing research which generalizes the bivariate failure model
of Freund (1961) in that simultaneous failures are accomodated. In the fatal
shock model which gives rise to the Marshall-Olkin (1967) bivariate exponential
distribution (M-0 BVE), one envisages a two-component, parallel system sub-
ject to shocks from three independent sources of failure: one specifically
fatal to component 1, one specifically fatal to component 2, and the third
fatal to both. We shall denote the three shock sources by Hio, Hoi, and H u ,
where Hio (Hoi) refers to the "hammerman" that "kills" component 1 (2) and
H n to the "common cause" hammerman who kills both components simultaneously.
If Ti (T2) is the component 1 (2) failure time and the respective strike
times of Hio, Hoi, and H n are exp (Xi0), and exp (XOi), then (Ti,T2) has
the M-0 BVE. Also, max O.,T2) - min (Ti,T2) - 0, exp (Am+Xii), exp (Xai+Xu)
according as Ti=T2), Ti>T2, or TX<T2. This model can be easily modified to
encompass both the Freund and Marshall-Olkin models by simply allowing, at time
ndnfTi.Ti), Aio(^oi) to change to Xi'o (X01), which effects a change only in
the distribution of max (Ti,T2) - min (Ti,T2). The model is identical to
Freund's (no simultaneous failures) if Xn=0, while if XI0 = Xi"0 and Xoi

= Xo'i,
the model is the M-0 BVE. This modified Freund model has been described in
greater detail, including estimation procedures, in Proschan and Sullo (1974)
and generalized to the multivariate case by Block (197S).

Recently, a bivariate failure model whose exponential pcrticularization
also generalizes the Freund model by allowing for simultaneous failures was
presented by Tosch and Holmesr (1980). It can be shown, however, that the bi-
variate distribution which results is a reparametrization of the modified
Freund distribution described above. This very fact is interesting because
the Tosch, Holmes parametrization suggests a characterization which is some-
what different than that above. The apparent difference is that simultaneous
failures, rather than arising from an external or common cause arise from the
shock produced by the failing component itself. Specifically, suppose at min
(Ti,T2) component 1 fails. At that precise instant, because of the extra load
on the system caused by the failing component, component 2 fails instanteously
with probability p < 1. It, however, component 2 survives that shock, it
operates exponentially with a failure rate (perhaps) different from that prior
to min (Ti,T2).

As mentioned in the main pap^r. CCF analyses have utilized the Marshall-
01kin (1967) multivariate exponential distribution (M-0 MVE) extensively. I
should like now to discuss some aspects of estimation procedures for this MVE
based upon my own research. Such procedures have been described in Proschan
and Sullo (1976), hereafter PS(1976), and more extensively in Sullo (19731.
In general, if the M-0 MVE is k-dimensional, the number of parameters is 2K-1,
but in many CCF and CMF applications there are far. fewer. The simplest reduced
model is a (k+1)-parameter version which is represented schematically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. "Black box" representation of (k+1)-parameter MVE

Inside the "black box" of Figure 1 are k independently operating systemic
components, labeled l,2,...,k, and one "common cause", labeled k+1, which is re-
presented as an additional independent component. The components inside the
"black tr>x" cannot be observed directly. Rather, failures are detected only at
the terminals m^, mT.-.m^. There can be from none to k simultaneously observed
failures. The life of component i is assumed to be exp (x^) > i=l,2,.. .,k+l.
If the k systemic components are identical so that the system is a redundant
one subject to common cause failure as in Abramson (1979), there are only two
parameters to be estimated and MLE's can be obtained in closed form (see Theorem
4.2, PS (1976)). If Aj/A,-, itj, the likelihood equations must be solved iteratively.
The MLE's satisfy the intuitive principle

_ known no. strikes by Hj + gi(A) fi->

total time on test for H.

where gi(A) is a function of the sample and the parameters and is the expected
number of Ĥ  strikes in that class of observations in which Hj cannot be identified
uniquely (recall that we cannot directly observe the interior of the "black box"
in Fig. 1). An iterative method based on (2) for solving the likelihood equations

~ (q+l) _ known no. strikes by Hj + fa' )• (2)

total time on test for H.

where X̂  ̂ ' is the q-th iterate. For each q, gi(xfa)) is a consistent estimator
of the number of Hj strikes in the unidentifiable class for Hj. An estimator,
denoted by INT, is proposed in PS (1976) which has the form (1) and turns out to
be K^1) of (2). INT has been shown to be very efficient relative to the MLE in
the~l)ivariate case. To test the efficiency of iNT as well as its capability to
initiate a rapidly convergent solution of the likelihood equations when k>2,
the estimation procedure was programmed for a computer and a wide variety of
(k+1)-parameter MVE data was simulated. In every case, even with k=20, INT
was close to the MLE and convergence was very rapid. It should be mentioned
that Shamseldin and Press (1980) have developed Bayesian inferential procedures
for the (k+1)-parameter case.

v
Although estimation procedures for MVE(2 -1) are conceptually simple, they

may be difficult in practice due to the high dimensionality of the minimal suf-
ficient statistic upon which both INT and MLE are based. Let S^ be the set of
all binary vectors of order k exclusive of 0. The fatal hammermen '•^mprise the
set (Hs seSfc} and are governed by independent Poisson processes with corresponding
mean rates U 5 : seSfc}. In a k-component parallel system, H s can kill component
i only if si=l, SIES. E.g., in the trivariate case (k=3),-Hioi is fatal to com-
ponents 1 and 3 but does not affect 2. Let R^ be the set of all k-order rank
vectors. Card (Rk) increases rapidly with k: 3,13,78,541 for k=2,3,4,5I respec-
tively. Yet the rank vectors are crucial in constructing the minimal sufficient
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statistic, or, equivalently in applying (2). Each rank vector corres-
ponds to a failure pattern from which, if observed, the hammerman which
causes the earliest failure within an observation can be uniquely identified
and the class of hammermen potentially responsible for each successive
failure delimited. The trivariate case will provide an illustration.
Consider r = (1,2,1); this corresponds to the failure pattern shown in
Figure 2 Below, for an observation t.=(tj.= i t^i* t3i) *n which

t(l)j 5 'lj = t3j * *2j = "

Component

1

2

3

(Di t{2!i

Figure 2. Observation from MVE(2^-1) with £ = (1,2,1).

The failures at t,.,. could have been caused only by Him while the cause
of failure at t-nki mxst ** £rom tHoio, Huo, H o n , Hnil. The number
of such observations with r= (1,2,1), say ni2i, contributes to the term
"known no. of strikes by Hioi" which appears in (1) and (2); in fact,
in this particular case ni2i is precisely the known number of Hioi strikes.
In addition, the statistic m 2 j appears elsewhere, e.g. in the estimation
of Xom, one of the several summands in the term goio(V) in (1) is
[Xojo/(^oio +Aiio +Xon + Xiu)] ni2i, which is the expected number of Hoio
strikes among the observations with r = (1,2,1). Computation of the total
time on test for Hg in (1) and (2) is straightfoward [see (A. 10), PSQ.976)].
It cannot be ovremphasized that this sort of analysis must be excuted for
each s e ^ and each reRfc, which demonstrates the complexity of CCF analyis
even in the simple context of the M-0 MVE with its Poisson driven failure
events.

I believe, however, that the estimation procedure can be computeri7ed
despite its complexity. But a further obstacle to the design of a general
algorithm is the myriad of variations which the M-0 MVE can accomodate.
These generally result from setting certain parameters equal to zero (as
in MVE(k+l)) or setting parameters equal to each other within certain classes.
Both of these variations are exhibited in Figure 3 below. If A and B are
two identical subsystems with redundant components within, the complete

1

2

— I —

| O

o

;

Figure 3. Schematic showing NfB system with two levels of CCF.
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system is a Card (A) + Card (B) dimensional MVE but there are only three
parameters, say Ai,A2=*3 and Â  = Ag. A computerized estimation procedure
should be able to treat such variations automatically. This may or may not
be a difficult problem, but a need for further research îs indicated.
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Respondents or participants suggested cer ta in other papers that are
espec ia l ly relevant to the present t o p i c . The f i r s t of these i s included
in abbreviated form with the responses . The others are avai lable on request
from the authors.

1. "The Prediction of F: . lure Rates ," by E. L. F i l s t e i n and R. Goldste in,
Combustion Engineering, I n c . , Windsor, CN 06095.

2 . "Sampling from Multivariate Dis tr ibut ions wi th Correlated Variables ,"
by S. L. Iman, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87115, and J. H. Davenport,
Texas Tech University, Lubb-ck, TX 79409.

3 . "Two Suggestions of How to Define a Mul t i s ta t e Coherent System,"
by B. Natvig, Matematisk I n s t i t u t t , Univers i te t i Os lo , Blindern Oslo 3 ,
Norway.

4. "Improved Bounds for the A v a i l a b i l i t y for Systems of Maintained,
Interdependent Components," by B. Natvig (address preceding) .

5. "A Suggestion of a New Measure of Importance of System Components,"
by B. Natvig (address in #3).
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Discussion during the Workshop on Reliability Problems in Power Generation Systems focused on four particular
issues: the need for a comprehensive risk/benefit approach; the role of statisticians in establishing good procedures
for data collection as well as analysis; the difficulty of arriving at any consensus concerning the use of subjective or
qualitative probabilistic judgments; and the tendency to over-emphasize the highly publicized issues associated with
nuclear power to the exclusion of more general questions.

The initial ground-rules for the workshop included an emphasis on reliability in the sense of estimating fre-
quency of failures, <u opposed to the consequences of failures. Several participants noted the difficulty in analyzing
reliability without getting into the tradeoffs between costs of additional reliability and the risks attendant to less
reliable systems. It was noted that the "low-probability" events that are of such interest in analysis are in reality
better described as high-consequence events, which are constrained to be low-probability only when cost/benefit
considerations are introduced. Comparative analyses of power systems must take account of the differential risks.
For example, it has been noted that even "soft" energy paths such as solar do involve individual risks, such as falls
while working on collectors; but the consequences of individual events are far less, and accordingly they have not
been subjected to the same level of reliability analysis, much less a comprehensive cost/benefit analysis.

For all the complaints that are heard about the shortage of reliability data, many participants felt that available
data sources such as Licensee Event Reports and the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data Systems are not being adequately
utilized. Moreover, there is concern that the laboratories are making enemies out of utilities and other users by
asking for more data than are really needed or even useful. Statisticians need to be more involved in establishing data
needs as well as in data analysis. Certain aspects of data-base management — for example, providing information on
parts availability — might be better used to provide a service to users in exchange for their assistance in data
collection. Public acceptance of the validity of reliability data might also be enhanced by publicizing experience with
data on military systems, which after all are inherently far more dangerous than power generation systems. But trie
real attention needs to be focused on identifying the genuine data needs: avoiding overly complex models (some
generalizations of the bivariate exponential, for example), which have no prospect of being validated with real data;
and identifying the crucial areas in which data are most important (such as common cause failure modes), rather
than collecting redundant data on component failures.

Thei. .eems to be complete agreement that subjective estimates of reliability become more important as
reliability objectives become more stringent. There is less agreement as to the suitable methodology. Strict Bayesian
approaches have the advantage of forcing the modeler to be very specific about the assumptions being made, but
they have the concurrent disadvantage of prompting disagreements over those assumptions. Specifically, participants
were highly skeptical over whether antinuclear activists would ever accept any reasonable prior distribution on an
extreme failure mode probability. Some participants found the ongoing debate between frequentists and Bayesians
rather tedious and felt that any good approach must use elements of both paradigms. Finally, the view was expressed
that analyses should be made less subjective whenever possible, even when this involves unpopular actions such as
quantifying loss-of-life risks.

Most of the discussion (both in the paper and the workshop) centered on nuclear power, a reflection of the
interests and experiences of most participants. There was agreement, though, that ronnuclear problems are being
short-changed. Some problems such as plant down-time are as important in nonnuclear systems as in nuclear ones
and are more amenable to analysis because cf the greater experience. Even relatively catastrophic events such as
large-scale blackouts appear to have very high probabilities compared to a reactor core melt and may thus be
amenable to less subjective analysis. More complex model*, such as an £EI 12-state model for generator operation,
may be more realistically validated for nonnuclear systems.
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Uncertainty Analysis Associated with Radioactive Waste
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A Discussion Paper*

Robert M. Cranwell
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Jon C. Helton
Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses 'he pr- Mem of incorporating and representing uncertainty in the

analysis c •';.-'> associated with _.? geo'egic dispose! of r&dioactive waste. There are many
collections of related -vent;, features, and processes which might affect tiie long-term per-
formance of a disposal sit:, iv • convenience, such a collection is referred to as ? scenario.
Uncertainty in the analysis of tin; risk associated with a disposal site generally arises from
two major sources: (1) the inexactness with which the occurrence of various scenarios can
be predicted and (2) the inexactness with which the consequences associated with individual
scenarios can be predicted. The inexactness in (2) generally arises from the inability to
completely characterize the physical processes associated with individual scenarios. Ques-
tions of the following type arise: How can a deterministic model be converted into a
probabilistic model and the resultant probabilistic predictions be analyzed? How does one
compile the various scenarios that could affect a disposal site and describe the uncertainty in
the quantification of these scenarios? What is an appropriate way to calculate the conse-
quences, and to represent the effects of uncertainty, for a single scenario? How should
individual scenarios be selected for inclusion in a comprehensive disposal site analysis? What
is an appropriate way to calculate the consequences, and to represent the effects of un-
certainty, for a collection of scenarios selected to represent a disposal site? The preceding
questions and possible approaches to their solution are discussed in the context of a project
at Sandia National Laboratories to develop a methodology to assess the risk associated with
the geologic disposal of radioactive waste.

INTRODUCTION

The management and long-term disposal of high-level
radioactive waste and spent fuel produced by nuclear
power generation and national defense activities is be-
coming an increasingly important issue. The waste in-
ventory is already large and difficult to manage, and the
future use of nuclear power is being questioned at least
partly on the basis of waste disposal capability. Many
options have been proposed for disposal of radioactive

waste, including burial in deep excavations or boreholes,
emplacement in the. seabed, ejection into space, and
others. The current option being pursued most actively
is that of burial in mined depositories in deep, geologic

•Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, under memo-
randum of understanding DOE 40-550-75 with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy.
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formations. The formations under present consideration
include granite, shale, basalt, domed salt, and bedded
salt. The time period over which the performance of
such repositories must be assessed is long - from at
least a few thousand years to perhaps a few hundred
thousand years. Obviously, experiments and monitoring
to gain information on system behavior cannot be car-
ried out over such time periods. The only available way
to evaluate candidate sites, waste forms, and repository
designs and to assess the safety of repositories is pre-
dictive modeling. An important part of such modeling
efforts will be the determination and representation of
uncertainty in model input and model predictions.

This paper considers the determination and repre-
sentation of uncertainty in the analysis of the geologic
disposal of radioactive waste. It is derived from a proj-
ect at Sandia National Laboratories to develop a
methodology to assess the risk associated with such dis-
posal [1]. The paper will present the major aspects in
organizing the information available for a potential dis-
posal site and in obtaining a measure, with appropriate
uncertainty bounds, of the consequences associated
with the site. The following organization is used. For
the remainder of this section, the influence of models
on the development and application of uncertainty
analysis techniques m the context of radioactive waste
disposal is discussed. Then, for the next five sections of
this paper, five questions that arise in uncertainty analy-
sis for geologic waste disposal are presented and dis-
cussed with respect to their importance in the context
of waste disposal and possible techniques for waste
treatment. Specifically, the following questions are
considered:

• How can a deterministic model be converted into a
probabilistic model and the resultant probabilistic
predictions be analyzed?

• How does one compile the various scenarios that
could affect a disposal site and describe the un-
certainty in the quantification of these scenarios?

• What is an appropriate way to calculate the conse-
quences, and to represent the effects of uncertainty,
for a single scenario?

• How should individual scenarios be selected for in-
clusion in a comprehensive disposal site analysis?

• What is an appropriate way to calculate the conse-
quences, and to represent the effects of uncertainty,
for a collection of scenarios selected to represent a
disposal site?

The paper concludes with a brief summary section.
The project at Sandia, from which the ideas presented

in this paper are derived, consists of three major parts:

(1) the development oi models to represent physical
processes associated with the disposal of waste in geo-
logic formations, (2) the development of techniques for
the assessment and use of these models, and (3) the
application of these models and techniques to a hypo-
thetical ; wastesrepository.;The development of un-
certainty analysis techniques belongs in the second
category. Specifically, the designation ''uncertainty
analysis techniques" is used to mean methods by which
the inexactness of our knowledge with respect to the
occurrence of events and processes at a disposal site and
the inexactness of our capability to describe such events
and processes can be translated into probabilistic state-
ments (e.g., expected values, variances, distributions,
and confidence intervals) about their consequences.

The development and application of uncertainty
analysis techniques for the assessment of waste disposal
sites is very closely tied to the models that represent
physical processes at these sites. The obtainable infor-
mation for a site generally does not provide immediate
insight into the consequences associated with a reposi-
tory at that site. Rather, models must be used to
process the obtainable information into forms that do
provide insight with respect to the repository. Thus,
uncertainty analysis techniques must operate in con-
junction with the models to determine the uncertainty
associated with model predictions from the uncertainty
associated with the data supplied to the models as
input. Much of the data that can be obtained for dis-
posal sites will be represented probabilistically while the
models which have been developed to represent pro-
cesses at these sites are generally deterministic. In es-
sence, uncertainty analysis techniques are used to
develop probabilistic models (i.e., random variables as
input and output) from deterministic models (i.e., indi-
vidual variables as input and output) and then to ana-
lyze the predictions made by the new probabilistic
models.

Due to their importance in shaping the uncertainty
analysis techniques presented in this paper and to help
indicate the potential complexity of an uncertainty
analysis, the models that were developed in the Sandia
program for use in the assessment of waste disposal sites
are now briefly indicated. The processes represented by
these models can be divided into four major categories:
(1) near-field repository behavior, (2) groundwater
transport, (3) pathways-to-man, and (4) dosimetry and
health effects. The two major models available to
represent near-field behavior are SWIFT, a three-
dimensional, finite-difference model that solves a
coupled system of partial differential equations to
represent fluid flow, heat transfer, brine migration, and
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radionuclide transport [2 ] , and DNET, a quasi-two-
dimensional network model that simulates waste/host
rock interactions and feedback effects in the vicinity of
a depository [3 ] . Two major models are also available
to represent groundwater transport. One of these is
SWIFT. The other is NWFT/DVM, a network flow and
transport model that solves radionuclide transport equa-
tions by a distributed velocity scheme [ 4 , 5 ] . A two-
part model is available to perform pathways-to-man
calculations [6 ] . The first part represents radionuclide
movement in the surface environment by a system of
differential equations; the second part represents radio-
nuclide movement from the surface environment to a
human population by use of concentration ratios. A
model is available which performs dosimetry calcula-
tions on the basis of 70-year dose factors derived from
the ICRP-II model and which estimates health effects
from individual doses and latent cancer risk factors
proposed by the BEIR-II committee [7 ] .

This section concludes with a brief discussion of the
importance of representing uncertainty in calculated
consequences for geologic waste disposal. First, it is not
possible to exactly predict the sets of events, features,
and processes (i.e., scenarios) that may affect a disposal
site. Most likely, the best that can be obtained will be
probabilistic statements (possibly quite crude) about
the occurrence of individual scenarios. Second, it is not
possible to exactly describe the conditions (i.e., input
data for computer models) necessary to predict the con-
sequences associated with specific scenarios. Again, the
best that can be obtained may be probabilistic state-
ments (possibly quite crude) about the variables that
define model input. To ignore the effects of such un-
certainties on model predictions could produce very
misleading results.

How Can a Deterministic Model Be Converted
into a Probabilistic Model* and the
Resultant Probabilistic Predictions

Be Analyzed?

Although very general, this question is at the center of
uncertainty analysis for geologic waste disposal. As al-
ready indicateJ. uncertainty analysis is used to mean

*The designation "deterministic model" is used to indicate a
function whose input is a sequence of real numbeis and whose
output is one or more real numbers. The designation "proba-
bilistic model" is used to indicate a function whose input is a
sequence of random variables and whose output is one or more
random variables.

the application of methods by which the inexactness of
our knowledge with respect to the occurrence of events
and processes at a disposal site and the inexactness of
our capability to describe such events and processes can
be translated into probabilistic statements about their
consequences. The analysis of a disposal site involves
the use of several large and complex deterministic
models. However, the input values for these models are
actually the realizations of many different random vari-
ables. Thus, uncertainty analysis for a particular conse-
quence can be interpreted as the study of a random
variable that describes the behavior of this consequence;
in turn, the character of this random variable results
from the deterministic models involved and the random
variables that describe input values for these models.
This leads to the following question: How can a "more
complex" model be constructed from the deterministic
models which takes random variables and their associ-
ated joint distributions as input and generates one or
more random variables as output? Then, uncertainty
analysis becomes the study of the dependent random
variables.

In this section, a technique for converting a deter-
ministic model into a probabilistic model is discussed.
Further, analysis techniques for the resultant dependent
random variables are also indicated. Applications of
these techniques to a single scenario and to an overall
assessment of a disposal site are discussed later.

In practice, it probably will not be possible to develop
a model which takes actual random variables (i.e., func-
tions defined on probability spaces) as input and in turn
actually generates such functions as output. Indeed, the
random variables under consideration v/ill often be esti-
mated by empirical distributions or other approxima-
tions. Thus, it is proposed that a deterministic model be
converted into a probabilistic model by using some
scheme to generate a sequence of values (actually, a
sequence of vectors, where each vector contains one
value from each random variable) sampled from the
random variables according to their distributions (or,
the best approximations to them which are available).
Then, the individual variable values associated with each
of these vectors can be supplied to the deterministic
model as input. This generates a sequence of model out-
puts which, in conjunction with the probabilities as-
sociated with the individual sets of input for the
deterministic model, can be used to generate a random
variable (actually, an approximation to a random vari-
able), which is the result of the applying the new
"probabilistic" model to the original random variables.
Then, suitable analysis of this new random variable and
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the values used in its generation provide the desired
uncertainty analysis-.

In geologic waste disposal and many other problems,
one initially has a deterministic model D which is a
function of the variables vlt . . . , vn. However, it is
difficult to justify specific choices for the v,; in reality,
the values of these variables are realizations of associ-
ated random variables Vt, . . . , Vn. Thus, what is
desired is an assessment of the behavior of
D(v,, . . . , vn) which reflects the behavior of
F , , . . . , Vn. In essence, it is desired to replace the
deterministic model D with a probabilistic model P
which has the random variables V\, . . . , Vn as input
and has a random variable as output. The dependent
random variable can then be analyzed to gain insight
with respect to the behavior of predictions made by the
original deterministic model/?. However, for most situa-
tions, it is not possible to actually construct the proba-
bilistic model P\ instead, the best that can be done is to
construct a model P&, which takes approximations to
the random variables Vx, . . . , Vn as input and in turn
generates an approximation to a random variable as out-
put. This approximation can be analyzed to gain in-
formation with respect to the uncertainty associated
with the predictions made by the original deterministic
model D.

Thus, what is a suitable way to sample from the ran-
dom variables that are to be used as input for the new
probabilistic model? Also, what is a suitable way to
represent and analyze the random variable which is
generated as output by this model? Before possible solu-
tions are proposed, several desirable properties for the
methods are listed:

• provide for estimates of expected value, variance, and
distribution for the dependent random variable,

• provide for estimates of confidence intervals for the
preceding entities,

• permit investigation of deferent distributions and
correlations for the random variables used as input,

• permit determination of variables which are im-
portant in producing uncertainty in model predic-
tions, and

• be numerically efficient with respect to the amount
of calculation required to obtain the information
indicated in the preceding desiderata.

Due to the potentially large amount of computation
required by some of the models used to study radio-
active waste disposal, the last consideration is very
important.

There exist many sampling techniques that might be
used to sample from random variables to generate

probabilistic input data for deterministic models.
Several of these methods are compared in McKay,
Conover, and Beckman [8] . Of the possible sampling
methods, the one used in the Sandia project is Latin
hypercube sampling. This technique to select n different
values from each of k variables Xi, . . . , X/c operates
in the following manner. The range of each variable is
divided into n nonoverlapping intervals on the basis of
equal width or equal probability. One value from each
interval is selected at random (for equal probability,
random sampling means with respect to the probability
density in the interval). The n values thus obtained for
Xv are paired in a random manner (equally likely com-
binations) with the n values of X2. These n pairs are
combined in a random manner with the n values of X3

to form r, triplets, and so on, until n fc-tuples are
formed. This is the Latin hypercube sample. A com-
puter program for generating Latin hypercube samples
has been developed and documented by Iman, Daven-
port, and Zeigler [ 9 ] .

To initially represent the random variable which is the
output from the probabilistic model, a cumulative dis-
tribution function can be used. Then, the questions of
uncertainty analysis become questions of describing this
random variable. Important aspects of such an analysis
are now indicated. Specifically, with the assumption
that Latin hypercube sampling has been used to convert
a deterministic model into a probabilistic model, the
following statements can be made:

1. Unbiased estimates of the mean, other moments, and
the distribution function are possible [10, Theorem
i . p . l l ] -

2. Variances of the preceding estimators are usually
smaller than variances of estimators arising from
other sampling techniques; however, this result may
be closely related to monotonicity properties of the
model. The sample variance provides a biased esti-
mate of the population variance; however, the bias is
often small [10, Sects. 2.5 and 2.6] .

3. Sensitivity analysis techniques based on partial cor-
relation and stepwise regression can be used to de-
termine the dominant variables with respect to the
dependent random variable [11] .

4. The effects of different distribution assumptions for
trie input random variables on the dependent ran-
dom variable can be investigated without rerunning
the model [10, Sect. 3 ] .

5. Correlations between input random variables can be
included [ 1 2 ] .

6. A variation of Latin hypercube sampling known as
replicated Latin hypercube sampling can be used to
obtain confidence intervals for estimators with re-
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speci to the dependent random variable (personal
communication with R. L. Iman with respect to
ongoing work).

7. Determination of the preceding information is effi-
cient in that it can be accomplished with less calcula-
tion (i.e., the generation of fewer sample values for
the dependent random variable) than with other
sampling techniques that have been considered [8;
10, Sect. 4 ] .

It is felt that all of the preceding considerations fall
under the general heading of uncertainty analysis.

How Does One Compile the Various Scenarios
That Could Affect a Disposal Site and

Describe the Uncertainty in the
Quantification of these Scenarios?

The word scenario is used to denote a collection of
related events, features, and processes that might affect
a disposal site. Uncertainty in the analysis of a waste
disposal s;te arises from two major sources: (1) the in-
exactness with which the occurrence of various
scenarios can be predicted and (2) the inexactness with
which the consequences associated with individual
scenarios can be predicted. The inexactness in (2) gen-
erally arises from the inability to completely character-
ize the physical processes associated with individual
scenarios. The problem of incorporating uncertainty
when converting from a deterministic model to a proba-
bilistic model was considered above. This is the central
problem in uncertainty analysis for geologic waste dis-
posal. However, the first problem which must be dealt
with in an uncertainty analysis of a site is how to orga-
nize the scenarios referred to in (1) and the computa-
tionally related descriptions of these scenarios referred
to in (2) into z. form that permits application of the
uncertainty analysis techniques indicated above. This
organizational technique must operate to group events,
features, and processes into scenarios in a manner that
facilitates use of available models to p. "diet conse-
quences. In this regard, it is emphasized that it is usually
not possible to immediately ascertain the consequences
associated v/ith individual scenarios. Instead, it is neces-
sary to describe these scenarios in sufficient detail and
then to use models to predict their consequences.

The organizational technique that is being used in the
Sandia project is now briefly indicated. The events, fea-
tures, and processes that are important with respect to
the behavior of a repository are organized into four
categories: (1) those which could influence release of
radionuclides from the depository to a nearby aquifer

system, (2) those which could influence release of radio-
nuclides from the depository directly to the biosphere,
(3) those which could influence radionuclide movement
in groundwater to some surface discharge location, and
(4) those which could influence radionuclide movement
in the surface environment and result in human expo-
sure. Each of the preceding categories has a number of
sets of conditions (i.e., subscenarios) associated with it.
Appropriate unions of these sets are referred to as
scenarios and are the basic organizational units for the
analysis of a disposal site. This technique is intended to
operate in conjunction with the physical models indi-
cated earlier. Additional discussion of scenario develop-
ment, definition, and application is provided in [13].

Two observations are now made with respect to the
scenario development technique just indicated. First, it
is felt that this organizational method is preferable to
event-tree, fault-tree techniques for studying un-
certainty in the context of radioactive waste disposal.
This statement is made for the following reasons: (1)
many of the so-called "events" in waste disposal do not
represent immediate or abrupt changes in the repository
system but rather slow continuous changes over hun-
dreds to thousands of years (e.g., salt dissolution, shaft
C" borehole seal degradation, formation of a geologic
dike), and hence their occurrence cannot be represented
by a simple "yes" or "no" statement, (2) the events and
processes of concern in waste disposal do not neces-
sarily have to occur in a particular sequence and hence
organizational problems develop when one attempts to
force an ordering onto them, and (3) the existence of
feedback loops may be important (e.g., for disposal in
bedded salt, thermal expansion and resultant cracking
can lead to salt dissolution which can lead to subsidence
and collapse which can lead to additional dissolution
which can lead to further subsidence and collapse). The
preceding observations lead back to a point which has
already been stated: for a repository analysis, it is neces-
sary to organize conditions and then use predictive
modeling to study the consequences associated with
these conditions. The second observation is that it is not
possible to prove "completeness" in the sense of un-
equivocally establishing that all possible scenarios have
been compiled. Through care in scenario development
and appropriate independent review, assurance can be
sought that a collection of scenarios is acceptably com-
plete. However, this cannot be proved.

The probabilistic description of each scenario involves
two types of random variables: a random variable de-
scribing the probability of occurrence for the scenario,
and a collection of random variables describing the
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inexactness with which the information needed to
model the scenario is known. The fust type of random
variable is needed (1) to calculate consequences and
uncertainty across all scenarios, (2) to perform risk cal-
culations, and (3) to screen scenarios on the basis of
probability. The second type of random variable is
needed (1) to calculate consequences and uncertainty
for individual scenarios, (2) to perform risk calculations,
and (3) to screen scenarios on the basis of consequence.

Determination of the random variables needed to de-
scribe the scenarios associated with a disposal site is
dependent on both the individual scenarios and the
particular site. It is difficult to give specific techniques
for their determination in a general paper such as this;
indeed, the thrust of this paper is, given that these ran-
dom variables can be determined, how can the un-
certainty that they impose on assessments of a site be
studied? However, to provide a feeling for what is in-
volved in the determination of these random variables,
the following six general approaches are discussed
briefly: (1) application of known physical relationships,
(2) laboratory measurements of properties and pro-
cesses, (3) field measurements of geologic conditions
and processes, (4) investigation and interpretation of
past historic and geologic records, (5) synthesis of ex-
pert opinion, and (6) deliberate conservatism. All of
these techniques are most useful when their application
is as site-specific as possible.

The first technique is based on estimating proba-
bilities through use of accepted scientific principles. For
example, heat flow calculations can be used to deter-
mine temperature distributions in the vicinity of a
depository. This information can be used to estimate
the probability of thermally induced fracturing in the
rock strata surrounding the depository. In turn, the pre-
ceding probabilities can be used to estimate the proba-
bility of water flow through the depository. As another
example, chemical and physical characteristics of an
area might be used to estimate ranges and distributions
for the partitioning of radionuclides between the liquid
and solid phases of a system (i.e., distribution
coefficients).

The second technique is based on laboratory measure-
ments. Many important variables can be investigated
through properly designed laboratory experiments.
Such variables relate to distribution coefficients, leach
rates, shaft-seal failure rates, concentration ratios, and
development of fracture systems.

The third technique involves direct field measure-
ments of geologic conditions and processes to determine
the probabilistic nature of important variables. For
example, field observation can be used to determine the

distribution of erosion rates with respect to climate and
topography. Also, direct observation can yield informa-
tion on processes such as uplift and subsidence, dissolu-
tion, and growth of fracture systems and on conditions
as characterized by porosities, conductivities, and dis-
tribution coefficients.

The fourth technique is similar to the third technique
in that it uses data from past human and geologic ac-
tivity. Yet it is different in that it infers probabilities
from past records rather than from field measurements
designed to determine them directly. For example, past
rates and distributions for tectonic and volcanic activity
might be used to infer such rates for the future. How-
ever, as both techniques are based on extrapolation of
past and present conditions into the future, care must
be taken to ensure that the time periods used in these
projections are appropriate. Use of time periods that are
too short can produce misleading results. For example,
the historical records on which to base estimates of
inadvertent intrusion by drilling only extend back 50 to
100 years — a short time period in comparison to the
few thousand to possibly few hundred thousand years
involved in a repository assessment. Similarly, the use of
time periods that are too long can also produce mis-
leading results. For example, consideration of average
occurrence probabilities over very long time periods can
obscure significant fluctuations in geologic behavior
which take place over shorter time periods.

The fifth technique is the use of expert opinion to
quantify uncertainties and estimate probabilities when
experimental and observational data are scarce or impre-
cise. Expert opinion usually involves many of the other
techniques in the list. A group of experts tries to put
together the inadequate information gained through
other techniques. If such a group can reach a consensus
and if other groups agree with their conclusions, then
this may provide the best estimates of probabilities and
uncertainties that can be obtained. Expert opinion can
be developed in several ways: the Delphi method is a
formally structured procedure, but informal debate and
argument are a more common method. All methods in-
volve examination of data, expression of opinion, and
interaction among expert participants.

The sixth technique is deliberate conservatism. While
conservatism is not a technique for meaningfully quan-
tifying uncertainty, it does provide a starting place in an
analysis for a variable on which there is limited informa-
tion. Specifically, an analysis can be carried out with
probabilities and ranges that are conservative in the
sense that they tend to cause overestimation of the vari-
able's significance. Thus, if an analysis errs, it is by over-
estimating rather than by underestimating the conse-
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quences associated with a disposal site. Further, if such
a variable emerges as being important, then additional
work is required to determine a more realistic distribu-
tion for its value. Unfortunately, the ranges and distri-
butions for many variables in a waste disposal site analy-
sis will involve estimates. In developing such estimates,
it is important to avoid excessive use of conservatism, as
this can produce very misleading uncertainty analysis
results.

Although application of the preceding techniques is
not discussed in this paper, certain of them have been
applied in the Sandia waste isolation project [14-20].

As is evident, many of the random variables needed to
describe a waste disposal site will be ill-defined. For
many, the best obtainable descriptions may be empirical
distribution functions based on inadequate laboratory
or field observations. For others, expert opinion, and
possibly several divergent expert opinions, may be all
that exists.

What b an Appropriate Way to Calculate the
Consequences, and to Represent the Effects

of Uncertainty, for a Single Scenario?

As already discussed, an individual scenario consists of
a collection of related events, features, and processes
potentially effecting radionuclide movement away from
a depository and eventual human exposure to these
radionuclides. Further, associated with each scenario are
random variables which represent the available knowl-
edge with respect to the input variables required by the
models in use to predict the consequences associated
with the scenario. As several models may be required
and several decay chains may be involved, the potential
number of random variables is large (i.e., tens to hun-
dreds). For this discussion, it is assumed that a scenario
has been described on a gross scale as indicated in the
previous section. Further, it is also assumed that a suit-
able grouping of deterministic models has been formed
to calculate the consequences associated with the
scenario and that random variables which describe the
uncertainty in the input data for these models have
been defined.

The question on which this section is based is a special
case of the question considered earlier: How can a de-
terministic model be converted into a probabilistic
model and the resultant probabilistic predictions be
analyzed? When the individual deterministic models re-
quired to represent the individual parts of the scenario
are combined, the result is a single "large" deterministic
model D and a collection of random variables

Vi, ..., Vn which represent the uncertainty in the
input variables Vi, . . . , vn for D. It is desired to repre-
sent the uncertainty in the predictions made by D
which results from the uncertainty described by the ran-
dom variables Vx, . . . , Vn. This can be accomplished
by constructing a probabilistic model P from the deter-
ministic model D. The new probabilistic model P will
use the random variables F , , . . . , Vn as input and will
generate a random variable /"(K,, . . . , Vn) as output
which can be analyzed to determine the uncertainty in
the predictions made by D. In reality, a model P4 will
be constructed which takes approximations to
Vx, . . . , Vn as input and generates an approximation
toPiVx, ..., Vn) as output.

Before considering the information that might be
sought in an uncertainty analysis for an individual
scenario, the nature of D, P, and PA is indicated. It is
conceptually convenient to think of D, P, and PA as
individual models, which they are. However, in actual
applications, they will not generally be individual
models in the sense of a computer program that can be
executed as a single entity. Instead, D will consist of a
number of individual programs which are executed sepa-
rately. The probabilistic model P would never be de-
fined. The approximation PA to P would be a program
for sampling from the random variables Vx, . . . , Vn

which operated in conjunction with the individual pro-
grams which constituted D. Specifically, the sampling
program would initially generate a sequence of samples
(v/i, ..., Vjn), i= 1, , m, from the random vari-
ables Vi, . . . , Vn. These values would be stored on
file. Then, the values in each «-tuple would be used in
conjunction with the individual models inD to calculate
a consequence. In practice, this would involve s se-
quence of calculations and file generations. Oer.crally,.D
would consist of submodels Dlt , At , which oper-
ate in sequence in the sense that /),- generates input for
Di+1. The model Dx would be managed by a program
P1, which read the samples from the random variables,
converted them into input for Di, supplied this input to
Dx, and recorded the results generated by Dt. Similarly,
D2 would be managed by a program P2, which read the
samples from the random variables and the results gen-
erated by Dj, converted this information into input for
D2, supplied this input to D2, and recorded the results
generated by D2 • This process would continue until a
file containing the actual information of interest [i.e.,
an approximation of the random variable
P(Vi, ..., Vn)] was generated. Thus, the probabilistic
model PA would operate through the sampling program,
the data-handling programs Plt ..., P/c, and the origi-
nal deterministic models Di, ..., Dk.
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Information which can be sought about the conse-
quences, and associated uncertainty, for an individual
scenario is now indicated. The random variables that
define input for the deterministic models can be
sampled by Latin hypercube sampling. In turn, this
sample can be used in generating an approximation to a
random variable that incorporates the uncertainty in
consequence predictions for the scenario. Then, infor-
mation on this random variable can be sought. Unbiased
estimates of the mean, other moments, and the distribu-
tion function can be calculated. The preceding estimates
generally have small variances relative to estimates pro-
vided by other sampling methods; the sample variances
can be used to provide biased estimates of these vari-
ances. Sensitivity analysis techniques can be used to de-
termine the dominant variables affecting the behavior of
the selected consequence. The effects of different as-
sumptions with respect to the original random variables
can be investigated without rerunning the models. If
replicated Latin hypercube sampling is used, confidence
intervals can be estimated. It is felt that investigations
of the preceding nature fall under the general heading of
uncertainty analysis.

This section has considered the analysis, of conse-
quences associated with an individual scenario. Results
obtained in such an analysis are conditional; they are
based on the assumption that the scenario occurs. Later,
the analysis of consequences will be considered for a
disposal site for which the probabilities of occurrence
for individual scenarios are included.

How Should Individual Scenarios Be
Selected for Inclusion in a

Comprehensive Disposal Site Analysis?

When a potential disposal site is analyzed, the number
of possible scenarios may be too large to permit their
complete inclusion in a consequence/uncertainty analy-
sis. Thus, the problem arises of how to select the
scenarios to be used in the analysis. Actually, this is a
two-part problem: (1) how should the scenarios be se-
lected for consideration, and (2) how should the vari-
ables used to describe the scenarios be selected? The
preceding are very important questions; they are also
site and model specific. Therefore, the following discus-
sion of them is general and brief. However, in the analy-
sis of a particular site, resolution of these questions will
probably involve significant effort.

The scenario selection problem is considered first. As
already noted, the scenario generation technique will
probably generate more scenarios than can be incor-
porated into the final analysis of a site. Indeed, the first

effort at scenario development will probably be to gen-
erate as comprehensive a collection of scenarios as pos-
sible. Then, a suitable subcollection of these scenarios
must be selected for use in a comprehensive site analy-
sis. With the assumption that the scenario development
process disallows physically unreasonable scenarios,
there are two criteria left that can be used to screen
scenarios for inclusion in the final site analysis: conse-
quence and probability. Possible scenarios with very low
consequences can be omitted because of their small
potential to affect risk and to cause uncertainty in the
analysis of risk. Similarly, possible scenarios with ve./
low probabilities can also be omitted. It is also possible
that scenarios with "intermediate" consequences and
probabilities may be screened on the basis of risk. Be-
cause of the large computational effort required to per-
form a site analysis, it is important to reduce the
number of scenarios as much as possible in a manner
that is consistent with an overall goal of a meaningful
consequence/uncertainty analysis. An additional tech-
nique that may be useful is to seek out scenarios which
are "similar" and to find ways to pool such collections
into single scenarios.

The second question is now considered. That is, how
should the variables that are used to describe the
scenarios be selected? There is generally some knowl-
edge of the variables to be used; if this were not the
case, there would not be models for physical processes
associated with a site and there would not be a scenario
development technique based on organizing events and
processes in a manner suitable for use with these
models. Actually, the question can be restated as fol-
lows: For a model which is capable of using many vari-
ables to describe a process, how can the variables be
identified which, due to the uncertainty in their values,
dominate the uncertainty in predictions made by the
model? Some variables may be very uncertain in their
values; however, if they have little effect on model pre-
dictions, then this uncertainty is of limited concern.
However, it is important to recognize and include vari-
ables that do have significant effects on the uncertainty
of model predictions. Identification of important vari-
ables can be accomplished with sensitivity analysis tech-
niques designed to assess the effects that individual vari-
ables and their associated distributions have on model
predictions.

In the Sandia project, an approach to sensitivity
analysis based on partial correlation coefficients and
stepwise regression has been found to be productive.
The basic idea is to (1) select a group of potentially
important variables which define input for a model, (2)
choose ranges and distributions for the variables, (3)
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sample from the variables according to their assigned
ranges and distributions, (4) generate input values for
the model from the sampled values of the variables, (5)
produce model output with the generated input, and (6)
assess the relationships between the original variables
and model output by partial correlation coefficients and
stepwise regression. Latin hypercube sampling has been
successfully used as the sampling technique; also, the
rank transform has been helpful in reducing the effects
of nonlinearity in model predictions. This approach to
sensitivity analysis is discussed in [11], and examples of
its application are contained in [20—22].

This section ends with the observation that the proper
selection of variables for both modeling and field in-
vestigation will be one of the recurrent problems in the
analysis of a disposal site. The appropriate use of sensi-
tivity analysis techniques provides a systematic way to
investigate and then select such variables. A very im-
portant aspect of sensitivity analysis is that- it can be
used to identify the variables that cause the most un-
certainty in model predictions and hence to identify the
areas where additional study will do the most to reduce
uncertainty in the analysis of a site.

What Is an Appropriate Way to Calculate the
Consequences, and to Represent the Effects of

Uncertainty, for a Collection of Scenarios
Selected to Represent a Disposal Site?

For the following, it is assumed that previously dis-
cussed techniques have been used to select a collection
of scenarios, to assign probability distributions for the
occurrence of these scenarios, to select a set of variables
needed to predict the consequences associated with the
scenarios, and to define probability distributions for
these variables. The question on which this section is
based is a special case of the question considered earlier:
How can c deterministic model be converted into a
probabilistic model and the resultant probabilistic pre-
dictions be analyzed?

For use in later notation, it is assumed that m
scenarios and n variables are under consideration. Fur-
ther, it is assumed that Ui,i=l, ..., m, is a sequence
of random variables such that (// represents the proba-
bility of occurrence for the z'th scenario and that Vi,i =
1 n, is a sequence of random variables such that
Vi represents the ith variable required to model the site.
In reality, the models will require many more variables
than just those associated with the Vf, however, the Vt

correspond to those variables which are important in
affecting the uncertainty for a site. When the individual
deterministic models required to represent the various

parts of the ith scenario are combined, a single deter-
ministic model M{ is produced; this model is a function
of the form M^x, ..., vn), where the v,- are indi-
vidual realizations of the random variables F,-. Some of
the Vt may be required in the modeling of all scenarios;
others may be required for only a few scenarios. How-
ever, it is organizationally convenient to assume that all
scenarios involve all the V\. Next, a model D can be
defined which, for specified occurrence probabilities for
each scenario, gives an expected consequence for the
disposal site. Specifically, if «,- is a realization of Ut for
f = 1, . . . , m and v/ is a realization of V\ for i -
1, . . . , n, then D is the model given by

vn)

i=\
i, ..., vn)

The problem of uncertainty analysis for the disposal
site now becomes how to determine and represent the
uncertainty in predictions made by D which results
from the characteristics of U\ Um,
Vi, • • •. Vn- As already noted, this is precisely the
problem discussed earlier. Specifically, a probabilistic
model P is constructed from the deterministic model £>;
the new probabilistic model uses the random variables
Ui, . . . , Um, Vi, ..., Vn as input and generates a
random variable P{]Ji, . . . , Um,Vx, ..., Vn)as out-
put. This new random variable can then be analyzed to
determine the uncertainty in predictions made by D.
The general nature of the construction process for P in
the context of waste disposal was indicated earlier. How-
ever, that description is for the analysis of a single
scenario; one additional level of complexity exists hi a
site analysis due to the consideration of many scenarios.

Information that can be sought about the conse-
quences, and associated uncertainty, for a collection of
scenarios selected to represent a disposal site is the same
as indicated earlier.

SUMMARY

The problem of incorporating and representing un-
certainty hi the analysis of geologic waste disposal has
been discussed. The approach has been to view un-
certainty analysis in the context of the problem of how
to convert from a deterministic model (i.e., a function
whose input is a sequence of real numbers) to a proba-
bilistic model (i.e., a function whose input is a sequence
of random variables and whose output is one or more
random variables). Then, uncertainty analysis becomes
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Disposal of high-level radioactive waste in stable geologic formations isolates the waste so that it has an insignifi-
cant impact on the biosphere; because some of the isotopes are long-lived, this means storage for up to a miilior
years. Various types of geologic formations are being evaluated as potential repositories.

The evaluation process has two major inherent sources of uncertainty:

• The geologic formation cannot be completely investigated or characterized because a complete investigation
would require extensive coring, which would undermine the integrity of the formation as a repository.

• The behavior of the formation must be predicted over a time spsn of sc-eral thc.UMiui to spver-i million ye?rs.

Both the characterization and prediction activities involve complex models. There are two broad classes of models-

• scenario (also called geological simulation) models — which describe events that lead to a breach in the repository
so that it can no longer isolate the waste, and

• consequence models — which estimate the quantity and fate of the radioactive material after it leaves the

repository.

The characterization of the current state of the geologic formation involves consequence modeling in terms of
the hydrologic properties of the formation and surrounding media. Prediction of the behavior of the formation over
time involves both scenario and consequence modeling. The scenario models tend to be qualitative in that they
describe events and subjective probabilities of occurrence are usually associated with the events. On the other hand,
the consequence models are physical models, and the input is mostly quantitative.

The workshop discussion centered around the following topics:

1. The various sampling techniques for sensitivity analysis. The method discussed in the workshop paper was the
Latin hypercube sampling technique. Other sampling techniques are stratified random and Gauss quadrature,
which was suggested recently.

2. The use of expert opinion to obtain scenarios and probabilities. The Delphi technique was mentioned, and the
question of whether one should seek a consensus of the experts or use lack of agreement as some measure of
uncertainty for the estimate of the probability of occurrence of the scenario was discussed.

3. The political realities of site selection. The question was raised as to how to keep repositories from being sited
close to population centers using the models. The reality of the situation is that population centers are eliminated'
before the modeling stage so there is small likelihood that a repository would be permitted under New York City
even if the geology of the area was suitable.

4. EPA standards for isotope concentrations in the groundwater and biosphere. An irony of the situation is that we
are encouraged to factor uncertainty into the modeling effort, but the standards that the repository must satisfy
are stated as absolute numbers. Another irony is that the standards are meant to be conservative; however, using
current technology, there are examples where, due to the nonlinear behavior of the models, the standards appear
to be too liberal.

5. The comparison of site characterization from generic and site-specific viewpoints. This is perhaps the most
fundamental question to come out of the discussion. The work that Sandia has been doing for the NRC has been
to develop generic models for a geologic medium, such as bedded salt. There is no actual data because a specific
site is not involved, so they have developed their models using ranges and univariate distributions of parameters
such as hydraulic conductivity. The approach taken by the Assessment of the Effectiveness of Geologic Isolation
Systems program at PNL for DOE has been site-specific, and the work on uncertainty for the consequence
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models has centered around the fact that the input data is spatially distributed and incompletely sampled. PNL
has been working to obtain estimates of the spatial variation of the data using geostatistical methods and to
incorporate them into the consequence models.

The important unresolved methodological questions are as follows:

• The problem of incorporating spatial variation into the flow and transport models exists. PNL is employing the
geostatistical approach for the site-specific models. Can this b* done for generic models as well?

• For scenario modeling, questions exist about the probability modeling of the initiating events (subscenarios) in
terms of the way they are quantified.

• In scenario modeling, what is the appropriate way to combine the events with their probabilities to describe
geologic scenarios? I; a competing risks approach appropriate?
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Workshop IV
Analysis of Survival Data

INTRODUCTION AND FORMAT

One area of concern in studying our nation's energy problems is the problem of assessing health effects of various
energy sources. Radiation exposure has received perhaps the greatest attention in this regard, both with respect to
the amount of research and the publicity it has received. However, increasing attention is being directed to health
effects associated with coal, oil shale, and other energy sources.

Frequently, the results of such studies are of interest both to the news media and to various standards-setting
bodies. This means that investigators may be called upon to defend their results to groups with minimal knowledge
of statistics or scientific method. Even though the results of health effects studies are almost never conclusive, they
may well be used to set policy. Such considerations mean that the methodology used in analyzing such studies must
not only be sound according to statistical principles but also must be reasonably understandable to the nonstatis-
tician. Clear communication of results and particularly their limitations is obviously very important.

Bo'ji animal studies and human studies will be addressed in this workshop, and both have their limitations. With
animal studies, there is always some doubt as to how one should extrapolate results to humans; with human studies,
for ethical and practical reasons, one cannot generally conduct randomized controlled experiments. The type of
study to be addressed in this workshop is one in which animals or humans are exposed in some manner and then are
followed to see whether or not some particular event of interest occurs. Because the event is frequently death from
some disease or group of diseases, the analysis of such studies is often termed "survival analysis." However, survival
analysis techniques can be used in situations in which the end event is something other than death (the occurrence of
a tumor, for example). The term "survival study" generally includes such studies.

Three discussion papers have been prepared for presentation. The overall goals of the presentations are, first, to
give all participants some idea of the types of problems encountered in survival analysis; second, to stimulate
discussion among workshop participants; and third, to present an overview of the types of research currently being
pursued in DOE facilities. Dennis Tolley's presentation is an overview of survival analysis, including a description of
some of the problems which are encountered and some general approaches to their solution. Ed Frome will specify
problems encountered in handling human or epidemiological data; his talk will focus on a study of workers at Oak
Ridge. Finally, Gary Tietjen will describe some of the statistical problems encountered in several studies at Los
Alamos.

PARTICIPANTS

Discussion papers: H. Dennis Tolley; Edward L. Frome and Donna R. Hudson; and Gary Tietjen

Workshop directors: Efhel S. Gilbert and Edward L. Frome
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Summary: Ethel S. Gilbert, Edward L. Frome, Ronald Helms, and Don Stevens

Coordinators: Edward L. Frome and Ethel Gilbert.



Adjusting Survival Data for Covariates*
H. Dennis Tolley

Pacific Northwest Laboratory!
Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

The methods for adjustment of the effects of covariables either in parametric (ANOVA)
or nonparametric models usually assume that the covariable be independent of the random-
ized assignment of treatments. Deviations from this basic assumption require special con-
sideration even in the standard analysis of variance set up. Increasingly, however, researchers
are encountering such dependent covariable models. Particularly in survival and mortality
studies, a major covariate of interest is cumulative dose or exposure. Treatment assignments
that prolong life win increase such a covariable, thereby inducing correlation between treat-
ment randomization and covariate response. This paper considers the problem of adjusting
for such time-dependent covariates in survival models. Particular attention is given to the
Cox, or proportional hazards, model.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to review the types of
problems we see in survival studies. By survival studies, I
will confine myself to the biological area and basically
ignore the reliability area, which itself seems to have a
rich literature and a volume of problems outstanding. In
addition, the considerations here are motivated by de-
signed animal studies more than human follow-up
studies. The paper is not intended to be a review of the
survival method literature. The references here are
simply starting points.

Types of survival analyses can be dichotomized ini-
tially according to the method of tabulating the data.
When failure times or death dates are grouped into
(usually) equal time intervals, the data set and methods
of analysis are often referred to as the Me table method.
This method is used when large amounts of data are
availab'e. A vast amount of literature exists on the life
table method concerning tabulating the data [1] , com-
paring survival experience of cohorts [2] , estimation of
functions of survival rates [3 ] , or Hooker and Longley-
Cook [4 ] , and statistical properties of life table varia-
bles [5] . Although much of the original development

"Work supported by HIEHS Grant No. 7 R 23 ES02493.
•(•Operated by Sattelle Memorial Institute.

was motivated by actuarial needs, recently such meth-
ods have been applied to medical follow-up studies. The
prir ial advantages in using a life table method have
trad, ionally been the following.

1. The handling of large data sets became easier.
2. Concepts of censoring and exposure were simple to

implement.
3. With large data sets, only local behavior of the sur-

vival curve needed to be assumed.
4. Comparisons using a standardized population were

simple.

The second type of tabulated data set is that in which
the exact failure time of each individual is recorded.
Thus, methods and data are referred to as the con-
tinuous case. This method of handling data requires
more effort per data point and, thus, is most useful for
smaller sets of data. These methods use the data more
efficiently and seem to be more relevant to designed
animal studies where small numbers of animals are fol-
lowed. The literature regarding these methods is much
more recent than the general life table method. General
references are given below.

In either the life table or continuous data format,
there seems to be a list of problems to be addressed by
any analytic procedure:
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1. multiple decrements or competing risks,
2. censoring,
3. covariates, and
4. primary and secondary decrements or latency.

This list does not include the types of hypotheses one
wishes to consider, such as comparison of estimated sur-
vival curves, extrapolation to low dose, etc.

Multiple decrements or competing risks are mecha-
nisms other than the cause or causes of death under
study whereby an individual may be removed from the
group under study. The most common competing risks
are death due to causes other than those of interest,
withdrawal or loss to follow-up, and change of status
such as disabled, widowed, terminated in study, etc.
Interest in competing risks dates back at least to the
mid-eighteenth century when the effect of irradicating
small-pox as a risk of death was desired. Even today, a
major reason for modeling competing risks is to adjust
an observed decrement rate for the effects of a com-
peting but nuisance risk. Mathematical development of
competing risks is presented by Chiang [5] for the life
table method and by David and Moeschberger [6] .
More involved nonparametric theory has recently come
forth (e.g., [7]). However, subject to censoring (noted
below) systematic methods of implementing, these
methods are still in the developmental state. The results
of Tsiatis [8] put a wet blanket on aspects of adjusting
for these competing risks.This result states that there is
an inherent problem in identifying decrements of com-
peting risks unless the assumption of independence of
deciemental effects is made.

Censoring is one type of competing risk. Generally,
censoring is removal of an individual before death or
failure is observed. Because censoring is usually assumed
to act independently of the death process, the non-
identifiability problem is eliminated. Type I censoring
means that the individual is removed if failure has not
occurred by a certain time. For example, a study with a
termination time T will remove all who have not died
by T. Type II censoring is when all individuals alive
after the with observed failure are removed. Type I cen-
soring is more common in nonsequential biological
studies.

Covariates are concomitant variables such as sex,
treatment, strain, weight, etc., that are measured on
individuals under study. Initially, the idea of including
concomitant information was to reduce the observed
variability. Additional uses allow one to separate out
various components affecting survival. For the life table
method, a linear models approach has been proposed to
partition such effects (e.g., [9]). For the continuous

variable case, Cox [10] proposed an appealing applica-
tion of the Kaplan-Meier p, ^duct limit using a type of
conditional argument. This model addresses aspects of
censoring and can be used in certain competing risk
studies [11] .

COX MODEL FRAMEWORK

Because the Cox model represents a focal point of
much activity in survival analysis applications and meth-
odology, a brief example will be illustrated here. In this
model, the hazard function, or instantaneous force of
mortality, at time t, denoted X(f, Z) is given by

0)

where Z is a vector of concomitant ir formation such as
treatment, sex, etc., and 0 is a vectoi of unknown pa-
rameters to be estimated. Numerous papers discussing
the use of the Cox model have come forth in the last
few years. The recent book by Kalbfleisch and Prentice
[12] summarizes much of this work. Computer codes
for estimating the parameters are also extant (see, e.g.,
[12], Appendix).

A rigorous development of the asyr -ptotic properties
of the Cox model is given r.< [13] . Tsiatis' work is con-
fined to situations when the variables are realizations of
a random vector Z. Two important constraints on Z
were made by Tsiatis. The first is that the components
of Z must be bounded. The second is that when the Z
vectors are ordered as to their failure times, the compo-
nents of. Z cannot be monotone in order to guarantee
that the resulting likelihood has a solution.

Suppose we consider the following simulated scenario.
Two groups of rats are treated (treatment could be any
binary classification such as by sex, strain, etc.). Each
animal in both groups is do^sd by voluntary inhalation
with a radionuclide and then followed until death. (For
simplicity, assume each animal inhaled the same amount
of material.) The accumulative dose to time t will be
assumed to follow the curve

, t<T ,

Figure 1 gives the form of Zi(f) for different values of
T and c. We next define Zi as the group membership
variable (e.g., Z, = 0 if female, 1 if male). The Cox
model Wb* simulated using as the hazard function

(2)
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where Xo = 0.2 exp(0.55) and S is either 0 or 1. Cen-
soring of the survival data was done using an inde-
pendent uniform censoiing time. As a result, about 4 to
12% of the population would be censored.

Naturally, if fe = 0 , then there is no dose effect.
Alternatively, if fe ¥=0, the fact that both groups of
animals got the same dose would mean that X(f, Z)
could be rewritten as

(3)

where Xi(f) = Xo • explftjZjtfr)]. Because Cox's model
is designed to ignore Xi(r), the result of testing whether
Pi is null or not should not depend on the value of 02 as
long as the experimenter attempted to fit Eq. (3).
Simulated power for a small range is given in Fig. 2 .

In Cox's original paper [10] , a remark was made that
the Z variables could potentially be functions of time.
(Note that Tsiatis' work does not address the time-
dependent covariate case.) Kalbfleisch and Prentice
[12] make the use of time-dependent covariates more
clear by classifying these covariables as either external
or internal. External covariates are covariates that are
either fixed in advance (such as design variables) or are
output from random processes that are external to the
individuals under study. Internal variables are variables
internal or related to the continued life of the indi-

1.25 1.3

Fig. 2. Simulated probability of rejecting Ho : g, = 0 using
the Cox clu-squaie test statistic with a = 0.5. Parameters are t =
32, c - 4, and average life time = approximately 10 fot Z, - 0.

viduals. Kalbfleisch. and Prentice give the basic likeli-
hood formulations for the external time-dependent
covariate and make some cautionary remarks on the use
of internal covariates. In either case, the simplicity of
the Cox model disappears when the time-dependent
covariable is introduced. Before such methods can be
used, the time-dependent covariate must be known at
each time point.

Often one is faced with assessing the effects of a
time-dependent variable that is known only at time of
failure. For example, the accumulative dose is assessed
by solving, say, a second-order kinetics equation using
the dose present at death. Although in theory this equa-
tion could be used to give dose at any point prior to
failure, many examples of this approach indicate that
the kinetics equation is very noisy. Hence, improve-
ments in modeling the time-dependent covariate are
required.

Continuing the example above, suppose that the ac-
cumulated dose measured at time of death is used as a
covariate. This may be done, unknowingly, using an
observed variable indexed in the accumulative dose
manner (e.g., tumor size, number of metastatic lesions,
etc.).

If we use Eq. (2), the likelihood function will not
converge, because the Z^r) will actually be monotone,
nondecreasing. However, assume that Z2 (/) is measured
with error and replace the Zj (r) value with
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where 6 is a uniform random variable with zero mean.
When e had variance one-third, the likelihood function
converged most of the time for n = 10 observations per
group. (A variance of 1.3 was necessary to get con-
vergence when n = 30.)

Equation (2) was used to simulate testing using esti-
mates of 0] (adjusting for fa) when Z(f) was replaced
by Z*(0- In the range of values simulated for |3i (i.e., 0 =
0.0 - 1.5), 0i was rarely (<0.5%) significant at the a =
0.05 level. As one might expect, the more perturbation
put into 7*1 (r), the less important the variable will seem
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Size of test of |3, as a function of variation in
Z*(f) (a = 0,05), for t = 32 and c = 1. •

However, other than the time-dependent problem, the
methodologies for survival experiments are readily avail-
able; both for the rife table methods and the Cox
model. Additionally, new work in survival methods
seems to be oriented toward density estimation tech-

niques. These techniques provide a more exploratory
approach to survival data by allowing a variety of
smoothing schemes to model the data. In principle,
however, such techniques are not new to survival meth-
odology [14], but rather are more sophisticated than
past graduation methods because of improved
computational power.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
DECREMENTATION

A portion of diseases are such that the disease process
occurs in stages rather than acutely. For example, death
by cancer is preceded by the individual being in a tumor
growth state for some length of time. Chronic disease
states, in general, represent an intermediate step to
death by some cause. These intermediate steps are
referred to as primary decrements indicating a transition
from the general healthy state to an intermediate state.
The secondary decrement is the transition from the
intermediate state to the death state. The initial reason
for using such a two-stage model was that the rate of
decrement to death from the primary decrement state is
different from thar of the well state. Actuaries, in
implementing this model, used such primary decrements
as disability, retirement, widowhood, etc.

Currently, however, much interest exists in how long
an individual is in the primary state and how the length
of time in such a state affects probability of transition
to the death state. Recent interest in tluse questions
have resulted in quite specific models of transition such
as semi-Markov models and time-dependent compart-
ment models [15-17]. These models, however, require
either extensive data or extensive assumptions. A gen-
eral method for problems of this type is still lacking. It
is hoped that the density estimation method currently
being developed will be useful in this area.
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A General Statistical Data Structure for
Epidemiologic Studies of DOE Workers

Edward L. Frome and Donna R. Hudson
Oak Ridge.Associated Universities

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT
Epidemiologic studies to evaluate the occupational risks associated with employment in

the nuclear industry are currently being conducted by the Department of Energy. Data
(work history, demography, medical history, vital status, and hazardous exposure history)
that have.potential value in evaluating any long-term health effects of occupational exposure
to low levels of radiation are obtained for each individual at a given facility. We propose a
general data structure for statistical analysis that is used to define transformations from the
data management system into the data analysis system. The general data structure consists
of a list of variables {K,y, Xik{f), t e T(i), «•= 1 , . . . , / ) , (A: = 1 , . . . ,K), (i= 1 , . . . ,iV)},
where N is the number of individuals, K is the number of time-dependent variables, J is the
number of "fixed" variables, and 7X0 is a set of positive integers that indicate the time
periods for which the Jfs are available for each individual. The resulting Master Statistical
Analysis File serves as the starting point for probabilistic editing, data validation, and data
analysis. Statistical methods of interest in epidemiologic studies include contingency table
analysis and survival analysis procedures that can be used to evaluate potential associations
between occupational radiation exposure and mortality. The purposes of this paper are to
discuss (1) the adequacy of this data structure for single- and multiple-facility analysis and
(2) the statistical computing problems encountered in dealing with large populations over
extended periods of time.

INTRODUCTION

Recent reviews of studies of health effects of low-level
radiation in human populations indicate that contro-
versy exists concerning appropriate analytic techniques
to use in evaluating potential risk [1—7]. Many of the
problems encountered in low-dose radiation studies are
generic to long-term follow-up studies of occupational
groups and have been discussed by Liddel, McDonald,
and Thomas [8,9] .

In this discussion, we will assume that "all available
data" has been obtained on each individual in a given
population. The general data structure that we propose
is used to "describe" this data. This leads to a well-
defined physical description for the purpose of develop-

ing a Master Statistical Analysis File and a logical de-
scription that can be used to describe analytic methods
in a clear and unambiguous way.

To illustrate how the general data model can be used
in practice, we will present some preliminary results on
one of the DOE facilities (the Y-12 plant located in Oak
Ridge; see [10] for a description of the Oak Ridge
radiation worker population). A list of facilities that
will be included in the comprehensive studies of DOE
workers is given in Table 1. Analyses of the mortality
experience of two of these facilities (Hanford and TEC)
have already been reported [11—14]. The Y-12 popula-
tion that we will discuss includes all white males that
worked in the Y-12 facility after 1947 and did not work
at any other Oak Ridge facility. Throughout this dis-
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Table 1. Facilities in comprehensive epideir.iologic
studies of DOE workers

Facility

Ames Lab
• Argonne Natl. Lab and Argonne West
Bettis Atc?ic Power Lab
Brookhaven Natl. Lab

* Hanford - All Sites
• Harshs--- Chemical Co.
Xdaiso Falls - All Sites

• Ingalls Shipyard
Knolls Atomic Power Lab

• Linde Air Products
• Los Alamos Scientific Lab
+ Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
• Hound Facility
+ National Lead of Ohio
Nevada Test Site (civilian)

(military)
Oak Ridge Operations
Oak Ridge Plant Sites

+ X-10 only
+ Y-12 only

K-25 only
* TN-Eastman Corp. (TEC) only
• Total combined
• Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
• Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
• Rocky Flats
Rust Engineering
Sandia Laboratories

• Savannah River - All Sites
• Substitute Alloy Materials Lab
Other Facilities

Total

Prit»»r> 7 <-.action

R & D
R & D
R & D
R & D
R & D, Prod., Processing
Production
R & D
Naval Maintenance
" & D
processing
Weapon R & D
Millin, -oduction
R & D, Weapons Prod.
Production
Weapons Testing

Administration

R & D
Weapons Production
Processing
Processing

Processing
Processing
Weapons Production
Maintenance
Weapons R & D
R & D Processing
Research

at

at

Approx.
No. of
Workers
(x 1000)

9
20
16
15
33
1
50
7
25
2
34
4
7
7
54
100
3

15
10
34
39
113
6
7
10
6
22
16
2

least 5

least 574

* Published analysis
+ Analysis in progress
• Vital status follow-up initiated

cussion, we will refer to Fig. 1, which provides an over-
view of the data collection, data management, and data
and analysis phases of a historical follow-up study.

GENERAL DATA STRUCTURE

The general data structure consists of a list of vari-
ables

{VihXik(0,teT(i),i=l N ,

7=1 J , * = 1 , . . - , * } ,

where N is the number of workers, / is the number of
"fixed" variables, K is the number of time-dependent
variables, and 7X0is a set of positive integers that index
the time periods for which the A"s are available. This

logical view of the data is used to develop a data dictio
nary that defines each variable as illustrated in Fig. 2 for
the Y-12'population. This data dictionary is actually a
TPL code book — TPL [IS] is a computer system de-
veloped by the UJS. Department of Labor — and pro-
vides a physical description of the Y-12 Master Statisti-
cal Analysis File.

Two record types are described by this data dictio-
nary. This first record type (Fig. 2a) is called the
'employee record" and defines the variables that are
fixed at the end of the study interval. Figure 26 shows
the "exposure record" and contains the time-dependent
variables. Figure 3 lists the values of all of these vari-
ables for an individual in the Y-12 population and
identifies / = 4 fixed variables and K= 3 time-
dependent variables that will be considered in the dis-
cussion that follows.
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Fig. 1. Overview of data collection, data management, and data analysis.

DATA ANALYSIS

The first step in our analysis was to obtain summary
tables that reflect the exposure experience of this
population on a yearly basis (see Table 2). A graphical
summary of part of the exposure history is given in
Fig. 4. From these results, it can be seen that the
whole-body count data were not available before 1961
and also that, after 1961, all individuals wore film
badges. We also obtained a yearly summary of the film
badge data (Fig. 5). Figure 5 shows the mean, median,
25th, and 75th percentiles and the maximum film badge
reading for each year. These results in Table 2, Fig. 4,
and Fig. 5 illustrate how the general data structure leads
to a physical data file that can be easily accessed in a

higher level language such as TPL or SAS to obtain
summary information.

To illustrate how a specific analysis can be obtained
from the Master Statistical Analysis File, we will under-
take an analysis of the age-specific cancel death rates
for this population. Individuals will be stratified accord-
ing to birth year and will be considered to be "at risk"
when their cumulative film badge reading exceeds a
specified value taken here to be 250mrem. Table 3
shows the person years and observed cancer deaths for
twelve age intervals, three birth-year groups, for those at
risk, and for those not at risk. Figure 6 illustrates how
the person-years contribution for each individual was
obtained. Note that in this analysis, the data required
on each individual are Vt, V2, F3> F^.andi^.Weused
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(47:80) SYOT=80 IF STILL EHPLOYEBe
03 TERH_IH_OAYS 8BAYS SINCE 1800 0

02 STATUS GROUP
03 SSA STATUS 74 "SSA 74 STATUS-1

(ALIVE " =1
DEAD =2
UNKNOUH =<?)

OBS UNSIGNED 5

CON

03 RESOLVED STATUS 'RESOLVED STATUS' COH

('HOT RESOLVED' =0
'KNOWN ALIVE"' =1

'CERTIFICATE' =2
'KNOUN DEAD-NO CERT.' =3)

02 DEATH DATA GROUP
03 DEATH YEAR

(ALIVE =' '
47:80 )

03 DEATH.IN.DAYS 0 DAYS SINCE

03 ICD 'CAUSE OF DEATH' 08TH

03 CAHCER ".AUSE 'CAHCER CAUSE

CON 2

1800 *

OBS UNSIGNED 5
REVISION e
OBS UNSIGNED 4

OBS UNSIGNED

»
i

9

9

i

9

e
t

p

i e

1 9

e

9

9

4 i

IDI
BYR

BID

SEX

RACE

HYR

HID

TYR

TIB

SSA74

RSTAT

DYR

DID

ICD

CICD

0

e
9

0

0

0

9

0

e

9

e

9

9

9

0

Fig. la. Y-12 data dictionary - employee lecaxd.

the statistical analysis system SAS [16] to create an
analysis-specific file that contains the values of these
variables for each individual.

Let Pfflc denote the number of peison years and£>///fc
denote the observed cancer deaths in the ith age group,
/th birth group, and fcth risk group. Following the ap-
proach described by Breslow and Day [17], we assume
that the D^ can be regarded as independent Poisson

variates and that a multiplicative model can be used to
describe the cancer death rates

lows:

(1)

q. (1), the predictor variables are defined as fol-
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05300
05400
05500
05600
05700
05800
05900
06000
06100
06200
06300
06400
0i500
06600
06700
06800
06900
07000
07100
07200
07300
07400
07500
07600
07700
07800
O7900
0B000
08100
0B200
08300
08400
08500
08600
08700
OBBOO
0B900
09000
09100
09200
09300
09400
O95O0
09600
09700
09800
09900
10000
10100
10200
•

01 EXPOSURE RECORD

02
02

02
02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

END '

ECHAR = 'E' LEVEL 1
FILLER 4
ECHAR
( = 'E' )
ID2
UORK YEAR

(47:80)
UORK YEAR OBS
REDEFINES UORK YEAR

DEPT CODE 'DEPARTMENT

CON

OBS UNSIGNED
CON

OBS
OBS UNSIGNED

^DEPARTMENT IN UHICH THE MAJORITY OF THE i
9 YEAR 4rtS SPENT.
9 MISS-.WG = 9999
QUARTERS 'NUMBER OF QUARTERS

(1:4)
QUART OBS
REDEFINES QUARTERS

CONTIGUOUS
' UAS THE DEPT CONTIGUOUS FOR
(NO =0
YES =1)

FB QUARTERS
(0:4)

t
9

UORKED"
CON

OBS
CON

ENTIRE YEAR?

CON

9 m. OF QUARTERS WITH FILM BAIiGE READINGS 9
FB QUART OBS
REDEFINES FB QUARTERS OBS

FILM BADGE 'YEARLY CUMULATIVE FILM BAIlGEV
'(IN MILLIREHS)'

9 MISSING VALUE = 999999
IRREGULARITY

OBS UNSIGNED

CON
' UERE THERE ANY IRREGULARITIES IN THE FILM "
9 BADGE READIN6S UHICH UERE
9 ABOVE DOSE?

(NO =0
YES =1)

UBC.REAlilNGS "NO. OF WHOLE 1

(NONE =0
1:98
"99 OR MORE' =99)

UUA READINGS
'NO. OF URANIUM URINALYSIS

(HONE =0
1:98
"99 OR MORE' =99)

M280ANALYSIS CODEBODK

USED IN THE @

BODY COUNTS'
CON

READINGS-
CON

1

7
2

2
4

1

1
1

1

1

6

1

2

2

0
0

9

9

9

fj

0

ID?
UYR

DIPT

UOT

FBOT

FBYRC

1RR

use

UUA

9
9

e

9

9

«

9

9

Fjg. 2b. Y-12 data dictionary - exposure record.

R =

age/50 , J = 1,.

1 if birth cohort 1
0 otherwise

1 if birth cohort 3
0 otherwise

1 if "at risk"
0 otherwise

The parameter n represents the cancer death rate at age
50 for individuals not at risk and bom between 1900
and 1910. The model assumes that the log of the cancer
death rate is proportional to the log of age, and a is the
"slope" of the log-log plot. [Note that exp(a log ̂ ) =
Aa.\ This model is suggested by the "jfc-siage theory" of
carcinogenesis and has been discussed in detail by
Whittemore [18] . The parameter 6 represents the ex-
posure effect, and e6 is the "relative risk." Equation (1)
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^-1899 V3-1967 V2-1951

IB-39015
SSA7 4*2 SSA79=2 RSTAT*2 ROATE=

UYR-51 OEPT-2614 UOTS
UYR-32 BEPT-2418 UOTS*
UYR-S3 BEPT=2A18 UOTS
UYR=34 DEPT=241B UOTS
UYR*55 BEPT-2792 UOTS-
UYR-36 BEPT-2792 UQTS"
UYR=57 OEPT-2703 UOTS-
UYR-5B DEPT-2703 WQTS=
UYR-59 BEPT-2703 UOTS-
UYR=40 DEPT=2703 UOTS-
UYR-61 BEPT-2703 UOTS-
UYR=42 DEPT=2703 UOTS

RACE*1JHYR'51 HIB=55152l TYR=oV TIB=60080
TE867 ^ 1 8 4 1 11641222 IC»2859 CICD

V,-"Anemia Death"»4

COHT-0 FBOTS«O FBYRC-0
CONT-1 FBQTS-1 FBYRC-0
COMT=I FBOTS-2 FBYRC-0
COHT-0 FBOTS-2 FBYRC-0
COHT-1 FIQTS-4 FBYRC=0
C0MT=0 FBOTS-4 FBYRC=52
COHT=
C0NT>
C0NT=
C0NT<
COHT=
CONT=

116=41222 IC»=2859 CICD*
IRR»0 UBC»O UUA-0
IRR*1 MIC=O UUA=J1
IRR«1 UBC«O UUfl-43
IRR=O UBC-0 UU»=2«
IR»=O UBC-0 UUA=>24
IRR=0 UBC-0 UU»=?2

FBQTS=4 FBYRC=25A IRR=0 UBOO UUA=27
FBOTS-4 FBYRC=37? IRR=1 UBC-0 UUA=13
FBQTS>4 FBYRC-428 INR>1 UIOO UUMB
FBOTS-4 FBYRC-346 IRR=) VBOO UU»=5
FBOTS-4 FBYRC-295 IRR>0 UBC=1 UU»=4
FBOTS-4 FBYRC-2A4 IRR«0 U8C=0 UMA-4

UfR-63 BEPT-27O3 UOTS-4 COHT-0 FBQTS-4 FBYRC=1O4 IRR-0 UIC=0 UUA=5
UYR=64 DEPT=2703 UOTS-2 CONT-1 FBQTS=2 FBYRC-32 IRR-0 UBC=O UUA=D2

x2ct) x3(t)

X (t)

X,(t)

X3(t)

Fig. 3.

- Date of Birth

- Date of Hire

- Last Date (date o" death or end of study interval)

- Status/Cause of Death

- Film Badge (total for year t)

- Number of Whole-Body Counts in year t

- Number of Uranium Urlnalysis Readings in Tear t

- First year that ^ ^ ( t ) > 250 mrem

- First year that X^t) > 5000 mrem

- First year that X3(t) > 4

Data for an individual in the Y-12 Master SUtistical Analysis File.

is a Poisson regression model with a "log-linear" struc-
ture, and the methods described by Frame, Kutner, and
Beauchamp [19] are used to obtain maximum likeli-
hood estimates of the unknown parameters using the
algorithm described by Frome [20].

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in
Eq. (1) are given in Table 4. The point estimate of the
relative risk for the at-risk group is e~0AB9 = 0.83,
with 95% confidence interval of (036, 1.22). The re-
sults of including age, birth year, and then risk groups in
the model are shown in the ANOVA in Table 5. These
results show that there is no statistically significant dif-
ference between the at-risk group and the not-at-risk
group (internal control group). Both of these groups aie

compared with an external standard using age- and
calendar-year-specific cancer death rates for the U.S.
.white male population. SMR's were computed using
Monson's program [21] and are given in Table 6. The
observed cancer deaths are below expectation for both
groups, and the SMR for the at-risk group is smaller
than the not-at-risk group.

A similar analysis has been carried out for the control
group for the TEC population (see Table 1 and [13]).
The estimated age-specific death rates are shown in
Fig. 7 for the TEC and Y-12 populations. Also shown in
Fig. 7 (by a vertical bar at five-year intervals) are the
age-specific cancer death rates for 1950-1970 obtained
from the tables in Monson's program [21] .

[20]



Table 2. Y-12,80A-R2 (May 1980): summary exposute data for Y-12, white males only

4 7 WORK YEAR

•0

S3 WORK Y E A R . . .
9 * WORK Y E A R . * .
SS WORK V E A R . . .

2*44
3.280
3*248

2.141
2,35'
2*406

«1 DORK YEAR*..
62 WORK VEAR...
63 «ORK VEAR...

116 399
122 910
169 420

3.11 B
3.095a.oaa

69 WORK VEAR..*
70 WORK YEAR...
71 WORK VEAR...

2.129
2.692
2.S6T

2.109
2.627

3.272
3.640
3.S76

7 7 WORK VEAR*.
78 WORK YEAR*.
79 WORK YEAR..

3*081
2.982
2*982

2*284
2.116
2*982
M l
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I960 1960 1970 1980
Y«r

Fig. 4. Percent of Y-12 workers monitored for external and
internal radiation exposure (see Table 2).

SUMMARY

A general data structure has been proposed that can
be used to describe the data on each individual in a
population. This leads to a well-defined physical de-
scription of the data as was illustrated with the Y-12
data dictionary and Master Statistical Analysis File. We
then demonstrated that summary information can be
easily obtained using existing statistical packages (SAS
and TPL). We also illustrated one approach to evalu-
ating the cancer mortality in the Y-12 population. This
requires an analysis-specific file that is easily obtained
from the Master Statistical Analysis File. Special-
purpose computer programs were then used to carry out
the Poisson rate analysis, which compares the force of
mortality for the at-risk group with an internal control
group. Results of comparing the at-risk and control
groups with an external standard using U.S. vital sta-
tistics were also presented. We conclude that this gen-
eral data structure can be used to develop a useful
Master Statistical Analysis File that is practical to deal
with. We propose that this approach be used to under-
take any analysis that can be described in terms of the
general data structure.

ORAU 80132.1

Fig. 5. Yeairy distribution of film badge leading fox Y-12.
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Age
(Midpoint)

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

Birch
Year

PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
•Obs

Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est
PY
Obs
Est

by age, birth cohort, and ride group (white males)

Not

Before
-1900

.

190
0
.1

1311
0
.9

2421
.5
3.4
2464

3
6.2
1892
10
8.2
1190

4
8.5
570
7

6.5
306
9

5.4

4 Risk

1900-10

226
0

2336
0
.4

5003
3

2.0
5287

7
4.4
3770

5
6.1
2315

8
6.8
759
3

3.8
15
0
.1

After
1900+

2606
0
,r<

8675
0
.2

12118
0
.7

11241
3

1.7
7705

2
2.7
4227

4
3.1
1641

1
2.4
63
0
.2

Before
-1900

11
0
.0
76
0
.1
494
1

1.0
1093

6
3.9
1129

9
6.7
420
1

4.0
72
1
10

At Risk

1900-10

•

23
0
0

229
0
.1

1114
1
.8

2687
3

3.6
3050

5
7.4
1200

6
5.0
48
0
.3

After
1910+

91
0
.0
151
0
.0

2942
0
1

4755
1
.6

6218
1

1.8
5353

5
3.3
2399

3
2.9
100
0
.2

#

See equation (1) and Table 5.

POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Which statistical methods should be considered
when evaluating the health effects of chronic ex-
posure to low-level radiation? How do we deal with

A. time-dependent covariates,
B. effect modifiers and/or confounding factors,

and
C. quality and completeness of the data?

2. What is the justification for using "case-control
sampling" methods [8, 22-24] to analyze cohort
data? Under what conditions will the estimated

relative risk parameters be identical to those ob-
tained in the prospective analysis?

3. Is the "general data structure" adequate to discuss
answers to questions 1 and 2; that is, are there any
methods of analysis that cannot be described in
these terms?

4. What are the constraints that limit the possible use
of these methods?

5. Is there a "general statistical model" that can be
used to describe most methods of analysis, for ex-
ample, PHR with time-dependent covariates
[25-27]?
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1902 1903

BIRTH YEAR

1904 1905 1906 1907 1908

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Example: Birth Year - 1905, Hire Year - 1960, IL » 1967

Fjg. 6. Construction of "penon-yesis" table.

Table 4. ML estimates of parameters and
standard deration

Parameter

w

a

8 1

e2

6

ML Estimate

.433

6.259

- .154

- .119

- .189

S.D. of Estimate

.177

.760

.253

.313

.199

Table 5. Poiuon-ANOVA foi cancet mortality

Model

u

a|u

S|u,a

fi|p,a,§

Complete

Number of
Parameters

1

2

4

5

46

Deviance

241.05

28.47

28.07

27.16

0.0

df

1

2

1

41

Source

Age-

Birth Year

Risk

Unexplained

x2

212.58

.40

.93

27.16

NOTE: Deviance - -2 log-likelihood function.
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Table 6. Cancer mortality among white males who woitced
at Y-12 (n = 7028)

Observed Expected SHR
Confidence

Interval (95%)

Not at risk

At risk

74

43

82.2

57.3
.90
.75

(.71, 1.13)
(.54, 1.01)

NOTE: Expected numbers of cancer deaths are based on person-years of
follow-up (from year of hire to death or January 1, 1974) and
death rates for U.S. white males.

ftriOOOPY

10

• VM1
— YUFITM
, TEC FIT: 1.40 <***»**»

Fig. 7. Age-ipecific cancer mortality.

6. If the "best" method is used, what can we antici-
pate from a scientific point of view?

7. Does the general data structure help us to distin-
guish between statistical questions and questions
that require ESP (extra statistical perception)?

8. Can this general data structure be used to better
plan and/or design a historical follow-up study?

9. Can this logical description of data be used to de-
fine a realistic physical data structure for a "master
statistical analysis file"? How can the validity and
completeness of such a file be established?

10. To what extent does the size and complexity of the
resulting data base limit our ability to pursue the
"best" analytic method?

11. Should the data from several facilities (see Table 1)
be combined to increase the sensitivity of the as-
sessment of potential adverse health effects in DOE
workers?
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Analysis of Survival Data at LASL*f
Gary Tietjen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT
Se-. -ral types of survival data being gathered at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratorj- are

described. Problems encountered in the statistical analysis of the data are discussed.

We are, first of all, involved in a large epidemiologi-
cal study referred to as the Plutonium Workers Study.
The population being studied consists of all persons
who have worked with plutonium at Rocky Flats, Los
Alamos, Mound Laboratories, and Hanford. A cohort
study currently being considered would compare the
exposed group and the control group with respect to
cancer incidence. Controls would come from unexposed
workers at the same facilities. A part of this study cen-
ters around mortality data gathered from death certifi-
cates. This type of data has some serious intrinsic short-
comings as it exists. Some reasons are cited in the BEIR
III report: "Breast cancer in women is markedly under-
reported because breast cancer has a relatively long sur-
vival time and death is often recorded as from another
cause. Thyroid cancer is usually not fa ta l . . . . Autopsy
studies have also confirmed that . . . lung cancer is mis-
diagnosed on death certificates in over half the cases,
with over one-third of the cases not even coded as can-
c e r " [ l ] .

With these three major cancers not accurately repre-
sented in the mortality data, the value of a mortality
study is pretty well lost unless it is adjusted for under-
reporting, and that may be difficult to do.

A second part of the study is a morbidity study in
which data would be collected from the living by means
of either a telephone survey or a mail survey. We will at
least collect data on time of exposure, time of cancer
diagnosis, degree of exposure, periods of employment at
the facility, smoking habits, diagnostic x rays, and
chemical carcinogens.

The outlook for this type of study is also very dis-
couraging. There are only some 2000 persons in the
study with exposures in the 2—4 rad category. In the
controls we expect about 545 cancers (total), and in the
exposed group we expect not more than an additional
three cancers. We would need nine million exposed per-
sons and nine million controls to pick up that small a
difference with an alpha level of 0.05 and a power of
0.80! About the best we can do with our present sample
size is to pick up 320 cancers with the stated power and
alpha level.

Since there is NO WAY we can get those sample
sizes, what IS our responsibility as statisticians? First,
we need to admit that the sample sizes are inadequate
and that as a consequence the power will be very low.
We need to convince our clients and the public that
many questions of this type are unanswerable - we do
not have the resources in this country or on this planet
to respond. Should we then, abandon this study and
others like it? Of course not! These studies can still
provide solid assurance that the effects of low doses are
not nearly as bad as some critics of nuclear power
would have us believe. We must realize that this prob-
lem is similar to many others in that we are trying to
detect a very faint signal - the effects of low-level radia-
tion. In fact, the signal may not be there at all. If it is, it

*Work supported by the US . Department of Energy, under
Contract No. W-7405-eng. 36.

fLos Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report LA-UR-
80-3106.
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is so close to the background noise that confounding
effects, such as smoking and diagnostic x rays, can make
a big difference in the conclusions.

We must sharpen our statistical tools to their ulti-
mate sensitivity. If we have continuous data such as
exposure dose, we should use it as such rather than
lumping it into categories. We should use regression
techniques in preference to contingency table analysis
when possible. We must take into account all the impor-
tant covariates. In these studies, people are entering at
different times, getting exposed at different times, and
getting cancer at different times. We can't be satisfied
just to count the number exposed and the number with
cancer — we must take the time variable into account.
We must use information such as person years at risk
rather than cumulative incidence data, and we need to
get help from theoretical studies. Perhaps some answers
lie in data in which large populations have been natu-
rally exposed to similar dose sizes. The Colorado popu-
lation is an example because of the altitude. Finally, we
need to look more diligently at patterns in the effects of
radiation. At high doses certain effects such as leukemia
are more likely to occur than cancer of the pancreas. If
this pattern seems to be completely reversed at low
doses, it may be only noise we are seeing. Our responsi-
bility, then, is to keep trying and bring all the order to
the data that we can.

A second area in which we are involved is oil shale
studies. The oil from the shale is dropped onto the
backs of mice three times a week and the time to skin
tumor is observed. These studies are better than usual
because the time variable is rather accurate. This type of
oil turns out to be a potent carcinogen to the skin. It is
believed, however, that treatment of the oil with hot
water will remove the carcinogens. We have been plot-
ting the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the probability of
survival and have been fitting these with a two-
parameter Weibull. It would be nice if a three-
parameter Weibull could be fitted, where the location
parameter indicates a threshold value, but it has been
our experience that there are any number of three-
parameter Weibulls which fit just as well as any other.
This is because the location and shape parameters are so
highly correlated that, as one is changed, the other can
compensate for it. One may as well, then, choose the
location parameter to be zero, so that we are fitting a
two-parameter Weibull. The indication, then, is that
there is no three-parameter Weibull. (I think someone
expounded on this topic at the Houston meetings, and I
am sorry that I missed the session.)

Another problem with skin painting is that the
higher doses are toxic to the skin cells and kill some of

them so that they cannot respond by becoming tumor-
ous. This causes the number of tumors to decrease
somewhat with a high dose. Two solutions seem pos-
sible: (1) keep the dosage low so that the toxicity is
slight or (2) try to estimate what percentage of cells are
still able to respond, and adjust the results accordingly.
We are doing some experiments along the latter line.

We are also involved in studying mutagenicity of the
oil shales. The wild strain of salmonella is familiar to us
as the cause of food poisoning. There is a certain mu-
tant of this strain which will keep its identity as long as
it is deprived of a substance called histidine. In the
presence of certain chemical mutagens, some of the
salmonella organisms will revert to their wild state and
in the wild state they can manufacture their own histi-
dine. As a result these revertants reproduce and become
colonies on a Petri dish. Given a culture of this strain of
salmonella, a few will revert to the wild state without
treatment, and this proportion is called the background
rate. Currently, results are considered significant if the
number of reversions is twice the background. Signifi-
cant results indicate that the chemical treatment is a
mutagen. A high proportion of mutagens are also car-
cinogens. The test for mutagenicity we have just de-
scribed is called the Ames Test. Because the test can be
run in 48 h, it is widely used as a screening test for
identifying possible carcinogens that one would like to
investigate further, perhaps with a skin-painting
experiment.

Another area having to do with oil shales concerns
the water produced in the oil shale process — millions
and millions of gallons. Mice will drink freely of this
water. We have observed a highly significant number of
birth defects in newborn mice after their mothers drink
of the polluted water.* A major problem with this type
of experiment is that mice are cannibals. Young with
birth defects have a high probability of being eaten be-
fore they can be observed. We therefore have to sac-
rifice the mothers the day before birth. This requires an
accurate knowledge of the date of conception, so that
the males can be put in with the females only on certain
dates and only for a few hours. Even so, only a fraction
of the females become pregnant. Those who do not

•Because of this hign rate of birth defects, the waste dis-
posal problem connected with oil shales dwarfs the nuclear
waste problem into triviality as far as size is concerned. The
characteristics cannot, of course, be as long lasting as for nu-
clear wastes, but the effects are immediate and unmistakable.
There is a good chance, however, that this water can be puri-
fied before releasing it.
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conceive are left in for a second or third trial, and in the mostly from the water drunk while the female is preg-
meanwhile they have gotten a higher dose of the pol- nant. How do you combine this type of data? Fcrtu-
luted water than those who conceived the first time, it nately for us the effects were manifested strongly in the
does not seem likely that we can simply cumulate the first litters and did not seem to get worse as time went
dose and do a regression. While there may be some on.
cumulative effect, it is more likely that the effects come
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

The overall goals and format of Workshop IV were perhaps a bit different from those of the other workshops.

Our goal was not so much to solve or even focus on any specific problem area but rather to get people with common

interests together and talking about something substantive. The papers in this workshop were geared to raise specific

questions to be addressed.

The format of our discussion section, which included 25 to 30 people, was a bit different from those of the

other workshops. We first had participants identify themselves and their interests, and then, on the basis of the

interests expressed, the group was divided into three smaller groups. The topics for these groups were (1) animal

studies, with emphasis on models for handling lesions that are not invariably fatal, (2) statistical computing and data

management, and (3) epidemiological studies. A summary of the discussion within each of these groups is given

below. Toward the end of our discussion session, a spokesman for each group summarized the discussion for the

benefit of the entire group.

At the conclusion of the session we had participants fill out evaluation sheets. Based on these evaluations as well

as verbal comments, it appean that participants responded very favorably to the workshop format. Participants liked

breaking into small groups with an opportunity to exchange ideas in an informal setting. Some participants indicated

that as a result of the workshop they had identified a specific lead, technique, or reference that they expected would

prove useful. Several participants felt that the greatest value of the workshop was simply identifying others with

common or similar problems and that these contacts might prove useful in the future.

The most common complaint concerning the format was that there was insufficient time to pursue the small-

group discussions. This view was expressed particularly by those participating in the animal study discussion group.

Other suggestions were that topics for discussion be identified in advance, possibly with advance written materials

available.

ANIMAL STUDIES (INCIDENTAL LESIONS)

The group discussed two models for analyzing the prevalence of incidental lesions (or diseases) in survival/

sacrifice experiments. The Carr-Stevens sometimes-fatal-lesions model [1] introduces a parameter 6, the ratio of

excess lesions among deaths to the total number of lesions, which provides a transition between the fatal and

nonfatal models. In the fatal model, there are no lesions in the survivors, so that all lesions are excess, and 6 is one.

In the nonfatal model, the proportion of lesions in the deaths and survivors is the same, so that there are no excess

lesions, and the 9 is zero. Intermediate cases are handled by taking 0 < 6 < 1.

Dennis Tolley pointed out an analogy to the Marshall-Olkin bivariate exponential model [2] . He also suggested

that estimation procedures developed by Proschan and Sullo [3] may be applicable to the estimation of 8 if sacrifice

information is available.

Toby Mitchell gave a summary statement of the Mitchell-Turnbull model [4]. This interval-based log-linear

model defines illness states corresponding to all possible combinations of potentially lethal diseases. Each illness

state ^as associated time-dependent parameters of lethality and prevalence. The parameters are estimated by maxi-

mum likelihood using the E-M algorithm. The problems associated with pooling diseases were discussed, and it was

noted that the estimates of prevalence and lethality could be influenced by the list of diseases.

The Mitchell-Turnbull model assumes that changes in an illness state take place only between intervals. Brian

Yandell noted that, without this assumption, the lethality parameters are not identifiable (see [5]).
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STATISTICAL COMPUTING AND n VTA MANAGEMENT

The group reached a consensus that currently available statistical theory/methods for analysis of survival data are
still inadequate for many types of problems encountered in practice. Although there is currently substantial enthusi-
asm for the Cox model [6] and related techniques, these models have a number of important limitations. More
general methods are needed. In addition, more work is needed in investigating the "small-sample" performance (the
sample size is the number of failures) of regression estimators in the Cox model. Evaluating large sample results at
small n does not necessarily yield accurate small-sample expressions. Well-designed simulation experiments could
contribute to this effort. Efficient algorithms for maximizing the partial likelihood will aid in this effort.

There is a need for methods that can be used to evaluate the Cox model. What are the general circumstances
under which it is appropriate? Is there a good fit? Should there be time-dependent covariates included? Such
methods should include goodness-of-fit statistics (see, for examples, [7] and [8]).

Another problem that occurs with the Cox model in long-term follow-up studies is defining the dependent
variable; that is, what is "survival time"? If survival time is defined as time from first entry into the population under
study, then age at hire and year of hire must be considered in the analysis. In principle, this could be done through
stratification or by introducing covariates; it is not clear, however, how this should be done in practice. Another
approach is to use age as the dependent variable in the Cox model. If this approach is followed, then birth year
should be used to form strata or should be introduced as a regression variable. Similar problems exist with defining
the predictor variable in long-term follow-up studies. For example, should a time-dependent variable such asZ(a) =
cumulative film badge reading at age a be introduced as a single regresron variable or should we include 7? (a) in the
model? Another approach is to define several exposure groups based on cumulative exposure and estimate a relative
risk parameter for each group. Clearly, we should consider different approaches to defining the variables in the Cox
model. A major point in the paper by Frome and Hudson is that to do this, we must clearly describe the data. The
logical description must lead to a reasonable physical description so that the dependent variable and regression
variables of interest can be clearly defined and computed. This is especially true when dealing with large data sets
with internal time-dependent covariates. In these situations, it may be easy to define appropriate risk sets and
covariates, but the resulting computations and/or data storage requirements may become excessive.

The panel concluded that the currently available algorithms and software for the Cox model should be unproved
significantly. The publicly available software appears not to be based upon algorithms selected for numerical
stability, accuracy, or efficiency. Research is needed to develop sound algorithms and to implement these algorithms
in efficient software. Development of software, based on such algorithms, is needed.

A number of large-scale historical follow-up studies of the effects of low levels of radiation are either under way
or planned by DOE. These studies raise issues in many disciplines, and we have described some of the statistical
modeling and statistical computing problems. The quality of retrospective data raises many concerns, some of which
have been addressed at length in the epidemiology literature. From the research data management point of view, one
must be seriously concerned about systematic data errors that could affect statistical analyses in ways that far
exceed effects of radiation on subjects in the study. A mismatch in Unking data from two independent files is one
type of systematic error that can occur. Validation techniques that compare processed data with "original data" are,
therefore, essential. Although such techniques are available in concept and have been applied in other settings, the
special problems inherent in the historical DOE data may require techniques designed specifically for this situation.

Data management operational issues are also important in large epidemiologic studies for a number of reasons.
Efficiency is important because files tend to be large, processing expensive, and resources always limited. Data
quality is important for the reasons noted above. Documentation, though extremely important, is often largely
unavailable for historical data. There is substantial concern that data management in some of the studies is being, or
has been, performed by persons not trained in modem research data management and not aware of methods for
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assuring data quality for efficient processing and for documentation. The development and implementation of data
validation procedures could be used to partially control this problem for data that have already been "computer-
ized." More training of project personnel at all levels in the methods and issues of research data management should
improve the situation for data that have not yet been put into machine-readable form.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

In this discussion group, we briefly addressed a number of questions. We started out by considering the relative
merits of regression analysis and contingency table analysis. Although there was general agreement that regression
techniques using individual doses were to be preferred in situations with good dosimetry and reasonable exposure
distributions, we recognized that these conditions are frequently not met and therefore grouping data and contin-
gency table analysis is often appropriate. Tukey's smoothing procedures were mentioned as an aid in the grouping
procedure. In this same area, we discussed the quality of the dosimetry measurements and particularly the diffi-
culties in making meaningful distinctions among doses at very low levels.

We addressed the general question of whether or not studies of populations exposed to low levels are worth
doing in light of their severe limitations. We decided that there is merit in such studies mainly from the standpoint of
being able to identify gross deviations from current estimates and possibly to provide reassurance if no effects are
identified. Also it was noted that there may be surprises in the form of types of effects not previously indicated.
Oddities that are not necessarily associated with radiation may emerge, and such findings may lead to future
research.

The problems of interpreting and communicating results that may be statistical flukes was addressed. Related to
this topic we briefly discussed C. Land's [9] recent paper in Science. We considered the appropriateness of estima-
tion procedures in studies with very low power, noting that estimates will be extremely biased if only significant
positive results are selected for estimation.

Finally, a number of informational questions about DOE occupational studies were answered, mainly by the
group at Oak Ridge. A number of suggestions for strengthening such studies were made. These included the use of
cancer registries (where available) and acquisition of detailed residential histories on workers (realistically this would
probably have to be done on a case-control basis). The general problem of background exposure was considered. We
noted that studies in this area have not identified positive associations (but have had little power to do so).
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